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INTRODUCTION.
Chap.
1.

The readers themselves.

the heading

Italy

:

— In

our English Bibles the Epistle has

:

It

"

The heading

heading of the Epistle, and

books.

mentioned

is

To

wanting, or agrees

is

the

Hebrews

witli

" is the propel

found from the time that the Epistle

New

in connection with other

To

Laodkeans,

the

To

or,

Though

but this seems incapable of proof.

Testament

the Alexandrimis^

as old as the

mention of the Epistle in connection with other

ment books, the

hand

and

"

has been supposed that the Epistle was also known under

other designations, as,

torical

;

In the best MSB. the heading reads simply, To

by Timothy."

historically

Hebrews

" Written to the Hebrews from

Hebrews, and the remark at the end

the superscription.

is

Epistle.

" Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the

end there stands the remark

at the

the

The Readers of the

I.

To

inscription

Testa-

Hebrews does not come from the

the

of the original writer of the Epistle.

in the course of transcription,

first his-

New

and whether

It originated,
it

rests

on

no doubt,

tradition or

was

suggested by the contents of the Epistle cannot be ascertained.

Any one

reading the Epistle

apart from

all

now would stamp

tradition respecting

The term " Hebrews"
In a wider sense,

it

is

used

describes

all

its

in

it

with the same

a wider and in a narrower sense.

who were descendants

of

Abraham,

wherever they resided, and whatever language they spoke.
sense
2 Cor.

it

is

xi.

title,

origin or destination.

In this

equivalent to Israelites and opposed to Gentiles (comp.

22

;

Phil.

living in Palestine

iii.

5).

In

its

narrower sense,

it

describes Jews

and using the native language of that country.

In

INTRODUCTION.

ro
this sense

it is

opposed

to

"Grecians" or Hellenists, that

Jews, speaking Greek (Acts

mine

in

vi. i, ix.

which of these senses the term

to the Epistle.

is

used

is,

foreign

nothing to deter-

is

in the superscription

The Alexandrians understood by

it

Palestinian Jews

;

merely their interpretation, and can hardly be assumed to
on tradition. The phrase " To the Hebrews " might mean of

but this
rest

is

was addressed

the Epistle

itself that

extraction

;

was addressed

made

that

"Hebrews"

to

make

very distinct, and

No

in a particular locality.

and

community consisting

to a

is

certain that the Epistle

it

in the Epistle to Gentile believers,

was written

it

to all Christians of Jewish

but the local colour of the Epistle

the allusions are of such a kind as to

is

There

27).

allusion

seems to imply

this

exclusively of Jewish

Hebrew element very greatly
no doubt that the Hebrews to

Christians, or one at least in which the

predominated.

whom he

The Author's view is
and rightful

Testament church

;

they are " the People " of God, and they are so

as believing Hebrews.
it

But

this

way of regarding them, even though

be based on principles recognised in other

(Rom.

successors of the Old

writes are the true

xi.),

New

would have had something unnatural

Testament writings

in

it if

they had been

a minority in the church or circle of churches to which the
addressed.

Thus

inscription to the

Epistle

that

is,

believers of the race of Israel

—a

it

was

letter

which we gather from the

the information

all

was addressed

to

Christian

we could have

conclusion which

reached apart from any inscription.
Their circumstances.

2.

—The

Hebrews

to

whom

the Epistle was

addressed had not been themselves hearers of the Lord, but had
received the gospel from those

worked many wonders

who heard Him

in attestation of their

(ii.

3),

preaching

(ii.

and who

The

4).

church had not apparently been founded by mere believers from

numbers

Palestine congregating in

in

the locality,

but by some

apostolic missionaries, themselves direct hearers of the
xiii.

7

comp.

;

x.

32,

where their enlightenment

distinct historical event).

a thing

that,

when

Their conversion

the Epistle was written,

is

Lord

(ii.

3,

referred to as a

was

to the faith of Christ

had long taken place

:

for,

on account of the time, they ought themselves to have been teachers
(v. 12)
(xiii.

;

7)

those
;

and

who brought
their history

the gospel to

had been one

them were already dead

of varied vicissitudes, for

on

—
THE HEBREWS AND THEIR CIRCUMSTANCES.
the back of their
cutions

(x. 32),

11-13),

(xii. 4,

first faith

I 1

they had been subjected to sharp perse-

though presumably their

had been more

later history, until recently

Their former persecutions,

peaceful.

them they had been subjected to great
reproach and loss of goods, and even imprisonment in some quarters,
had perhaps not gone so far as to carry any of them to the stake

though

the midst of

in

32 with

(x.

In the early days of their

see notes).

xii. 4,

they

faith,

had shown much enthusiasm and public spirit, taking joyfully the
spoiling of their goods, and voluntarily sharing the reproaches and
sympathizing with the bonds of those
cause

(x.

33, 34)

and

;

who

suffered in the Christian

sympathy and love

tinued to distinguish

do minister,"

them when

vi. 10,

this

Apostle addressed them (comp.

with "let brotherly love continue,"

xiii. i).

Nevertheless, in these later days, a change for the worse had

come

External circumstances were perhaps beginning again

over them.

press heavily upon them, and their condition of

had been

their

to

which had been their characteristic always, con-

suffering brethren,

"still

this spirit of

in

fully against

mind was

not, as

to
it

former times, such as to enable them to bear up success-

Nothing very

them.

specific is said in the Epistle to

indicate the nature or cause of their trials, but the whole tone of

it

is

hortatory, suitable to persons in the midst of afflictions from without

and, on the other hand, the

many solemn warnings

;

against unbeliel

and falling away from the faith of Christ reveal the condition of
mind in which they were, and the fears of the Apostle in regard to
them. The reproach which they suffered was one no doubt common

God

to the people of

more

of their

ages

hard race

them

(xii. i)

(x.

36)

;

of Christ,

was something

it

and borne

The Apostle

tells

at the

hands

them they have

he admits that their Christian course

their afflictions are severe,

;

but

(xi. 25, 26),

it

need of patience

set

in all

was the reproach
own countrymen (xiii. 13).

specific,

in such a light as will

more than

is

and he endeavours

reconcile

them

a
to

to them,

they are not accidents, they are the chastisements of a Father, and

proof of their true sonship,

common

indeed with the Son Himself

(xii.

to

7-10,

them with

xii.

2)

;

he

the example of the great worthies of former days,

all

and

sons,

sets before

Abraham

them

(vi.

1

5)

and the cloud of witnesses, who patiently endured and are now made
perfect (chap, xi.)

;

and, above

all,

he reminds them that they have a

INTRODUCTION.

Ia

great

High

Priest, Jesus the

the feeling of their infirmities,

Son of God, who can be touched with
and exhorts them to come with confi-

dence to the throne of grace, to obtain help
14-16,

The passage

V, 1-5, xii. 2-4).

unto blood,"

is

the natural

sense

of

xii.

4,

in

time of need

"Ye have

somewhat uncertain meaning (see notes), though
is that they had not yet been persecuted unto

manner

death, and, from the Apostle's

of regarding the

community

as a moral person having a continuous history (v. 11-14,
X.

32-37,

xiii.

this

7),

(iv.

not resisted

seems

to

be said of their whole

10-12,

vi.

as a

life

church.

These severe
ill

fitted to

condition of mind unhappily made them
Though they had been so long enlightened that

trials their

meet.

they ought to have been themselves teachers, they had again need

some one should teach them the first elements of Christian
(v. 12)
they had become children in intelligence, having need
of milk, and were incapable of receiving such solid food as this
Apostle desired to oflfer them when he wished to bring the Melthey were growing
chizedek priesthood of the Son before them
sluggish, and no more imitators of the faith and patience of those
who inherit the promises (vi. 12). This want of interest was leading
them to cease to frequent the Christian meetings for mutual confirmation and edifying (x. 25). They were casting away their joyful
confidence (x. 35). And besides this general coldness that was
creeping over them, there were perhaps some symptoms showing
themselves of a mistrust of their teachers, and suspicion of their
that

truth

;

;

teaching, possibly owing to influences from without

which influences

may

selves with meats,

and

to

God

(xiii.

in

writer's language,

of

its

first

spoke to them the

Word
They

other side, something positive.

it

Son

(ii. i).

12, iv.

evil
i)

;

From

the particularity of the

seems not improbable that he has instances

— there was need to take heed

them an

(iii.

who

danger of drifting away from the things which had been

heard, the revelation of the

his eye,

—to

This more negative backsliding seemed to the

7-9).

Apostle, and indeed was, on

were

17, 18),

be carried aside by strange teachings,

forgetful of the teaching of those

of

(xiii.

been due a tendency to busy them-

also have

lest there

God
among

heart of unbelief in departing from the living
lest

in

should be in any one

there should be any root of bitterness

THE LOCALITY OF THE HEBREWS.
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them, or any profane person like Esau, having more respect

to

worldly advantages and sensual pleasures than the holy blessings
of the covenant

(xii.

and

16),

nity should be defiled

by such

lest

(xii. 15).

evil

example the commu-

In the light of this state of mind,

and of the external circumstances, there seemed

to the Apostle, in

the whole situation, not only the possibility, but the hazard of their
falling

away

altogether from the faith of the gospel.

Their locality.

3.

without the gate,

— In

xiii.

12,

it

Jerusalem would be understood by
Palestine or

bom

is

said

that

Jesus

all

Beyond the reference

words, "they of Italy salute you "(xiii. 24), no allusion
locality

to
of

abroad, and cannot be used as evidence in regard

to the locality of those here addressed.

any

suffered

Such an allusion
Hebrews, whether natives

the gate of Jerusalem.

i.e.

"They

by name.

of Italy"

in the

made

to

means those belonging

to

is

and the words might be said of such persons whether they
were, when spoken of, in Italy or out of it. The mention of them of
Italy, however, seems to imply one of two things
either the author of
the Epistle wrote from Italy, and added to his own the salutations of
Italy,

:

the Christians there, or he wrote to
the salutations of

some

church of their native country.
reference to

them of

No

An

other reason for such a speciaJ

Italy suggests itself naturally.

seems to have been written from or
I.

some locality in Italy, and senl
who were beside him, to the

Italian brethren,

opinion widely received has been, that the

written from Italy to the church of Jerusalem.

Epistle

Epistle

was

This opinion has

generally gone along with the view that St. Paul

The two

The

to Italy.

was the

writer.

opinions have no necessary connection, and the question

of authorship

had

this opinion, in

things said in

better be kept separate.

It is difficult to

reconcile

regard to the destination of the Epistle, with

it.

In

ii.

3, it

is

said that the

knowledge of the great salvation not

Hebrews owed

many
their

Lord Himself, but

to the

to

them who heard Him. At whatever date the Epistle was written,
there must have been many persons living in the church at Jerusalem
who had heard Christ Himself; and, besides, the church seems
everywhere treated as having
identity.

Elsewhere

(x. 32),

throughout

its

history a personal

the " enlightenment " of the

spoken of as a distinct historical event, and

in a

Hebrews is
manner scarcely

INTRODUCTION.
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Again, the low condition of

applicable to the ministry of our Lord.

community

Christian knowledge in the

can scarcely be sup-

(v. ii)

posed that of the original church at Jerusalem, and the reproach, that
for the
if

time they ought to have been teachers, sounds very strangely

said of a

community from which teachers had gone out to all
xii. 4, if its meaning be the natural one,

The passage

the world.

supported, too, by

x.

Jerusalem address

end of the

;

and the passage

If " ministering to the saints "
it

in

xiii.

sometimes has

decisive against the

is

7 does not suggest that the

had been a

of the leaders there referred to

life

Cor. xvi.

i

;

against the church at Jerusalem

;

i),

this

internal history of the church at Jerusalem

more

Stephen was

But

ated.

not improbable that there

It is certainly

liberal

element in
reflected,

it,

composed of men

and among

this Epistle is not

and the writer

at the

whom

side.

to

is

comp.

;

be ex-

xiii.

1-3.

not very well

is

may have been

whom

a

the spirit of

were perpetu-

his opinions

addressed to any section of Hebrews,

same time evidently

he has his readers on his

in

10

vi.

32-34

x.

poor believers

would also be decisive

but perhaps

plained by the more expanded reference

known.

violent one.

were used in the restricted sense, which

in the Pauline Epistles, of relieving the

Jerusalem (Rom. xv. 25

The

had not yet

32-35, that the church addressed

furnished any martyrs to the cause of Christ,

The

feels that,

natural sense of

on the whole,

ii.

3

is,

that the

Author, as well as his readers, had heard the gospel from apostolic
missionaries.
it

is

He may

possible that he

not have been a native of the locality, though

was

;

he had

at least lived for a time in

it,

and

enjoyed a position of consideration in the church, to which he hopes

soon to be restored

(xiii.

It is difficult to

19).

suggest any period in

the history of the Jerusalem church during which a liberal-minded

who was probably ignorant of Hebrew, and
an off-hand way dispose of the whole Old Testament
ritual as " standing on meats and drinks and divers washings" (ix. 10)
and "useless" (vii. 18), could have stood in such relations to this
church, or at which his restoration to it along with Timothy, the
Hellenist like the Author,

who could

in

devoted attendant of
(xiii. 19,

differs

that

23).

No

from that of

Judaism

is

St. Paul,

doubt, in

could be looked forward to as an event

many

St. Paul,

respects his

and the manner

sublimed and transfigured

method of reasoning
in which he teaches

in Christianity

might be

THE LOCALITY OF THE HEBREWS.
less offensive
tion,

Law was

than the doctrine that the

brought in that sin might abound, and not

salvation at all

(Rom.

v.

20

;

Gal.

iii.

19).

15

a mere side institu-

Hne

strictly in the

of

Nevertheless, he disposes

Moses and the "customs" no less effectively than St. Paul does;
and though he may be rather to be named a successor of Stephen
than a follower of St. Paul, Acts vii. and xxi. alike show what such
teaching had to look for at Jerusalem.
of

The
It is

positive

arguments

Jerusalem are of

in favour of

little

weight.

thought that only there, or in the neighbourhood, could a com-

munity consisting exclusively of Jewish believers have been found.
It is

not necessary to suppose that the church consisted exclusively

The Author

of Hebrews.

regards Hebrews as truly the church, not

as a matter of numbers, but on principle

;

and probably

churches at this time Jews were in the majority.

Further,

many

in

sup-

it is

posed that only in Jerusalem could the people be devoted to the pracBut
tice of the Temple rites as those addressed are supposed to be.
proof, or even probability, that those addressed

were engaged in the

Temple worship,

The

practice of the

altogether wanting.

is

Epistle

contains no allusion to the Temple, nor to the service as actually
practised there.

and

theoretical,

Its references to the

Mosaic

and based on the Law

ritual are purely ideal

in the Pentateuch.

to the ark, the pot of

manna, and other things

the second Temple.

The mode

It refers

that never existed in

of reasoning adopted would have

been as valid after the destruction of the Temple as during

its

exist-

same mode of reference is found in
Jewish writings long after the Temple and the service there had come
It is possible that the persons addressed had a theoretical
to an end.
These were the
interest in the Temple services and the customs.

ence

;

and

in point of fact the

and

national worship,

all

members

of the nation, wherever they might

be scattered abroad, partook in them in sympathy and heart, regard-

them as the symbol and guarantee of their national and religious
At all events, nothing in the Epistle indicates a closer connection of the Hebrews with them than this feeling, common to
ing

unity.

Hebrews

in general.

The

But no interpretation of

passage,

it

xiii.

7-13,

is

favours Jerusalem.

of doubtful meaning.
If the "divers

strange teachings " there mentioned refer to the " meats
cial offerings,

it is

"

and

of sacrifi-

scarcely possible that such language could be used

6
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1

had been addicted

of practices to which the Hel.rews

and

if

the reference be to ascetic tendencies,

it is

home

but elsewhere, that we are to seek the original
Failing Jerusalem,

2.

it

all their lives

of such errors.

has been thought that Rome answered the

and the

conditions of the problem better than any other locality,
Epistle

is

now

Roman

church
{a)

many eminent writers to have been
portion of the Roman church, or to the

considered by

addressed to the Jewish

Hebrews,

;

scarcely in Jerusalem,

in general,

In this

which was probably largely composed
the salutation of "

them

of Italy "

-they were Italians present with the

factorily explained

som° place out

way

of Italy,

{b)

The

Epistle

of

is satis-

writer in

was very early known

at

made use of by Clement of Rome before the end
of the first century,
{c) The interest of the church in Timothy is
(d) The Author's presumed familiarity with the
readily understood,
Epistle to the Romans is easily explained (see on x. 30),
{e) The
Rome, being

allusion to

largely

meats

exposed in Rom.

7) indicates

(xiii.

xiv.,

an ascetic tendency such as

and the divers and strange teachings

(xiii.

is

9}

are such as were to be expected in a city which was the intellectual
centre of the world, and, naturally, a hotbed of speculations and
heresies,

and from which

in fact

tvhich distracted the early church,

ing pages of her history.

And

proceeded

and
{/)

it

period, about the year 50, the Jews, that

Jews, were expelled from

Rome by

which might explain the allusion to

Some
very

Even

little force.

is

if

far

most

is,

interest-

that at an early

probably the Christian
Claudius, a fact

goods and the

xiii. 7, etc.,

;

like (x. 32).

others have

were

to ascetic

from certain, the Epistle to the Colos-

and the whole history

be said

On

loss of

the reference in

of the age,

show

in

many

places.

that they were found in

Rome

also.

developments were to be found

the

is,

Emperor

the

strange opinions
the

of these considerations are not without weight

tendencies, which
sians,

many

some of
is known

fill

that

such moral

The most

that can

the other hand, there are difficulties not easy to surmount in

way

of the

Roman

theory.

The church

at

Rome was

probably

founded, not by the preaching of any apostolic man, but by the congregating there of believers from Palestine and other parts of the

world (Acts
gelized

ii.

10).

The Hebrews, on

the contrary, were evan-

by hearers of the Lord, amidst many signs and wonders and

THE LOCALITY OF THE HEBREWS.
Holy Ghost

gifts of the

where,

(ii.

3,

4

comp. Acts

;

enHghtenment

X. 32, their

is

viii.

I?
6, xiv.

Else-

3).

referred to as a distinct historical

and these two things together naturally suggest that the
Hebrews received the gospel from some apostolic men in the course
Further, the Epistle must have been
of a special missionary tour.

event

;

written sometime,

and

is

it

usually thought only a very few years,

Neronic persecution

after the

(a.d.

64 and

Close upon their

after).

enlightenment the Hebrews sustained a great conflict of sufferings

These are referred

(x. 32).

The

days."

On

the other hand,

if

Roman

can find a way out of

must suppose that the
persecutions

former

this difficulty only

it

is

impos-

be awanting.

by desperate

We

shifts.

afflictions alluded to in x. 32 are the

then, that the

;

Christians are addressed,

to these persecutions should

sible that all reference

We

to in the Epistle distantly as the "

reference can scarcely be to the persecutions of Nero.

Neronic

Author assumed that these followed close

upon the conversion of the

Roman

church, which he must have

regarded as a definite historical occurrence, and due to the preaching
of the Apostle Paul

and perhaps Peter

was not written

a very considerable number of years after this

The

period.

for

date of the Epistle

is

;

and

finally, that

no doubt uncertain.

the Epistle

But

strange

way

in a

and

if, as is supposed, he was familiar with St. Paul's
Romans, he must have perused the work of his master

;

Epistle to che

with very

little

members

of the

and

the

if

Author made the above assumptions, he must have read history

attention, especially that part of

Roman

in Christ before

it

where he mentions

church who were of note among the apostles,

him

(xvi.

7).

Neither are the terms of

x.

32

adeqr.ate to describe the ferocious cruelties of the Neronic persecution

;

and, as has been said, the passage

by violent means, comp. on
history a time at

which the

xii.

4.

xiii.

Again,

Roman

7 does not
is

it

imply death

difficult to find in

church, the most lively and

vigorous of the churches, could be described in the terms employed
In v.

II.

St.

Paul, writing to the

Romans,

while this Author says, "
of milk "

—

faith,

Hebrews
know it from
the

Ye are become
in.

i.

8

;

dull of hearing,

as the whole Epistle shows,

as lacking

"Your

says,

spoken of throughout the whole world" (Rom.

is

just

comp.

faith

is

xvi. 19),

and have need

what he regards

Once more, the Roman Judaism, as we
Romans, was of the usual Pharisaic
B

the Epistle to the

—

8
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type.

It is

possible indeed that St. Paul the Pharisee found Pharisaic

Judaism everywhere, as he conceived
this

Author, the

Judaism with an

aspect, a

" customs " into ideas

it

under that aspect, and that

contemplated Judaism under another

Hellenist,

allegorical tendency,

and

principles,

But while there may be truth in

external practice.
that the

Author assumes that his readers

most of

his opinions,

Epistle
3.

and

will

that the type of

this,

it

fast to
is

plain

go along with him

Judaism exhibited

in

in the

is real.

Others have thought of Alexandria.

the centre of Hellenistic Judaism, offers
tions of the

seems

which resolved the

and was not bound

problem

in general.

Naturally Alexandria, as

what answers

But no particular

The elaborate attempts

to point to Alexandria.

to the condi-

trait in

the Epistle

that have been

made

to show that the Author was unacquainted with the details of
Temple service at Jerusalem, and that his references agree with
the practice of the Jewish Temple at Leontopolis in Egypt, hardly
deserve mention. Though the Epistle was early known and highly

the

valued

among

the Alexandrians, no trace of the opinion appears that

ihey were the recipients of
tion in Alexandria,

On

it.

the contrary, the prevailing tradi-

connected with the belief of

was that the Epistle was addressed

ship,

to the

its

Pauline author-

Hebrews of

Palestine.

Upon

the whole, while Nothing approaching to certainty can be

reached,

some community of the Dispersion in the East, not, howany church in its immediate neighbourhood,

—

ever, Jerusalem, nor

a Hellenistic type of Judaism, best suits the circumstances of

tvith

The imprisonment

the case.
in

Rome,

or

somewhere in

of Timothy

Italy,

(xiii.

23)

would probably be

and the letter was probably addressed

from that country, whither the Author had gone, either on a missionary

some other call, and where he was waiting to be
when he wrote it. This might account for the
early known in Rome, and for the consistent denial

enterprise or on

joined by Timothy
letter

being so

there of

its

PauHne authorship.

Chap.
1.

II.

Occasion of the Epistle.

The Epistle

— The

Itself.

condition

already been described generally in chap.

i.

of the
sect.

2.

Hebrews has
This condi-

OCCASION OF THE EPISTLE.
was the occasion of writing the

lion

much more

finding anything

The

Epistle does not

definite

itself into

fit

There

Epistle.

than

I9
is

difficulty in

there said.

is

the frame of the Pauline controIts subject is not

versies with the Judaizers in the Christian church.

a question of a gospel free of ceremonies as against a gospel encum-

The Author's

bered by them.

doubt identical with that of

by a

that position

position toward the

(vii. 18, x.

be nothing more than temporary

(ix.

8-10,

1-4)

viii.

countrymen

Hebrews
still

13)

and God Himself

;

(vii. 18, x.

9)

;

and

are exhorted to sever all connection with their

them

practising

(xiii.

It

13).

seems not improb-

who

evangelized the Hebrews had

this free gospel (xiii. 7-10),

and that the gospel had been

able even that the missionaries

preached

are in

they were meant to

;

Old Testament Scripture has abrogated them

the believing

without

is

The ceremonial observances

different road.

his view in themselves worthless

in

Law

although he possibly reached

St. Paul,

accepted from them by the Hebrews in this sense, although perhaps
without perfect comprehension of the bearing of such principles upon
the

Old Testament

advance on
but to lead

from a
not a

for the Author's object is not to secure

;

an

from a position hitherto occupied to a higher,

them back

fallen, or at least to

danger of

ritual

their part

to a

former position from which they had

confirm them in a position from which they were in

This danger, however, was not merely that of falling

falling.

free gospel

down

to

one encumbered with ceremonies.

movement from a higher

Christian church, that

position to a lower, but

was threatened

something outside Christianity.
the faith of Christ altogether.

employed (notes on

vi.

7,

8).

it

;

No

is

It

was

within the

was a movement towards

The danger was
This

still

that of renouncing

evident from the language

doubt

St. Paul,

when

writing to

Gentiles, uses very strong language regarding the ceremonies of the

Law, calling the receiving of them a

falling

preaching of them another gospel (Gal.

v. 4,

i.

from grace, and the
6)

;

yet this relentless

exposure, from the point of view of principle, of acts of the true

meaning of which those who practised them were unconscious, and

who

still

adhered to the Christian church,

is

very different from the

description given in this Epistle of the conscious indignities to the

Christian faith and the
part of those to

whom

Son
he

of

God, which the Apostle dreads on

refers (comp.

iii.

12. vi.

6

x.

26-29).

ihti

—
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If,

avert

usually supposed, the danger which the Apostle sought to

is

was a relapse of the Hebrews

Judaism that

still

into Judaism,

whether

this

was a

held fast to the hope of Israel, though not accord-

ing to knowledge, a thing with which St. Paul was able to sympathize

(Rom.

X.

2

Acts

;

Sadducean high
Heb.

vi,

x.

6,

xxiii.

priest

Hebrew

crucified the

;

perhaps no special occurrence or circumstance

29),

calling forth the Epistle

the

Judaism like that of the
Son of God (John xix. 15

6-9), or rather a

who

The depressed

need be sought.

condition of

Christians in general, the overbearing attitude of their

countrymen, the imposing memories of the national religion, the long
delay of Christ's coming, and the imperfect understanding on the
part of the

these were

Hebrews

all

of the

meaning of the Christian atonement,

constant forces which circumstances of no great import-

ance in themselves might at any
the situation perilous.

On

moment

aggravate so as to render

the other hand, the free views of this

now only to form, or
And yet in some sense

Apostle are not views which he has been led

which he expresses now

for the first time.

he belonged to the community of the Hebrews, and they sympathized
in

general with his teaching.

In

the passage

mate,

we have a

It is,

therefore, not impossible that

7-10, so important

xiii.

and yet

so difficult to esti-

hint of the occasion that called forth the Epistle,

though everywhere else the immediate motive of
background.

Chap.

relations of the
this

Hebrews

may have been due

it

is

kept in the

indicates throughout a certain strain in the

xiii.

to their teachers

and

to external influences

ences, however, were but a single force

to the writer.

These

(xiii. 9).

among many,

all

And
influ-

bearing in

same direction and this may account for the somewhat oblique
manner in which they are referred to.
Others have sought a more definite occasion in the f;ill of Jerusalem
and the Temple. Though not actually engaged in the practice of the
Temple worship, the Hebrews may still have regarded this as the
the

;

bond

of their national unity,

nant relation to the

God

Christian faith itself

and the symbol of

their continued cove-

of their fathers, a relation within which their

was professed. The overthrow of the Temple
and threatened to shake the foundations

services shattered this bond,

of their faith in general.
to

be

to

meet

And

this despair,

the object of the Epistle

by showing that

is

supposed

this dissolution of the
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had been predicted and prepared
now accomplished it, and

Testament, as history had

tian faith, instead of being involved in its

above

This view

ruins.

its

suits

much

equally well with the other view, though

Any

light.

to

whether Christians or not

Hebrews against

this,

in

them

exhorts

with their countrymen

And such

in a different

is

no

all

Hebrews

alike,

historical evidence of such

such a case would be utter

irre-

But the Author, instead of warning

akin to heathenism.

ligion,

whole

sets the

it

true place

its

said in the Epistle

have seized

to

but there

;

The danger threatened

a thing.

rose to

is

positive grounds for such a theory, however, are difficult

Such a despair ought

find.

fall,

that

Old

the

for in

that their Chris-

still

adhering to the ancient faith

away from

expressions as, "Fall

his

to sever their connection wholly

the living

God"

(xiii.

13).

12),

"Ye

(iii.

have need again that some one teach you the rudiments of the orades
of God" (v. 12),

which have been appealed

to as

proof that the Hebrews

were in danger of falling away from more than what was distinctively
Christian,

Any

do not support such a conclusion

difference of opinion

on

(see notes

on

iii.

12, v. 12).

this point will not greatly affect oui

reading of the Epistle now, as the Apostle's positive argument for the
finality

and perfection of the Christian

faith will

be

left

untouched,

although this argument will be set in a different light in the two cases.
If

what he seeks

be a relapse into Judaism, then his exposi-

to avert

tion will

be more an argument

faith

what he seeks

;

falling

if

away from

shock given

and
2.

for Christianity as against the ancient

meet be the danger of a more fundamental

faith in revealed truth

on the whole, caused by the

mind through the removal of all visible
faith, his exposition will be more an argu-

to the religious

tokens of the truth of

ment

to

its

to the effect that the Christian faith

full

The

has risen to

its

true place

perfection out of the ashes of the former religion.
Epistle

itself.

—The

Author's general religious conceptions

have been learned from the Old Testament.
supply the moulds into which his

New

These conceptions

Testament truth

Old Testament conceptions no doubt appear

in

is

the

The

run.

somewhat

developed form which they had in the Jewish schools of bis day
but this development has not materially altered them, though
given some of them,

pronounced form.

e.g.

the idea of the two ages or worlds, a

it

;

has

more

Traces of his Alexandrian culture have been

left

;
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upon

his language,

and perhaps

in

some pkces upon

his thought.

His method of Old Testament exegesis must be understood.
phecies of the kind which

we

the Old Testament speaks directly to the Christian age.

the Tabernacle and

its

;

In his view

contents and services were typical, or rather

made

anti-typical, being

Pro-

"typical" are unknown to him

call

off the type seen in the

phecy, whether Messianic or of other kinds,

mount, but

pro-

all

Hence

is direct.

in his

use of the Old Testament he never consciously accommodates or
applies Old Testament Scripture to

New

Testament

cloud of witnesses (ch.
the principles that

under the

xi.), or,

came

on the other

side,

Esau

(vi.

(xii.

11-13,

\ii.,

3, x.

(ii.

in ch.

11

iii.

xii.

directly to the subjects to

The

(i.

28)

5-14,

5-10, etc.), or to the people of God, as Ps. xcv. in chap.

X.

Prov.

the

and

16),

but the Old Testament passages which he applies to the Son
ii.

5),

1

to light in God's dealing with the people

covenant are h fortiori valid in the second

first

He

relations.

draws lessons from Old Testament examples, as Abraham

Epistle

Hebrews are

is

are considered to have been spoken

5,

which he applies them.

These Christian

written to Christian Hebrews.

in the Author's

They have

view the People of God.

been sanctified to be God's worshipping people through the blood
the

new covenant,

danger, under manifold

and

trials,

away from the

falling

This People of

the offering of the Son.

God

— God, into whose perfect fellowThe

new covenant.

written to avert this danger.

as the writer calls

(xiii.

22).

It

is

Hebrews, the People of God,
fidence firm unto the
is

end

(iii.

of

is in

of hardening their heart into unbelief,

living

ship they have been brought in the

exhortation

God

It is,

Epistle

is

a word of

it,

a sustained appeal to the Christian
to

hold

fast the

6, 14, etc.).

beginning of their con-

The key-note

of the Epistle

struck and heard throughout in the hortatory parts, to which the

Religion being conceived under

doctrinal elements are subservient.

God and men, that is, a state of
people who worship Him, the idea of the

the idea of a covenant between
relation

between God and a

Epistle

is

that the faith of Christ

is

the true

and

final religion

other words, that by the one offering of the Son of

the People
(ix. 1 5),

(ii.

17), or

have been

God

the transgressions under the

finally

put away

(ix.

26)

;

and

;

in

the sins of

first

covenant

that in the entrance

9f th^ Son, the representative high priest of the People, through Hi?

THE EPISTLE
blood, into the sanctuary
eternal

place, the

ITSELF.

on high, within the

23
God's veiy dwelling-

veil,

covenant state has been in fact realized, as

it

continues for ever expressed in His sitting at the right hand of the

Majesty, and being manifested

This

(ix. 24).

is

the exhortation

now

before the face of

and sustains

it

hundred ways.

in a

been said that the purpose of the Apostle

new covenant

riority of the

God

for us

the one thought of the Epistle, which combines with

to the

is

to

But

first.

It

has usually

demonstrate the supethis representation

hardly does justice to the positive side of his idea, the finality of the

second covenant, which
this finality is

with the

first

give his Epistle this

to

(preliminary notes to chap.

Of these

series of contrasts

Through these contrasts not only the coverealized and existing, but the various steps that

The reasons which induced

initiation, are illustrated.

its

Author

the main element of his thought, though

covenant.

nant state, actually
led to

is

worked out and exhibited through a

the

shape readily suggest themselves

i.).

great contrasts there are three

—

(i) that

between Jesus, the

Son, head of the " world to come," the world of salvation, and the
angels, heads of " this world," the Old Testament pre-Christian dispensation of things (ch.

i.-ii.)

;

(2) that

between Jesus and Moses, the

one Son over the house of God, the other servant within
iv.

13)

;

and

(3) that

and the Old Testament

(ch.

Levitical or Aaronic high priest (ch.

iii.-

priest,
iv.

14-

In the last are exhibited the steps that led to the dedication

X. 18).

of the

it

between the Son, the Melchizedek high

new covenant, and

existing, of

issued in that perfect covenant state

which Jesus, the ever-living high

priest, is the surety,

now
and

means towards realizing the promises of salvation (ix. 15).
In the second He who is Son over the house of God is exhibited in

which

is

the

His conduct of the people towards
world to come, the rest of God.

Head

this

And

heritage of salvation, the

in the first

He

is

presented as

over this world to come, the eternal world of true things that

cannot be shaken, the second and abiding universal dispensation of

God.

The Author in this way pursues the reverse course from that which
we might have anticipated. But though the three sections be characterized
distinct,

by the prevailing ideas referred

but run through

all tlie

sections

to,

these ideas are not kept

more

or less.

The

wiiter
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however, begins with the broadest contrast

first,

and descends succes-

sively to those that are narrower.

Section

i,

chap,

a contrast of the two "ages" or worlds,

i.-ii., is

God's two great and universal dispensations, chiefly in the persons

who

those

are their respective heads, the

point being that the

other as
is

its

the Christian,

last,

as

much

of

— the

higher than the

head, the Son, Messianic King, and great High Priest,

higher than the angels.

made Him

Son, has

is

Son and the angels

God having spoken

through His

to us

heir of all things, the world to come, the final

condition of things, the world of things themselves that cannot be

This headship is the meeting-point of two lines. It was
Him, as Son and Maker of the worlds (i. 2) He is MesBut it was reached also along another line,
sianic King (i. 5-14).
His moral work in the flesh. This lordship over all things was
destined of God for man, and is his salvation. The Son entered into
the life of man, and rose to it along the line of man's history, with
its sufferings
He was crowned with glory because He suffered death
shaken.

befitting

;

;

(ii.

But

9).

all this

He

underwent, not as an isolated moral indi-

vidual, but as the leader of salvation, that

man — He

every

great

is

High

Priest.

apologetic passage designed to

brought

many

men

Section

2,

(ii.

might taste death

show

that

it

befitted

God, when

He

if

He was

to

be the Author of salvation

to sinful,

10-18).

chap,

iii.-iv. 13.

Through His

sufferings the

merciful high priest, able to succour those tempted
the second section attaches

Hebrews

for

sons to glory, to lay such sufferings on the Son, as they

were necessary
mortal

He

—And the section closes with an

to consider this

itself,

(ii.

Son became

1 8).

To

a

this idea

opening with the exhortation to the

Apostle and High Priest of their confession,

Son over the house of God, and faithful to Him who appointed
Him, as Moses was, as a servant, in all the house. He has attained
to greater glory than Moses, and is faithful, and they who hold fast
the

their confession will reach the

Israel

fell

the Rest,
said,

promised heritage, the Rest of God.

short through unbelief.

and

fixed a

new time

But God gave a new promise of

for entering

it

(Ps. xcv.),

"To-day, if ye shall hear His voice." This To-day

is

when He

the Christian

and this voice of God is His voice speaking in His Son (i. i, ii. i).
The purpose of this section is to identify the revelation of the Son

age,

—
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with that voice of God, promising the Rest anew, spoken of in the

Old Testament
tioned

and the Christian age with the " to-day" there men-

;

and the Christian salvation with the Rest of God, promised

;

anew and to show that through faith of Christ the Rest
we who believed do enter into the Rest.
;

Section
the

chap.

3,

Son made

depicted in Ps.

iv. 14-xii.

The

29.

showed

section

first

reached

is

viii.)

was

The second

attained.

that in

man

perfect ihfough sufferings the salvation of

(as

section exhorted to

the consideration of this Son, over the house of God, the great leader

toward

Rest of God, and appealed to the Hebrews

this salvation, the

and not sin through disbelief, as Israel,
Coming ever closer to them, the Apostle
how they may receive such help as will enable them to hold

to hold fast their confession,

on their way
indicates

to the Rest.

by coming, through

their confession, even

fast

Priest, to the throne of grace.

section, the doctrinal part of

See outline at

ch.

iv.

true sympathizing high priest

high priests

(iv.

which

14-v.

10)

comes a practical appeal

He

;

(v.

;

final,

down

and the covenant

contrast with the

it

first, is

ministries, the Levitical
1-14).

And finally,

dwelt upon
portion,

(ix.

22.

at the right

common

illustrated (ch.

He

is

Then

viii.).

is

Then
such a
is

Fourth, then the two

the skill

See outline at

(ch. ix.

new covenant

follows the practical
all

a

a Mel-

His ministry

;

and the Melchizedek, are contrasted

15-x. 18).

Chap.

;

is

all true

Third, this covenant, in

dedicates eternal.

and

and

x. 19,

is

hortatory-

variety

and

and notes on

the Epistle ends with a chapter touching on

sundry duties and personal relations

The main

vii.)

the Son's offering as dedicating a

finally,

Son

with

Second, the Son

hand of God

on which the Apostle lavishes

And,

the priesthood of

learned through sufferings.

ii-vi. 20).

persuasiveness of his eloquence.
xii.

is

First, the

viii.

this in

is

chizedek high priest, a high priest for ever (ch.

high priest as sat

and the

lies in ch. iv. 14-x. 18,

14 and ch.

He

High
and greatest

their great

starts the third

and the theme of which

practical in x. 19-xii. 29,

the Son.

This

III.

(ch.

xiii.).

Author of the

thing to be ascei-tained

state of opinion in the early

church

in

Epistle.

regard to authorship

at the period

when

is

the

tradition?

—
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that

may be

earliest

called historical

time at which

we

still

As time has gone on

conjecture.

no new

facts

vail in

the 2d

Unfortunately, even at the

existed.

find traditions they are not

have emerged.

unmixed with

conjectures have multiplied, but

Virtually, the opinions found to pre-

and 3d centuries have continued

be entertained

to

throughout the history of the church, at least in those periods at

which the question of the authorship of the Epistle has been made
the subject of serious consideration, as at the Reformation

own
that

From

day.
is,

and

in our

the end of the 4th century and beginning of the 5th,

from the age of Jerome and Augustine, a condition of unin-

quiring acquiescence in the Pauline authorship ensued, and continued
to prevail

till

disturbed by the more active

The great Reformers, such

as Luther

spirit

of the Reformation.

and Calvin, expressed themselves

very decidedly in opposition to the authorship of

Paul.

St.

The

Reformation age was again succeeded by another period of general
acquiescence in the Pauline authorship, similar to that which followed
the earliest age,

method of

and

this

acquiescence continued

Reformation period

made something

the rise of the

till

historical inquiry characteristic of our

own

age.

The

like a positive contribution to

the question in the felicitous conjecture of Luther that Apollos of

Alexandria might be the author (Acts
investigations of
lights,

modern times have

and though they are

sentiment, they

may

fairly

far

xviii.

The

24).

exhaustive

set the question in all possible

from having resulted

in

unanimity

of

be described as on the whole converging

towards the negative conclusion that the writer of the Epistle was not
the Apostle Paul.

In the earliest age we meet with three traditions, existing in three
different localities

— localities,

however, which pretty

the whole of the Christian world of that age.
1.

here
2.

Rome and
is

the western

that the Epistle

North Africa.

is

The

Roman

not

The

world.

much embrace

These are

:

consistent tradition

St. Paul's.

tradition

here

is

that

the Epistle

is

by

Barnabas.
3.

is

I.

of

Alexandria and perhaps the East in general.

Here the

tradition

that the Epistle belongs to St. Paul.

The

Rome

earliest traces of the Epistle are
in his Epistle to the

found at Rome.

Clement

Corinthians makes large use of

it,

THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE
quoting, as Eusebius says {Hist.

him,

be

its

later

other

very words.

to

writings, but

nowhere

refers to the author.

possible

is

that he believed

;

be an apostle does not follow from the use he makes of the

Epistle, nor yet that he regarded

of a

after

Clement cannot

letter of

Clement uses the Epistle much as he does

Testament

That Clement knew who the author was

him

2']

and as Jerome repeats

38),

supposed that the

It is

than 96 A.D.

New

iii.

EPISTLE.

New

it

The

as canonical.

Testament canon had hardly yet attained

Clement's

own

was read

Epistle

to

conception

any clearness.

the Corinthian church every Lord's

in

day even toward the end of the 2d century.

The testimony

of the

Roman

church

The fragment on

Pauline authorship.

consistently against the

is

known

the canon

century, states that St. Paul wrote to seven churches,
his thirteen Epistles, that to the

The presbyter

Caius of

against Montanism,

Rome

cited

is

IrenaBUfl,

and enumerates

Hebrews being omitted.
(about 200), author of a treatise

by Eusebius

work ascribing only thirteen Epistles
Epistle to the

as the Mm-a-

supposed to belong to the second half of the 2d

torian fragment,

Hebrews among the

{Hist.

vi.

20) as in that

to St. Paul, not reckoning the

rest.

a native of Asia Minor and Bishop of Lyons, about the

beginning of the 3d century, in his work on Heresies^ cites twelve of
the Epistles of St. Paul,

all

except that to Philemon, but he nowhere

cites or refers to the Epistle to the

mentions a work of his

Hebrews and the book

in

Hebrews.

which he

called the

Eusebius {Hist.

refers to the

Wisdom

of Solomon, but

said that he considered the Epistle to be St. Paul's.

no doubt of a

v.

26)

Epistle to the
it is

not

Other writers,

later date, expressly assert that Irenjeus

denied the

Pauline authorship of the Epistle.
Similarly

it is

affirmed, in regard to Hippolytus, a

Ostia), towards the

Roman bishop (of

middle of the 3d century, that he did not acknow-

ledge the Pauline authorship of the Epistle.

Such testimonies need not be pursued
the opinion prevailing in the

Roman

Those

further.

cited

show

church at the time when such an

opinion has any historical interest.
2.

In another part of the Latin world. North Africa, a different

state of the tradition
160), in his treatise

is

found.

on Modesty,

Tertullian (born at Carthage about
cb. xx., says

:

"

I

wish, however, out
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companion of

of redundancy to superadd the testimony of a
apostles.

nabas.

.

,

.

.

.

."

For there exists an Epistle
Then, after citing Heb.

vi.

to the

of Bar-

"

He who

4-8, he adds

:

knew

learned this from apostles, and taught with apostles, never
of

any second repentance promised by the apostles

and the

The manner

fornicator."

cates that Tertullian

the

Hebrews

to the adulterer

of this reference to

Barnabas

indi-

not expressing here a mere opinion of his

is

own, but one which had at least a considerable diffusion,

where he

universal, in the regions

was not

if it

lived.

Another distinguished writer of the same country, Cyprian, Bishop
of Carthage (died 258), states expressly that, as in the Apocalypse
epistles
to

were addressed to seven churches, in

seven churches
Africa and

like

manner Paul wrote

—which he enumerates, omitting the Hebrews.

Rome

were very closely connected, and

it

is

possible

that the tradition in the one should be regarded as supplementary to
that in the other

Rome
ship.

;

and

that Africa furnishes the positive side,

only presents the negative in

There

is

its

extant a so-called Epistle of Barnabas.

ever, is admittedly spurious.

It

many

has

the Epistle to the Hebrews, though

And

where

denial of the Pauline author-

it

This, how-

points of resemblance to

uniformly moves on a

much

it

has been ingeniously suggested that the tradition

of the authorship of

an Epistle by Barnabas has become confused,

lower

level.

and he has been credited with the meaner performance, while that to
the Hebrews, of which he is the true author, has been attributed to
If this be the case, Barnabas has been
the greater name of Paul.
hardly treated at the hands of history.
instance of what

means confined

we observe

to the

But we should only have an

popular mind

—to

attribute

—

by no
any remarkable

every day, the servile tendency

production or deed to some great and familiar name.
3.

we meet with a state of the tradition altogether
known in the East, for Justin Martyr

In Alexandria

different.

The

Epistle was early

(before middle of 2d century)

seems

to

have been acquainted with

as he states that Christ is called "Apostle"

nowhere but

in the

Hebrews.

It

—a

name

given

seems certain that a very ancient

tradition existed at Alexandria, to the effect that the Epistle

Pauline.

How

far

back

it,

Him

this tradition

was

goes cannot be known, but

stretches into a time anterior to that of

it

any of the great teachers

;
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whose names have come down
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is

to

us.
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For what we observe

inherited tradition

and theological scholarship,

which the

in

latter is

seen putting forth a variety of efforts to reconcile the results of

own

observe three instances of

dria, in

(Hz'st. vi. 14)

which the

this,

its

We

observation of the Epistle with the external tradition.

Eusebius

in

the very interesting spectacle of a struggle between the

which form a kind of progression.

quotes a passage from Clement of Alexan-

under the name of "the blessed

latter refers,

Presbyter," to his predecessor PantaBnus (middle of 2d century), and

says of

him

that he explained the absence of the

Paul from the Epistle in this way

:

— Seeing

name

the Lord,

of the Apostle

who was

the

Apostle of the Almighty, was sent to the Hebrews, Paul did not sub-

Hebrews, both out of reverence

scribe himself an Apostle of the

for

the Lord, and because he wrote of his abundance to the Hebrews,

being the Apostle of the Gentiles.
Clement himself (end of 2d century) frequently cites the Epistle as
In the same chapter of his History, Eusebius states

St. Paul's.

in

regard to him, that he asserted that the Epistle was written by Paul
to the

Hebrews

in the

Hebrew

tongue, and was translated by Luke,

And

and published among the Greeks.
the fact that

its style

in this

way was explained

resembled that of the Acts.

Clement explains

name

way from Pantaenus.
He did not give his name because the Hebrews had imbibed a prejudice against him, lest he should deter them from perusing his letter.
Finally, we have Origan (first half of 3d century).
Origen ascribes
fourteen Epistles to St. Paul, including among them that to the
the absence of the Apostle's

Hebrews.

On

He

usually cites the Epistle as " Paul," or " the Apostle."

other occasions he refers to

he was well aware that
bius {Hist.

in a different

its

it

in

a manner which indicates that

Pauline authorship was disputed.

25) gives a lengthened extract from Origen, in

vi.

he says of the Epistle, that the

style

has not that uncouth character

of speech which the Apostle confesses to belong to

the Epistle

is

better Greek, as every one will

able of judging of diversities of style.

Euse-

which

him

(2 Cor. xi. 6)

acknowledge who

is

cap-

That the thoughts of the Epistle

are admirable, and not second to those of the acknowledged apostolic
writings, every

of the Apostle.

one

will

admit who gives himself to attentive reading

Origen then adds his view, which

is,

that the thoughts
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are those of the Apostle, but the phraseology and composition are by

some one

else,

who wrote down

and, as it were, annotated upon what
Not without reason have the ancient men

belonged to the Apostle.

handed down the Epistle as Paul's, but who wrote the Epistle Is
known only to God. In reference to this point, different traditions
had come down, some saying that Clement of Rome was the writer
of the Epistle,

and some that

was Luke, the writer of the Gospel

it

Who wrote the Epistle Origen
Who composed it? in the sense he had just explained, and
neither, Who was the mere amanuensis
nor yet, Who was the indeThe question was. Who was that secondary author
pendent author
By

and the Acts.

the question,

?

means,

?

.''

tvho wrote

down and redacted

the apostolic thoughts.''

It

is

not

probable that, by the " ancient men," Origen means merely his predecessors Panta^nus

and Clement; he

refers to a

These testimonies form a curious and
presuppose a firm objective

more primitive

To

it

Pantasnus the Epistle

is

Pauline,

itself,

has

and he thinks

necessary only to account for the absence of the Apostle's name,
Clement's criticism cuts deeper.

contrary to his usual habit.
Epistle

is St.

Paul's, but

hence the similarity of
style of

to regard

to

it

its

is

Luke as the

have suggested

This similarity to the

style to the Acts.

and

scholars,

is in

some

respects so

have been induced by

writers, e.g. Delitzsch,

real author of the Epistle.

itself to

It

does not seem

Origen that the Epistle was a translation.

But, to his feeling, the style was decidedly not that of St. Paul.

the Epistle was in a real sense Pauline

its

;

the Apostle, but the actual execution was by

by

whom was

a mystery.

When

those of the Apostle, he does not
of St. Paul

work
St.

had deeply imbibed

perfectly reflecting them.

the steps

some one

by which, according

else,

though

Origen says that the thoughts are

mean merely

his ideas,

He

that

some companion

and given them out

means, no doubt, more,

know whether Origen had

been produced.

Yet

thoughts were those of

Paul had in some way a direct hand in the Epistle.

interesting to

The

a translation, executed by Luke, and

Luke has struck many

undoubted that several
it

They

with which, however, the

tradition,

scholarly mind, in view of the peculiarities of the Epistle
its difficulties.

tradition.

interesting chain.

It

viz.

in a

that

would be

ever set himself to imagine

to his theory, the Epistle

had

actually

,
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and of

of no great interest,

3t

little

By

meaning.

Jerome and Augustine, Latin writers are frequently found
to the Epistle as Pauline, though by no means uniformly.

the age of
referring

These two great writers

cite

it

as St. Paul's, though often referring to

the fact that the Pauline authorship

was questioned and
;

their

example

was, without doubt, very influential in producing the general consent
to the

Pauline authorship that prevailed after their time.

sions

when Jerome

On

doubts as to the authorship, he expresses himself in this way

under the name of Paul,

Upistle which,
or.

He who

writes to the Hebrews;

the Epistle to the

occa-

indicates his consciousness of the existence of

Hebrews;

or,

:

Whoever he may

who wrote

be

The Apostle Paul, or whoever

or.

wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews.

Tke

written to the Hebrews

is

else

Augustine, in a passage of his

Christian Doctrine, enumerates fourteen Pauline Epistles, including

Hebrews, without remark.

mously

as,

Elsewhere he

The Epistle written

Hebrews; and

in

to the

The

is

The
Of the

with the canon.

enumerates thus

:

the same, one to the Hebrews.

which Augustine was present.

anony-

The Epistle
greatly

to the

moved by

progress of opinion

marked by the phraseology adopted by some

in dealing

(393),

or,

one passage he admits that he

the "authority of the Oriental churches."
curiously

cites the Epistle

Hebrews,

is

of the Councils

Council held at Hippo, in

Numidia

Apostle Paul, thirteen Epistles; oj

So the Council

Twenty years

at

Carthage

later,

(397), at

another Council

of Carthage reckons fourteen Epistles of St. Paul without any distinction.

Nothing new has emerged since

this date

beyond the conjecture

oi

Luther that the author might be Apollos, a view which has secured
the adherence of

Modem

many

distinguished writers on the Epistle.

investigators, while of course not losing sight of the

of being able to condescend at last on
Epistle,

have

set before

native. Is the Epistle

them the task

some name
of settling

hope

as the author of the
first

by the Apostle Paul or not?

of all this alter-

And

it

must be

acknowledged that the prevailing verdict has been unfavourable
the Pauline authorship.
of opinion

is

Not

that there

is

to

unanimity, but the current

against the authorship of the Apostle.

In the keen scrutiny to which the Epistle has been subjected, not
only the language and style, but also the thoughts and teaching of
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the Epistle, have been brought under searching review,
question, narrower than the last

and

in

advance of

it,

and

this

and even more

interesting, has arisen, Is the Epistle in its type of doctrine distinctively Pauline or not

Such a question does not appear

?

have

to

occurred to antiquity, the PauHne character of the Epistle being

And it is so still with more or less important
many writers. Under the general unity of faith
common to all New Testament writers, there may exist individual
variety.
One writer may dispose the common materials in such a
everywhere accepted.
reservations by very

way

which he rears produces a

that the fabric

different impression

on the eye from that produced by the fabric raised by another.

It

can hardly be denied that there are such differences, though the
present tendency to seek for
just as

all distinctions.

much
it

them may have been

a former age went to an extreme in
It is

the opinion of

is,

that

it

first

impression which

its

deeper and real

affinities are

be with the primitive apostolic teaching as exhibited

speeches

in

when

strongly resembles the Pauline Epistles,

more fundamentally examined
to

many writers who have bestowed

attention on the Epistle, that, though the

produces

carried to excess,

tendency to obliterate

its

found

in the early

the Acts and in the Epistles of Peter and James.

Besides arguments like that from ch.

ii.

3 (see notes),

and from

the absence of the author's name, which are against the Pauline

composition, the discussion moves on two main lines, mention of

which
I.

is all

that can be

The Language.

also),

made

here.

—The judgment of Origen (and probably Clement

whose language was Greek, that the

Pauline Epistles,

is

style is not that of the

acquiesced in by scholars generally.

Erasmus,

the greatest authority of the Reformation age, contended that the

divergence was not only in words or figures, but extended to every
characteristic.

The

stately

balance of the sentence
sition,

;

which never allows

starting of incidental

march

of the oratory

;

the rhythmical

the straight course pursued by the expoitself to

points

—to

be diverted into side paths by the

which the nimble and impulsive

Pauline dialectic so often gives chase

;

the skilful planning

and

clear

laying out of the whole, illustrated in the habit of throwing in a catch-

word

in preparation for

a new development (see on

showing that the Author saw along the whole

line

iii.

i, xi.

i),

and

and the end before
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—

first word
all this is as unlike the Pauline manner as
Of course this general impression which the style proHeaps of
duces has been subjected to the usual critical solvents.

he spoke his

possible.

words and phrases have been collected together common to the Epistle

Such collections have little relevancy.
Heaps as great or greater and equally suggestive can be gathered

with the Pauline writings.

on the other

New

the

ment

In regard to the resemblances,

side.

common

bered that a

Testament writers

in the

much more

writing does

thoughts

is

done

lies

The mass

(x. 38),

it

is

i),

(iii.

of identical expressions

must be examined by

"weak"(vii.

2.

e.g.

The Doctrine.

How
for

Ps.

—That

;

the Author

was

is

at

A

home

(ix.

15),

theil

The same must

in Pauline circles

certain influence, there-

must be matter

is

to

be anticipated

for investigation, not

greatest resemblance with the Pauline Epistles

appears in the region of Christology, that
of this Epistle

bondage "

they are often used in a

Pauline conceptions upon his system

The

and

viii.

pervasive this influence

assumption.

at first

shades of meaning quite different from

evident from his relations to Timothy.

fore, of

"

"transgression"

18),

be said of the Old Testament quotations

manner,

is

itself,

distinctive Pauline phrases, occur in

technical sense in the writings of the Apostle Paul.

is

Testament

For example, the words

and various other

this Epistle to express

different

that of the

New

very often found that under identical phrase-

a different sense.

15), " calling "

"life"

for

and that a certain dependence of the Author on Pauline

;

not disputed.

this is

ology there
(ii.

same ground with

exactly than any other

sight imposing, but every expression

when

has to be remem-

Greek translation of the Old Testa-

that this Epistle covers the

;

Pauline Epistles,

it

was already prepared

religious language

and the

is,

between the Christology

later Pauline writings, the Epistles to the

Colossians and Philippians.

Yet even here the central place

which the sonship of Christ has been elevated

in the Epistle,

to

seems

an advance on other Epistles, and suggests reflective systematizing.

The

Epistle agrees with the Pauline writings in the profound signifi-

cance which

it

attributes to the death of the Son, yet

how

differently,

under the great ruling conception of His Priesthood, are the details
regarding the Son's offering worked out.

Priesthood of the Son that gives

its

It

is

this

idea of the

character to our Epistle, and
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exerts a modifying influence

system, so that

upon almost every

much

detail of the Christian

under

to say that

it

is

not too

almost every truth

is

set in the Epistle in other lights

different relations

from those

which

in

it

its

influence

and placed

A

number of illustrations of this will be found in the
and the subject cannot be pursued further here. In
volume of the Speaker's Commentary will be found a list of

Epistles.

—

following notes,
the last

in

appears in the Pauline

divergences of the Epistle from

Riehm's Doctrine of the Epistle

accompanied the

The happy

list

Pauline doctrine gathered

to the

from

Hebrews by Dr. Kay, who has

with a running refutation.

suggestion of Luther, that Apollos might be the Author

commended

of the Epistle, has

itself to

many

.

.

way

.

fervent in spirit

structed in the

of the Lord

.

.

as Apollos
.

The

since his time.

—a

man
Alexandrian by race, a learned man

Author was certainly such a

certain

Jew ... an

mighty in the Scriptures ...
.

.

.

powerfully confuted the Jews, showing by the Scriptures that Jesus
the Christ (Acts

xviii.

More

24-28).

felicitous

in-

and one that

was

words could not be

found to describe a writer whose thinking moves on the lines of the
primitive Jewish Christianity,

and who wields with such
drian exegesis.

who

skill

It is strange,

is

possessed of Alexandrian culture,

and fervour the weapon of the Alexan-

however,

if

Apollos be the Author, that

never occurred to antiquity to connect his

Others

who

defer

more

name

to the traditions of antiquity consider that

the claims of Barnabas are not lightly to be set aside.

descent of Barnabas (Acts

iv.

36)

might account

of ritual or worship that pervades the Epistle

secured for him the

it

with the Epistle.

name

;

The

Levitical

for the conception

and

his gifts,

which

of " son of exhortation," are such as distin-

who has himself called his letter a
The early history of Barnabas, how-

guish the Author of this Epistle,

word

of exhortation

(xiii.

ever, hardly agrees with

22).

what

is

implied in

ii.

3.^

A few extended Notes have been added on points that could not well bf
These Notes would naturally have found a plac?
treated in the ordinary notes.
it has been thought better, however, to insert them in suitin the Introduction
able places in the exposition, so as not to swoll the Introduction 10 an undue size
1

;

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.
INTRODUCTORY.
The

Epistle

tion"

(xiii.

not a controversial treatise, but a "word of exhortaIt is written to Jewish Christians in danger, under
manifold temptations, of falling away from the faith of Christ, and its
whole substance consists in the exhortation, repeated in many forms
and sustained by many considerations, to hold fast the beginning of
their confidence firm unto the end (iii. 6, 14, x. 23, etc.).
The error for which the Hebrews here addressed seemed in danger
of giving up their Christian faith is little brought into the foreground,
their danger of falling away from the Christian faith is what occupies
the writer.
This danger he seeks to avert by a positive statement of
what the Christian faith is, as the religion of finality. This positive
statement, however, regarding the faith of Christ as absolutely the
true religion, takes the form of a contrast between the religion of
Christ and the Old Testament economy. This was natural in several
ways. For first, the Apostle was writing to Jewish believers. Then
he was a Jew himself, and all his general religious conceptions had
been learned from the Old Testament and the Christian truths which
he is desirous of expressing, come forth from his mind cast in the
mould of the principles and general ideas of the Old Testament
religion.
It is probable, too, that the Hebrews to whom he wrote
were in danger of relapsing into the ancient religion, at all events
their insecurity in the Christian faith arose from their not having a
clear understanding of the relation of the two economies to one
another, particularly in the point of priesthood and atonement. The
two economies are related, and the method of contrast is better suited
than any other to bring out the differences as well as the resemblances
between them. The relation between the two economies is of a
double kind. On the one hand, the Old Testament economy drew,
so to speak, a great many sketches and outlines which it could not
fill in, and threw out a number of ideas which it could not realize,
and had many institutions which failed to fulfil their own manifest
aim.
In opposition to all this, Christianity presented a finished
is

22).

;

picture, it reahzed truly its religious ideas,
their aim.
This was the difference the
:

and

its

institutions fulfilled
nothing perfect

Law made

—
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(vii. 19).
But there was resemblance. The perfect Christian picture
was the Old Testament outline itself filled in the ideas which the
faith of Christ realized and the aim which its institutions fulfilled,
were the very ideas and aim of the Old Testament economy itstlf
the Law had a shadow of the good things that were to come (x. i).
Judaism is a shadowy likeness and prophecy of Christianity. Christianity is Judaism transfigured and crowned.
The Epistle conceives religion, or the relation of God and His
;

A

People, under the idea of a covenant.
covenant is a realized statt
of relation between God and men, in which He is their God and they
are His People (viii. 10) in other words, in which He remembers
their sins no more (viii. 12, x. 17), and they are "sanctified" (through

—

having had their consciences purified from

sins) to

be a worshipping

People, serving the living God (ix. 14, x. 10, 14, 19). And the object
of the Epistle is to show that in Christianity this covenant state has
come into existence and exists truly and for ever. This covenant
state is realized in fact and has actual embodiment in this, that the
representative high priest of the people, Jesus the Son of God, sits
at the right hand of God, before His face, for ever (i. 3, iv. 14, vi. 20,
vii. 26, viii. I, ix. 12, 24, x. 12, 21).
The setting forth the fact of
the actual realization of this covenant state is the main purpose of
the Epistle, but the fact is presented under various aspects, and the
steps that led to its being realized are traced.
And the whole is worked
out through a series of contrasts with the first covenant.
Interspersed
are many practical appeals and warnings founded mainly on Old
Testament parallels, the principles of these parallels being d, fortiori
valid in the new covenant.
The Epistle consists of three great sections, with their practical
applications, and a conclusion (chap, i.-ii., chap, iii.-iv. 13, chap,
Each of these sections exhibits a
iv. 14-xii. 29, and chap. xiii.).
contrast between the Christian religion and the first covenant.
The
first contrasts Jesus and the Angels
the second, Jesus and Moses
and the third, Jesus and the high priest. The peculiarity of these
contrasts is that they move inward, each successive contrast being
narrower than the one preceding. The first, that between Christ and
the Angels (chap, i.-ii.) is the widest possible
it is a contrast of
the two worlds, of God's two great and universal administrations,
that of "this world" and that of the "world to come;" though chiefly
in the persons of those who, under God, are their respective heads,
the Angels in the one case and the Son in the other. The two other
contrasts, which along with this one make up, so to speak, the doctrinal
skeleton of the Epistle, around which the warmer flesh and blood of
exhortation and personal appeal and motive is disposed, are narrower.
That between Moses and Christ, the one faithful as a servant in all
God's house, the other faithful as a son over the house, though still
wide, is more internal. And the third, that between the high priest
in the first covenant and Jesus, the high priest after the order of
Melchizedek, though the most essential, is the narrowest and most
internal of all.
;

;

;

CH.
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FIRST SECTION.— CHAPTERS
JESUS
God has given

Him head
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I.-II.

AND THE ANGELS.

to us His final revelation through His Son,

over the world in

and has made

— the world

to come.
In
Leader of Salvation, has become as much
higher than the Angels, revealers of the fii-st covenant and heads of the
Old Testament world, as His name and relation of Son is more excellent
than their name of messengers and place of servants.
its final

condition

this exalted place the Son, the

Outline

Son and made

He

also

—

i.-ii.
i.
God having spoken unto the fathers
has at the end of these days spoken unto us in His
Him heir of all things an honour meet, as by Him
Being the brightness of God's glory,
the worlds.

of chap,

in the prophets,

made

—

when He had made
hand of God
nature.

—a

In the act of taking

better than the

He sat down on
Him who is the image
this place He has become

purification of sins

place becoming

Angels as His name of Son

is

more

the right

of God's
as

much

excellent than

iheirs (vers. 1-4).

Passages from the Old Testament illustrating the Son's superiority
present redemptive dignity to the angels (vers. 5-14).
3. Exhortation to give the more earnest heed to the revelation made
through the Son for if the Law revealed and administered by Angels
was swift to punish all transgression of it, how shall we escape if we
2.

in

name and

;

neglect the great salvation

new and

made known by

the Son of God, the Lord

world to come (chap. ii. 1-4) ?
For the
4. This lofty place (as already said, i. 4) is indeed His.
world to come, the world of salvation and final state of things, has
not been put in subjection to Angels (as this world was). On the contrary, the Word of God in prophecy runs
What is man
.?
Thou
hast put all things in subjection under his feet. This destined subjection of all things we see not yet realized in man as a whole.
But it is
seen realized in Jesus, the Son of God, who became man, and went
through the history set before man. And this history He went
through that He might enable man to reach the high glory destined
for him, or salvation
that he might taste death for every man (ii. 5-9).
5. It was becoming God, on account of whom and through whom
are all things, bringing many men to their appointed glory as sons,
to make His Son perfect as the Leader of their salvation, by laying on
of the

final dispensation, the

.

:

—

—

.

—
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God, who

Him and

at

sundry times and

bringing

theirs, including

Him

death

made

to

men, and

is

divers

through a history in

(ii.

Vers. 1-4. Jesus, the

message

in

[l.

manners spake

all

1.

in

points resembling

10-18).^

Son of God, is the revealer of God's final
head over the world to come. Having

set as

purification of sins,

He

has sat down at God's right hand.

relation of Son and meet for Him
the image of God's nature, though reached through making
purification of sins.
As Head over the final order of things, the
world to come, He is become as much higher than the Angels, heads
of the Old Testament world, as His name of Son is more excellent
than theirs of Angels or Messengers.
Vers. I, 2. God, who at sundry times
by his Son. There is a
certain contrast between God's revelation in Old Testament times and
that given through the Son. Contrast, however, is not the main thing
the revelation through the Son is the natural sequel and perfection
of that wide and varied revelation begun of old and carried on through
many ages. The rhetorical balance of the sentence may be exhibited
thus

This high place

who

is

becoming His

is

.

.

.

;

:

God, having spoken
of old, in sundry portions and
divers manners,
unto the fathers,
in the prophets,

spake
in

at the

end of these days,

unto us,
His Son,

in

whom He made,

etc.

In one respect between the Old Testament revelation and the
New there is resemblance, in other points there is difference. They
are alike in this, that both were spoken by God they differ as to their
time, their manner, the persons to whom, and the agents through
whom they were spoken. And perhaps in each of these points there
is something that impHes the superiority of the New over the Old,
though they are both parts of one system. The first difference is that
of time and manner : of old, in sundry portions and in divers manners,
opposed to at the end of these days. In the minds of men then
living the duration of the world and the life of the church was
divided into two great epochs, "this age" and "the age to come."
The latter was identified in a general way with the times of the
Messiah. Within the former, viz. " this age," a minor distinction
could be drawn between " of old," the past, and " these days," the
In the former God spake in the prophets
present.
in the other,
even at the end of the other, in His Son. The expression "at the
end of these days " implies that these days were nearly ended Christ's
appearance marked the close of the age to which they belonged.
Not that it closed at once when He appeared, nor had it closed when
;

:

—

;

;

1 On these two chapters, see a series of suggestive papers by Prof. W.
R.
Smith, in the Expositor, 1881-82. The following notes are indebted to these papers

in variolic particulars.

:
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by the prophets, hath

in these last

it would close definitively when Christ should
author wrote
But
the second time without sin unto salvation (ix. 28).
in the minds of all saints then living His second coming was imminent, and therefore His first manifestation is considered to mark the
close of these days.
The phrase, "in svmdry portions and in divers manners," i.e. in
various parts and in many forms, does not indicate any inferiority of
the Old Testament revelation to the New, arising from its fragmentariness and the colour it received from circumstances and the many
The expression rather
prophetic minds through whom it came.

this

;

come again

signalizes the variety and fulness of the Old Testament Word of God.
In another point of view, indeed, these words might indicate defect
the Old Testament revelation being given in sundry portions was not

and complete and being given under diverse forms, it was not
simple and homogeneous. And to this there might be a superiority
expressed in " at the end of these days " the old partial way having
given place to fulness and unity, and the old many-coloured manner
having disappeared before the simplicity of perfect tnith. This idea,
however, was hardly in the writer's mind. The phrase, " in divers
manners," refers not strictly to the ways in which God revealed truth
to the prophets, but rather to the ways in which He spake through
them to men. The distinction, however, was probably not in the
Author's view, and as the prophets usually not only reproduced the
meaning of what they received, but detailed the way in which it came
to them, the 'distinction hardly exists.
The words " to the fathers " and " to us " mark another point of
final

;

—

The

fathers are the church and saints of Israel's past,
an Hebrew speaking to Hebrews and to us " means
God's speaking to the
to men posterior to the advent of Christ.
fathers extended over many ages, just as the succession of prophets
did, in whom He spake
for though His revelation of the covenant,
the chief word that He spake of old, was made through Moses, the
Hos. xii. 13),
greatest of the prophets (Deut. xxxiv. 10 Acts vii. 37
to Israel of the Exodus, He raised up prophets in every age to expound
and enforce it. But His speaking to us was bounded by the brief
term of the Son's life upon earth (ii. 3). The words " to us " might
difference.

'"'

for the writer is

;

;

;

;

indicate the finality of the revelation given in the Son, for "we" are
they on whom the ends of the world are come (i Cor. x. 11), and
God's design was that "they" without "us" should not be made
perfect

The

(xi.

40).

chief point of difference lies in the words " in the prophets "

and "in His Son, whom He made heir," etc. The "prophets" are
all who served God in the work of revelation, all who spake from God
Though knowing the secret of the Lord (Amos iii. 7),
(2 Pet. i. 21).
chey stood related to Him only as servants and as sustaining an
office
the Son who has spoken to us stands to God in the closest
relation of nature.
The word " his " is not expressed it is one that
;

—

—
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days spoken unto us by his Son,

whom

[l.

8.

he hath appointed

whom God has spoken to us. The Son is the greatest
messenger of God to men. He makes the final revelation.
Coming from heaven, He reveals and opens the " heavenly " world.
Compare the parable of the Husbandmen (Matt. xxi. 33). God's
"speaking" in the Son does not refer to the mere fact that He
employed Him as an organ of revelation, but includes the revelation
made, "the things that have been heard" (ii. i). The Son, though
contrasted with the prophets, is in a sense on a line with them: He
On " speak" for
closes the line of those through whom God speaks.
reveal, see Note on Word of God, after chap. iv. 13.
Ver. 2. In this section, chap, i.-ii., the contrast is between
the whole mediatorial position of the Son, embracing both revealing
and headship on the one hand, and that of the Angels on the other.
This contrast embraces two points or poles one the nature of the Son,
His dignity in Himself and the other corresponding to it. His exVers. 1-3 describe the Son's whole
alted redemptive position on high.
mediatorial position, and ver. 4 sets it forth in contrast to that of the
Angels.
Whom he appointed heir. The heirship to which God appointed His Son is certainly His actual lordship over all things. To
this He has already attained virtually in sitting down at God's right
hand (ii. 9, i. 8, 9), though He waits till it be in fact realized (x. 12, 13).
" Appointed " or set describes the actual elevation of the Son to this
place on His ascension, not any eternal purpose of God thus to
elevate Him.
Beyond the assumption of the pre-existence of the Son,
Appointed
the Epistle seems nowhere to desert the region of history.
heir," as an act of God, corresponds to "sat down" as an act of the
Son Himself. The word heir., one destined to possess, may suggest
By ivhom also
that He has not yet entered into full possession (x. 1 3).
or, through whom he also made.
God spake unto us in His Son,
the same Son He set heir of all things, and this heirship was meet
for Him both because He was the Son, and because He had been in
To " Son " and " Maker "
the hand of God the Maker of the worlds.
the fitting correspondent is " heir." This making of the worlds is to
be taken literally, as the Old Testament illustration from Ps. cii. in
ver. 10 shows, and does not mean that, having the Son in His thoughts,
or moved by purposes in connection with Him as yet to appear in
The Son was God's agent in creation
history, God made the worlds.
(John i. 3 Col. i. 16). The Son is set forth here in three states, as
It was the same Son
pre-existing, as in the flesh, and as exalted.
through whom God made the worlds, in whom He spake to us, and
whom He set heir of all things. The verse gives a view of the
Christian Mediator in His entire histor)--, which was necessary in order
The words
to a full contrast with the mediators of the first covenant.
represent the entire line of His history as He is related to God, and
the end of the line, God's making Him heir of all things, was becoming the beginning of it, His being His Son and agent in making
the worlds, and could not have been possible for any but the Son.
a Son in

is

and

last

—

;

—

'

'

.

.

.

;

—

;
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heir

3

of

all

who being

4I

things, by whom also he made the worlds;
the brightness of his glory, and the express image

Ver. 3 is exactly parallel in meaning to ver. 2, with one difference.
Ver. 2 describes the Son in relation to God, and His history as something which God did unto Him; ver. 3 describes the Son in His own
nature, and His history as something done by Himself under the
impulse and in the power of His nature. The end of the history is
;"
the same in both cases, for "made heir" corresponds to " sat down
and the beginning is the same, for "brightness of His glory" is but
an expansion of " Son " but the connection between the beginning
and the end differs the passage from " Son " to " heir " is through
" made the worlds," while the passage from "brightness of His glory"
to " sat down at His right hand " is through " having made purification
;

;

of sins." Heirship of all things is the dignity befitting sonship, and
only possible to a son but it is more befitting, inasmuch as the Son
was the maker of all things sitting at the right hand of God is
becoming one who is the brightness of His glory, and only possible
to one of this divine nature ; but it was reached through making
The one place which the Son now occupies was
purification of sins.
reached along two lines one, the line of His essential being the
other, that of His moral history.
Who, being the brightness of his glory; lit. effulgence of his glory.
"Being" describes what the Son was in His own nature, and the
following words merely expand " Son." The reference is to the preF;xisting state of the Son, what He was in Himself, which certainly
explains how He sat down at the right hand of God. There scarcely
seems material for answering the question. Was the Son the brightness
of God's glory also in the days of His flesh ?^ "Glory" is not any
it is the divine nature
external halo that surrounds the divine nature
The expression
itself in its majesty and as manifested to the world.
i. That the nature of the
effulgence suggests perhaps three ideas
Son is derived from God 2. That it has distinct subsistence of its
own and, 3. That it resembles the nature of God. The word effulgence seems to mean not rays of light streaming from a body in their
connection with that body or as part of it, still less the reflection of
these rays caused by their falling upon another body, but rather rays
of light coming out from the original body and forming a similar
light-body themselves.
How far the idea of light is to be pressed
may be doubtful, for Philo speaks of the spirit of man as " the effulgclose parallel to
ence of the blessed and thrice-blessed Nature."
the Apostle's language occurs in the Wisdom of Solomon (chap,
"
vii. 26), which says of Wisdom
She is the effulgence of the everlasting light, the unspotted mirror of the power of God, and the image
^
of His goodness."
;

:

—

;

;

:

;

;

A

:

^

See Note at end of chap,

ii,

Though an Alexandrian production, the Wisdom of Solomon reflects Palestinian
and the same may be said of this Epistle it expresses ideas that belong to
Itself, even where it may seem to use Alexandrian phraseology.
-

ideas

;

:
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3.

of his person, and upholding all things by the word of his
power, when he had by himself purged our sins, sat down on

Express image of his person j or, very image of his substance (TynThe term " very image " (Gr. charakter) means properly what
stands engraven on any object, as a seal; hence distinct, sharply
defined features, by which any thing or person may be distinguished,
whether they be features of mind or body. The additional idea that
these features have been impressed by something else of which they
are the reproduction, may also lie in the word, though it seems less
prominent here. It means distinct, recognisable features. The Son
is the very image of God, in Him may be perceived distinctly the
nature of God (John xiv. 9).
" Substance" (Gr. hypostasis) does not
meaft, of course, mere substance without attributes, it is the being or
nature.
The term "person" is suitable enough, provided it be not
used in the technical sense, which it has when applied to any of the
"
three persons " of the Godhead.
The Son is the effulgence of God's
glory, and the very likeness of the divine nature.
And upholding
power. This clause is closely connected with
the last
and what it says of the Son's relation to the world is to be
taken along with what was said of His relation to God. The "word
of His power " is the word that expresses and conveys His power.
He
"upholds all things," i.e. sustains the organic body of the universe in
all its applications, as one who made the world (ver. 2).
In Col. i. 17
the idea is slightly different
there the Son is the element in which
dale).

—

.

.

.

;

;

the universe holds together, here He consciously sustains it.
By hi]nself purged our sins. Rather: when he had (having) made
purification of sins.
The MSS. omit " by Himself" and ''our." Like
the preceding, this clause is not merely historical ; it explains how
the Son came to "sit down" on high. The former clause expressed
how from His nature it was possible and suitable that He should
occupy so lofty a place this describes the moral history which He
had that led to the dignity (ii. 9 Phil. ii. 7, etc.). To make purification of sins is to remove thein by purification, to purify them away.
The language is suggested by the Old Testament practice of sprinkling blood upon whatever was defiled by the sinful contact or manipulation of men.
Things so sprinkled with sacrificial blood had the
uncleanness that adhered to them purified away (ix. 21, etc.). This is
the Old Testament ceremonial in the sphere of the copies of things
to which corresponds the efficacy of Christ's blood in the sphere of
the true things (ix. 23).
The Author, however, in his brief summary
of the great steps through which the Son rose to the right hand of
;

;

God, merely mentions this purification, postponing the full illustration
it till further on (ix. 11-14
comp. x. 12). On "purify," see Note

of

;

to chap. x.

Sat down
on high. This phrase, taken from Ps. ex. i, is the
solemn formula made use of in the Epistle to describe the present
dignity of the Son, to which He rose through His work in the flesh
(viii. I, X. 12, xii. 2).
The words " on the right hand of the Majesty "
.

.

.

—
f.
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4 the right hand of the Majesty on high ; being made so much
better than the angels, as he hath by inheritance obtained a

He occupies the place of honour (i Kings ii. 19 Ps.
the universe (i. 4, ii. 9).
The "sitting down," besides
implying that His attaining the honour was an event of history,
again expresses the honour itself rather than any condition of
repose, for He actively performs the duties of a high priest (vii. 25,
but comp. X. 13).
There is no intimation that His glory (ii. 9, v. 5) is
the same as that of the Majesty at whose right hand He sat down
nor is He regarded as sitting on the throne of God (comp. on the
right hand of the throne of God, viii. i, xii. 2), nor as sharing the
primary rule of God as God. At the same time the " right hand" is
a place of influence (vii. 25) and also of rule. He is King (i. 8, vii. 2),
and over the house of God (iii. 6). He is appointed heir of all things
(i. 2), and set over the world to come (ii. 9).
His rule being of all
things, is co-extensive with the divine rule, but it is to different effects.
He is spoken of here solely in His redemptive position. Neither is
there any intimation here that His glory is the same glory as belonged
to Him before coming into the world (John xvii. 5).
have no
statement in the Epistle regarding Christ in His state before He came
in the flesh beyond the name of Son and the words in i. 3 ; and no
definition is given anywhere of the precise relation of His present
state of exaltation to His former pre-existing state, further than that
the present state is regarded as in harmony with the other, and only
possible to a being to whom the other belonged.
The great statement
in vers. 1-3 may be finally put
God (having spoken
),b spake at
the end of these days unto us in His Son, c whom He made heir of all
things, a through whom He also made the worlds
who, a being the
brightness of His glory
b when He had made purification of
sins, c sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high.
Ver. 4. Being made
rather having become, i.e. in the act of
sitting down at the right hand of Majesty.
Hath by inheritance
obtained, or, hath inherited.
This verse states explicitly the contrast
between the present redemptive place of the Son (which embraces and
is only possible through His being the Son, but was reached through
His life in the flesh, ii. 9) as sketched in vers. 1-3, and the place of the
Angels. The Son became "better" than the Angels.
This redemptive dignity to which the Son attained was in harmony with His name
of Son (comp. iii. 6, v. 5), and is as much higher than the place of
Angels as the name of Son, which belongs to Him, is more excellent
than the name of " Angels " or messengers by which they are called
(comp. Phil. ii. 7, etc. Eph. i. 20, etc.). This contrast of the Son
with the Angels is for the purpose of showing His superiority generally to all bemgs, even the highest, but especially to the Angels as
revealers of the Old Testament covenant and heads of the Old Testament world (ii. 2). The contrast is properly one of the two worlds in
the persons of their heads.
The Son is head of the new world, the
world to come, the final form of things, which is salvation (ii. 3), and
imply that

xlv.

9)

;

in

;

We

—

.

:

;

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

,

;

:

.

.
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fl. 4.

therefore as much higher than the former or old world as the
higher than the Angels.
On the use of " better " in the Epistle
to describe the things belonging to the new covenant, comp. vii. 19,

which

Son

22,

is

—

is

viii. 6, ix.

viii. 6.

And

23, x. 34, xi. 40, xii. 24.
for other examples of the

On "more

comp.

excellent,"

comparison " so much

.

.

.

as,"

see vii. 20-22, viii. 6.
Vers. 5-14. Illustrations from Old Testament Scripture of the statements regarding the Mediator of the new covenant made in vers. 1-4.
The purpose of the Author in advancing these passages should be
understood. They are not brought forward as proofs of the things
said of the Son in vers. 1-3, though they illustrate them.
The only
thing the Author is interested in proving is the point in ver. 4, that
Christ, these things being true of Him, is "better" than the Angels.
The Author is not setting before his readers new truths regarding
Christ.
As believers of long standing (ii. 3, x. 32, xiii. 7) they are
familiar with the history of the Son, and he no more needs to open
and allege to them that Jesus is the Christ (Acts xvii. 3). His readers
agree with him that many Old Testament passages, particularly those
which he cites, refer to the Messiah ; also, that the historical
personage, Jesus, was the Messiah. And finally, they are at one
with him regarding the events of this man's history, such as His
death and ascension to God's right hand. The persons addressed
are not young converts needing to be instructed, but old disciples
with a worthy history of their own behind them (x. 32), to which amidst
their many trials there is danger of their proving false (ii. i, xii. 12\
who therefore need exhortation and strengthening. This the Apostle
seeks to convey by large and effective contrasts between the Christian
faith and that old belief into which they seemed in danger of relapsing,
hoping thus to rub off the rust which, through time and adverse circumstances, and the hope deferred of Christ's coming, had gathered
on their minds (x. 36, 37), and to remove the sluggishness (vi. 12) and
indifference (x. 25) which were settling on their life, and to confirm
their

hope

(vi.

11,

18,

19,

iii.

6)

and patience

(x.

36,

xii.

i).

Of

there are three: the present
one, which is the largest, is that between the Son, in the whole line of
His history, embracing the two points that correspond to one another,
viz. His person and His present redemptive dignity, on the one hand,
and the Angels on the other.
Again, the Author's object being to exhort and confirm his disciples,
he naturally in all that he says mainly refers to Christ as He now is,
and as He may be believed and felt to be by those whom he addresses,
although of course that which Christ now is,
in their circumstances
He is in virtue of His being the Son and in virtue of His offering of
Himself. Hence it is probable that in the Writer's view all the
passages cited refer to Christ in His present condition of exaltation.
Most of them manifestly can have no other application, such as Ps.
the Old Testament passage, cited in ver. 6, which
ex., cited in ver. 13
and Ps. xlv. in ver. 8. But the same is
refers to the second coming
probably true of Ps. cii., cited in ver. 10, etc. ; comp. ver. 12 with

such contrasts (Introd., chap.

;

;

;

ii.

2)

J
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more

xiii. 8, vii.

excellent

name than
The

16, 23, etc.
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For unto which of the angels

they.

only doubtful passage

is

Ps.

ii.,

cited in

ver. 5.

The passages adduced all bear on the statement in ver. 4, for which
they are Scripture, and refer to the two points, the "more excellent"
name and, of course, relation of "Son," and the "better" dignity
now, corresponding to it, in contrast with the name of "Angels" and
the place in the administration of God which the Angels occupy.
In
ver. 6 the two things run somewhat into one another.
1. Vers. 5, 6. The more excellent name.
God in addressing the Messiah
has called Him Son, a name by which He has never called any Angel,
and has declared that He will be to Him a Father (ver. 5). Further,
He shall bring in again the " first-born," that is, the Son-heir, into the
inhabited world of men, instating Him into His universal inheritance
(i. 2), and to this moment God's words in Scripture refer
"And let all
the Angels of God worship Him.'' Then the true relation of the Son
to Angels, at present concealed, shall be made manifest (ver. 6).
2. Vers. 7-14. The better dignity.
Corresponding to their names of
" Son " and " messengers," is the place occupied by the Messiah and
the Angels respectively in relation to the world and its destinies in the
history of redemption. The Angels stand almost on a level with the
material elements in harmony with the material changing dispensation
which they administer suffering themselves in their service of God to be
changed into the form of winds and a flame of fire (vers. 7) while the
sphere of the Son is the free moral one in reward of His righteous life
on earth He has been raised to a throne that is eternal, and wields a
sceptre which is the sceptre of righteousness itself, and thus exalted is
addressed as " God" (vers. 8, 9) He is the first and the last, who, as
He created the world at the beginning, shall change it and fold it up
as a garment at the end, Himself eternal and unchanging (vers. 10-12).
The words, " Sit at my right hand till I make Thine enemies the
footstool of Thy feet," show that the aim and the end of all God's
guiding of the redemptive history is the universal lordship of the
Son ; and how far such words are from ever having been said of any
Angel appears from this, that the Angels are a// merely servants in this
redemptive sphere, ministering spirits in behalf of them who shall
:

—

:

;

:

;

inherit salvation (vers. 13, 14).
Ver. 5. For u7iio which of the angels
ture calls the Messiah Son ; at no time has
.

.

.

my Son? God in ScripHe given such a name to

any Angel. In some parts of the English Bible the Angels are called
"sons of God " (e.g. Job i. 6, xxxviii. 7). The Hebrew is "sons of
E/ohz'm" or
Elim'" (Ps. xxix. i, Ixxxix. 6).
The word Elohim
commonly means God. But it had a more general sense. In this
secondary meaning it describes what is superhuman or, as might be
'''

In this sense the Angels receive the name Elohim, or
sons (i.e. members of the race) of Elohim. No relation to God is
intimated by the name it describes the Angels as a class in contrast
with man. This sense of the word was well understood in early
said, "divine."

:

—

—
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said he at

any time, Thou

gotten thee

?

And

art

my

[t.

5.

Son, this day have I behim a Father, and he

again, I will be to

The

oldest translation of the Scriptures renders the passages
my Angels," and that this is not an
interpretation or synonym appears from the fact that the bare word
Elohim without "sons of" is translated "Angels" in Ps. viii. 6,

times.
in

Job the " Angels of God" and "

xcvii. 7.

The first passage cited in ver. 5 is from Ps. ii. 7, and the second
from 2 Sam. vii. 14. The second is prior in history to the other, and
no doubt gave rise to it. It is part of the words spoken on God's
behalf by the prophet Nathan to David when the thought of building
an house to the Lord had taken possession of his mind. David's
design is not rejected but deferred, and the execution of it entrusted to
But in return the Lord promises to build him an house.
his seed.
More precisely two promises are made to David yfrj-/, that the family
of David shall occupy the throne, which he now occupies, for ever
Thine house and thy seed shall be established for ever before thee,
thy throne shall be establishedfor ever {y&c. 16). The connection between David's house and this throne, which is the throne of God's
redemptive kingdom, shall never cease. And second, God will stand
:

i.e. his seed
to David's seed
of a Father / will be to

who

occupies the throne

—

in the relation
shall be to me a Son
The promise is made in general to the line of Davidic kings,
(ver. 14).
although in parts with special reference to Solomon, the first of the line.
The essential point in the promise is the relation in which the Lord will
stand to the son of David, the theocratic King, that is, the king of God's
The second Psalm, of whomsoever spoken^
redemptive kingdom.
whether of David or more probably of one of his descendants, is but
It applies to special circumstances
the lyrical echo of this prophecy.
and a particular person the general promise given by Nathan. Rebellious peoples resist the authority of the Anointed of the Lord,
In opposition to them the Lord says regarding
the theocratic King.

—

Him

He

a Father, and

him "/have set my King on Zion my holy hill" (ver. 6). The Anointed
himself repeats to them the Lord's words to him " Thou art my son,
/ have to-day begotten thee" (ver. 7) and what is the natural sequel
"Ask of me and I will
of sonship, the promise of universal heirship
make the nations thine inheritance" (ver. 8). All this is but dramatic
the stability and perpetuity
presentation of the ideas in 2 Sam. vii.
of the Davidic throne, the Sonship of the Davidic king, and his consequent heirship of all nations. The theocratic King was begotten or
born son the moment he was set as King he then entered into a
new relation to Jehovah. The Sonship and the Kingship are not
:

:

;

:

—

;

—

The closeness of fellowship between
the King is also son.
identical
the King and Jehovah, the similarity in interests and character, the
fatherly love and protection on the one hand and the filial honour
and obedience on the other, the special spiritual endowments of the
King for his office, these constitute the sonship, which, though not

—

identical with the kingship,

is

essential to the right exercise of

it.

I.
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And again, when he bringeth in the
6 shall be to me a Son ?
first-begotten into the world, he saith, And let all the angels of
These ideas of the eternity of the Davidic kingdom, of the relation
of the theocratic King, son of David, to Jehovah, and of his heirship
of all, were probably first expressed in connection with some member
of David's house in the times of the early monarchy, and were understood by those who received them in a way compatible with the condition of things then.
But such words as "son" and the like were
fitted to suggest and to bear a higher sense than could at that time
be realized. They were also intended to do this for as the kingdom
of God is one both in Old and New Testament times, the revelation
of God, of which it is the subject, is also one, and at every stage of it
has the end in view. And in point of fact, long ere the time of
Christ the higher sense was suggested by such words and understood
What this higher sense might be, only further revelato lie in them.
tion could unfold.
By the time this Epistle was written, the history
of Jesus had shown in what sense the theocratic Ruler, King of the
redemptive kingdom of God, was Son, and the Author uses the term
to express that sense, and finds that sense contained in the term
where employed in the Old Testament.
It is probable that the Author used the words " I have to-day
begotten Thee" as equivalent in meaning to, "Thou art my Son,"
attaching no special signification to the words to-day.
In applying
Old Testament passages to the Son, he appears generally not to have
in his mind any ti})ie or circumstances when the passages apply or
were applied he employs them merely for the sake of the relation
which they express, for example, " / will be to Him a Father " (i. 5) ;
" hath inherited" (i. 4) see on ii. 11-13. It is scarcely necessary,
therefore, to ask what is meant by " to-day." ^
again when he bringeth; rather, And when he again
Ver. 6.
bringeth (or, shall have brought) in the first-bom ... he saith.
Again does not introduce a new citation, but indicates a second
bringing-in, the reference being to the Son's second advent.
The term
;

;

;

And

1 St Paul (Acts xiii.
33) seems to understand the words of the Resurrection of
Christ (comp. Rom. i. 4).
If Ascension be substituted for Resurrection, to which
in this Epistle it corresponds, the application here might be similar.
And this is
ihe view of many interpreters.
The words would then be used as those of Ps.
V.
EX. 4 (chap.
6) are, as an address to the ascended Son, recognising His Sonship
(so Owen, declaratively).
If this were the meaning, the circumstances of the Old
Testament event would be exactly reproduced in the spiritual fulfilment. Tlie
theocratic Ruler was set as King and by endowment with the Spirit of the Lord
became His son at one moment, and had made to him the promise of rule to
the ends of the earth
Christ sat down on the right hand of God, and though He
;

did not then become Son, He was declared Son (Rom. i. 4) and entered upon
the exercise of those powers and capacities which belong to Him as Son, and
being appointed heir of all things, expects till His enemies be made the footstool
of His feet.
The words cannot apply to the Incarnation. The only other possible
reference would be to the eternal generation, in which case to-day would be the
eternal now.
This is unnatural, and justly called by Calvin in opposition to
Augustine a "subtlety."

—

—

;
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fl.

7,

8,

And of the angels he saith, Who maketh
7 God worship him.
8 his angels spirits, and his ministers a flame of fire.
But
unto the Son he saith, Thy throne, O God, is for ever and
first-born is a recognised name of the Messiah.
Primarily it expresses
priority to all creatures (Col. i. 15), and in this sense God Himself
receives the name of " first-born," but here probably it means nothing

more than Son, with the additional idea that the Son is greatly
honoured and heir (Ps. Ixxxix. 27). Being heir He shall be brought
again into the world of men and installed into His inheritance, and
then shall all the Angels worship Him. The present saith is used

—

And

of words ever present in Scripture.
let
worship him.
Words somewhat similar are found in Ps. xcvii. 7, "Worship Him all
His Angels" (Sept.). Most probably the exact words are taken from
Deut. xxxii. 43 in the Greek translation, which here contains some
verses not found in the Hebrew. The Song of Moses is there run out
so as to present a picture of the consummation of all things, in which
the manifestation of Jehovah for salvation and judgment and the
universal homage to Him of all beings constitute the main features.
The point of view of the Psalm is the same. But this manifestation of
Jehovah is no other, as the progress of revelation has shown, than
His manifestation in the Messiah, Jesus Christ. Hence what is said
of Jehovah is applied to Christ as He has appeared, and shall appear
again for judgment and salvation.
Ver. 7. His angels spirits; better, His angels winds. The quotation
Two things
is from Ps. civ. 4, according to the Greek translation.
first, the service of the Angels ; and second, their
are expressed
alliance in this service to the material elements ; under God's transforming hand they suffer a change into winds and a flame of fire.
This idea is not to be pressed so far as to imply that the angelic
essence undergoes a transformation into material substance, but only
that the Angels are clothed with this material form, and in their service
assume this shape to men. Illustrations of the idea from the Rabbi" The Angel said unto Manoah, I know
nical writers are not wanting.
.

.

.

:

not after what image I am made, for God changes us every hour
Sometimes He makes
why, therefore, dost thou ask after my name
sometimes men, at other times again
us fire, at other times wind
Angels." " God is named God of hosts because He does with His
Angels as He pleases He makes them sometimes sitting (Judg. vi. 11),
sometimes standing (Isa. vi. 2), sometimes to resemble women (Zech.
" When His Angels are
V. 9), sometimes men (Gen. xviii. 2)," etc.
sent forth as messengers they are made winds (Ps. civ. 4), when they
minister before the throne of His glory they are flames of fire."
Comp. Ex. iii. 2.
Ver. 8. But unto the Son; or, of the Son. The passage is from Ps.
This is a Psalm addressed to a theocratic King of David's
xlv. 6.
house, i.e. a King of the Kingdom of God, and the remarks made
above in regard to Ps. ii. apply to it. Both Psalms are ideally theothat is, they refer to the King and Kingdom of God
cratic Psalms
.''

;

;

;

—

1
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a sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of thy kingdom.
hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity ; therefore
God, even thy God, hath anointed thee with the oil of gladAnd, Thou, Lord, in the beginning
10 ness above thy fellows.
and the heavens are
hast laid the foundation of the earth
they shall perish ; but thou
1
the works of thine hands
remainest and they all shall wax old as doth a garment
12 and as a vesture shalt thou fold them up, and they shall be
changed but thou art the same, and thy years shall not fail.

ever

9

:

Thou

;

:

:

:

in Old Testament times, but describe these ideally, not
as they ever actually attained to be, but according to the true concepSuch conceptions are, that the King is just even as
tions of them.
God, the true King, is (Ps. Ixxii. i) ; that he loves righteousness (Ps.
xi. 7), and on this account is elevated to a rule more joyous than that
that
of any of his fellows, that is, of any who like him are princes
that his Kingdom is eternal (Ps.
his rule is righteous (Isa. xi. 4, 5)
Isa. ix. 7)
and that in him God is fully manifested, and he
Ixxii. 5
Such are Old Testament ideals regarding
is God (Isa. vii. 14, ix. 6).
the King and Kingdom of God. The authors of such Psalms as this,
though actually speaking of the Old Testament Kingdom of God and
its King, were enabled to rise to true conceptions of them and to
express what they tended to be and would be and thus their words,
being descriptions of the real meaning and perfect condition of the
Kingdom of God and the true character of its King, things not yet
then realized, are in their nature prophetic
and the Author of this
Epistle, overleaping the primary application of such passages to the
Old Testament King and Kingdom of God, regards them as direct
prophecies of the Messiah and His rule, and fulfilled in the Son, Lord
of the worla to come.
sceptre
The expres; rather, the sceptre of righteousness.
sion, Thou hast loved
therefore^ implies that the Psalm is considered to refer to Christ's present rule to which He was exalted when
He sat down on the right hand of the Majesty, which is the reward
of His righteous life in a former condition (ii. 9). This reference is
suitable to the original application of the Psalm, which was addressed
to a theocratic King, either on his accession or on some joyful occasion later, when his succession was seen to be confirmed by the felicity
and success attending his rule. Anointed with the oil . .fellows.
As kings were anointed when called to the throne, the phrase means,
made King. " Gladness" describes the height and joy of the rule to
which this King is called (comp. xii. 2, vii. 2). His "fellows" in the
Psalm are probably other princes if any special force be attached to
the expression here, it no doubt means the Angels, as dwellers in the
city of God (xii. 22), and thus the fellows of the Son.
Vers. 10-12. Atid, Thou, Lord, in the beginning.
The citation is
from Ps. cii. 25, etc. The contrast between the Angels and the Son,
in their respective places in the sphere of redemption, is extreme.

which existed

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

D

—
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[l.

TO-

1

2.

The former almost belong

to the material world, assuming material
shape and assimilating themselves to the elements of nature, as they
The Son stands apart
serve God in His redemptive providence.
from the world and above it being before it, for He laid its foundations
and after it, for He shall fold it up as a garment and while it
waxes old He stands over against it, unchanging. The term " Lord"
(comp. xiii. 8, vii. 3, 16, 24, etc.) implies that the Author regards the
language of the Psalm as addressed to the exalted Son, though it
embraces His past as well, combining according to the Author's wont
the two poles, the Son's pre-existing state and His present dignity
which corresponds to it.
The Psalm is applied to the Messiah on the principle stated in
It belongs to the time of the Exile, and is a
notes to ver. 6.
prayer of some afflicted believer to Jehovah. This prayer, being
one of faith and resting on sure principles of prophetic revelation,
is a prophecy of Jehovah's return to His people and of the manifestation of His glory which shall accompany the rebuilding of
This manifestation of Jehovah's glory in the final redemption
Zion.
of His people is seen by the nations and leads to their conversion to
the true God two things always connected in prophecies referring to
the restoration from Exile (Isa. xl. 5, xlv. 14, Ix. i, etc.).
Thus the
redemptive consummation is reached, embracing all mankind. But
this redemptive consummation is no other than the goal desired in

—

;

—

;

—

With the perfection of the church, creation also attains its
creation.
perfection (Isa. li. 16, Ixv. 17 Rom. viii. 19, etc.). The Lord formed the
earth not that it should be waste, but to be inhabited (Isa. xlv. 18), and
that the meek should inherit it. Thus God the Redeemer and God the
Creator are one He whose glory is revealed in all at the end is the
same whose hand laid the foundations of all at the beginning, and
started those movements which issue in an universal unity of creation
(Eph.i. 10) and homage unto Himself (Isa. xli. 4, xlv. 22, etc.; Phil. ii. 10).
These two aspects of Jehovah, Redeemer and Creator, are brought
;

;

But Jehovah the Redeemer is Jehovah in full
together in the Psalm.
manifestation in the Messiah (Isa, vii. 14, ix. 6 Ps. xlv. 7, see v. 6),
and thus the manifested Redeemer is also Creator. Several other
That ''word" of God which
lines of thought led to the same result.
;

Him

He

when
spake and it was done (Ps. xxxiii. 6, 9),
forth from
light and all creation arose, was endowed with such attributes in
Scripture that it seemed separated from the Speaker, and it became to

came
and

the minds of Hebrew thinkers a distinct Being, intermediate between
Jehovah and the world. That " Wisdom " which was with God (Prov.
viii. 30), and before all creation, which was God's active thought,
clothing itself by its own inherent efficiency in the forms of the organic
universe, also became another from Jehovah and His fellow, the
These conceptions, lying in the minds of religious
artificer of all.
men, long before the appearance of Christ, were felt to be verified in
Him. Both what He was seen to be and what He said of Himself led
men to recognise in Him the " Word" and the " Wisdom " of God
eternal, but now revealed in the flesh, the expression and manifestation

—
13,

I.

1 4.
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13 But to which of the angels said he at any time, Sit on my
14 right hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool? Are
they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them
who shall be heirs of salvation ?
of God (i. 3), His agent in making the worlds (i. 2), and now raised to
universal rule over them (i. 4).
Vers. 13, 14. Final contrast between the place of the Son and that
The Son who sits at God's right
of Angels in redemptive history.
hand till all things be put in subjection under His feet (ii. 9, x. 13) is
Himself the end and aim of this history the Angels are all but
God rules all for the Son
servants, helping forward its movements.
He sends forth the Angels to do His service a service which they
render Him even in behalf of men, who shall be heirs of salvation.
The citation is from Ps. ex. i, which might be said to be the text of the
"Salvation" has two sides positively, it is inheritance of
Epistle.
the world to come, the destined heritage of man (ii. 3, 10, v. 9, vi. 9,
negatively, it is deliverance from death, which stands in the
ix. 28)
tvay of this heritage (ii. 14, etc., comp. v. 7), and from all evils that
may oppress men till the revelation of the Son from heaven (vii. 25,
;

—

—

;

:

;

comp.

28).

ix.

The passages

vers. 5-14, being all illustrations of ver. 4, describe
the Son's present place in redemption, although this place was possible
only because He was essentially Son.
It is not strictly even His
present position that they describe, it is that position as indicating
what He shall be in the world to come when all things are made the
footstool of His feet (x. 13).
His relation to the world to come corresponds in a certain sense to that of men to it He is set as heir of
it, but it is only when He is brought again into it that He shall enter
into full possession of it (ver. 6), and men at present only taste its
powers (vi. 5). It is this position in relation to the world to come,
sufficiently indicated in Christ's present sitting at God's right hand,
that is contrasted with the place of Angels.
Again, the Angels are of
interest not in themselves but only as symbols of the pre-Christian
age, to which they are the mediators of revelation and over which they
are heads. And the Christian age or world of redemption is as much
higher than the Old Testament age as the Son is better than the
Angels. See Note on the Son, par. 3.
;

Admonition, based on what has been said of the Son
more earnest heed to the things heard from Him.
Connection.
The word therefore reposes on i. 4, "better" than the
Angels, as this statement is supported by the illustrations (vers. 5-14),
this being the essential dignity of the Revealer of the new dispensation, and this being His place in the final order of things, the world to
come, we ought to give the more earnest heed to the things that have
been heard (through Him from God). For

Chap.

(chap,

ii.

i.),

1-4.

to give the

—

—

OuMine.

—

i.

Even

the revelation of the

first

dispensation, though
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II. I

[ll.

I-3.

Therefore we ought

to give the more earnest heed to the
we have heard, lest at any time we should let
For if the word spoken by angels was stedfast,

things which

them slip.
and every transgression and disobedience received a just
how shall we escape, if we neglect so
3 recompense of reward
2

;

spoken and authorized by none higher than Angels, proved itself
valid and effectual to punish all neglect of it (ver. 2, comp. x. 28).
2.

It is certain that

the

same

or a

neglect so great salvation (ver. 3)

—

more
3.

terrible fate awaits

us

if

we

a salvation revealed and authen-

manner first, being at the first spoken by Him who
now Lord and second, being confirmed, i.e. made sure, to us
by those who directly heard Him; and this amidst many signs and
ticated in such a

:

is

;

wonders and

gifts

Holy Ghost, showing the presence and giving

of the

God

the attestation of

(ver. 4).

Ver. I. Therefore
let them slip j rather, To the things which
were heard, lest perchance we should drift away from them. The term
heard seems to correspond to " spoken," and to be applied to immediate hearing of the Son.
The Writer does not reckon himself among
those who heard both he and his readers had the words of Christ at
second hand from the Lord's immediate hearers (ver. 3). The figure
at the end of the verse is that of being carried past or away from that
which it is of consequence to remain beside and observe, viz. here,
the things that were heard (comp. xiii. 7).
On the idea of " heard,"
The forces that with a continuous action tend to
see chaps, iii.-iv.
move men away from the faith of Christ, and were especially strong in
the case of the Hebrews, are the many influences of life the feeling
of isolation in the world, or, the other side of this, sympathy with
national sentiment and thought the hardships and slights undergone
at the hands of those without
and the monotonous uniformity of the
world, where all things continue as they were and give no signs of the
Lord's coming while the resistance offered to such forces is but
feeble, owing to the sluggishness of the mind which permits it to take
but a loose hold of truth, and the weakness of faith which makes it
but dimly present to itself the hope of our calling.
Ver. 2. Spoken by angels wasj or, through angels became. The word
spoken through Angels was the Law, in the giving of which the Angels
were mediators. So the Apostle Paul (Gal. iii. 19), and Stephen
(Acts vii. 53 comp. Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; Ps. Ixviii. 17) and Josephus
{Antiq. xv. 5. 3) represents Herod as saying, " The most excellent of
our doctrines and the most sacred part of our laws we have learned
of God through Angels." The Law proved stedfast, i.e. stable, effective to carry itself into execution, and punish every transgression., i.e.
positive breach of it, and disobedience, i.e. overlooking of it or neglect
.

.

.

;

—

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

to

fulfil

Ver.

it.

3.

How shall we

.

.

.

salvation.

We is emphatic we to whom
;

—
II,
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which at the first began to be spoken by the
;
Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them that heard him ;
4 God also bearing theffi witness, both with signs and wonders,
and with divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Ghost, accordgreat salvation

God has spoken through His Son and
To neglect is not to fail to

escape,

;

i.e.

God's

final

wrath

attend to when first presented
for beHef, but to lose interest in and decline from, after having first
known it (vi. 4, etc.) but though this is the strict meaning of the
words as addressed to the Hebrews, they may have a wider applica"Salvation" was already mentioned in i. 14; the Author
tion.
assumes that the Son has revealed salvation. This salvation is deIt is called " so great " inasmuch as it is feeble
scribed in vers. 5-9.
mortal man that is enabled to attain it (ver. 6) and it is subjection of
and imposing means (felt to need some
all things to him (vers. 7, 8)
justification, vers. 10-18) have been adopted to achieve it (ver. 9).
Perhaps the words, " which at the first," etc., are not meant to describe
any aspect of its greatness, though the manner of its revelation and
authentication might also enter into its greatness. The words, however, rather bring out the contrast between the manner of its revelation and that of the Law, and thus support the admonition in
The authentication of the great salvation is the highest
vers. 1-3.
that could be, the Lord, men, and God all combining to testify
(x. 26, etc.).

;

;

;

to

it.

Which

at thejifst began; or, which having at the first been spoken
through the Lord was made stedfast
Christ is "Lord" in His
present place of exaltation, but His speaking of the great salvation
was part of the whole system of which His lordship is another part,
and the authority of the one belongs to the other. Confirmed is
"made stedfast" (ver. 2), as the Law was to Israel. The word
confirmed does not mean, added their own testimony to the redempThis they no doubt did,
tive truth of what they heard and preached.
and to men the testimony of other men founded on their own experience is very weighty and convincing and of course we have it, not only
in the faith of those around us, but in the unbroken life of the church
up to our time. The point here, however, is rather the accuracy and
trustworthiness with which the salvation has been handed on even
unto us, by ear-witnesses of the Lord, combined perhaps with a certain
authority which belonged to them as His personal hearers, and the
accompanying signs attesting their preaching.
Ver. 4. God bearing them witness j rather, bearing witness with
them. Their preaching was the testimony of "those who heard;"
God bore testimony along with them. His testimony was the signs
by which He attested the preachers as divine messengers ; the
wonders or extraordinary works which He gave them to perform the
divers miracles or powers of a higher kind with which He endowed
them for the moment or permanently and the gifts or distributions
of the Holy Ghost, which He bestowed on them according to His
.

.

.

;

;

;
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[ll.

5-9.

The Holy Ghost, being the Spirit of God, is bestowed according to the will of God, and, though one, He is given in such a way
to men that they appear with very dissimilar spiritual endowments
(i Cor. xii. 4, 11)
and the signal spiritual gifts attending the apostolic
preaching both showed that God was most present with it, and marked
it as the opening of the new dispensation (Joel ii. 28) and the inbreaking of the world to come (Heb. vi. 5). The way in which the
Author classes himself here among believers of the second generation,
when he says, "confirmed even unto us by them that heard," has
been felt by most writers on the Epistle, e.g. Luther and Calvin, to
be decisive against the Pauline authorship. St. Paul claims to have
received the Gospel immediately from God, and refuses to acknowledge
having been "taught" it (Gal. i. i, 12 i Cor. xv. 3).
Vers. 5-9. Jesus is man-Lord, the Son of God made man, and risen
through death to man's predicted lordship of the world to come,— a history wMcli He underwent that He might taste death for every one.
Connection.
The connection indicated hy for (ver. 5) is rather
difficult to seize.
In i. 2, 3, the Apostle indicated that the present
redemptive place of Jesus was the meeting-point of two lines. One
was His sonship, which made it meet and possible that He should
be heir of all, or Messianic King (i. 2). The other was His moral
The first line. His
history. His making purification of sins (i. 3).
sonship and Messianic kingship, the one of which corresponds to the
other, and both of which make Him higher than the Angels (i. 4), is
drawn out in chap. i. 5-14. To this attaches itself the exhortation in
Son's revelation, based
ii. 1-4 to give the more earnest heed to the
upon the higher dignity of the Revealer of the new dispensation and
the circumstances attending the confirmation of His revelation to us.
Now the Apostle pursues the other line, that of the Son's moral
history.
He so framed his exhortation (ii. 1-4) as to introduce this
idea.
This he does in the words " great salvation " (ii. 3). This
salvation on man's side is his deliverance from death and inheritance
of the world to come, or " all things " in their final condition (vers. 6-8,
On the other side, this salvation comes through Christ being
14).
Head of the world to come, and in this condition High Priest of mankind an idea which pervades the whole Epistle. To this place He
rose because He suffered death (ver. 9). And this suffering He underwent that by the grace of God He should taste death for every one
(ver. 9), or, that through suffering He might be made perfect to be
the High Priest of the people of God (vers. 10-18). These are the
ideas in the Author's mind which he gradually develops, attaching
The authority of a dispensation
the one to the other, in vers. 5-18.
is represented by those who were God's agents in revealing it, who
by the fact of being its revealers are its heads. Thus the formal connection by for (ver. 5) is with the general admonition in vers. 1-3,
through the words "great salvation." This admonition to give heed
to the great salvation spoken by the Son (ceasing to adhere to the
word spoken by Angels) is now further impressed by adducing a new
will.^

;

—

;

—

—

—

'

The word own

is

to

be omitted.

—

—
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For unto the angels hath he not put

will ?

:
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Scripture, which describes the salvation of man, and shews that by its
introduction the sway of Angels (the former dispensation) passes
away (Ps. viii.), and by adding that the history of Jesus and His
ascension have realized this salvation not for Himself alone but for
every one, and consequently that continued adherence to the word of

Angels

is

disobedience to God's

final will (ver. 2).

—

Outline.
The former dispensation revealed and administered by
Angels was swift to punish all disobedience to it, how shall we escape
if we neglect so great salvation spoken and realized by the Lord
1. For the new world, the final dispensation, has not been put under
Rather, the same Scripture, expressing God's gracious purAngels.
poses with men, which subjects man for a little time to the rule of
Angels, predicts his emancipation and elevation to the place of

sovereignty over the
(leaving

no place

new

and puts all things without exception
dominion of Angels) under his feet (vers.

world,

for the

5-8).
2.

This subjection of

all

things to

man we

see not yet accomplished

(ver. 8).

But we behold the Son of God, who partook with man in his
and honour and rule
over the world to come designed for man.
This He has achieved in
His own instance (ver. 9).
4. But though He achieved it in His own instance, it was not for
Himself alone. The explanation of how He rose to this place is
this: He was crowned with glory because He suffered death.
And
He underwent this suffering that He might taste death for every one
3.

stage of subjection to Angels, risen to the glory

(ver. 9).

Ver. 5. For tmto the angels hath he not
.
rather, for not unto
angels did he put in subjection.
There is an unexpressed antithesis in
both clauses of the verse not unto angels (but on the contrary to man
as prophecy shows, ver. 6) did he subject the world to come (as
He subjected this world). The words are the Author's general
preliminary statement. This is supported by adducing Ps. viii., in
which he finds both these things expressed for that God subjected
this world and its inhabitants to Angels is expressed in the words
Thou madest him for a little lower than the Angels (ver. 7); and that
He did not subject the world to come to Angels, in the words: Thou
crovvnedst him with glory and didst put all things under his feet
(vers. 7, 8).
The former idea appears in ver. 2, and elsewhere in
Scripture (Dan. iv. 13, 17, 23, x. 13, 20), and in the writings of Jewish
theologians.
In Deut. xxxii. 8 the Sept. renders "Angels of God "
where the Hebrew reads "Children ol Israel."' The indefinite did
.

.

;

—

;

—
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6 subjection the world to come, whereof

put expresses the ahnost

legislative

we

[ll.

speak.

But one

6
in

scheme of man's history drawn

in Ps. viii.

The world to come, lit. the inhabited world to come (i. 6).
The
phrase " to come " does not seem here merely to express the antithesis between "this world" and the new order of things introduced
through Christ with this there is at least included the idea that this
new order is still future comp. city to come (xiii. 14, vi. 5). Throughout the Epistle the great antithesis is "this world" and the "world
The former, visible, material, transient, to which belongs,
to come."
as part of it, the first covenant the other, real, heavenly, and eternal,
access into which is through the new covenant. The first is subjected
to Angels, particularly as revealers of the Law
but under their rule
seems embraced the whole pre-Christian condition of things, embracing man in his earthly and mortal condition.
Salvation is escape
from this and possession of the heavenly world. In this world to
come the Angels have no more rule, all things without exception are
;

;

;

;

put in subjection to man (ver. 8). From the Old Testament point of
view, the world to come is the world from the coming of the Messiah,
for the Old Testament drew no lines in the Messianic salvation, the
Messianic world was perfect from the moment of Messiah's coming.
But in the view of this Christian writer, though powers from the
world to come made themselves felt here (ii. 4, vi. 5), and though
through hope (vi. 19) and faith believers might be said to be come to
It belonged
22), it was still no more than ready to be revealed.
a sphere transcending this earth, out of which it would be revealed
and descend, and then all that was promised by God's holy prophets
would be fulfilled, when the meek should inherit the earth (Ps. xxxvii.
II
Matt. V. 5; Rom. iv. 13), and the dominion under the whole
heaven should be given to the people of the saints of the Most High
(Dan. vii. 27) for then earth and heaven would be one. This " world
to come " is identical with the " all things " of the Psalm (ver. 8),
being "all things " in their final and eternal condition.
Whereof we
speak means, which is the subject of my writing, rather than, which
is the theme of hope and converse among us Christians.
Ver. 6, etc. But one in a certain place; oi-, one somewhere testified.
This mode of citation seems merely rhetorical, and is in the manner
both of the Alexandrians and the Jewish theologians. The quotation
This Psalm is regarded by the Author as expressing
is from Ps. viii.
a gracious determination or solemn deed of God in regard to man,
laying out his whole history. This history, as thus designed by God,
has two stages one a brief stage of humility and subjection to Angels,
Thou madest
his life in the present world in the flesh, subject to death
him for a little time lower than the Angels (ver. 7); and the other a
permanent stage of exaltation and glory Thou crownedst him with
glory
Thou didst put all things under his feet (vers. 7, 8). This
history designed for man is, of course, in respect of the second stage
of it, a prediction, and this prediction awaits fulfilment in the world
it (xii.

to

;

—

—

—

:

:

.

.

.
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a certain place testified, saying, What is man, that thou art
mindful of him ? or the son of man, that thou visitest him ?
thou
7 Thou madest him a little lower than the angels
crownedst him with glory and honour, and didst set him over
8 the works of thy hands thou hast put all things in subjecFor in that he put all in subjection
tion under his feet.
under him, he left nothing that is not put under him. But
:

:

This is a prediction also of the abrogation of the rule of
to come.
Angels. The prediction is not yet verified in the case of mankind,
but it is verified in the case of Him who subjected Himself to the first
stage of man's estate, even Jesus, and with this has passed away the
dominion of Angels.
What is man
.? These words express wonder at the condescension and goodness of God, when His designs towards men are
considered. For man's temporary subjection to the Angels and the Law
disappears before the eternal glory reserved for him in the world to
come.— After thou hadst for a season made him lower than the Angels,
Thou crownedst him with glory (Tynd.). The retention of this
exclamation of wonder shows that the Psalm is not regarded by the
It is evident that "a little"
Apostle as directly spoken of Christ.
must be taken in the temporal sense " for a little while " (Geneva, for
The whole scope requires this. The words are again
a season).
used in ver. 9 of the humiliation of the Son, where any reference to
the degree of His inferiority to Angels would be out of place and that
the phrase should be used of degree in one place and time in another,
when the point of the passage lies in the identity of the Son's history
with that of man, is an idea only puerile. And it is equally evident that
the phrase " lower than the Angels " is not a vague generality, but
expresses the distinct idea of the subjection of this world and man to
Angels what is denied in regard to the world to come, ver. 5.^ In
ver. 8, for hast put the indefinite didst put is better, in agreement with
ver. 7
the Author is not concerned with any time but with a Divine
intention expressed in Scripture, which carries its own fulfilment with
The division of verses is not happy here ; the verse should have
it.
ended at " feet," the end of the quotation.
Ver. 8. For in that he put.
Now the Apostle having finished
the quotation, summarizes what it contains and sets it clearly before
the mind.
It contains a prediction of the dominion of mankind over
all things, with no exception.
This statement is hardly recalled for
the purpose of saying that the Angels also shall be subjected to man,
No
but in order to say that nothing shall be left subjected to Angels.
doubt when the world to come is fully realized, the Angels shall worship the Son (i. 6), and even in the beginnings of it already made
they do service for the sake of them who shall inherit salvation (i. 14) ;
but it does not seem necessary for the argument, and is rather strain.

.

—

:

;

—

—

;

—

.

1
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[ll.

9

9 now we see not yet all things put under him. But we see
Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels, for the
suffering of death crowned with glory and honour
that he
by the grace of God should taste death for every man.
;

ing the language, to include the Angels in the "all things" that shall
in subjection to man (comp. xii. 22, etc.).
The clause, bul fiow
ive see not, etc., does not state or admit a possible objection, but
merely marks a step in the thought in order to pass on to the great
historical fact expressed in ver. 9.
The destination in regard to man
that all things shall be put under his feet is not yet in fact seen
realiv.ed.
This summary clears the way, and now the Author has
done with the Psalm and comes to history.
Ver. 9. But we see yesus.
rather, but we behold him who hath
been made for a little lower than the angels, even Jesus, because of hia
BufiFering of death crowned with glory and honour, that by the grace
of God He should taste death for every one.
The word behold is
different from see in ver. 8, and embraces the knowing and apprehension of things beyond the region of actual eyesight, such as the
ascended condition of the Son. The expression " Him who hath

be put

.

.

.

;

been made " is definite, and cannot be rendered " one who hath been
made." The definiteness is not that of identification with the subject
spoken of in the Psalm that subject is mankind, this is Jesus the

—

;

that of the historical person, known to all, Jesus.
The words inadefor a little lower indicate that He was a man, and
hath been made suggests that He came from another region into the
race of mankind.
behold the known, historical personage, Jesus,
whose life on earth in the flesh is famihar to us, which He entered upon,
definiteness

is

We

coming down from a higher life above, and who was so completely
one of mankind that the words of the Psalm describing man may be
used of Him, "made for a little lower than the Angels" we behold Him
crowned with glory. We know the historical truth of His ascension,
and realize His place at God's right hand. These are facts of history.
That which was predicted of man in the Psalm has been verified in
Jesus, the Son of God made man.
But it was necessary for the
Author's redemptive argument with his readers, and to justify his
language concerning the great salvation (ver. 3), to add an explanation of the facts.
The Son was exalted to this place because of His
suffering of death.
These words express the connection between the
two parts of His history His exaltation and His life in the flesh. How
much meaning lies in the words it is difficult to say comp. perhaps
i. 3
Phil. ii. 7, etc.
The point of death, however, is taken up in the
next clause, that by the grace, etc., and a more general bearing given
to it, which brings it into connection with ver. 5, and sets it as the

—

—

—

;

;

text for further elucidation in vers. 10-18 that follow.
This clause, that by the grace of God, etc., does not

depend upon the

immediately preceding words, "crowned with glory; " it either takes up
tlie words " for the suffering of death "
suffering which He underwent

—

—
II.
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—

that He might taste death for every one
or it gives by way of resumption the general meaning of the history of Jesus as stated in ver. 9.
To taste death is to experience it, Matt. xvi. 28 the word neither implies on the one hand the brevity of Christ's subjection to death, as if
He only tasted it with the tips of His lips, nor suggests on the other that
He endured it in its bitterness. The words y^^r, i.e. in behalf of, every
;

one have no bearing whatever on the technical question of the extent
of the atonement they are general words, indicating that the Son's
death was for the benefit of the "man" or mankind spoken of in
vers. 6-8, just as they are taken up again in the " many sons " of
ver. 10
comp. the similar words of ver. 1 5 with the limitation of
ver. 17.
As to the conditions on the individual person's part of
enjoying the benefits of the Son's death, see iii. 6, v. 9, vii. 25, ix. 28,
and indeed the whole scope of the Epistle. The Son's tasting death
was in behalf of every one, the meaning of which must be ascertained from the contents of vers. 10-18, and from the context, vers.
5-9, which speaks of the Son as He is Head of the new dispensation.
Further, it was by the grace of God words taken up in it became
;

;

—

—

God,

ver. 10.^

The Apostle nowhere gives any strict account of the "glory" of the
exalted Son.
In the Pauline Epistles this glory is either that of the
Lord's spiritual body, Phil. iii. 21, or it is the very glory of God
visible in the face of the exalted Son, 2 Cor. iv. 6.
In this Epistle
it is more indefinite, and describes the high dignity of the ascended
Son, either generally as being in heaven, or particularly as Messianic
King or High Priest over the house of God, iii. 3-6, v. 5. Though
the Epistle distinguishes between acts of the Son in heaven, e.g.
" offering" and "sitting down," the latter of which must be supposed
to follow the former, yet the former belongs to His "glory" as High
Priest, V. 5, vii. 28.
Here His glory seems identified with that destined
for man, ver. 7, and so ver. 10.
Both He and His brethren are heirs
of the world to come, xii. 28, but He is King and they are people.*
The Author when saying of Jesus "crowned with glory" does not
add, with all things put in subjection to Him. This is not yet true
of Him actually, any more than it is of man.
He " waits " till His
enemies be made the footstool of His feet, as they wait for the re-

—

> Instead of the words, by the grace (chariti) of God, a remarkable
reading was
current .n ancient times, without or apart from (choris) God.
The ordinary
reading is sustained by the connection, for by the grace of God is immediately taken
up hy /or it became God.
No sense that can be put on apart from is relevant in
the connection.
Choris "probably arose from a confusion of letters which might
easily take place in papyrus writing " (Westcott and Hort, ii. p. 129).
^ It need not be argued that the glory of the Son (ver.
9) and that of men
(vers. 7, 10) is their glory in the heavenly world, and not the official position
merely of the former on earth or men's place in the church (Hofmann).
The
statement, "while it is a humiliation to die, it is glorious to taste death/ir others"
(Prof. Bruce, Humiliatio?i of Christ, p. 39), contains a fine modem idea, but one
to which Scripture has hardly yet advanced.
The humiliation of the Son with
His death is a "grace" (2 Cor. viii. 9), and a proof of love (John xv. 13; Rom.
V. 8), but Scripture does not seem to have permitted to itself the paradox oi

calling

it

a glory.

;
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demption of the body (Rom. viii. 23).
The distinction made here,
is that between the two estates of lowhness and exaltation
any distinction between two steps of the latter is unimportant,
particularly as the second step is virtually involved in the first
however,

(x. 12, 13,

I.

2).

i.

The use made of Ps. viii.
The Psalm as it stands

in the Epistle is extremely interesting.
in the Old Testament is not a nature

hymn. It is addressed to Jehovah, God of the redemptive covenant,
and is uttered from the heart of Israel O Jehovah our Lord the
people of redemption. There is no such thing as nature poetry or
nature writing in the Old Testament everything there is uttered from
the sphere of redemption, which is not antagonistic to the sphere of
nature, but assumes this latter sphere into itself.
2. The idea of the
Psalm is expressed in the words with which it opens and with which
O Jehovah our Lord, how glorious is Thy name in all the
it closes
The "name" of Jehovah is that which He is known from His
earth.

—

—

:

:

revelation of Himself to be, for the name expresses the known characThe sphere where the name of Jehovah is glorious is in all the
ter.
earth, that is, the sphere of man's life and experience.
The Psalmist
expresses his wonder at Jehovah's grace to man upon the earth, and
this wonder is heightened when he considers the heavens, God's
dwelling-place made by Him for Himself, which reflect His own glory.
This contrast between earth and heaven goes through the Psalm,
but God's glory in heaven is not the subject of it, but is only touched,
as bringing out what Jehovah Himself is, to give deeper colour to His
grace to man on earth, the theme of wonder. 3. The detailed picture
of God's goodness to man in the position He has given him is conThou hast made him a little lower than the
tained in ver. 5, etc.,
Thou hast put all things under his feet. These words are
Angels .
not merely historical nor properly prophetical. The Psalm is not a
description of anything bygone, it is a picture of the present, the
present as it was seen, and its principles taken in and gathered up
by the religious feeling of the poet. It is no doubt an ideal picture,
but the Author meant it as a description of man's true condition ; it
is the expression of a deep glimpse, such as was possible only in
Israel, into the world and man as they were in his day, amidst all
the tendencies which he could perceive, and all the facts lying around
him which he observed sin and grace, and the natural position of

—

.

.

—

man, absorbed but not eliminated in redemption.^ In moments of
high religious feeling and times of splendid success on the part of
Israel, the kingdom of God, such a picture might seem no exaggera1 The Psalm is not a reminiscence of Paradise Lost, nor is it directly an anticiIt is a picture of the present or the general.
Being
pation of Paradise Regained.
ideal picture, it may describe what was lost in Paradise, though to this loss
there is no reference, and for the same reason it may be regarded as a prophecy
which when fulfilled will be Paradise Restored. There may be an allusion in it to
the history in Gen. i., but there is nothing beyond, and to drag in the history of
Paradise into it confuses by details, to which it does not allude, its purely general
and ideal character.

an
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but almost actually real. But in times of depression, and when
the sceptre departed from the people, the sad contrast between the
Psalm and the actual condition of men could not but be keenly felt.
Hence the splendid ideal, like all other ideals in the Old Testament,
was thrown into the future for fulfilment. It did not lose its truth,
but its truth would be found only in another condition of the world,
in that world to come which the advent of the Messianic King would
introduce.
In this way the hymn became a prophecy, not directly of
the Messiah Himself, but of man's condition under His rule.
Now it is precisely in this sense that the Psalm is used in the Epistle.
It is not regarded as a direct prophecy of the person of the Messiah ;
it is a prophecy of the position of man in the Messianic kingdom, the
world to come. In two points, however, the Apostle seems to have
In the Psalm the words,
altered the construction of the passage.
" Thou madest him a little lower than the Angels
Thou didst put
all things under his feet," make up one picture, meant to portray the
This one
dignity of man, which is strictly the one idea of the hymn.
picture, however, the Apostle divides into two, under the feeling that
the history of man has its reverse side, his present, as well as its
This reverse side of lowliness is considered
glorious side, his future.
to be expressed in the words, " Thou madest him a little lower than
the Angels ;" and the side of glory is left expressed by the remainder
of the words, in harmony with the general scope of the Psalm. And
another change naturally followed this the phrase a little, which in
the Psalm seems to express degree, is understood of time, for a little
In this way the Psalm becomes a sketch of man's whole
while.^
the one
history as laid out in the designs of God, with its two phases,
of lowliness and mortality, his earthly state, under the Angels and in
bondage to the elements of the world and the other of glory, when
through the Son of God he is emancipated and shares with Him in
the rule of the inhabited earth to come.
It is possible that it was the history of the Son that suggested this
view of the Psalm. At all events the subject of the Psalm is mankind. Jesus becomes its subject when He comes into the race of man.
The Author, however, does not find Jesus predicted in the Psalm
directly, nor even indirectly under the name of man, as if the Psalm
spoke of a humanity involving Him in itself, and yet to give birth to
Him. Jesus does not come out of the race of man, He comes into
it
God prepared Him a body. He is, however, true man, and
having come into the race of man, the general truth of the Psalm said
of man applies to Him, just as He on the other hand, having come
into the race of man, realizes in Himself and for it the great destination set before it, and so fulfils the Psalm. For the point of the Author's
citation of the Psalm is to show that Jesus, not Angels, is over the
world to come. He does this,_/frj'/, by citing the Psalm, which states
that the sway of Angels over man is but temporary, and predicts that
the world to come shall be subjected to man (vers. 5-8) ; and second,
by pointing to the history of Jesus, the Son of God, who came into

ticn,

.

:

.

.

—

—

;

:

'

The Geneva Version

already expressed this idea, and so Calvin.
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man, and so came under the scope of the prediction, which
fulfilled (ver. 9),
to which he then adds the explanation Jiow Jesus rose to this place, and how in this place He is the
Author of salvation.^
Vers. 10-18. It was befitting God to make perfect the Son, the Author
the race of

He

—

has in fact

and death.
Connection.
The connection is with the immediately preceding
words, " that by the grace of God He might taste death for every
one," as these repeat, crowned with glory on account of His suffering
This point of the Son's tastmg death and in general underdeath.
going suffering is now made the subject of commentary. The phrase
to make perfect, coming so close upon " crowned with glory" (ver. 9),
means to raise to that supreme place in salvation which the Son
occupies, for the whole section (chaps, i.-ii.) bears upon the Son as
He is made
elevated to be Head of the world to come, of salvation.
But to lead to salvation is not
perfect as Leader of salvation, ver. 10.
a mere exercise of power, it is a moral process they who are to be
saved are sons of God, and the Saviour is a sanctifier, ver. 1 1 and to
make perfect, though it may be seen realized in the successive external
steps of a history, is also a moral process going on under the influence
of the external history.
At the same time the Son is not an isolated
moral person, but the Leader of salvation, and it is in this aspect that

of salvation, through sufferings

—

;

;

is made perfect.
The passage has reference

He

to the humiliation and sufferings of the
Son, which it desires to set in a light that will relieve them of offence.
It represents them as a thing which it befitted God to lay on the Son,
when He brought many sons to glory, and as something necessary for
the Son to undergo if He was to be the Author of salvation to mortal,
sinful men.
The fitness and the necessity present themselves to the
Author's mind from the nature of the case from consideration of the
condition of those to be saved, men subject to death and under
bondage to the fear of it and from his view of what a saviour must
be he must be a sanctifier, ver. 11, or high priest, able to be
affected by the feelings and conditions of men, whether in their relation to God or to the world and life, and able to influence them.
Salvation must be transacted in this moral and spiritual region and
this implies that the Saviour and those saved must be on the same
And they have
moral footing and have common relations to God.
For those saved are to be brought to glory as sons, as the Son,
such.
who has been crowned with glory, is their Saviour. He and they,
His brethren, are all of God. And in many parts of Scripture He

—

;

:

;

^
Others assume that Ps. viii. is here regarded as a direct prophecy of Jesus.
This it might well enough be in itself. But several things are against it. i. An
exclamation of wonder (ver. 6) that God should be mindful of His Son is not con-

2. The insertion of the explanatory name Jesus, ver. 9, is without
meaning, if the him in the preceding clause, "we see not yet all things put under
him," already referred to the Son. This is so much felt that Liinemann naively
remarks that the word Jesus might have been omitted.
3. There is also in the
words, " many sons to glory," ver. 10, an undoubted retiun upon "glory and
honour," ver. 7.

ceivable.

;
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appears recognising this relation to them, and caUing them brethren
This higher spiritual unity therefore of the Saviour
(vers. 10-13).
and the saved implied in the words " sons," " sanctifier," and the like,
and recognised by the Son, is the presupposition which justifies the

—

Through no
actual subjection of the Son to suffering and death.
other means could this unity be realized, or could He be made perfect
This then is the relation of
as the Author of salvation (vers. 14-18).
The
the two parts of the passage, vers. 10-18, to one another.
former part, vers. 10-13, describes the parties and shows what their
relations are to one another, relations exhibited in prophetic Scripture
and the latter, vers. 14-18, shows how in order to these relations
being truly realized, the Son must undergo sufferings and death.
Outline.

— We

see Jesus

suffering of death

crowned with glory by reason of His

—that by the grace of God He might taste death for
He

brought a fulness of mankind
from
death), to mako the Son, the Author of their salvation, perfect through
I say, when He brought many " sons," for the
sufferings, ver. 10.
Leader of their salvation, or the Sanctifier, and those saved, the
hence the Son Himself is not
sanctified, are all children of God
ashamed (as the words of prophecy show) to call them brethren,
recognising a common relation to God with them, vers. 10-13.
These, then, being the relations which the Saviour and those saved
every one

:

for

it

befitted

God, when

to their destined glory (vers. 7, 8) as sons (through salvation

;

must and do sustain to one another, in order to enter into them it
was needful that the Son should take upon Him the whole history of
man. i. The children to be saved being mortal men of flesh and
blood in bondage to the fear of death. He in like manner took part in
flesh and blood, that through His death He might bring to nought him
So
that had the power of death, and free men from their bondage.
He is the Leader of salvation (ver. 10), vers. 14, 15. 2. I say, the fear
of death, for as we know it is not among Angels that His saving work
is exercised, but among the People of God, the sinful seed of Abraham,
therefore it was needful that He should pass through the experiences
of men in all points, including death, that He might become a merciful High Priest to make atonement for the sins of the People, as true
Sanctifier (ver. 11), vers. 16-18.

The whole

passage, vers. 5-18, hangs together, and the right point

view from which to regard it is not at first quite easy to find.
I.
Chap. i. 2-4 showed how the Son had risen to the supreme place
of Head of the world to come of salvation, chiefly along the line of
His Sonship. This supreme place was becoming Him who was Son
and Maker of the worlds. Chap. ii. 5, etc., showed how He reached
this same place along another line, viz. by realizing the glory destined
for man.
This He did by participating in the whole history of man.

of

—
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are
the

it

became him,

all

for

whom

things, in bringing

are

many

all

things,

[ll.

and by

sons unto glory, to

lO.

whom
make

Captain of their salvation perfect through sufferings.

This participation was in order to man's salvation (ii. 3, 10). This
history the Son did not take upon Him and go through as an isolated
individual man, but as the Author of salvation. And the Apostle, in
ver. 9, emphasized the point that the Son's elevation to glory was on
account ofW\% suffering of death, as the object of His undergoing this
was that He might taste death for every man. This way of raising
the Son to His high place in the economy of salvation is now enlarged
upon, apparently with a certain apologetic purpose, and shown to be
befitting God and necessary.
The passage forms a sort of appendix
to chap, i.-ii. 9, and justifies the sufferings of the Son and His death
from one point of view, as chap. ix. 16, etc. justifies it from another.
2. Though the passage starts with saying it befitted God (ver. 10),
vers. 1 1 -1 8 are not to be regarded as a formal demonstration of this
The divine fitness is supported by the clause, "bringing
fitness.
many sons to glory," and by the expansion of this idea in vers. 11-13.
Ver. 14 onwards, which takes up the idea of making perfect through
sufferings, presents the Son's death rather under the aspect of a necessity than a fitness
a necessity, that is, under the supposition of the
unity in salvation of the Saviour and those saved, the Sanctifier and
the sanctified, exhibited in vers. 10-13.
And, though a moral necessity might be regarded as the highest form of the divine fitness, the
Son's sufferings are regarded in vers. 14-18 rather as necessary from
the nature of the case, and probably the idea of divine fitness had
dropped out of the Writer's mind, just as in these verses the process
of perfecting the Son is no more regarded as something accomplished
by God, but is a history which the Son voluntarily took upon Himself.
The
Ver. 10. The verse takes up the closing words of ver. 9.
parallelism is evident

—

:

That by the grace of God

He

For

it

became Him

might, in behalf of every one, bringing

taste death.

to

make

many

.

.

.

sons to glory,

perfect through sufferings,

etc.

for whom are all things is God.
It is also God who brings many
sons to glory (vers. 7, 8). The Captain of their salvation is the Son.
" Through sufferings " takes up " taste death," and " crowned with glory
on account of His suffering death," ver. 9, and refers chiefly to the suffering of death, vers. 9, 14, 18, v. 8; comp. suffer, ix. 26, xiii. 12. And
through sufferings implies not merely that He went along a way at the
end of which was perfection, but that the sufferings were the means
which produced (that he might become, ver. 17), as well as the reason
The term captain
that led to (on account of, ver. 9) the perfection.
means leader, then originator to others; in many cases the idea that the
leader shares in that to which he leads others falls away, and the word
merely means author. Here the idea that the Son goes before the

He

—

II.
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saved in the same path ought perhaps to be retained, vi. 20, xii. 2. It
need not be said that captain is not here a mihtary term. The same
word is translated " prince," Acts iii. 15, v. 31.
To make perfect does not mean to endow with all excellent qualities, but to bring to the end, that is, the appropriate or appointed end,
the end corresponding to the idea.
What this end is in any case will
be suggested from that which is made perfect. Here it is the Author
of salvation, or, as He is called, ver. 1 1, the Sanctifier.
To make Him
perfect will be to bring Him into that condition in which He is ideally
complete as the Author of salvation, and Sanctifier. Coming so near
" crowned with glory," ver. 9, and in the whole connection of chaps,
i.-ii., " perfection " describes the Son's supreme place in the economy
of salvation. This is not, however, a mere external glory, an idea
unknown to the Epistle, but the end of a history of the Leader of salvation, every step of which was both an entering into His mission as
Saviour and a making of Him more complete in that vocation (see
Note on "Purify
Make perfect").
The word it became or befitted God takes up " by the grace of God "
(ver. 9), it befitted God who is gracious, though the words used as a
periphrasis for God set the fitness in the most absolute light.
It
befitted Him for whom and by whom are all things, or, on account of
whom and through whom by reason of whom and through whose
agency all things are, however they be named the sum of things,
whether we call them nature or providence or grace. This act of
making perfect through sufferings is among them and befitting Him
for bringing many sons to glory comes under " on account of whom "
.

.

.

—

—

;

(Eph. i. 5), and to make perfect, etc. comes under "through whom."
This solemn designation of God is not brought in in order to carry
the implication that what such a Being does 7nust be befitting Him
rather this act is attributed to Him, and the solemn affirmation is made
that it became Him who is to be thought of under this most lofty
conception of Him (comp. Rom. xi. 36
i Cor. viii. 6).
// became
bringing many sons, etc. What it befitted God to
do was not, of course, to bring many sons to glory such a statement
did not need to be made nor yet to make the Son the Captain of
salvation the fitness of this hardly required a special emphasis
but
to make the Son, the Author of salvation, perfect through the suffering of death and yet not this simply: what befitted God was to
make perfect the Author of salvation through sufferings, bringing (or,
when He brought) at the same time many sons to glory. The fitness
was in God, Him on account of whom and through whom all things

;

;

.

.

.

—

;

—

;

—

The act befitting Him was to make the Author of salvation
perfect through sufferings.
This was befitting when He brought
many sons to glory. The ground of the fitness, so far as it is expressed, lay in the relation of this act to the other act, bringing, etc.
Many is not used in opposition to all, but states positively that the
sons are many, and thus perhaps adds a shade of confirmation to the
fitness.
The words resume vers. 7, 8 ; comp. ix. 28. Bringing sons
to glory is called salvation in the next clause.
Salvation (ii. 3, i. 14)
are.

—

E

——

—
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For both he that sanctifieth and they who are sanctified are
of one
for which cause he is not ashamed to call them

1 1

all

:

men in the relation of sons to Himself to glory.
the affirmation of fitness receives support from the very words
used sons, as the Saviour is Son, and unto glory, as He has a glory
is

God's bringing

And

—

befitting

His sonship

(i.

2).

These verses are subordinate to ver. 10, taking up
and illustrating the unity of the Saviour and those saved, suggested
in the terms of ver. 10, "sons," etc., and in this way continuing to
Vers.

11-13.

For is not argusustain tlie assertion in ver. 10, /'/ became Him^ etc.
mentative, as if intended to justify the use of the word "sons," and
prove the sonship of men in salvation this needed no proof to the
Christian Hebrews, who were believers of long standing for is repetitory of "sons," etc., the idea of the unity being thrown into other
words, all of one; and these last words are sustained and exemplified
by expressions of the Son Himself from Old Testament Scripture.
The phrase, " Leader of their salvation " (ver. 10), is exchanged for
" He that sanctifieth and they that are sanctified," words which more
accurately define what saving is, and thus make more prominent the
moral unity of the Saviour and those saved, which is the presupposiTo sanctify
tion which explains the Saviour's subjection to sufferings.
is to consecrate unto God as a people for His service (ix. 14, x. 29).
This consecration is effected by an offering which purifies the conSee Note on Purify, Sanctify, etc.^
science from sins (x. 10).
Are all of one; the one here is most naturally to be taken as God,
so that the words resume "sons" of ver. 10 the Sanctifier and they
who are sanctified are all children of God. Though very rarely, God
is called Father of Christ in the Epistle (i. 5), and His fatherhood of
The word of is to be taken
believers is expressed in xii. 7, etc.
generally, and hardly expresses the specific idea that they are begotten
The point is not how they became sons of God, but the reof God.
This point seems kept in
lation in which in fact they stand to Him.
"
view throughout the passage, as when it is said, " call them brethren
(ver. 12), the "children," ver. 13, and again ver. 14, and "His
brethren" (ver. 17).^ The words are all of one do not express a

—

;

—

—

1

The

participles "

He who

sanctifies," etc., are here

used as substantives

;

they

do not describe progressive action, for this is not the idea of "sanctify" in the
Epistle, nor yet an action often repeated, as on successive generations, an idea
to be found in the Epistle: He has sanctified the People through His blood
(xiii. 12).
The words are timeless designations of the two parties, taken from the
part characteristic of each.
The words all of one might mean all of one piece, one whole. If this were
the meaning, the point of unity would still lie in their common relation to God,
and the unity though wider than sonship would embrace sonship as its chief
element.
Some of the passages quoted, e.g. I will put my trust in Him, seem to
Others take of one to mean, descended from one,
favour this more general sense.
But this seems to invert the argument of the passage,
e.g. Abraham or Adam.
are all of one in order to realize this unity
effect
that
because
they
which is to the
The higher religious unity between Sanctifier
the Son took part in flesh and blood.
and sanctified (vers. 12, 13) required fo"- its realization the physical unity as the
basis for sufferings and death.

still less

'•^

—

—

2

II.

;
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brethren, saying, I will declare thy name unto my brethren
in the midst of the church will I sing praise unto thee.
And again, Behold
13 And again, I will put my trust in him.
1

general principle, viz. that Sanctifier and sanctified must be all of one
they assert
in order that these relations may obtain between them
a fact which obtains in the relations of this Sanctifier and those
"
sons; " and
sanctified by Him, a fact expressed already in the word
this fact explains His language regarding them in Old Testament
He is not ashamed to
Scripture, and is illustrated by this language
call them brethren.
Vers. 12, 13, contain passages from Old Testament prophecy in
which the relations of the Sanctifier and those sanctified in common
i. These
to God, and the Son's consciousness of them, are expressed,
passages are here regarded as directly prophetic, expressing by anticipation the relation of the Son to those whom He saves, and their
common relation to God. That conception of prophecy which we
express by the term " typical " does not seem anywhere entertained
in the Epistle.
See on x. 5, etc. 2. The question, when is the Son
supposed to use these words regarding Hnnself and men? is quite
unimportant, and was probably not before the Writer's mind. The
quotations are adduced, as usual (see on i. 5), simply for the sake of the
They exhibit the Son entering into His
relations which they express.
actual vocation as Saviour.
The first passage is from Ps. xxii. 22 the second from Isa. viii. 17,
though similar passages are 2 Sam. xxii. 3 (Ps. xviii. 2), Isa. xii. 2
and the third from Isa. viii. 18. Psalm xxii. is probably not an early
Psalm it is uncertain who is the primary subject of it. In language
and ideas it bears a remarkable resemblance to the prophecies, Isa.
xl.-lxvi., and it is not improbable that the subject of it is the Servant
Words from it had been used by Christ
of the Lord (Acts iv. 30).
upon the cross (Matt, xxvii. 46), and in Him alone are the ideas of
The primary subject of the passages in Isaiah
it properly fulfilled.
is no doubt the prophet himself
There was much in common
between Isaiah in his day, and Christ in His vocation among His
people.
I. In Isaiah's time had begun that national hardening and
spiritual insensibility which continued to the time of Christ and
reached its climax under His teaching hence He identifies the insensibility that confronted Him with that spoken of by Isaiah (Isa.
vi. 9 with Matt. xiii. 13, etc.).
2. Amidst these circumstances Isaiah
assumed a peculiar position, he broke with the ecclesiastical and
political constitution and authorities of his time.
In pursuance of
the oracle (Isa. viii. 12, etc.), not to fear what this People feared, but
to let Jehovah be his fear, who should be for a sanctuary, he gathered
around him a band of disciples, among whom he bound up this
testimony of God, and along with whom he waited for the salvation of
the Lord, looking to the future (viii. 17).
United with him, as expressing faith in Jehovah and the salvation of the future by the very
names which they bore, were His children. Thus he and those
;

—

;

;

;

—
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I and the children which God hath given me.
Forasmuch
then as the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he also
himself likewise took part of the same ; that through death

—

about him formed the nucleus of a new church. Such
analogies do not relieve all the difficulties attending the application
The steps by which they came to be
of the words to the Son.
applied to the Messiah lay behind the Author of the Epistle and were
not thought of by him.^ In the first passage the Messiah expresses
His consciousness that believing men are His brethren, for He and
they are all members of one great congregation or church, and He
His name and praise
declares to them the name and praise of God
In
as God of salvation, as the Psalm shows (comp. Heb. v. 8, 9).
the second He expresses His faith in God like any one of His believing brethren (Heb. xii. 2). And in the third He presents Himself
before God, or calls attention to Himself among men, as on the same
The " children "
footing with the children whom God has given Him.
are God's children, in the spiritual sense, whom He has given to Him
(John xvii. 6), and as one with whom He presents Himself In all
these passages it is the spiritual unity of the Sanctifier and the
This is the presanctified in their relation to God that is exhibited.
supposition that requires the community of nature, which is not yet
referred to in vers. 10-13, hut is treated in vers. 14-18.
Vers. 14-18 resume and expand the point of ver. 10, "make perfect
through sufferings," the necessity and purpose of the sufferings is
disciples

—

—

—

shown.
Ver. 14. The children
flesh and bloody lit. seeing then the
children have become sharers in common of blood and flesh (order as
The "children" are God's children as before.
in Eph. vi. 12).
" Flesh and blood " is a designation of human nature as mortal,
16.
In the Old
I Cor. XV. 50; or in general, Matt. xvi. 17; Gal. i.
Testament the corresponding expression is simply " flesh." The
.

.

.

—

manner took part, participated, in the satne things, i.e.
blood and flesh. The mere taking part in human nature is not the
The incarnation
point which engages the interest of the Apostle here.
The incarnation
in itself probably was not felt to need justification.
Son

in like

referred to because it was a necessary preliminary to the sufferings,
as the sphere of existence to which the Son essentially belonged made
Him incapable of death. In order to be able to die. He must take
In another passage (x. 5), the preparing of a
part in flesh and blood.
body for Him is also said to be in order that He might offer it. And
in another passage still (ix. 15, etc.), the necessity of His death is
argued, though in other aspects (see notes).
The object of the Son's participating in flesh and blood was, that
through (His) death He might destroy him that had the power of
death, that is, the devil, and free all those in bondage to the fear of
is

1

The

Sept. inserts, "and He will say," before chap. viii. 17,
make the reference to the Messiah more easy.

helped to

and

this

may

havg

II.
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he might destroy him that had the power of death, that is,
the devil ; and deliver them who through fear of death were

These two points are closely connected, and express but
one object, which was to be accomplished through
The present is the only passage where the devil is mentioned,
death.
and the precise meaning of the passage is difficult to reach. He who
had the power of death is the devil. The power of death is not the
power which belongs to death, nor the power which death is a vague
sense of " power" quite improbable. Greek writers use such phrases
as, to have the power of the sea, of the Romans, of Samos, and the
Uke, meaning, to have the rule over them. To have the power of death
must mean, to have the rule of it, or power over it. This power
over it cannot mean, however, power to inflict it, for though such an
idea is not unknown in the Old Testament (Job ii. 6), it is not a
In ix. 27 death is a divine appointment for all men.
current notion.
The phrase seems properly to mean that the devil's sway is exercised
The idea is not more precisely defined. In
in the realm of death.
death.

different sides of

—

ix. 1 1 Satan is probably called angel of the abyss, that is. Hades,
but in the present passage " death " can hardly be exactly the same
as " the dead." To destroy is to bring to nought, to render powerless,
probably to strip of his rule. The word is a favourite one in the
Pauline Epistles, and is used of destroying or bringing to nought
It is not said here that the Son
death itself, l Cor. xv. 24, 26.
through death destroyed death, but him who had the power of death.
Ver. 15. And deliver thetn who
., lit. deliver those as many as,
This is not to be regarded as a second object
that is, all them who.
of the Son's death it is doubtful even if it be stated as the consequence of destroying the devil, it is ralher that same act regarded
from a different point of view. Corresponding to the rule of the
devil in the realm of death, there is in men's minds a bondage
From this bondage Christ delivers them
through fear of death.
through death. This fear of death is not the mere natural recoil of
It is the moral and religious
the living from encountering death.
In the Old Testament death is separation from all living,
fear of it.
even from God. The fear of this runs through the whole Old Testament, and is generally expressed in connection with sickness or other
tokens of God's displeasure; comp. Ps. vi., xxx., xxxix. 11, etc.;
Isa. xxxviii. 10, etc.
So Heb. ix. 17, after death cometh the judgment. It is the reference to sin that is the common point between
"him who had the power of death" and "all them who were in
bondage through the fear of death." The devil's sway in all the
realm to which death extends is due to his introducing sin into the
world, and by sin death.
In the Old Testament, indeed, Satan is not
identified with the serpent of Eden, but the identification is already
made in the Book of Wisdom (ii. 24, by envy of the devil death
entered into the world), with which the Author was familiar (see on
It is scarcely probable that in the
i.
3) ; comp. Rev. xii. 9, xx. 2.
phrase " destroy
the devil," there is any reference to the meaning

Rev.

—

.

;

—

.

.

.

.
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all cheir

on him

lifetime subject to
the nature of angels

[ll.

1 6.

bondage.
For verily he took not
but he took on him the seed of

;

of the word devil, the accuser; or in the phrase " fear of death,"
any reference to men's fear in drawing near to worship God. The
last idea is too far-fetched.

The

question comes,

how

him who had the power

did the
of death

through the fear of death

.''

It

is

Son through (His) death destroy
and free all them in bondage
impossible to be certain of the

precise idea intended,
i. Vers. 17, 18, represent the sufferings of the
Son, including death, as necessary from another point of view, viz. in
order to make Him a merciful High Priest to make propitiation for the
It is scarcely likely that the Apostle would
sins of the people.
first say that His death was necessary to atone for sins, and then say
it was necessary to fit Him to make atonement.
It is probable, therefore, that not this precise notion of making atonement, but a more
general one lies in the expression. 2. And the same general idea
is suggested by the connection, which speaks of the Son being " made
perfect," i.e. elevated to His supreme headship over the world of
salvation, through sufferings.
The words that throitgh death., etc. are
strong, and intimate that the object of the incarnation was that He
might wield the weapon of death to destroy him who had the power
of death.
The whole passage chaps, i.-ii. is a contrast of the two
universal dispensations.
In the one there was subjection to the Law
of Angels and death (chap. ii. 7
2 Cor. iii. 7)
even the priests, the
ministers of salvation, were men that die, vii. 8.
In the other the
Head is the Prince of life, a High Priest of whom it is witnessed that
Pie liveth.
And the Son came into the life of man that by going
victoriously through it all He might altogether alter its complexion.
More particularly, the Son was without sin, iv. 15. He encountered

—

;

;

death without fear, Satan had nothing in him (John xiv. 30). In
death His fellowship with God remained unbroken, and His supplication for salvation from death was heard for His godly fear, v. 7.
In Him all the protests of Old Testament saints against death as
separation from God, and their aspirations for an overleaping of the
condition of the dead (Ps. xvi. 10, xlix. 15), became translated into
history.
But this history was not the history of an isolated individual,
but of the Leader of salvation (ver. 10). And through this history
death assumed to " every one" (ver. 9) who believed on Him another
it became part of a new order of things, and the gate to that
aspect
glory and honour to which the Son Himself had entered through it.
In such a general passage as this the other idea of the atonement of
But the effects of the
sins through the Son's death may be included.
Son's death seem rather to be looked at as following from the facts
of His own history though again this history was that of the Leader
of salvation, and it is this that gives it its meaning to all them in bondage from the fear of death.
Ver. 16, etc. Necessity of the Son's sufferings from another point of
For verily he took not . . nature of angels; lit. for nw wc
view.
;

—

.

—
II.
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Wherefore in all things it behoved him to be made
unto his brethren, that he might be a merciful and faithful
high priest in Xkxvtx'g^ pertaining to God, to make reconciliation

Abraham.

like

know he taketh not hold
Abraham.

The phrase

as

of angels, but he taketh hold of the seed of
we ktiow expresses not only something that

but something naturally suggested by
—admit,
"
them in bondage from the fear of death."

all will

words

is still

all

in the Writer's

antithesis to

them

of

the preceding
That this idea

mind appears from the word " Angels," used in
whom the Son takes hold to help them they

—

Mortal,
are not pure spirits, they are mortal men of flesh and blood.
however, carries also with it the idea of sinful (Job iv. 19), they are
the seed of Abraham the means necessary for whose salvation we
know. The present taketh does not refer to the Son's present operait is not among Angels that
tion in heaven the statement is general
His work of saving is exercised. To take hold of \\a.s parallels in Isa.
xli. 9, 10, Jer. xxxi. 32 (Heb. viii. 9), and means to lay hold of with the
hand, the purpose of laying hold of being unexpressed and to be learned
from the connection. The purpose here is to deliver or help. The
phrase does not mean to assume the nature of. There are two curious
points in connection with this expression one is, that the Greek
expositors generally explain it to mean take on hi7n the nature, as in
and the other is that when the sense now
the Enghsh Version
usually admitted to be the right one from the connection was suggested at the Reformation, it was so unwonted that Beza characThe seed oj
terized the suggestion as " an accursed audacity."
Abraham is to be taken literally. The believing Hebrews are in the
view of the Author the People of God. See Introd. ch. ii. 2, and Note
on the Covenants.
Ver. 17. Wherefore in all things it behoved; or, it behoved him in
all things to be made like.
To be made like His brethren, i.e. of the
seed of Abraham, in all things, is to have the same history as they,
the same experience of life and death, for this was the way of sufferThat he might be; more fairly,
ings that led to His perfection.
might become. The Epistle identifies the Son's priestly acts with
His priesthood, and hence it speaks of His becoming a priest when
He actually performed His priestly offices (see Note on the Priesthood). This way of speaking must be recognised, for it is wholly
inept to draw a distinction between His becoming "merciful and

—

—

—

;

—

:

;

—

faithful"

and His becoming a "high

priest."

The Son was

at all

times the Leader of salvation, and at all times strictly everything that
He ever was, yet He authenticated Himself as High Priest and Author
of salvation by entering into His vocation as its occasions successively
presented themselves, and thus He might be said to "become" High
Here His sufferings in life and death, though in another
Priest.
aspect they might be the actual working out of man's salvation, are
looked at as having a reflex influence upon Himself, fitting Him to
be the Author of salvation. Comp. the similar passage, v. i-io. The
point whether the Son was a High Priest before His actual perform-

—

—
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j

8 for the sins of the people.
fered, being

tempted, he

For

in that

he himself hath

able to succour

is

[ll.

them

l8.

suf-

that are

tempted.
ance of his high-priestly functions probably never was before the
Author's mind.
Merciful means compassionate ; the shade of meaning belonging
to " mercy " in modern English of sparing the guilty, formed no
part of its old sense.
Faithful is said of the high priest's relation to God rather than to men
see iii. 2-6, where " faithful " is
again taken up. Faithfulness to the duties of the office toward God
is mainly compassion towards men.
Calvin's saying that Christ did
not need to go through sufferings in order to become pitiful, but His
doing so was necessary for us that we might be assured of His pity,
is hardly just to the scope of the passage.
To make reconciliation
rather, to make propitiation.
His becoming a merciful and faithful
High Priest enabled Him to offer for the people with a right mind.
See on v. i, etc. The People are again the seed of Abraham, the
historical People of God, for the covenants are continuous.
The connection with the preceding by means of wherefore seems
I say the fear of death, for it is not Angels that He helps,
to be
but the seed of Abraham, the means needful for whose salvation
we know it is priestly mediation and atonement, wherefore He was
made in all points like His brethren of Abraham's seed, that He
might become a true High Priest, to make His offering for them with
the duly compassionate mind. This is the other aspect under which
:

—

:

—

—

the necessity of His sufferings is viewed, and that these sufferings
included death appears from next verse.
Ver. 1 8. For in that .
being tempted; these words have been
taken in a great many ways. The simplest and that most in harmony
with other passages (iv. 15, v. 2, etc., xii. 2, etc.) appears to be this
for having himself been tempted in that which he hath suffered. He is
able, etc.
The immediate connection speaks of His becoming a
.

.

:

compassionate High Priest
now His compassion is a moral and
redemptive one it is not mere pity for men racked by physical pains,
or by pain in itself, however arising it is compassion for men tempted
by sufferings towards sin or unbelief
The point of the passage,
therefore, lies in the word " tempted," as the end of the verse shows
He is able to succour them that are tempted. The sufferings are
the cause of the temptation. The words, " in that which (or, wherein)
He hath suffered," point to the definite circle of sufferings which He
hath endured and gone through with, in being made in all points
like unto His brethren (ver. 17).
These sufferings at every point
crossed the innocent human instinct to evade them but being laid on
Him by the will of God and in pursuance of His high vocation, they
thus became temptations. And here lies the analDgy between Him
and the Hebrews (xii. 3) and having thus been tempted in that
wherein He hath suffered. He is able to succour them that are
tempted. It is difficult to make out the precise sense of the English
;

:

;

—

;

;

—

;
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It seems to mean
inasmuch as He Himself hath suffered
from His temptations. This cannot mean that the temptations presented to His godly mind produced a recoil accompanied with intense
pain.
Such a meaning is too akin to sentiment. On this construction of the words, however, the suffering arises from the temptation
and not conversely, it is the pain which to be tempted produces. It
would be difficult to condescend on what this pain is. Such a sense
appears too subtle for the Epistle, which seems always to mean by
Christ's sufferings the external hardships to which He was subjected
(comp. xii. 2). And what the words seem to say is that Christ has
compassion on men tempted by sufferings, not on men pained by
temptations. The help which He gives is elsewhere said to be
received at the throne of grace (iv. 16), the help comes from God
over all, who in Christ is gracious.
The link of connection between
the throne and us is not supplied.
Elsewhere the Spirit of grace is
referred to (x, 29).
It is not certain, however, that the Apostle in
this way completes the chain.
The help which the Son gives is
given through the throne of God, the throne of grace (see on vii. 25)
this help may be mediated by the Spirit
if so, what the Spirit brings
to remembrance is the things of Christ, His sympathy learned through

Version.

:

—

;

sufferings, thus giving men to realize their fellowship with Him, as
again it is this sympathy that moves Him and thus the circle is
complete.
It is the part of the High Priest not only to offer for the
people (ver. 17), but to save to the uttermost those whom He hath
sanctified by His offering (vii. 25).
This verse expands ver. 17 on
this line, and completes its statements.

—

—

Note on the Son.

A few general things may here be gathered together from the Epistle
regarding the Son.
i. The name by which the
Saviour is most
frequently called in the Epistle is the historical name Jesus, ii. 9,

—

iii.

I, vi.

20,

vii.

vi. I, ix. II, 14,

22, x. 19, xii. 2, 24, xiii. 12 ; or Christ, iii. 6, 14, v. 5,
Less frequent designations are Jesus
24, 28, xi. 26.^

xiii. 8, 21 ; the Lord, ii. 3, comp. i. 10
our Lord, vii. 14;
our Lord Jesus, xiii. 20. The distinctively Pauline title, Christ
Jesus, does not occur (see on iii, i). The simple word " Son " is used
in several places, i. i, vii. 28, comp. (i. 5, iii. 6) v. 8;-' elsewhere
" the Son," i. 8 or, more fully, the Son of God, vi. 6, vii. 3, x. 29
and in one passage where His historical and present conditions are
brought together, Jesus the Son of God, iv. 14.
2. The Son is spoken of as existing in three estates
His pre-

Christ, X. 10,

;

or,

;

;

:

The

article with the name Christ is scarcely to be rendered the Christ
Christ
seems rather everywhere a proper name.
^ It is doubtful whether in these cases Son be used as a proper name, or in the
sense of (one who is) a son
^

;
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sent condition of honour and glory, ii. 9, iii, 3
His earthly life, or
the days of His flesh, v, 7
and His state of pre-existence before
coming into the world, i. 2, 3, x. 5. He bears the name of Son in
each of these conditions, for this is His characteristic name, describing His essential relation to God, a relation unaffected by change of
state.
The name is directly applied to Him in His exalted state,
iii. 6, iv. 14, vii. 28.
It equally belonged to Him in the days of His
flesh, i. 2, V. 8.
The name is not directly given to Him in His preexisting state, but the inference that it was applicable is inevitable.
It was the same Son in whom God spake to us, through whom He
made the worlds, i. 2 and there is no hint that the name Son
became the possession of a Being already existing on His entering
into the flesh.
On the contrary, the relation of the clauses in i. 2, 3,
implies that in the Author's view the heirship of all things, to which
He was appointed on His ascension, was befitting Him as in Himself Son, i. 2, just as His sitting down at God's right hand was
becoming and possible, because in His nature He was the brightness
of God's glory, i. 3.
Origination from God and likeness to God are
the essential elements of divine sonship, and these two characteristics belonged to the Son in His pre-existent state, i. 3.
It is
probable that the words cited from Ps. 2, / have begotteii ihee, mean
nothing more than the words in the other clause, Thou art my Son,
and consequently that the idea of the generation of the Son is not to
be found in the words (see notes on i. 5).
Believers are sons of
God, ii. 10, but the idea that they are begotten of God is scarcely to
be found in the passage. The term " first-born " denotes rank in sonship, conferring heirship, and is applied to the Son as Heir, i. 6
and
according to one view of xii. 23 (see notes), believers, as sharing
His rank and inheritance, are called the church of the first-born.
Chap. i. 3 does not carry on i. 2, but affords a parallel statement in
the form of an image, and the image does not suggest the idea of
generation.
3. Most of what is said of the Son in His pre-existing state is contained in i. 2, 3, though some of the things said there are repeated in
other passages. The pre-existing state is alluded to very little, and
chiefly because it explains the present condition of exaltation, which
God
was not possible except to a being essentially Son of God.
made the worlds through the Son, i. 2, and in i. 10 He is direct!)
addressed as Lord, of whose hands the heavens are the work. The
words of i. 3 state that the pre-existing Son took His origin from God,
that He was absolutely like God, and that He was distinct from God.
The rays of God's glory concentrated themselves in another Being
wholly corresponding to God. The words, " brightness of God's glory
and v^ery image of His person," describe the Son strictly in Himself,
whether manifested to other beings or not, they do not describe Him
merely as the revelation of God. The Son is eternal He has neither
beginning of days nor end of life, vii. 3. He is called eternal Spirit,
though the meaning of this phrase is disputed (see notes on ix. 14).
The Epistle has not called the Son in His pre-existing state God,
;

;

;

;

—

;
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though it bestows that name on Him as exalted King, i. 8 ;^ it does not
bring His present state into connection with His pre-existing state
further than to intimate that the present state was becoming and only
In
possible to a Being such as He was in His state of pre-existence.
His pre-existing state the Son upheld all things by the word of His
power, i. 3, a word here made parallel to the Almighty creative
word of God by which the worlds were framed, xi. 3. This general
statement, however, is not anywhere broken up into details, so as to
In
exhibit the relations of the Son to particular events or creatures.
His earthly state the Son was made lower than the Angels, ii. 9,
which imphes that before He was higher but no particular relation
In His present state
of the pre-existing Son to Angels is indicated.
He is better than the Angels, i. 4 but it is when His present glory
and heirship shall be manifested and realized at His coming in His
kingdom, that the Angels shall worship Him, i. 6. In iii. 3 He is
If this referred to the house of
said to have built the house of God.
God in general, even in Old Testament times, there would be indicated a redemptive activity of the Son before He came in the flesh.
This is scarcely, however, the meaning (see notes on iii. 1-6).*
4. In His former state the Son was a supernatural Being, belonging
to the sphere of heaven, the abode of God. From thence He came into
His coming, and
the world of men, x. 5, and thither He returned.
especially His return as High Priest, opened the heavenly world to
men, iv. 16, x. 19, xii. 22. His coming among men was entirely unmediated God prepared Him a body, x. 5 He took part in flesh
and blood, ii. 14 though He also sprung of the tribe of Judah, vii. 14,
He had no relations with humanity by nature which made His coming
neither had humanity
into the race of man probable or necessary
beforehand any such lofty determination impressed upon it by God
He
as that it should at the last give birth to Him (see on Ps. viii.).
Neverthedid not come out of humanity, He came into it, ii. 9, x. 5.
less He was true man, and mankind may now claim Him and what
He did, ii. 9. He came to do the will of God in this case His
specific will, that He should offer Himself a sacriflce for sins, x. 7-10;

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

comp.

ii.

14.

Epistle does not speculate on how it was possible for the preexisting Son to become man, nor on the effects of this on His previous
form of being, nor on the nature of His person in the days of His
The question whether what was true of Him in His former
flesh.
state, that He upheld all things by the word of His power, still remained
He was the Son equally now as before,
true, is left without answer.
The expressions, " God prepared him a
but He had become man.
body," X. S, and, " He became partaker in flesh and blood," ii. 14,

The

1

On

the Doxology,

xiii.

21, see notes there.

As the Angels are the instruments of God's providence, and as the Law was
given by them (ii. 2) and the Old Testament world put under them (ii. 5), the
antithesis between them and the Son everywhere put by the Author seems to
imply that he did not consider the Son's activity to extend to the Old Testament
^

world.
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throw into relief His pre-existing state, but cast little light on the
Author's view of the nature of His person when incarnate. The
language used implies that He is conceived as having wholly descended from heaven to the earth.
The Epistle is mainly interested in insisting on the Son's true
humanity and this chiefly with the view of showing how He is a true
Captain of salvation and High Priest, ii. 10-18, iv. 14-v. 10, though
also in order to encourage the Hebrews by His example under His
sufferings, xii. i, etc.
This purpose is pursued with considerable richness of detail, both in regard to events and principles.
Allusion to
incidents is fuller than in the Pauline Epistles
not only is the cross
;

;

and the contradiction of

sinners, xii. 3, but also the
agony, v. 7, and even the incident of the crucifixion being without the
gate, xiii. 12.
The Resurrection is once referred to directly, xiii. 20,
comp. v. 7, ii. 9 but the Ascension, owing to its importance as the
Son's entrance into the heavenly sanctuary, occupies the place assigned
to the Resurrection in the other Epistles.
The fulness of the Son's
humanity and the reality of His human experience are set in all possible
lights.
He was true man like all the children, He took part in flesh

referred

to, xii. 2,

;

—

and blood,

He was man in

man's first stage of humility, subas He is now in the second (ii. 7, 8)
made for a little lower than the Angels, and crowned with glory and
honour, ii. 9. His human experience was in all things similar to that
of man made in all things like unto His brethren, ii. 17.
He had a
moral history agreeing with theirs tried in all points like as we are,
apart from sin, iv. 15
and the experience and insight and sympathy
learned in this history abide with Him still, ii. 18, v. 9,
In His
religious life He was related to God as men are, ii. 12, 13.
He was
not thrown into a world the meaning of which was a riddle to Him,
nor was the goal of His life hidden from Him
He lived by faith,
having respect to that which is unseen and hoped for (xi. i), and for
the joy that was set before Him endured the cross, xii. 2.
Faith
indeed in Him was for the first time true He began it and pursued
In the exercise of this faith He
the course of it unto the end, xii. 2.
appealed to God the Saviour in the extreme moment of His life and
was answered, v. 7 God brought Him again from the dead, xiii. 20,
and set Him heir of all things, i. 2. Through these sufferings in hfe
and death He was made perfect as the Leader of salvation, ii. 10 He
attained to such a place in the universe, and such a condition of mind
and feeling, as fitted Him to be the true High Priest of men, v. 9,
vii. 28, ii. 10
He was crowned with glory, ii. 9, and became merciful
and faithful, ii. 17, able to be touched with the feeling of our infirmities, iv. i5, and to bear gently with them that are out of the way,
V. 3
and having learned obedience. He became the Author of salvaHis development under the
tion to them that obey Him, v. 8, 9.
experiences of His history does not seem regarded in the Epistle as
an advance in virtue or a confirmation of His condition of innocence;
He
it is rather a growth into His vocation of Leader of salvation.
Such a question as that sometimes
was without sin, iv. 16, vii. 26.
ii.

14, x. 5.

ject to suffering

—

and death

—

(ii.

6, 7),

—

;

:

;

:

;

;

;
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discussed, whether the Son "assumed human nature " in its unfallen
a human
or corrupt condition, would hardly occur to the Writer
nature distinct from the personal will of the individual being an
abstraction the idea of which he was not likely to entertain. The
miraculous conception of the Son is not alluded to, for the words x. 5
have no such special sense.
To this place He
5. The Son sat down at the right hand of God.
passed through the heavens, iv. 14 He entered within the veil, vi. 20
was made higher than the heavens, vii. 26 entered into the holy
There
into heaven itself before the face of God, ix. 24.
place, ix. 12
He abides for ever, the high-priestly Representative of the People, and
Surety of the eternal covenant. As exalted He is Lord, vii. 14, xiii. 20,
though the name is applied to Him by the Author retrospectively

—

;

;

;

—

The connection between
referring to His earthly life, ii. 3.
His exaltation and His previous history is variously described. God

when
set

Him

heir of all things, a dignity

He

becoming

Him

as Son, as

He

it

was the Maker of the worlds,
in another way, because
sat down at the right hand of God, a place corresponding to

meet

was
i.

2.

His
nature as the effulgence of God's glory, though reached through
making purification of sins, i. 3 comp. x. 1 2, xiii. 12. He was crowned
He was anointed
with glory because of His suffering of death, ii. 9.
with the oil of gladness above His fellows because He had loved
He was thought worthy of the glory of being over
righteousness, i. 9.
the house of God, a glory befitting One who built the house, iii. 4,
These passages leave the Author's view of the connection bex. 21.
tween the Son's exaltation and His former history rather indefinite.
Some of them seem to set His exaltation in the light of a reward
The history through which the Son went corresponded
(Phil. ii. 9).
This history, however,
to the history appointed for man in Ps. viii.
was not appointed to man on the basis of nature, but of redemption,
and the Son's going through it was a step in salvation. Nevertheless
His history was truly personal and human. He fulfilled that which
was set before man, and so He is our Forerunner, vi. 20, and Leader
The meaning of this, however, is not that His single
of our salvation.
case reahzed the idea of salvation and settled the principle, that. He
having come into the race of man, mankind under His leadership and
in Him once for all fought its way to a result which henceforth merely
remained to be distributed over the individual members of the race.
The view of salvation set forth is quite different. Every economy or
covenant is virtually a priesthood the Saviour is specifically a SanctiUnder this view both the incarnation and the life
fier or High Priest.
He received a body that He might make
of the Son is conceived.
otherwise, that through death He might destroy
it an offering, x. 5-10
him that had the power of death, ii. 14, 15. And His life in the flesh
is a process of initiation into His vocation as Saviour, that is, as High
To be true High
Priest, a making of Him perfect in this character.
Priest He must grow into the experiences of men, and learn their
relations both towards God, v. 8, and towards the world or life, ii. 17,
iv. 14, etc., and therefore He must go through all their history, especi;

—

;

;
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ally on its severer side.
Salvation distinctively is accomplished by His
high-priestly act of ofifering Himself for the sanctification of the people,
ii. 17, ix. 14, X. 10, 14.
Thus the Son's place of exaltation is conceived
in various ways.
In the widest view, it was a place befitting Him
who was the Son of God, for His humiliation was but temporary and
for the purposes of His Messianic vocation.
More narrowly, it was
but the culminating step in this Messianic career itself, indeed the
true entrance upon His Messiahship (Ps. ex. i
Acts ii. 36). Yet
finally. His Messianic vocation was drawn into the current of a personal life although the Epistle chiefly contemplates even His personal
experiences and acts in their public Messianic relations ; comp. xiii. 20
;

—

with

V. 7,

ii.

The Son
3

i.

;

14, 15.

hand of the Majesty in the heavens,
hand of the throne of the Majesty in
comp. xii. 2. This seems to mean that He does

at the right
otherwise, on the right
sits

the heavens, viii. i
not sit on the primary throne of God. His glory is not the glory
of God, the majesty of the universe.
Neither is it said to be
the glory of His own pre-existing state, nor yet is it any glory
belonging to His own spiritual body (see on i. 13 and ii. 9).
His
glory is simply the supreme dignity to which He has been elevated,
which is that of Messianic King and great High Priest. He is King,
and has a sceptre which is the sceptre of righteousness, and a
throne which is for ever, i. 8. His rule is the rule of the Messianic
King, that is, the King of God's redemptive kingdom. This kingdom
He is set heir of all
is not yet, but is destined to be, universal
things, but waits till His enemies be made the footstool of His feet,
This shall be when He is brought again into the world,
i.
2, x. 13.
when He appears a second time unto salvation, and then all the
Angels of God shall worship Him, i. 6, ix. 28. The relation of this
rule to the primary rule of God or to His own primary upholding of
Neither is
all things by the word of His power is not indicated.^
it easy to detect the view of the Epistle as to the relation of this
rule to His high-priestly function, nor how far He actually exercises
His kingly rule while waiting (x. 13). Any power which He puts
forth in behalf of His people seems exercised within the sphere of
He helps, ii. 18, but it is those that are
His high-priesthood.
tempted, and they receive the help at the throne of grace, iv. 16,
comp. vii. 25 He is over the house of God, iii. 6, but it is as a
He is the great Shepherd of the sheep,
great High Priest, x. 21
is in the blood of an eternal covenant.
At all
xiii. 20, but it
events, the work of the Son in His present state in behalf of men
is presented mainly on its high-priestly side (vii. 25), the kingly
trait contained in the Melchizedek priesthood is little insisted on,
;

;

;

;

' "The Son as God hath a natural dominion over all.
To this He can no
This
most high God
more be appointed than He can be to be God.
But
He
who
other.
is so this most
appointed
an
heir
by
any
be
cannot
high God, as to be the eternal Son of the Father and made man, may, in respect
.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

of the office which in the nature of man
beir of all by His Father,"— Owen on i. a.

He

undertook to discharge, be made
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and retreats into the background (see on vii. i-io) wnen He enters
upon His kingdom in its fulness, then His kingly rule will be the
chief thing, though His priestly mediation may not cease, for He is
;

a priest for ever.
The Sonship of Christ
is

this relation to

tion to

God

is

It
the fundamental idea ot the Epistle.
Him to be the Author of salva-

that enables

men.

He
is the revealer of God and His designs of grace.
the last and greatest messenger of God to men, coming from the
heavenly world and laying it open the world where God is as He
is in Himself, and where all things abide that are true and essential
and eternal. Under such forms the Epistle expresses the absoluteness and finality of the revelation given by the Son (see on xii. 22).
He announces the second and eternal covenant.
The Messianic King in prophecy is universal ruler, Ps. ii. 8,
Such a rule of the world could belong only
Isa. ix. 7, etc.
Ixxii. 8
As
to the Son of God, He only could be made heir of all things.
Son-heir He fulfils the idea of the Messianic King. In another sense,
indeed, man is destined to be over the work of God's hands, and how
This rule,
this rule is subordinated to the other hardly appears.
too, the Son realizes in Himself, ii. 9, and enables men to attain
As Son He

is

—

;

to

it.

The

This is the kingdom that canattaining to this is salvation.
not be shaken which we receive, xii. 28 the Rest that remaineth for
the People of God, iv. 9 the inheritance promised of old and reached
through the new covenant, ix. 15. To initiate this covenant, ix. 15,
to guarantee it to us, vii. 22
to save to the uttermost those
viii. 6
under it through intercession, vii. 25, required a high priest such
a high priest as only the Son could be. None but He, possessed of
an indissoluble life, could minister the oftering of Himself. None
but He could bring His offering into the true heavenly sanctuary,
where God is in truth, and obtain eternal redemption, ix. 12,
None but He could enter
sanctifying the People for ever, x. 10.
the true holy place as our representative and appear before the face
of God for us, ix. 24. Again, under the somewhat figurative form
of actions done in heavenly places, that sphere of God's true abode
and world of truth, the Epistle expresses the absolute worth and
eternal validity of the Son's redemptive acts.
;

;

;

;

—
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SECOND SECTION. -CHAPTER
JESUS

AND

[ill.

Connection.

—The

1 3.

III. i-IV. 13.

MOSES.

Jesns, head of the new covenant house of God, Aat more
Moses, head of the house of God under the first covenant ;
Son over the house of God, while Moses was but a servant
They who hold fast their faith in Him enter into the Rest

which Israel under Moses

I-IV.

glory than
for

He

is

within it.
of God, of

fell short.

connection

is

with the general contents of the

two preceding chapters, though immediately with the words, cha.p.
ii.
18, ai>/e to succour, etc.
Jesus had already been spoken of as
Messenger of God's final revelation, i. i, ii. 3 and also as Author
of salvation and High Priest, ii. 3, 9, 10, 14, 17
and these two main
lines are united together in iii. i, "Apostle and High Priest of our
confession." This union of all the offices of a mediator had been
seen also in Moses, and the comparison of Jesus with Moses was
already before the Apostle's mind when he used the word "faithful,"
ii. 17
(comp. iii. 2, 5). Further, a well-known Scripture, Ps. xcv.,
looked forward to the new covenant people of God, and warned
them against forfeiting the Rest of God as Israel did by their disobedience under their mediator Moses.
The situation of the
" Hebrews " addressed was precisely similar to that of Israel in
Israel had just been sanctified or set apart to God
the wilderness.
by sacrifice and redemption (comp. ii. 11). It had just heard the
word spoken by Angels, the Law (ii. 2). It had just set out to go
forward to the rest appointed for it.
It was the house of God,
under the guidance of Moses, faithful in all the house. The situa;

;

tion of the "

Hebrews " agrees in all this.
And with this backto him by Ps. xcv.) giving relief to all he says,

ground (suggested

the Apostle brings forward^?rj-/, his exhortation to consider Jesus,
like to Moses, but greater, vers. 1-6
and second, his warnings
founded on the example of Israel and their fate, ver. 7-iv. 13.
;

—

Exhortation to consider Jesus the mediator of the
Moses in faithfulness, but greater than he in the
sphere of His mediatorship, inasmuch as He has been thought
worthy of the glory of being over the house of God as Son, while
the honctir of Moses was no more than that of a servant within
Outline.

i.

new covenant,

it, iii.

2.

like

1-6.

Holy Ghost,
your hearts,
derness,

iii.

to the "

Hebrews " against unbelief, in words of the
To-day if ye shall hear His voice, harden not
as (they of Israel did)
the provocation ... in the wil7-11.
These words are words of the Spirit of prophecy

Warning

Ps. xcv..

ir,.

directly addressed to the people of
set before

Ihem.

" To-day

" is

God when

new covenant is
new covenant the

the

the time of the

;

—
I,

III.

III.

I
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Wherefore, holy

brethren, partakers of the heavenly
Apostle and High Priest of our profession,
was faithful to him that appointed him, as

calling, consider the

Christ Jesus

2

;

who

"voice" of God "heard" is His voice speaking to us in His Son
(i. I, ii. i).
These words of the Holy Spirit the Apostle then makes
the text of two homilies in his own words, one founded especially on

—

Harden not your hearts, etc., iii. 12-19; ^f'd the other
more on the words. To-day ifye shall hear his voice, iv. 1-13.
the words,

Vers. 1-6. Jesus, Son over the house of God Moses, servant within it.
The verses are a little intricate from the real point of contrast
between Moses and Christ (which is the basis of " consider ") being
kept back till the very end (ver. 6). (i) Vers, i, 2, Contemplate
Jesus, faithful to Him that appointed Him, as also was Moses.
Moses and Jesus agree in faithfulness the point of superiority of
the latter does not lie here, but in the appointment or sphere within
which He is faithful. This is not yet stated. (2) Vers. 3, 4. Neither
is the sphere yet stated in these verses, but it is described, and said
to be one more glorious than that of Moses in proportion as the
builder of the house has more honour than the house.
Jesus is
builder of the house, and the glory of His sphere of faithfulness
corresponds. (3) Vers. 5, 6. At last the point of contrast is reached
it is this
Moses was faithful in all God's house as a servant, but
Christ is faithful as a Son over God's house whose house are we.
The house spoken of is everywhere regarded as the house of God,
and nowhere as that of Moses or of Christ.
;

;

;

:

—

Vers. 1,2. Wherefore
the heavenly calling ; rather, a heavenly
Cotisider
profession, Christ fesus; rather, confession, even
Jesus.
So the best MSS., omitting Christ. Who was faithful; rather,
who is,
Wick, which is trew; Cran. how that he is faithful.
The reference is so mainly, as in all the Epistle, to Christ as He is in
His heavenly condition, that this must rule the translation: compare
" appointed " and " hath been thought worthy."
" Wherefore " connects generally with chaps, i.-ii., where Christ is
Apostle (i. 1-3) and High Priest (ii. 9, etc.), though immediately with
" faithful " (ii. 17) and the closing words of chap. ii.
The Author had
in view this comparison with Moses, and prepared the way for it by
using "faithful" in ii. 17. The Author had called believers "sanctified"
and "sons" (ii. 11-13); recalling this and realizing what it implied,
He addresses the Hebrews as "holy brethren." Further He had set
before them what the great salvation was to which they were destined
(ii. 3), and to which the Captain of their salvation had attained, even
lordship over all things in the world to come (ii. 5, etc.)
and as called
to this heavenly world and already tasting its powers (vi. 5, ii. 4), He
addresses them as partakers of " a heavenly calling," that is, sharing
in a call to the possession of the heavenly world to come.
In the
word " heavenly " there is struck for the first time, in words at least, an
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

;

P
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Moses ^c'^JT^///;/?// in all his house. For this mati was
counted worthy of more glory than Moses, inasmuch as he
who hath builded the house hath more honour than the

3 also

antithesis of great importance in the Epistle, that of this world and
heaven, in other words that of the merely material and transient and
The things of this world are material, unreal,
>^^he ideal and abiding.
Heaven is the
transient
those of heaven are ideal, true, and eternal.
world of reahties, of things themselves (ix. 23), of which the things
here are but "copies." There is the true Tabernacle (viii. 2); the
city that hath the foundations (xi. 10)
the heavenly Jerusalem and
Mount Zion (xii. 22) the kingdom that cannot be shaken (xii. 27, 28);
the true "country" which the patriarchs sought (xi. 16) all the
eternal real things of which the things of this world are but shadows
(x. i); and to these things we are called and are come, for this
heavenly world projects itself into this present life like headlands of
a new world into the ocean. This world of realities has been revealed,
for Christ, who belongs to it, has come from it, and has opened up
the way to it by entering it through death as our Forerunner (vi. 20)
and High Priest (x. 19). This real world is the abode of God, where
He is as He is in Himself It is that which He has destined to be
put in subjection to man as His final possession (ii. 5-8). Being true
and consisting of things themselves, it cannot be shaken, but remains
after the great convulsions under which things that are made pass
away (xii. 27). Then it may be called earth or heaven, for earth and
;

;

;

—

—
—

heaven coincide.
Bengel says
As Apostle, Jesus pleads the cause of God with us
True but it is God
as High Priest, He pleads our cause with God.
that has appointed Him to be High Priest (v. 4), and it is to Him
:

;

;

that

He

is faithful,

not to us

(ii.

—

17,

iii.

Him

2), for faithfulness to

is

compassion to us (ii. 17, v. i, 2). "Our confession" is not whom
we confess nor yet quite who is the substance or contents of our
;

:

:

confession but who holds the place of Apostle and High Priest in
our confession where our is emphatic in opposition to the confession
Christ is not regarded
of Israel in which Moses held the same place.
in this Epistle as He is in the Pauline Epistles as the direct object of
see on xi. i.
faith this is the promises or in general the word of God
The words, as also Moses, etc., are virtually a quotation from Num.
My servant Moses is not so, who is faithful in all my house.
xii. 7
Jesus does not come behind Moses in faithfulness, and with Hebrews
to say this was to say much.
It is the appointment or sphere in
which He is faithful that raises Him above Moses. This is not yet
;

—

—

:

;

;

:

named.
rather, for he hath been
Ver. 3. For this man was coimtea
thought worthy of more glory than Moses which, of course, means He
has been exalted to it. The tense as well as the word "glory" (ii. 9)
imphes that the glory is that of Christ's present place in salvation, over
the house of God, the " glory " being not any general glory lying outFot
side His appointed sphere, but just that appointed sphere itself
.

.

—

•

;

—

—
III.
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For every house is builded by some ynan ; but he
And Moses verily was faithful
all things is God.

that built

in all his house, as a servant, for a testimony of those things
6 which were to be spoken after ; but Christ as a Son over his

supports "consider," or if it expand "appointed" (Gr. made; comp.
The direct naming of this
I Sam. xii. 6) the meaning is the same.
it is described, however,
glorious sphere is postponed till ver. 6
as a glory greater than that of Moses in proportion as the builder
of the house has more honour than the house.
Jesus is Builder of
the house, Moses is the house, i.e. he is on a level with it, being part
This kind of comparison by
of it, as a servant within it (ver. 5).
stating a proportion is common in the Epistle; the comparison, however, is never a mere ratio: the point of comparison lies within, not
outside the things compared. Thus i. 4 Jesus has become by so much
better than the Angels as He has the more excellent name of Son
which He has (comp. vii. 20-22, viii. 6). So here. He has been
inasmuch as the Builder of the
counted worthy of more glory
house which He is has more honour, etc. The glory corresponds
to what He is
as Builder He is over the house (ver. 6), just as
having made the worlds He has been appointed heir of them (i. 2).
Ver. 4. Every house
by some 7nan; rather, by some one. This
verse is a necessary link bringing back the thought from Jesus being
Builder of the house to His relation to God who appointed Him
(ver. 2), and preparing for the statement at last of what His posiThe first half of the verse
tion is in respect to the house of God.
leans on ver. 3, taking up "He who hath built the house "
I say,
built the house, for every house is builded by some one, and this
one by Jesus and the second half prepares for ver. 5 but though
He built the house it was under God, for God is He who built all
things.
Just as God by Him made the worlds, so by Him He built
His house; and just as He made Him heir of the worlds which
through Him He had made, so He set Him over the house which He
;

:

—

.

—

.

.

;

.

.

.

—

—

;

had

built

by Him.

Vers. 5, 6. Now at last the point of comparison between Moses
and Christ is reached, which is this And Moses, indeed, was faithful
in all His house as a servant
but Christ (is faithful) as a Son
over his house i.e. God's house, not as English Version, his own house.
The contrast is the same as that between Christ and the Angels
Christ is Son, Heir of the world to come, the Angels are ministering
spirits in the sphere of salvation
Christ is Son, over the house of
God, Moses was a servant within it. Christ is Heir of the worlds as
Son, the dignity is conformable to the relation
so He is over the
house as Son and in both cases, because He was God's agent in
making that over which He has been appointed head. The point of
agreement between Moses and Christ is faithfulness the points of
contrast are two
Moses was faithful as a set^ajii., and as servant
implies within the house; Christ is faithful as a Son. and the son
:

.

.

.

—

;

;

;

—
;

:

—
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6

own house

whose house are we, if we hold fast the con;
fidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end.
must be over the house.

The glory or honour of each is not something distinct from their respective positions, but just these respective
positions themselves.
Though a servant, Moses' trust extended to all
God's house. He was not only Apostle to Israel, but in the beginning
also high priest.
He initiated the covenant by sacrifice, and consecrated the Book and all the people (ix. 19 comp. Ex. xxiv. 8), and
only later did he devolve this part of the service upon his brother
Aaron (Ex. xxviii. i), just as later upon the advice of Jethro
he devolved some of his judicial functions upon the elders (Ex.
xviii. 17).
But even when divesting himself in person of much and
laying it upon others, the whole direction of everything in the house
remained in his hand. Yet in all this he was purely a servant. He
subscribed everything which he said or ordered as the Lord commatided Moses (Ex. vii. 6, xvi. 16, xxxiv. 4, etc.). He was a servant
for a testimony, i.e. to bear testimony, of those things which were to
be spoken, i.e. from time to time revealed (i. i).
He received from
God, and what he received he testified or declared to the people he
initiated nothing of himself and assumed no authority over the house,
but moved wholly within it, equally obedient with all other members
of it.
Christ is faithful as a Son over the house of God.
Faithfulness receives a complexion from the person and the sphere. The
faithfulness of a Son has elements in it which that of a servant wants;
and the faithfulness of one over the house has a personal and lofty
energy and solicitude which do not belong to that of one himself
under authority. This is what the Hebrews are exhorted to consider,
even Jesus, Son over the house of God, and faithful to Him who sa
appointed Him, that they may hold fast their confidence firm unto
the end (ver. 6).
Whose house are we
i.e.
God's house are we, believers
through Christ. It is everywhere the idea in the Epistle that the
Christian faith is the true and final covenant between God and man,
or the absolute and perfect religion (iv. 3, x. 26). The condition of
forming this true house of God, however, is continued faith, if we
holdfast the confdence; or, our joyful confidence (iv. 16, boldly). The
word means free speech, then that condition of mind out of which
such freedom springs, and then, generally, confidence (2 Cor. vii. 4
Acts ii. 29, iv. 13 Eph. iii. 12). It describes that glad confidence
which the sacrifice of the Son and the Christian facts inspire. It is
a state of mind which shows itself either in reference to the present
or the future.
In the present it is the confident state of mind with
which the believer, depending on the offering of the Son, approaches
the throne of grace (iv. 16), and enters the holiest (x. 19).
In
reference to the future, the world to come, it is the joyful confidence
which springs from, or is a complexion of, faith and hope (iii. 6, x. 35).
When it attains a high intensity it becomes a glorying, as here.
Rejoicing of the hope
endy or, glorying of our hope. The words
;

:

;

—

.

.

.

;

;

.

.

,
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mean the thing hoped for, which is matter of glorying
but everywhere throughout the Epistle the external object
which causes the glorying or confidence is apt to be confused with
the mental state caused by it (see on vi. i8, etc.), and the word " hold
The etid is not the end of life, but the moment
fast " is used of both.
when hope becomes reality with the coming again of the Son (see on
probably
to us,

—

I

i.

;

comp.

x. 37).'

The above passage has always been

felt to

be

difficult.

Throughout

the passage, " house " seems always God's house, not that of Moses, i.e.
entrusted to him (ver. 2), nor yet that of Christ comp. x. 21. The
word " house," though the idea of an actual building seems to float
sometimes before the Writer's mind, embraces all that is expressed by
" household," servants and all other appointments. Hence Moses is
and " build " means prepare, or establish (ix. 6).
part of the house
There is but one house of God, that in which Moses was servant, and
over which Christ is as Son. Yet it is equally certain that the house
had two forms that within which Moses was, and that over which
Christ is. The latter is the true house of God (ver. 6). When, thereI'bre, Christ is called Builder of the house, under God, this perhaps
ought not to be pressed so far as to say that He built the house in
that form of it in which Moses was servant, nor that He was over this.
The Author had scarcely such an idea. There is one house of God.
At one time and in one form of it, Moses was in it as a servant at
another time and in the perfect form of it, Christ is over it as a Son
and of the house in this form He is the Builder, although the house
;

;

—

;

;

is builded in truth by God over all, who built all things, and is His
house.
The glory of Christ and the honour of Moses are simply those of
their respective places in and over the house.
The honour of Moses,
though but a servant, was great, greater than that put upon any until
He spoke with God mouth to mouth
Christ (Deut. xxxiv. 10).
(Num. xii. 8). He entered into the near presence of God in the cloud,
and the divine glory was reflected upon his face, and beheld by the
people (Ex. xxxiv. 30). He ministered to the Church in the ten
words higher thoughts of God and man than had ever yet been
expressed. The true heavenly things were showed him in the mount
(Ex. XXV. 40; Heb. viii. 5); and he drew an outline of all that the
house of God should be, and sketched in forms of this world (ix. i)
all its arrangements and expressed its perfect idea (Ex. xix. 6).
The
wave of suffering that at its height broke upon Christ went over him
And at last he stood on the mount of transfiguration,
(xi. 25, 26).
and gave over his work as servant into the hand of the Son, less
than He, but not unworthy to share and be lighted up in His glory,
and brought out of the past in full individuality with an imperishable
name. But all this honour was but a reflection thrown upon him
from the glory of another. His approach to God was but a temporary
nearness and no sight of His face (Ex. xxxiii. 23), while Christ
The words "firm unto the end," though omitted in some good MSS., have
upon the whole the weight of testiroony in their favour comp. ver. 14.
'

;

— —
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7 Wherefore (as the Holy Ghost saith, To-day if ye will heai
8 his voice, harden not your hearts, as in the provocation, in
9 the day of temptation in the wilderness ; when your fathers

tempted me, proved me, and saw

my

works

forty

years.

entered in before His face (ix. 24, x. 12). The glory that shone on
him was but a passing radiance, fading away both from him and from
the whole Old Testament ministry (2 Cor. iii. 8, etc.), and dying
down as the sunlight at last from the peak that excels all others in
but the glory of God is an abiding light in the face of the
loftiness
Son, who is over the house of God (2 Cor. iv. 6).'
Ver. 7-1 V. 13. Exhortation and warning to the "Hebrews" founded
on the example of JsTael—Jirs/, in words of the Holy Ghost, from Ps.
and second, in the form of application by the Author himself,
xcv. 7-11
;

;

ver. 12-iv. 13.

Wherefore connects with the immediately preceding words whose
house are we, if we holdfast
wherefore.
Wherefore{as
zfjye
will hear
.); rather, wherefore, as the Holy Ghost saith, To-day if ya
(Tynd. Genev.). The parenthesis, which is not in the
shall hear
primary edition of the Authorized Version, seems unnecessary the
Apostle, though quoting the words of the Holy Ghost as a text on
which he is to enlarge, seems to make them his own, and the
" wherefore " loses itself in the exhortation, and is scarcely to be
connected with ver. 12. The words do not permit the sense, if y&
will hear, i.e. consent to hear; they mean, if ye hear (or, shall have
heard), the whole point lying in the fact of "hearing" and its
Provocation and temptation are translations
responsibilities (ver. 16).
the Psalm,
of the Hebrew Meribah and Massah, proper names
though having this meaning. Day of Massah, comp. Isa. ix. 4. On
the incidents that gave names to these places see Ex. xvii. 1-7
Num. XX. 1-3; Deut. xxxiii. 8. Ver. 9. When; or, where (Tynd. Gen.).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

—

.

.

.

.

;

—

m

—

—Ver.

II.

So Iswarej

;

or, as I sware.

The passage quoted is Ps. xcv. 7-1 1. In this passage (i) it is
assumed that God will be heard speaking To-day if ye hear (or,
when ye hear) His voice; and (2) a warning is uttered against hardening of the heart, as Israel did, when this voice of God is heard.
Some details of Israel's unbelief are added, and the fatal consequences of it referred to As I sware they shall not enter into my Rest.

—

—

What

Divine voice says is not given in the passage, but it
is understood that when God speaks it will be some redemptive
promise that He utters and what this promise is, is suggested by the
words said of Israel, They shall not enter into my Rest. The word
" To-day " also, which is put in opposition to the " day of the
temptation in the wilderness," implies the presence of a new epoch in
So that the passage suggests both a new
the history of redemption.
the

;

1

In it the
last reference, however, is scarcely in the sense of the Epistle.
the brightness of God's glory in His pre-existing state in the above
St. Paul, " the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ " i? said of
as exalted.

This

Son

is

passage from
the

Son

;

1

III.
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10 Wherefore I was grieved with that generation, and said, They
do alway err in their heart ; and they have not known my
1
ways.
So I sware in my wrath, They shall not enter into my
historical epoch and a new revelation— an epoch and revelation
parallel at least in importance to the epoch of the Exodus and the
promise of God's Rest then set before Israel. This epoch, To-day,
and this
is the period when the new covenant is set before men
" voice " of God which we " hear," is His voice of revelation speaking
through the Son (i. i, ii. 1-3), for the history of redemption knows
but of two great turning-points, that of the first covenant and that of
;

It is
the new. This is the view taken of the Psalm by the Apostle.
not to his mind an exhortation of the Holy Ghost to the Old Testament Israel, which may be applied or accommodated to Christians ;
it is no doubt an exhortation to Israel (for this Apostle is still addressing Israel), but it is an exhortation to Israel conceived as face to face
with the new covenant, and as having arrived at this epoch in the
history of redemption.
The Psalm is probably a late one. It is one of a cycle, Ps. xcii.-c.
This cycle belongs to the period of Israel's renaissance, at the close
of the exile, the same period into which Isa. xl.-lxvi. is thrown,
whether the author of the prophecy actually lived within it or no. This
period was one of hope. Israel was awakening out of the stupor in
which it had lain for near a century. Aspirations that had seemed
extinguished, and thoughts of a destiny that had begun to be despaired of, again filled the people's mind Israel was yet to be the
The very air was filled with voices
light of the Gentiles (Isa. xlii. 6).
calling the people to its new destiny, for the nation's hopes at this
epoch were less connected with a person or anointed king, than
filled out with the idea of itself in God's purpose, as having within it
an undying holy seed (Isa. vi. 13) that would blossom out into
The prophet's ears were filled with voices that
perfect flower.
answered one another, crying, The word of the Lord shall stand ;
His glory shall be revealed and all flesh shall see it together (Isa.
The Psalms of this time begin their song of triumph as with
xl. 5).
the voice of a trumpet, The Lord is King (Ps. xciii., xcvii., xcix.,
It is amidst these hopes that this Psalm originates, and to
etc.).
It is the voice of God calling Israel to this new
these that it refers.
Such hopes rose on the ruins of the first
destiny of which it speaks.
Hence
covenant, which had been virtually broken in the exile.
Jeremiah prophesied of a new covenant (Jer. xxxi. 33 Heb. viii. 7),
and Isaiah speaks of the Servant of the Lord being made a covenant
Now these hopes were the hopes that
of the people (Isa. xlix. 8).
have been realized in Christianity. This revelation of God's glory
was made in His Son (Ps. cii. 16 Heb. i. 10, etc.). This reign of
What the authors of these Psalms and
the Lord is through Him.
Isaiah felt themselves standing before was this new epoch in the
They
history of the church, which is the Christian dispensation.

—

;

;

thought themselves close upon

it,

for to

both Old and

New

Testament
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Take heed, brethren, lest there be in any of you an
heart of unbelief, in departing from the living God.

12 rest.)
evil

seemed ready to be revealed (i Pet.
6 Heb. x. 37). It was delayed for centuries,
but this did not alter the nature or the sum of the hopes themselves.
More on the Author's use of the Psalm seems unnecessary. Between
the Septuagint translation, which he mainly follows, and the Hebrew,
there are considerable differences, but these differences do not touch
saints the salvation has always
i.

5

;

Joel

ii. i

;

Isa. xiii.

;

—

the two great points in the Psalm of which he lays hold, the new
epoch in redemption and the new revelation or voice of God which
is heard.
The Author himself, on different occasions, construes the
words of the Psalm differently; comp. vers. 9, 10 with ver. 17.^
Chap. iii. 12-iv. 13. Application by the Author himself of the
words just quoted, in two main parts,—Jirst, a warning based on the
words, harden not your heart, sharpened by the example of Israel,
iii. 12-19
and second, one founded more on the positive side of the
quotation, to-day ifye shall hear his voice, iv. 1-13.
;

—

i. Warning to beware of unbelief and
God, brought nigh in the faith of Christ,
ver. 12.
2. Advice to guard against this by mutual exhortations,
while To-day lasts, ver. 13 (x, 24, etc.). 3. This warning supported
by the reflection that only if we hold fast our faith are we become
partakers of Christ, vers. 14, 15. 4. All this is impressed by a series

Chap.

falling

12-19. Outline.

iii.

away from the

living

of sharp interrogations setting vividly before the

mind

the fatal line

—

from God's rest when they
heard they provoked (16) God was wroth (17) He sware in His
Wrath they should not enter (18) and thus they were unable to enter
because of unbelief (19), vers. 16-19.

of steps that led to Israel's exclusion

;

;

:

Ver.
heart.

12.

An

The

evil heart of unbelief is almost, an evil unbelieving
and the unbelief are hardly regarded as cause and

evil

On

general considerations the exile is the probable historical position of the
The Author refers to it by saying, In David (iv. 7). It is called David's
"In David" may be merely a
in the Septuagint, though not in the Hebrew.
of
citing the Psalter.
In any case this is a mere critical question, which
mode
has no bearing on the propriety of the use made of the Psalm. At whatever time
it was spoken it was at least after the people entered Canaan (iv. 7, 8)
it could
not therefore refer to the rest of Canaan, for all that was to come of that had
been taken possession of. But it utters a warning against hardening the heart,
which implies an offer of something new, and it says, To-day, which imphes a
new era in redemption. How little historical weight is due to the headings of the
Psalms may be inferred from the discordant inscriptions of the Hebrew and
Septuagint in this case; and how natural it is to say "David," when nothing
more is meant than the author of the Psalm, whoever he was, appears from the
curious fact that even our English Bibles have considerably enlarged the tradition
for in the summaries prefixed to the Psalms, four Psalms
of Davidic authorship
(xlii., Ixvi., cxx., cxxxii.) are assigned to David which are ascribed to him neithei
by the Hebrew nor Septuagint,
^

Psalm.

;

—

;

—

—
III.
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13 But exhort one another daily, while it is called To-day lest
any of you be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin.
14 For we are made partakers of Christ, if we hold the begin15 ning of our confidence stedfast unto the end; while it is
said, To-day if ye will hear his voice, harden not your hearts,
;

although this in fact may be often the case. In departing;
This is another way of
rather, in falling away, i.e. apostatizing.
The livitig God
describing unbelief, at least in its culminating act.
seems specially to describe God as He is in Himself and revealed in
Christ.
Hence believers are come to the city of the living God,
where He is in His fulness, xii. 22 ; their consciences being purified
from dead works, they are able to serve the living God, ix. 14 hence
also when Christians fall away from the faith of Christ, they apostatize from the living God, iii. 12
and when wrath overtakes them for
this, they fall into the hands of the living God, x. 31
God whom
effect,

—

:

;

—

they once fully knew. God is life, and in the Son He has been
manifested as He is, all active in putting Himself forth to men, and
all responsive to their putting of themselves forth to Him.
His
manifestation of Himself now is not in that unreal, mediate, material
manner under the first covenant, in which He was not Himself to

men.
Ver. 13. While it is called to-day might also mean, while (the)
" To-day " hardly means itself a period of
to-day is proclaimed.
time, but there is a period within which at any time " to-day " may
be said. This period is that during which we " hear " it is the
period fixed by God anew for entering into His rest (iv. 7), the period
till Christ shall come again.
The sin here mentioned is the sin of
unbelief (ver. 17, x. 26, xii. i).
Its "deceitfulness" may refer to the
alluring character which it has as connected with national sentiment
(xiii. 13)
with old and imposing memories ; or as it allies itself with
the natural sluggishness of the mind and life (vi. 12), or the love of
the world (x. 34)
and to the insidious manner in which it moves on
from step to step (x. 25), till it reaches a final "hardening" (iii. 8).
Ver. 1 4. Partakers of Christ may also mean partakers with Christ.
The word (fellows, i. 9) is chiefly used in reference to things (iii. i,
xii. 8, and the verb, ii. 14, v. 13, vii. 13), but in vi. 4 of the Holy
Ghost. The idea of a mystical union with Christ is not prominent,
if at all found, in the Epistle
he is the Captain, Forerunner, High
Priest, Brother, but always distinct.
With this understanding, however, partakers of (xiii. 10) is more probable than partakers wiih
Christ (ii. 10). Beginning of our confidence (confidence is " sub;

;

;

;

stance" in

i.
comp. on xi. i) is here simply opposed to end (see on
3
and has no reference to any more splendid beginning than
usual which the Hebrews had made, although their early faith had
been in fact full of promise, x. 32.
Ver. 15 is most naturally connected with the preceding if we hold
;

ver. 6),

:

fast

.

.

,

unto the end, while

it is

said

•

.

.

,

i.e.

not durijig the time

—

—
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16-19.

For some, when they had heard, did
provoke howbeit not all that came out of Egypt by Moses.
But with whom was he grieved forty years ? was it not with
1
them that had sinned, whose carcases fell in the wilderness ?
18 And to whom sware he that they should not enter into his
19 rest, but to them that believed not? So we see that they
could not enter in because of unbelief.
16 as in the provocation.
:

that

it is

Harden

said, but in the presence
not, etc.
with this divine

—

and consciousness of the saying,
warning always in the ears. Thus

taken, the verse does seem to drag a little, but the connection with
the following has more difficulty on account of the_/br in ver. 16.
Ver. 1 6. For some when
howbeit not all; rather, for who were
they that when they heard did provoke ? Nay, was it not all ? The
verse like the following must be taken interrogatively. The sharp
interrogations set the progressive downfall of Israel vividly before the
Hebrews. Israel and they are alike in both having heard (ver. 7, iv. 2) ;
Israel when they heard provoked ; and the danger of falling into the
same example (iv. 11) is seen from the fact that Israel's defection was
universal, and that it happened when the memory of their deliverance
.

from Egypt was

.

.

fresh. ^

Ver. 17. But
grieved; rather, and
wroth.
The next step.
Ver. 18. That believed 7iot
rather, obeyed not. The third step.
Ver. 19. So we see; or, and we see.
The words are not an inference,
rather a statement in the historical chain, though expressing the last
link of it.
They form the transition to chap, iv., stating that Israel
failed to enter in because of unbelief, and implying that the Rest of
which they came short is still left. This last idea, with the accompanying exhortation not to come short of the Rest that is left, forms
the substance of the following passage, chap. iv. 1-13.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

The Rest of God through Israel's failure to enter
open, and a promise has been made to us of entering it
let us therefore earnestly strive to enter into it, and beware of unbelief, which the word of God is quick to detect.
The passage is based on the words, " To-day ifye shall hear his
Chap.

it

1-13.

iv.

is still left

words which to the Apostle's mind imply that God is making
to us in the Christian age a new offer of His Rest, and that the promise to enter into it is being fulfilled in Christians who have come to
faith, and this idea is illustrated and exhortation built on it.
The
voice,"

first

part of the passage

Outline.
left, let

intricate,

and needs paraphrase.

— Seeing then a promise of entering into God's Rest
any one of us should come short of
—for indeed we have had good tidings preached

is still

us fear

promise

is

is

lest

it,

left

ver.

i.

A
to

had but the word of hearing did not profit them
from their unbelief, ver. 2. They, though having the promise of the
' The difference between some and 2uho ? is a mere accent
tines and tines.

us, as they also

;

1
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Let us therefore fear, lest, a promise being left ns of
I
entering into his rest, any of you should seem to come short

Rest, were excluded by their unbelief we have the promise like them,
in us, Christians, who have believed, the promise of the Rest is
;

and

taking

effect, ver. 3.

I. God excluded them from His Rest in wrath, although the
Rest existed in their day and they might have entered it. The Rest
existed, for the works of God from which He rested were finished
from the creation of the world, and He Himself had entered into the
Rest, as appears from Gen. ii. 2, '^ and God rested" and from the
words, " my rest; " and it was God's desire that men should share
His Rest with Him, as appears both from the words, " T/iey shall not
enter iftto 7ny rest^^ and from the circumstances in which they were

For

said
that

:

oath in wrath excluding some, implies the general desire
should enter into the Rest, and that the cause of exclusion lay

for the

;

men

in Israel itself, vers. 4,

5.

—

This then being the state of things it being the purpose of
God, an unchanging purpose, that some should enter into His Rest,
and enjoy it along with Him, and Israel, to whom the promise was
first made at the Exodus, having failed to enter, through disobedience,
ver. 6, God proceeded to issue the promise anew and to fix a new time
This He did long after the Exodus, even long after
for entering in.
the entry into Canaan, when He said in the words already quoted from
2.

Ps. xcv., " To-day if ye shall hear His voice, harden not your heart,'''
These words, uttered long after the entry into Canaan, suffi-

ver. 7.

show that Joshua had not given the people the Rest, ver. 8.
nothing since then can have realized the Rest, nothing till the
new covenant, to which indeed the reference is in Ps. xcv.
3. There is therefore left open a Sabbath-rest for the people of God,
a Sabbath-rest from their works, even as God's Rest is to Him, vers.
ciently

And

9, 10.
4.

Let us strive, therefore, to enter into the Rest, guarding against
Word of God, which offers us this Rest and warns us

unbelief, for the

against hardening ourselves (Ps. xcv.),

is

instinct with all the attributes

God

Himself, living, active, and quick to judge the thoughts of the
heart, and detect the secret movements of unbehef, vers. 11-13.
of

to show that
I. The object of the passage generally is not
was excluded for their unbelief, this was sufiiciently shown in
chap. iii. 12-ig, and is the assumption underlying the passage (vers.
but to show that Israel having been excluded (iii. 19), the
2, 6, 11),
Rest is still left (iv. i, 9), and to ideniijy this Rest referred to in Ps. xcv.

Ver.

—

Israel

—

—

—
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For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto
but the word preached did not profit them, not being

with the Christian salvation (vers. 6-8), and then to exhort the
" Hebrews" not to come short of it as Israel did in their day (vers, i,
II, etc.).
The Rest is God's Rest, into which He Himself entered at
the creation (Gen. ii. 2, in ver. 5)
this Rest was set before Israel, but
for their unbelief God sware in wrath that they should not enter it
this exclusion of them applied only to them as the words z'n wrath
indicate, and did not invalidate the general purpose of God that men
should enter into His Rest a purpose implied in the words, enter
Therefore He renewed the promise and defined a
into "my" Rest.
new time for entering. This new promise is His revelation through
Ihe Son, and this new time is the Christian age, and the Rest is the
Christian salvation,
promise being left, i.e. still remaining, of entering into His Rest.
This is put here by way of assertion, though iii. 19 might have implied
it, and is the theme illustrated in the passage, first from the fact of
Israel's exclusion (vers. 1-6), and second from the actual terms of
Any ofyou
co7ne short, lit. any one of you should
Ps. xcv. 7, etc.
seem to have come short the same particularity as in iii. 12, 13 comp.
To "come short" is to fail to reach. The word "seem"
xii. 15, 16.
might be a refinement of language, making the tone milder, just as
The
the Author uniting himself with his readers says, let us fear.
moral tone of ihe Author, however, is stringent, and "seem" may
mean appear or be found, when the result comes forth at the end ;
;

;

—

A

.

—

and

this suits to

.

.

;

have come

short.^

unto them; rather, for indeed we have had
Ver. 2. For unto us
good tidings preached to ub, even as also they had.
The verse supports
the assertion of ver. i, a promise being left, and by supporting the
assertion supports also the exhortation of ver. i.
I say a promise
being left, for indeed, etc. the emphasis is not on we, but on the fact
of good tidings having been preached. The good tidings refer to the
But the word
revelation of the great salvation by the Son (ii. 3, i. i).
preached, lit. the word of hearing, i.e. heard from God (iii. 7, 15, 16
comp. ii. i). Throughout the passage the important word is hear.
The second clause is more a historical statement indicating that Israel
in fact had no advantage from their " hearing," though it also states
the reason of this. The translation mixed with faith in thetn is the
most natural, though the words might mean mixed by faith with them.
In the latter case faith is the means through which the word of hearin the former,
ing becomes mixed with or assimilated to the hearer
.

.

.

—

;

—

;

Of course the words cannot mean, lest any one should even seem to have come
The term might mean imagine he has come short or too late for the Rest.
short.
But this agrees ill with let us fear ; and though the particular religious condition
of the Hebrews is not quite easy to determine, such an illusion that the Rest being
And to say, let
forfeited in the wilderness was no more open, is improbable.
1

us fear lest any one harbour this delusion, is unnatural. The Author's purpose in
the passage is not strictly to prove in general that a Rest remains, but to identify
the Rest that remains with the Christian salvatioo.

IV.
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mixed \^ith faith in them that heard it For we which have
beUeved do enter into rest, as he said, As I have sworn in

my

enter into

wrath, If they shall

my

rest

although the

:

faith is that condition of the hearer's mind which absorbs the word
This gives more prominence to faith and is more suitable
into itself
to the general scope of the passage, in which faith and its opposite,

—

Tholuck
unbelief, as the response to hearing, play so large a part.
quotes a homely illustration from Hedinger's New Test. (1704): Food
if it is to nourish must go into the blood, and lay itself upon the body.
And if the word is to profit it must be transformed through faith, like
the juice of food, into the spirit, mind, and will of the man, that the
whole man may become as the word is and requires, that is, holy,

and good. Hearing alone profits as
digested food in a bad stomach.^

little

righteous, pure,

Ver.

3.

For we who
who believe
.

the rest, (we)

.

.

z'n^o

(or,

rest; rather,

—

as an un-

for we do enter into
The connection here

lit.

have believed).

The verse seems to take up both
difficult to seize.
of the preceding verse, that about "us" and that about
Israel.
It is not a mere statement of a principle, viz. that entrance
is into God's Rest by faith (end of ver. 2), but in addition a historical
statement, viz. that we Christians who have believed do enter into the
exceedingly

is

members

Rest, the promise of the Rest applies to us, is taking effect in us (first
Twice already this statement had been made, ver. 1
half of ver. 2).
and ver. 2, now it is again made, and becomes the historical propothe first, vers.
sition supported in the following verses in two steps
3-5, laying the foundation, to the effect that there is a Rest of God, a
Rest enjoyed by God since the creation (proved from the words in
Gen. ii. 2, God rested, and the words my rest), into which it was His
general desire that men should enter, and His particular desire that
:

Israel should enter (proved by the circumstances and the terms of
Israel's exclusion, He sware in wrath, and they shall not enter into
my rest). The second step, vers. 6-9, after recapitulating the results
gained in the first step, viz. that it was God's gracious desire that
men should enter with Him into His Rest, and that Israel to whom
the good tidings were formerly preached failed (ver. 6), shows that
left unoccupied through Israel's exclusion has been promised
anew, and the new promise is identical with the Christian revelation.
There is proof that the true text of this verse became at an early period uncertain.
There is high ancient authority for a form of the word mixed which
requires the rendering
The word of hearing did not profit them because they were
not mixed (united) by faith with them that heard.
Such a reading can hardly be

the Rest
'

:

— for

—

the reasoning, to be applicable to the Christian " Hebrews,"
requires that those who wanted faith and those who heard should be the same
persons and (2) it has been already assumed by the Author that a// who heard
provoked by their unbelief (iii. 16), the fact that there may have been believing
individuals, like Caleb and Joshua, being disregarded
and it is in the highest
degree improbable that a different view of the history should appear here from
that in iii. 16.
There is also very ancient testimony for it was not mixed, as in
Eng. Version. Upon the whole it is perhaps probable that no extant text exhibits
the original reading of the verse.
Original here

(1)

;

;

—

—
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For
4 works were finished from the foundation of the world.
he spake in a certain place of the seventh day on this wise,
And
5 And God did rest the seventh day from all his works.
6 in this place again, If they shall enter into my rest.
Seeing
therefore it remaineth that some must enter therein, and they
to whom it was first preached entered not in because of
again, he limiteth a certain day, saying in David,
7 unbelief
To-day, after so long a time ; as it is said. To-day if ye will
8 hear his voice, harden not your hearts.
For if Jesus had
given them rest, then would he not afterward have spoken of
:

Thous^h the works were finished^ the words explain the preceding
The Rest is God's Rest, into which He entered on finishing
it existed and was open for men since then,
the works of creation
and lay before Israel to enter.
Vers. 4, 5. The preceding idea that God's Rest existed is proved by
the words in Gen. li. 2, and God rested, and by the words in the Psalm
excluding Israel, " they shall not enter into 7ny rest." And the exclusion
of Israel by the oath in wrath indicated that their exclusion was for
special reasons, and that it was God's general desire that men should
share His Rest. The words, ifthey shall enter {y&rs. 3, 5), should be, they
shall not enter (as iii. 1 1, where the words are the same). The phrase is
moulded upon the form of the negative oath in Hebrew, 2 Sam. iii. 35.
Second step, vers. 6-9 (see outline, and on ver. 3). Ver. 6 recapituThe two main facts were, first, it is
lates the results of vers. 3-5.
God's design that men should share His Rest, it retttaineth that some
must enter, rather, that some should (or, shall) enter this is manifest
among other things from the cause and terms of Israel's exclusion ;
and second, that Israel was excluded they to wliom it was first
preached; or, they who had the glad tidings before preached to them
Because of unbelief; rather,
(ver. 2), viz. Israel of the Exodus.
disobedience.
This being the state of things
Perhaps the most
Ver. 7. Again he limiteth a certain day
natural way to take the whole verse is this: He again fixeth a certain day, saying in David after so long a time, To-day, as has been
said before, To-day if ye shall hear His voice, Harden not your hearts.
The words as has l/een said before refer to the Author's own previous
The so long ti7ne is the interval
citation of the passage, iii. 7, etc.
between the Exodus and the date of Ps. xcv. These words make
the Septuagint and
it not improbable that the Author followed
At all events, the Psalm fixing a
referred the Psalm to David.
new day for entering into the Rest was written long after Israel
had entered Canaan it could not refer to the Rest of Canaan, for
all that Canaan had to give had been taken possession of
So Tynd. Gen. fosue. The
Ver. 8. For if Jesus; better, Joshua.
word Joshua has probably the same meaning as Jesus, and occurs in
The Greek for both
later books in the form Jeshua, Neh. viii. 17.
names is the same. The verse is not independent, but subordinate to
viy rest.

;

—

—

—

—

:

.

;

.

.

—
IV, g, 10.]
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There remaineth therefore a rest to the people
9 another day.
For he that is entered into his rest, he also hath
lo of God.
ver. 7, merely drawing attention to the fact that possession of Canaan
was not the Rest of God.
Ver. 9. Conclusion from the two steps vers. 3-5 and vers. 6-8.
There retnaineih a rest : rather, a Sabbath-rest, lit. a Sabbath keeping,
a different word from rest used before. The Rest of the people of
God is like the keeping of a Sabbath. This idea was suggested by
God's resting on the seventh day (ver. 4). The comparison was not
unfamiliar to Jewish theology
"The Israelites said, O Lord of the
whole world, show us a type of the world to come. God answered
them, That type is the Sabbath." And of Ps. xcii. it is said, " A Psalm
because it refers to the world to come, which is
for the Sabbath day
all Sabbath, and a rest unto eternal life." ^
This Rest is left for the
people of God. The Epistle adheres to the Old Testament idea that
believers form a People, and that Christ sanctified the people with
His blood (xiii. 12). This people is the same that formed the church
of the Old Testament, viz. Israel.
It is, however, Israel as believing,
for within the camp of unbelieving Israel there is no sacrificial fellowship with God (xiii. 10).
This people being the same with Old
Testament Israel of course includes all Old Testament believers
(ix. 15, xi. 40).
The Author has not touched on the relations of
Gentiles to the covenant (see Note on the Covenants). Israel as the
people of God fell short of the Rest at the Exodus they shall as the
people of God, with all that cleave to them (Isa. xiv. i), enter the
true Rest and Sabbath keeping.
It was a point with the Author to
identify Christian Hebrews with the " people of God."
Ver. 10 develops the idea of Sabbath-rest in ver. 9, and justifies
the use of the term. For he that
his rest, i.e. God's Rest, and he
:

—

—

;

.

.

.

equivalent to whosoever., or they that. The idea that he here
has a special reference, viz. Jesus, seems without any support, either
here or elsewhere. They that enter into God's Rest cease from their
works as He did from His. The " works " from which man rests are
all the works appointed to him here of God, not merely pains and
toils, but the great sum of the task which he is set to accomplish, the
result of which he shall carry with him into the Rest of God.
What
that may be even in individuals, we cannot know, for who can estimate the fruit of any life and much less can we surmise what the
accumulated gains garnered by mankind shall be. " When looking
deep into Eternity we become blinded by the overpowering glory,
and return to the thought that such Sabbath-rest is not to be conceived as without work and activity, we are so far right, for God's
Rest is at the same time an eternal life of infinite activity but we
must be on our guard that our weakness do not mix up what is
earthly with the heavenly, or open up, even in the city of God itself,
a new long-extended street-view of eternal perfectionating.' Rather
must we strive with all the power of our spirit to realize the feeling of
1 Rabbinical passages quoted in the Commentaries.

that

is

—

.''

;

'

——

— —
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ceased from his own works, as God did from his.
Let us
labour therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man fall after
12 the same example of unbelief
For the word of God is
quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and
11

the true Rest, the perfected contentment and satisfaction, which
God has attained to all, and which has to reach nothing more
eternity" (Stier).
Vers. 11-13. Exhortation to strive to enter into the Rest. Let
labour, or, earnestly strive, comp. vi. 11. After "Ca^ same example,

may

be,

in
in

us
or,

ijito.

The exhortation impressed by reference to the Word
of God, which offers the Rest and warns us against hardening our
"
hearts.
The Word " of God is personified here, and endowed with
all the attributes of God Himself, with whom it is identified, ver. 13.
The identification, however, is with God, not with the Son, for there
is no trace of the personal Word or Logos here.
Quick^ i.e. living, as in the phrases, the quick and the dead, to
cut to the quick, etc.
As God is the living God, His word is instinct
with His life. It is not separate from Him, but filled out with all His
attributes.
It remains so, however long it has been spoken, nevel
becoming cold or dead.
And powerful; rather, active, working;
comp. Eph. i. II; Phil. ii. 13; Isa. Iv. 11.
Life is measured by
activity
full life is perfect activity.
Sharper
frequent
. sword, a
comparison in Scripture ; comp. Eph. vi. 17 Rev. i. 16, ii. 12, xix. 15
Isa. xlix. 2
Hos. vi. 5. The two-edged sword, that is, with no back,
is naturally thinner and sharper than the ordinary one.
Piercing
joints and marrow J most naturally thus: piercing even to the dividing
asunder of soul and of spirit, both joints and marrow (of them). This is
how its activity and sharpness manifest themselves. The meaning
seems to be that the word pierces to the dividing of i.e. so as to divide,
both the soul and the spirit, to dissect or cut each of them open or
asunder, and this not only in a superficial way, but in their innermost
articulations and hidden heart
both joints and marrow of them.
The idea of dividing the soul and spirit suggests the division of a
body into its members, hence joints and marrow are attributed to
them, expressing the subtle articulations of the spiritual being and the
innermost nature and substance of it.
The meaning is scarcely that the Word of God pierces even to
divide between the soul and spirit, to effect a separation between
them a delicate operation, no doubt, but one which this two-edged
weapon is keen enough to accomplish. Such an interpretation would
give too great an independence to "soul" and "spirit" as distinct
from one another the expression is a mere rhetorical accumulation
of terms to express the whole mental nature of man on all its sides.
This the Divine Word cuts open and lays bare (ver. 13), and exposes
If the Word of God
in its most secret movements and framework.
Vers. 12, 13.

—

.

;

.

;

;

.

—

—

;

.

.

— —

—
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of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts
Neither is there any creature that
13 and intents of the heart.
is not manifest in his sight
but all things are naked and
opened unto the eyes of him with whom we have to do.
:

had been here a regenerating Word, as it is a Word that analyzes and
we might have found a hint of the idea that the connection
between the lower "soul" and higher "spirit" was one depraving to
the latter, and that the Word of God came to divorce the union and
rouse the spirit out of its voluptuous slumber in the lap of the sensuous
soul.
But such a conception of the soul and spirit has no points of
support in the Epistle elsewhere, and is out of harmony with the

judges,

And is a discerner; or, is quick to judge, or
Thoughts and intents express in general the whole operacomp. Ps. cxxxix. These words state literally what
tions of the mind
was already expressed through the preceding figures.
Ver. 13. In his sight.
God being present in His Word as living,
active, and judging the thoughts, a transition is made here from the
Word to Himself And opened, i.e. laid open. Theword means having
the head thrown back and the neck laid bare it is uncertain, however,
to what the allusion is, whether to one overthrown by a wrestler, the
meaning being prone, or to the practice of thrusting back the head
scope of the passage.

discern.

;

;

" Touched
of criminals to expose their face to the gaze of spectators.
this Word of God, every creature returns of force to its own likeness
shows itself as it is" (Prof Moulton).

by

'

'

—

Note on the Rest of God.
The Author's reasoning is based on two passages which he combines together,
Gen. ii. 2, and God rested, and Ps. xcv. 11, they sh.ill
not enter into tny Rest.
From the first, or from both, he infers that
there is a Rest of God, which He Himself enjoys, and that He entered
into it when the works of creation were finished (iv. 3, 10).
It is
manifest that this Rest of God is no rest yet future to Him, but one
into which He then entered. The term Rest does not imply that He
was wearied with His work of creation, but merely that He ceased
from it nor does it imply that since then He has been inactive or
quiescent, but only that His work of creation being finished, He enjoyed
a blessed satisfaction and sense of repose in it. It embodied His
thoughts and purposes, and was a stage adapted for the display of
all that He is, as well as an arena large enough and containing
materials varied enough for the work which man was designed to

—

;

work upon

From

it.

the

other passage, they shall not enter into

my

Rest, the

Author infers that it was the desire of God that men should enter
into His Rest and share it with Him.
The words were spoken of
Israel in the wilderness with an oath in wrath.
The wrath was
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provoked by their unbelief (iii. 10, 16, 17, iv. 11) of what they
"heard" from God (iii. 16, iv. 2), the "good tidings preached" to
them (iv. 6), in other words the promise of entering into His Rest.
When the Apostle says of God " my Rest," " His Rest," it is not his
meaning that it was the purpose of God merely that men should
enjoy a rest which should be to them what His Rest was to Him,
but that God's design was that men should share His own Rest.
For the work after accomplishing which man rests is not a
work wrought apart from God, but through Him, and not out of
connection with God's work from which He rested, but within it as
a sphere and there shall pass even over God's work simultaneously
with the consummation of man's, a transfiguration through which
Of necessity the
the one work shall form a union with the other.
same Rest will be different to men and to God. And even to God
His Rest now, reposed in without the full fellowship of His people,
may be in some way different from that Rest when His people shall
share it with Him. This last reflection, however, was scarcely in
the Author's mind.
The purpose that man should enter with Him into His Rest, God
;

desired to see fulfilled in Israel. The Author's reasoning implies
that if Israel had believed they would have entered in, the Rest
would have been appropriated, and God's gracious design satisfied,
and a Rest would have been no more "left" for others. Israel,
however, came short through disobedience.
But their unbelief
could not make the faithfulness of God without effect (Rom. iii. 3).
His gracious design that "some should enter in" (iv. 6) still remained, and long after He proceeded to give effect to it. He uttered
the promise anew, and defined a new time for entering into the
Rest when He said. To-day if ye shall hear His voice, harden not
your hearts (Ps. xcv. 7 chap. iv. 7). These words were said to the
people of God long after they had entered Canaan. This fact and
the tenour of the words, which imply a new revelation of God and
a new intervention of His in redemptive history, of an importance
equal at least to the great event of the Exodus, both show that the
reference in the words is to something lying without the limits of
the first covenant. This "voice "of God which is "heard" is His
voice speaking to us in His Son (i. i), and this "To-day" is "the
end of these days," in which He has spoken to us in Him, on to the
time when He shall come again (iii. 13). In effect God has been
"heard" speaking only twice, to Israel and to us, and what He has
spoken to both has been the same, the promise of entering into
His rest. Israel came short of it through unbeHef we do enter into
the Rest who believe (iv. 3).
So far the Author's view is clear. But the view itself raises some
difficulties.
One is connected with his conception of the nature of
the Rest set before Israel at the Exodus
and another arises from
what appears to be a discrepancy between this conception of the
Rest offered to Israel and much that is elsewhere said by him of the
nature of the first covenant.
;

—

;

;
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When he quotes the words
into my Rest, and then exhorts

said of Israel, They shall not enter
Christians, Let us earnestly strive to
enter into His Rest (iv. lo), he evidently identifies the Rest set before
Israel with that into which men by faith of Christ enter.
The same
appears from his words, They to whom the good tidings were before
preached failed to enter in (iv. 6) and even more clearly from the
assertion, For we have had good tidings preached to us, as they also
had (iv. 3) a proposition which would look more natural to us if
He finds this meaning to be that cf
its members were inverted.
the Psalm. When, however, we turn to the Old Testament passages
where the Rest is spoken of, and where it is said that God "sware"
that Israel should not enter, which are probably the basis of the
Psalm (Deut. i. 34-36; Num. xiv. 21-23, xxxii. 10-12 comp. Deut.
!cii.
9), what appears to be spoken of is simply possession of the
land of Canaan.
In opposition, however, to such a superficial sense
of Old Testament words, we encounter many times in this Epistle
an expression of the feeling that Israel and Old Testament saints
in general were engaged about matters of far deeper importance
than the possession of Canaan, that they were moving among the
same religious principles as we ourselves are, requiring from them
the same conditions of mind as are required from us.
Moses in
In his day
his situation shared the reproach of Christ (xi. 26).
the antithesis existed as it existed in the days of the " Hebrews "
The patriarchs sought
between " sin " and the " people of God."
an heavenly country (xi. 16), and looked for the city that hath the
foundations, the heavenly Jerusalem (xi. 10, 16, xii. 22). And the
" house of God " is one throughout all history (iii. i, etc.).
That such representations are true to the spirit of the Old Testament religion might seem implied in calling it a religion. The mere
land of Canaan was never in itself all that was understood either
by those to whom it was promised or by God who promised it, when
it was named as Israel's heritage.
The patriarchs and people certainly looked to the possession of the land, but the idea they attached
to it, or the light in which they regarded it, was that of a settled
place of abode with God, where He would be fully present, and
where they would find repose in His fellowship. All those religious
ideas, dimly perhaps, yet in longing and imagination, clustered about
it which we now attach to the heavenly world.
The possession of
the land, though an essential part of Israel's happiness, and a true
part of its inheritance from God, and neither merely a symbol of
spiritual blessings present, nor a type of spiritual blessings to come,
always depended on the spiritual relations of Israel to God, and
its meaning lay in its being a fitting sphere for those in fellowship
with God.
It has been said that the religion of Israel was a
spiritual realism, an inseparable connection of the spiritual and the
physical.
The Old Testament starts from the idea of man as we
know him, both a spiritual and material being, and a true inheritance from God must satisfy all elements of his nature. Hence
the heritage of the saints is never represented as consisting of
;

—

;

lOO

mere
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spiritual relations to

God,

it

embraces a physical sphere as

well.

Before the land was entered into it was dreamed of perhaps as
the true abode with God and entrance into His Rest, and exclusion
from it was a terrible sentence. When Joshua led the people across
its borders, it was found that he had not given them the Rest (iv. 8).
Yet the hope was only deferred. And the hope did not become
Though it was made plain to all
disconnected with the land.
spiritual minds that the Rest could never be attained in a condition
of the world such as then was, this led no further than to the idea
that a more perfect state of the earth would arise with the perfection
Both would be attained in the Messianic age God
of the church.
would indeed then dwell with His people, and they would find Rest
comp. Ps. Ixvii.,
with Him in a transfigured world (Isa. xi., xxxv.
And the realization of this hope was regarded as imminent
Ixxii.).
by every generation of Old Testament saints. When this Epistle
goes a step further, and indicates the removal of the material world
(xii. 27), it still leaves a certain physical basis for the inheritance
This deeper view taken in the Epistle
of the saints, xii. 22, etc.
of the meaning of the possession of the land gives significance to
the unbelief of Israel, and enables us to see that, so far as they
were concerned, they were in a sense rejecting the promise of the
Rest.
In this way some of the difficulty disappears, but something still
remains. The Author identifies the Rest set before Israel with that
His method of arguing tempts
into which the church at last enters.
the question, What, if Israel had believed, would they have found
Such faith aa
the rest of Canaan to be? Such a question is idle.
to have put them in true possession of the Rest of God was not
The conditions of it were not given (viii. 6).
possible in their day.
And this leads to another view which the Epistle presents. It was
not the will of God that His Rest should be at once entered into.
Christ appeared at the end of the world to put away sin by His
It was God's purpose that Old Testament saints
sacrifice (ix. 26).
should not be made perfect without us (xi. 40). Their dispensation
bestowed on them at Sinai made nothing perfect (vii. 11, 18); it was
designed to do no more than suggest the perfection to come, and
These two views
thus of necessity defer for long that perfection.
are not harmonized in the Epistle by means of any such idea as
that the old dispensation was a penalty for Israel's sin, or that their
Its institution preceded their
backwardness made it necessary.
unbelief The Author has not distinctly expressed the link of reconciHation doubtless lying in his own mind. To a certain extent
an explanation is found in his view of the continuity of the dispenThe first is but the preHminary stage of the new ; both
sations.
make up one scheme of grace. Israel stood at the farther end of
a road, the hither end of which leads into the true Rest of God.
They refused to enter upon it. Had they entered, their faith would
This is indeed the history of
ultimately have given them the Rest.
;

;

—
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every believer under the first covenant (ix. 15). And so what has
ever been between God and men has been the same divine promises, requiring the same faith, and issuing after whatever lapse of
time in the enjoyment of the same Rest with Him. Yet this solution
scarcely satisfies the Author's manner of speaking of the Rest.
The difficulty arises whenever
solution need hardly be sought.
God's nature and His procedure become together the subject of
our thought. His design from the beginning was to put men through
a preparatory dispensation, deferring for long the full manifestation
of salvation, and yet His gracious desire has ever been that men
should at once enter into the joy of His Rest.

A

Note on the Word of God.
The passage

iv.

suggests the gathering together

12, 13, naturally

of a few things noticeable in the Epistle on this subject.
The Epistle calls revelation, whether oral or written, a " speaking "
.
of God
God having spoken unto the fathers
spake unto us,

—

.

comp. ii. 2,
word for " speak

.

Ordinarily the usual
" is employed, but sometimes a term more strictly
denoting oracular speech, xii. 25
comp. viii. 5, of revelation to
Moses xi. 7, to Noah. More particularly. He who speaks is the
Holy Ghost, iii. 7, x. 15, who even reveals His meaning through the
arrangements of the tabernacle, ix. 8, unless the reference here be to
the description given in Scripture. The same statements of Scripture
are in one place ascribed to God and in another to the Holy Ghost ;
comp. iii. 7 with iv. 3, 7 viii. 8, 13 with x. 15.
Revelation when spoken is the "word" of God, iv. 12, xiii. 7,
or the word spoken, ii. 2, or heard, iv. 2
also the
comp. vi. 5
oracles of God, v. 12.
Hence when Scripture is quoted the formula
usually employed is. He {i.e. God) says. He hath said or spoken, or,
saying, i. 5, 13, iv. 3, 4, v. 5, 6, vi. 14, viii. 8, 13, x. 30, xii. 26, xiii. 5.
This mode of citation is employed even when the passage cited
speaks of God Himself, i. 6, 7, iv. 4, 7.
Except in one passage,
the human writer of Scripture is nowhere referred to, iv. 7.
In the
citation of another passage, in which God is directly addressed,
the indefinite form, "one has somewhere testified," is used, ii. 6.
The forms of citation, " Scripture saith," " it is written," common
i.

I

;

3, iii. 5, iv. 8,

—

;

xi.

18,

xii.

25.

;

;

;

;

Pauline Epistles and elsewhere, do not occur.
The term
"scripture" is not used, "word of God" has taken its place.
Naturally this word of God is chiefly the Old Testament Scriptures, but also the oral word of the New Testament, i. i, xiii. 7,
the accuracy and authority of which are not impaired by its transmission to us through more than one medium, ii. 3. The Author
is
by many supposed to betray familiarity with the Epistle
to the Romans
whether he would have regarded this as the
" word " of God can hardlv be decided ; he applies the term to

in the

;
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the utterances of Christ
ii.

[nOTE ON THE

and the reports of ear-witnesses of the Lord,

3, xiii. 7.

In speaking to men God uses agents, in former times the prophets,
also the Angels, ii. 2 ; at the end of these days, the Son.
These
;
agents do not themselves speak: God speaks in them, i. i, or through
them, ii. 2. This is true even of the Son, who is the last messenger
of God's revelation to men, but still stands on the level of an agent,
ii.
3 {thfough the Lord), though His dignity as Son and the great
salvation revealed by Him demand more earnest heed to His word,
ii. 1-4.
Christ is referred to in a historical way as having uttered
certain words recorded in Scripture, but these are words of prophecy
depicting beforehand His mind and consciousness when in the flesh,
ii. 12, 13, X.
He does not anywhere assume the
5, etc. (see notes)
character of Author of Revelation.
"
"
When God speaks to men through His agents, men " hear,"
ii. I, iii. 7, 16, iv. 2, 7, and His word is the "word of hearing," that
is, heard from Him, iv. 2.
This is the antithesis which expresses
the relations of men and God, and furnishes the ground for human
conduct, whether faith on the one hand, or unbelief and disobedience
and hardening of the heart on the other. Strictly speaking, only
those who listened to God's immediate messengers, the prophets.
Angels, or the Son, have " heard," and in this sense the Author of
this Epistle and those to whom he wrote are not reckoned among
the hearers the word spoken by the Lord has been confirmed even
unto them by those who heard, ii. 3 but in a wider sense those also
hear to whom the words of the Son have been reported, and the Old
Testament word, e.g. Ps. xcv., was spoken directly to men face to
For the Divine voice
face with the new covenant, to which it refers.
referred to in it is that which speaks through the Son, and it is heard
as long as it is called To-day, iii. 13, that is, till the Son come again,
i. I

;

—

;

ix.

28.

the Author refers chiefly to the Old Testament when speaking
of the word of God, it is not probable that he regards it as of less
authority or sets it on a lower level than the word spoken through
Indeed the passage, iv. 12, 13, containing such lofty predithe Son.
The
cates, refers primarily to the Old Testament passage, Ps. xcv.
word spoken through Angels was " stedfast," and the word spoken
through the Lord has been " made stedfast " to us, ii. 2, 3. The
promises which are verified through the new covenant were given to
Abraham, vi. 13, vii. 6, ix. 15; and in demonstrating the appearance of another priesthood, a more perfect sanctuary, a better sacrifice, a new covenant, and an inheritance and Rest in the world to
come, amidst the things that cannot be shaken, the Author reasons
Ps. ex. and Gen. xiv. in chap. vii.
entirely on the Old Testament.
Ex. XXV. 40 in chap. viii. 1-6 and ix. i-io ; Ps. xl. in chap. x. 1-18
Ps. viii. and Ps. xcv. and Hagg. ii. 6 in
Jer. xxxi. in chap. viii. 7-13

As

—

;

;

;

and chap. xii. 26, etc. The Old Testament word, too, is still used by him in admonishing Christians, x. 30,
The New Testament word is to be given more heed to, not
xii. 5.
chap.

ii.

6-9, chap,

iii.,

iv.,

WORD OF
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Son who

word of God, but because what it
the world of realities in heaven, is
this agrees the greater dignity of the

in a higher sense the

new covenant and
moment and with

reveals, the

of greater

t6^

;

all

sent to reveal it, ii. i
comp. xii. 25. The passage iv. 12
expresses the idea that God indwells in His word, and this idea is so
constantly in the mind of the Author that he quotes the word of
God as identical with the divine operations which it deocribes, vii. 18,
is

;

viii. 13, X. 9.

In quoting the Old Testament the Apostle uses exclusively the
Septuagint or Greek translation, and his text is thought to coincide
with that exhibited in the Alexandrian MS. of that version.
He
chiefly quotes the Psalter, adducing at least ten separate Psalms,
viz.
Ps. ii. 7 in i. 5, v. 5
Ps. viii. 5, etc., in ii. 6, etc.
Ps. xxii. 22 in
ii.
12; Ps. xl. 6, etc., in x. 5, etc.; Ps. xlv. 7 in i. 8 Ps. xcv. 7,
:

;

;

;

etc., in

Ps.

25, etc., in i. 10, etc.
13, v. 6, vii. 17, 21 ; Ps. ex viii. 6 in

Ps. civ. 4
;
Ps. ex. in i.
xiii. 6 (and
perhaps Ps. cxxxv. 14 in. x. 30). Other books are more sparingly
quoted
Gen. ii. 2 in iv. 4 ; Gen. xxi. 12 in xi. 18 ; Gen. xxii. 16 in
vi. 13, etc.;
Gen. xlvii. 31 in xi. 21 ; Ex. xix. 12 in xii. 20; Ex.
xxiv. 8 in ix. 20 ; Ex. xxv. 40 in viii. 5.
Perhaps Deut. ix. 19 in
xii. 21 ; Deut. xxxi. 6 (Josh. i. 5) in xiii. 5 ; Deut. xxxii. 35 in x. 30;
in

i.

7

iii.

7, etc., iv. 3,

;

:

7

;

cii.

—

Deut. xxxii. 43 (in the Septuagint) in i. 6 2 Sam. vii. 14 in i. 5 ;
Prov. iii. 11, etc., in xii. 5, etc.
Isa. viii. 18 in ii. 13
Jer. xxxi. 31,
;

;

etc., in viii. 8, etc., x. 16, etc.

Hagg.

;

Hos.

;

xiv. 2 in xiii. 15;

Hab.

ii.

3, etc.,

6 in xii. 26.
Besides these distinct quotations there are many references in the Epistle to the Old Testament
history and teaching
see chap. xi. everywhere.^
in X. 27 1 etc.;

ii.

;

The Author betrays familiarity with the Old Testament apocryphal writings,
e.^. the Book of Wisdom (see on
3), i and 2 Mace. — as was natural, these being
a part of the Alexandrian Bible, which he used^and the writings of Philo.
It
1

i.

cannot be shown, however, that he has adopted any of Philo's characteristic
Even when his language reflects Alexandrian phraseology, it is not
notions.
Alexandrian ideas, but conceptions peculiar to himself tliat he expresses through
For example, the word sharp, applied to the word of God in iv. 12, is applied
it.
by Philo to the Logos. The Logos is sharp or cutting as Creator. To create in
Philo is not to malie out of nothing, it is to separate into distinct things an
already existing matter. This matter is chaos, to which no positive predicate can
be applied, being, in this sense, nothing. To create is to distinguish. Hence to
the Logos as specializing in this way, as dividing matter so that it becomes
distinct things, is applied the term sharp or culthig.
In this action he is compared to a seal whicli stamps an impression on the formless wax. This specializing power he exercises in the world of ideas as well as in the materia.1 world.
But such aa idea as this is wholly unlilce the jHea in iv. la.
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THIRD SECTION.— CHAPTER
JESUS

[iV.

IV. 14-X.

AND THE LEVITICAL HIGH

1

4-X.

1

81

18,

PRIEST.

Jesua is a true sympathizing High Priest He is a High Priest after th«
order of Melchisedec and as such a High Priest He has a ministry hivits
excsllent than that of the Levitical priesthood by as much as the covenant is
better of which He is the Mediator He has entered through His own blood
into the true sanctuary, even the heavens, and obtained eternal redemption, for which cause He is the Mediator of a new covenant, that they which
have been called may receive the promise of the eternal inheritance.
Connection.
The connection is not with the immediately preceding
words, but with the preceding scope. The exhortation is a resumption, after drawing breath, of the preceding exhortations, such as /ef
us fear (iv. i), let us strive to enter (iv. 11), and the Uke. The
exhortation is not, however, so much of the nature of warning as of
encouragement, and in this way naturally slides into the ensuing
positive doctrine regarding the priesthood of the Son.
This third section, the most important, occupies the main body of
the Epistle.
With its accompanying applications it may be said to
extend to the end of chap. xii. The strictly doctrinal part of the
section ends with x. 18, though this is interrupted by the long
expostulation preceding the treatment of the Melchisedec priesthood
of the Son, chap. v. ii-vi. 20.
The theme of the section is the priesthood of the Son. The
importance of this theme to the Author arises from his view of the
place of priesthood in any economy of salvation.
The priesthood is
the basis of the economy. This is a general principle. Consequently
the nature of the economy or covenant will depend on the nature or
character of its priesthood. The nature of the priesthood the Author
calls its order, by which he means the character of the TpriQsily person,
not at all his functions. The functions or ministry of all priests of
whatever " order" are virtually the same, consisting of an approach
unto God with an offerbig within a sanctuary. It is the difference in
the order, that is, really in the person of the priest, that causes any
difference in the worth of the ministry of one priest from that of
another.
The first covenant or Law was given upon the Levitical
priesthood (vii. 11), the priesthood after the order of Aaron. The
new covenant is given upon the priesthood of the Son, the priesthood
after the order of Melchisedec (ix. 15).
Hence in this third section,
chap vii., which treats of the order of Melchisedec, is the kernel so
far as principles go
the passage chap. iv. 14-v. 10 is preliminary,
leading up to chap, vii ; and the passage chap, viii.-x. 18 merely
develops the "ministry" of the Melchisedec priest. These are the
three great divisions of this third section the first, preliminary, showing that Christ has the character of a true high priest in general ;
the second, that He is a high priest after the order of Melchisedec ;
and the third, exhibiting the efficacy of the ministry of such a
;

;

;

—

;

—

—
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high priest. Between the first and the second divisions, however,
the Author, brought up before the difficulty of treating the Melchisedec
priesthood of the Son with minds so backward as those of the
Hebrews, intercalates a long remonstrance with his readers over
their decline in knowledge and danger of falling away.
Divisions of the third section

:

—

a true sympathizing high priest He is taken from
among men, and called of God, chap. iv. 14- v. 10.
Second. Remonstrance with the Hebrews over their decline in knowledge, and warning against falling away, chap. v. ii-vi. 20.
Third. Jesus a priest, a high priest, after the order of Melchisedec,
with the consequences to the Levitical priesthood and economy
which the introduction of this new Melchisedec priesthood entails,
chap. vii.
Fourth. The ministry of the Melchisedec high priest and the new
covenant, chap. viii. i-x. 18 (see particular Outline at chap. viii.).
First. Jesus

Chap.

iv.

Outline.

is

14-V. 10. Jesus, a true compassionate

— Having, then, a great High

Priest,

High

Priest.

— and His greatness

is

expressed in the words describing His history and present
glory, " who hath passed through the heavens,"
let us hold fast our
confession (ver. 14).
Let us do this, for in the man Jesus, Son of
sufficiently

—

God

we have a High Priest able to feel with us in our
having been Himself tried in all points as we are (ver. 15);
let us therefore approach the throne of God with joyful confidence,
that we may find compassion and grace for timely help (ver. 16),
exalted,

infirmities,

14-16.

iv.

For compassion and grace belong to the very idea of the highoffice.
Every high priest is taken from atnong men, and
appointed for mcnj and as it is his office to minister towards God in
gifts and sacrifices for them, so he is able in doing this to bear gently
with their infirmities, being himself one of them, v. 1-3.
And the same character of the office is manifest in this, that the
honour is not one which a man arrogates to himself. It is God in
pursuance of His purposes of goodness that calls to it. And He will
call them that are fit. And thus all assumption in taking the office and
2.

priestly

all

unfeeling hardness in the exercise of
3.

In

all this

it

are alike excluded, ver.

4.

the high-priesthood of Jesus corresponds fully to the

It was no assumption on His part that raised
honour and glory within which He exercises His
office, or rather which is the exercise of it.
It was God that appointed
Him when He constituted Him Messianic King and saluted Him as
Priest for ever (vers. 5, 6).
And the road through which He attained
to the honour, and learned those qualities fitting Him for the exercise

idea of the

Him

office.

to that high

—
to6

;
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14, 15.

14 Seeing then that we have a great High Priest, that is passed
into the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast oiir
it, was the way of suffering and obedience in the days of His flesh>
way on which He learned well how to put Himself in the place of
others whom He has to aid and save, and gave Him the right mind
needful for offering for them aright (vers. 7-10 comp. ii. 17), vers. 5-10.

of

a

;

A

Ver. 14. Seeing then that we have ...
close connection with
the words immediately preceding cannot be found without much
straining and artifice.
It is nowhere the Apostle's purpose io prove
the facts or truths of the Christian faith (see on i. 5, etc.).
The facts
have long been substantiated and are assumed. The Epistle is
written from the secondary position of theological reflexion upon the
facts.
The fact that the Son is a High Priest is a commonplace to
his readers, though their failure to apprehend the full meaning of this
truth, or even their danger of losing the apprehension of it which they
once had, is just what explains their wavering and constitutes the
precariousness of their condition.
Hence, assuming the fact of the
Son's Priesthood, the Apostle seeks to set before the Hebrews the
obligations and privileges of having such a High Priest.
The points
gathered together in this verse had already been touched upon in
1-6.
i. 3, 4, ii. 9, 17, 18, iii.
Passed into the heave?isj rather, passed
through the heavens (vii. 26). The greatness of the High Priest
(x. 21) is more fully expressed by the words "passed through the
heavens," that is, ascended into the highest heavens to God's right hand
(ix. 24, i. 4, viii. i, x. 12).
The words "Jesus," recalling His earthly
history (ii. 9), and " Son of God," His Messianic Kingship (i. 2, iii. 6),
but repeat the phrase, passed through the heavens. Having, then,
such a High Priest, human and exalted to be Lord of all, let us hold
fast our confession.
See on iii. i,
Ver. 15. Let us hold fast
.for our High Priest is able to
sympathize with our infirmities. This is carried in the name "Jesus,"
with all the human history that it recalls. The fine rendering,
touched with the feeling of (Gr. sympathize), is due to the Geneva
Version. Infir)nities or weaknesses are those things in us, whether
moral or bodily, which, when acted upon by trial, give way and lead
us into error.i Such qualities are common to all who partake of
human nature, although in some they may exist in greater degree
and some in whom they exist may from favourable circumstances
luirdly be aware of them, and feel strong because never put to the
proof.
It is certain, however, that life, however lived, has its temptations, and those who escape its hardness are even more dangerously
ensnared by its softness. Such weaknesses are properly innocent,
though they may be the cause of sin, just as if in excess they may be
the result of sin, or even themselves sinful. They are spoken of here
as parts of our nature, innocent in themselves, but the natural points
.

^ Of course,
strictly, our
action of temptatioa.

.

"weaknesses" are the conditions produced by

the
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For we have not an high priest which cannot be
touched with the feeling of our infirmities ; but was in all

15 profession.

temptations to lay hold of. With them in themselves, and with
the Hebrews as compassed about by them, and in the circumstances
of trial in which they were, their High Priest is able to sympathize.
or, but one in all points tempted.
Bui -was teinpted
Tempted is
tried ; not direct seduction to evil is meant by the word, but afflictions
in the course of a life of well-doing, and because of well-doing, which,
however, indirectly become temptations to evil. The Son was made
in all points like His brethren (ii. 17), and the one " all points" implies
for

.

.

.

;

the other. For Hfe is not made up of details, but of principles. What
was needful in the High Priest was not the actual experience of each
trial to which any one might ever be subjected, but a mind schooled
in trial so as to have a fellow-feeling and bear gently (v. 2) with
those tempted.
What He was and His circumstances made His
life a typical human life, so that not only we who follow are exhorted
••o consider Him (xii.
3), but they who preceded Him, like Moses,
were drawing rude outlines and narrower circles of His one life, and,
though without full consciousness, suffering His reproach (xi. 26).
In point of fact, His life even in outward circumstances, and more
in its moral meaning, was a very various one.
He was child, boy,
man ; son, servant, friend, master poor, though possessing all
the idol of the people, and the aversion of the privileged
riches
familiar with the saddest sides of life, and having access to behold
the easiest
with meek, most earnest souls hanging on His lips at
one moment, and having charges of blasphemy flung at Him the
next ; exciting wherever He came, speculation, wonder, love, and
furious dislike
cast into the midst of human life, and realizing the
principles that make up its moral meaning with a consciousness
clearer than if they had been material things about Him
playing
the first part among minor actors in the drama of which His country
with its social and religious hopes was the stage, and the solitary
part in that drama of which the meaning cannot be expressed, whose
stage was heaven and earth.
The Apostle is writing to Hebrews
whose temptations came directly from the pressure of external circumstances, and hence he alludes most of all to the temptations
which Christ suffered from without, His afflictions and ignominy,
Each of these was a
ii.
14, 18, V. 7, etc., xii. 2, etc., xiii. 12, etc.
force bearing on Him to draw Him away from His mission, and
make Him falter or turn aside or seek its accomplishment in a
To us who live at ease, the inner side of His life may
softer way.
speak better things the temptation to use the spiritual powers
which He possessed to minister to cravings not unnatural to the
human body or mind. Along with this must have gone the temptation to assumption from conscious superiority
to spiritual pride
or spiritual disdain.
But He is only disappointed when His
brethren fail to equal His own great deeds (Matt. xiv. 31), and His
simplicity of mind is seen in His unaffected wonder at the faith of
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

—
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we are, yet without sin. Let us thereboldly unto the throne of grace, that we may
obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time of need.

6 points tempted like as
fore

come

viii. lo).
From His disregard of social relations, one
temptation might seem unknown to Him, and that the greatest, the
temptation to love evil in those we love, or to be lowered into the
colder moral atmosphere of intense human affection, or to shrink
from what is required of us that would pain it. Yet Christ loved,
too, and was loved, and His alarm at the suggestion of Peter (Matt.
xvi. 22) betrays that here, too, lay His weakest point.
Yet without sinj or, apart from sin, certainly means that He
came out of all His trials sinless it probably means more, viz. that
sin in Him did not exist ; He is often called sinless in the Epistle,
vii. 26, ix. 14.
The main point to the Hebrews, however, was that
He was tempted like as they were, and came through all His
temptations victorious (xii. 2, etc.), and so with His help (ii. 18) may
they.
It might be supposed that to sinful men a high priest who
had known sin would be fuller of sympathy.
But the Apostle is
not writing to men as sinners, to men who have fallen, but to men
in danger of falling.
And to the condition of such men, Christ's
history appeals with power
He knew all temptation, and can
sympathize with those tempted
He overcame it, and this gives
Him skill and power in opening up a way of escape. And even of
sin a sinner is an ill judge
he will either regard it with undue
abhorrence, or with mawkish sentiment, or with a callousness that
comes of thinking it a matter of course among men. A clear, uncoloured view of it, and of those liable to it, can only be found in
the mind tempted but unfallen.
Ver. 16. Let us come
boldly; or, draw near with (glad) confidence.
On confidence, see on iii. 6. Draw ?jear is the favourite
term in the Epistle for approach in worship or service, vii. 25,
draw near through our High Priest, and to the
x. I, 22, xi. 6.
throne of grace, i.e. God's throne, now a throne of grace. To say that
we can draw near to the throne, and to say that is a throne of grace,
is to say the same thing (ix. 8, with ix. 12, x. 19-22).
On mercy, see
on ii. 17. Grace is favour, goodwiU. It is the state of God's mind
towards men through Christ (see on x. 29), though this is liable to
be confused with the gifts due to such a state of God's mind. It is
possible that mercy is considered the quality of the High Priest
(ii. 17), and grace as that of God.
Both conspire to give the timeous help (ii. 18). As seen at first, that which sits upon the throne
might seem the figure of Grace, and that which stands by it. Com-

others (Matt.

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

We

—

—

passion. More clearly seen, the sight is better it is God and Christ
and the throne being the throne of God, and grace its characteristic, all things and every creature become the ministers of grace

—

(Rom.

viii. 28).

Chap.

V.

I- 10. The exhortations in

iv.

14-16 are supported by

refer-

—
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For every high priest taken from among men is ordained
men in things J>er^amtng to God, that he may offer both
gifts and sacrifices for sins
who can have compassion on the
I

for

2

:

and on them that are out of the way for that he
And by reason
3 himself also is compassed with infirmity.
ignorant,

;

hereof he ought, as for the people, so also for himself, to
ence to the vex-y idea of the high-priestly
priesthood more than corresponds.

office,

to

which the Son's

I. Every high priest is taken from among men, and able to bear
gently with their infirmities, being himself compassed about with the
same, vers. 1-3. 2. The same gentleness is guaranteed in the high
priest by this, that the office is not one which any one arrogates to
himself, but takes only when called to it of God, who will call them
that are meet, ver. 4.
3. All this has its full truth in Christ, who was
called to the office by God, after He had learned in that severe school
that made Him perfect to be the Author of salvation, vers. 5-10.
Ver. I. F'or every high priest taken
rather, being taken,
The statement might almost be put in two
seeing he is taken.
propositions every high priest is taken from among men, and is
appointed for men in reference to God, in order to offer, etc. The
object or meaning of His office is to minister on behalf of men
towards God in atoning sacrifice, and in order to do this well, and
with the duly compassionate disposition and mind, he is taken from
among men. Gifts and sacrifices are general terms describing all
kinds of offerings, viii. 3, 4, ix. 9 comp. xi. 4.
Ver. 2. Who can have co?iipassion, lit. being able to feel gently
towards
The word iinetriopathy) expresses the feeling that lies
between apathy and undue excitement here the feeling of moderation or leniency towards others, which is far removed from severity.
The ignorant and erring or out of the way are those falling into
sins which are to be described as not wilful or done with a high
hand, usually called " sins of ignorance." Under this head fall not
merely sins done inadvertently, but sins into which one may be
betrayed by selfishness or passion (Lev. v. i, xix. 20-22) or force of
circumstances.
For such sins the sacrifices were provided. For
the other class of sins, those done wilfully and aimed against the
covenant itself, there was no sacrifice. The Author carries this Old
Testament principle over into the new covenant
for rebellion
against the covenant itself there is no sacrifice (x. 26).
It seems
probable, indeed, that only sins coming under this class of " errors "
.

.

.

;

:

;

.

.

.

;

—

;

him as pardonable through sacrifice, and that to
belong the transgressions under the first covenant
(ix. 15) which the offering of the Son redeemed.
For that he
The high priest's own consciousness of infirmity makes
infirmity.
him bear gently with the erring.
Ver. 3. And by reason
he ought; or, is bound (Tynd. Gen.);
by reason of his own infirmity the high pritst is under obiigation to
are regarded by
this

class

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
no

—
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And no man taketh this honour unto himself,
4 offer for sins.
So also Christ
5 but he that is called of God, as was Aaron.
glorified not himself to be made an High Priest ; but he that
said unto him, Thou art my Son, to-day have I begotten thee.
The obligation perhaps
offer for himself as well as for the people.
refers mainly to the legal command (Lev. xvi. 6, 11), but may also
This verse merely lays
refer to the pressure of his own conscience.
emphasis on the " infirmity " or weakness of ver. 2, which is so much
a fact that both law and conscience recognise it. Perhaps the Law
designed to stimulate the remembrance of it, and thus to keep alive

—

gentleness of feeling to others.
The point is, the leniency of feeling
in the high priest which comes from his being himself a man.
Thus
far the Son agrees with the ordinary high priest, though not in the
"
"
infirmity
sinfulness of the infirmity (vii. 28).
That the
of the
high priest here, or vii. 28, refers merely to ceremonial irregularity
and the consequent disabilities, should never have been imagined.
Ver. 4. And no man
this honour j rather, the honour, i.e. the
dignity of the high-priestly office.
But he that is calledj rather, but
(takes it) when he is called of God, even as was Aaron.
Here is a
principle
A man takes the office, not out of personal assumption,
but when called of God and an illustration the case of Aaron (Ex.
Were the office arrogated to himself by any one, the same
xxviii. i).
arrogancy might mark his exercise of it. But God appoints to the
office, and the appointment is in behalf of men (ver. i), and this is
security for the fit disposition in the high priest.
If reference to the divine call stood in another connection, it might
seem referred to as that which legitimates the exercise of the office,
and confers authority to act between God and men. But this idea of
authority finds no points of contact in the rest of the passage.
The
verses 5-10, also, which form a unity, for they begin and end with
the same quotation, directly support this 4th verse, yet what they
dwell upon is Christ's human life of suffering and obedience, through
which He rose to that perfection which fitted Him to be called to the
high-priestly office.
It cannot be doubted, therefore, that what the
divine call secures in the high priest, or rather what it sets its seal
to as being found in him (and here lies its necessity), is just those
qualities of compassion and understanding sympathy referred to in
iv. 14-16 and v. 1-3.^
Vers. 5-10. Christ's appointment and high-priestly character fully
correspond to what has just been said of the office.
Ver. 5 passes from the general principles regarding the office
vers.
Glorified tiot himself. The change
1-4, to the facts in Christ's history.
of word is to be observed
the office of high priest in general is an
honour (ver. 4), in the case of Christ it is a "glory" (comp. iii. 3)
the reference being to the actual circumstances of Christ's assuming
.

:

.

.

—

—

;

;

;

'

That

human

artificial,

chiastic division of vers, i-io,

much

in favour,

which makes

correspond to ver. 4, the divine call, and vers. 7-10 to vers. 1-3, the
compassion, is unworthy of any attention.

vers. 5, 6,

—
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As he

7

after the
flesh,

Ill

Thou art a Priest for ever,
order of Melchisedea
Who in the days of his
when he had offered up prayers and supplications, with
saith also in another place,

—

office.
On the Son's glory see on ii. g.— But he that
said unto him, i.e. but He (glorified Him to make Him High Priest)
that said unto Him, Thou art my Son.
The meaning might be that
these words were said to Him when He was made High Priest (see
on i. 5). The other words in ver. 6 are certainly regarded as used
on this occasion, i.e. on His ascension (comp. "addressed" in ver. 10
with "made perfect," ver. 9). From the Author's habit, however, of
using quotations apart from all reference to time or place, and merely
for the sake of the relation which they express (see on i. 5), it is
safest to throw the point of Z/wi? aside.
Instead of saying " God," the
Writer says, " He that spake unto Him, Thou art my Son," the point
emphasized being His relation to God as Son. The connection of
the verses 5-10 seems this Vers. 5, 6, state the fact that God called
Christ to be Priest, He did not assume the glory Himself; and vers.
7-10 describe the process through which Christ rose to the perfection
that led to His divine appointment, in other words the circumstances
of His call, showing how far distant all assumption was. As vers. 5, 6,
describe the fact of Christ's appointment, the reference to the relation
of Son can only be in order to show that the appointment was natural
and has nothing surprising in it. It is by no means meant that the
priesthood of Christ was involved in His sonship (Alf), an d prion
method of conception wholly foreign to the Epistle, but merely that
it was suitable in one who was Son, being indeed possible to none
other (see on i. 3).
Ver. 6. As he saith also
Ver. 5 having emphasized the

His high-priestly

—

:

.

.

.

which made His appointment to be High Priest
of men natural and possible, the Apostle now quotes a passage describing His actual appointment (Ps. ex. 4).
Vers. 7-10. The way through which Christ attained to the true
relation of sonship,

disposition of High Priest, and so was called of God to the office.
The verses literally run thus
in the days of His flesh, having
and having been heard for His godly fear, though
offered up
and having been made
Pie was a Son, yet learned obedience
perfect. He became
addressed of God an High Priest, etc.
in the days of His flesh, though He was a
The statement is
Son, yet learned obedience from the things which He suffered. The
days of His flesh means His life upon the earth. Though He was a
Son He learned obedience this is stated to obviate the very idea of
assumption on His part. It is not remarkable that a son should be
obedient, and it is not meant that the disposition of obedience was
ever wanting to Him.
But the disposition had to maintain itself
And as He
in the face of greater and greater demands upon it.
had to meet these demands rising with the rising tide of things which
He suffered, He entered ever more deeply into the experience of
tn-hat obedience was.
For the demands could not be met without
:

.

.

Who

.

.

.

:

.

.

Who

;

.

.
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strong crying and tears, unto him that was able to save him
8 from death, and was heard in that he feared though he were
:

the resistance and shrinking of His human nature (Matt. xxvi. 39),
and the overcoming of this was an advance in obedience (comp. xii. 2).
The progress may perhaps even be seen in Matt. xxvi. 39 with
When the Writer says " learned " obedience, he has no doubt
42.
in his mind the contrast between the Son's former state and His
state in the days of His flesh, the latter of which, especially on its
This was the disside of suffering, was to Him a thing wholly new.
position and demeanour of Jesus while on the way towards that glory
of His appointment to which God called Him.
The clauses: having offered up prayers
and having been heard
for His godly fear, illustrate the statement, He learned obedience by
the things which He suffered.
Here He is seen learning obedience.
The example brought forward is His supreme act of obedience, viz.
suffering death (x. 5, etc.; Phil. ii. 8), and the language of the passage
The Evangelical tradition prereflects the scene in Gethsemane.
served to us does not mention tears; the oral account heard by the
Author may have contained this trait, or he may have supposed it
included (Matt. xxvi. 37; Ps. xxii. 25); comp. the two accounts of
The strong cryhig
Jacob's wrestling, Gen. xxxii. 26 and Hos. xii. 5.
need not necessarily refer to the cry on the cross, though this may
be included, the general scene being that of the Son's great, final act
Then He offered supplications to Him that was able
of obedience.
These words might mean
to save Him from death, or, out of death.
either that He prayed to be saved from dying, or, that He prayed to
be delivered out of the power of death, a sense which would admit
that He contemplated falling into its power for a time.
The historical
sense of His prayer is the first
but it is not impossible that the
Writer, as he elsewhere lays great emphasis on the fact that the Son
came into the world to do the will of God, that is, offer Himself in
death (x. 7), gave a slightly different turn to the tradition, just as a
similar turn in the same sense is given by St. Peter to Ps. xvi.
The
sense "out of death" would make the phrase "having been heard"
The prayer being addressed "to Him that was able to save
easier.
Him from death," referred to death and salvation from it. And when
it is said that He was heard, that must mean that His prayer was in
But it might be answered truly, though not quite as
effect answered.
offered; that is, the answer might be given in His being raised from
the dead, although the prayer was that He might not die.
In any
case the prayer was to be saved from death, and the hearing must
correspond to this mere strengthening to bear death (Luke xxii. 43)

—

.

.

.

;

;

seems to fall far below its meaning.
hi that he feared; or, for his godly

fear.
The word here means
properly cautiousness, as in handling or approaching an object, hence
reverence, or reverent fear in regard to God.
The adjective is rendered devout in our Bible (Luke ii. 25 Acts ii. 5, viii. 2), and the
"
word itself reverence," Heb. xii. 28 and the verb is used of the fear
;

;
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a Son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he suf9 fered ; and being made perfect, he became the author of
akin to precaution of the chief captain in regard to the Apostle Paul's
life (Acts xxiii. lo; comp. Ileb. xi. 7).
The term does not seem applicable to a terror such as death inspires, and such renderings as heard
(and sa.ved) from his (mental) terror, or from that which was his terror
The clause throws emphasis on the Son's
(death), seem inadmissible.
reverent submission by showing how real it was and how acceptable
to God, who met it on His part with the salvation prayed for.
These
mutual relations between God and Christ show the line along which
He rose to His present glory of high priesthood, and indicate His
fitness to "help " amidst trials, as well as to "offer" on men's behalf.
The clause is subordinate, and somewhat anticipates ver. 9.^
or, and having been made perfect.
Ver. 9. Atid being made ...
This states the result reached through the way described, vers. 7, 8.
Points of contrast are
" Unto Him that was able to save Him," ver. 7,
" learned obedience,"
with " Author of eternal salvation," ver. 9
ver. 8, with "all them that obey Him," ver. 9.
The words "having
been made perfect " therefore take up "learned obedience," and not
" having been heard," and the " perfection " refers mainly to that
inward condition of mind to which the Son attained, when it had
taken on the marks of His human experience, and carried in it the
enduring lessons of His life with God in the flesh. This condition it

—

;

:

—

;

was that enabled Him to become the Author of eternal salvation so
depended on disposition as High Priest, which in all this
passage is the main thing in question (comp. ii. 17). On " perfection "
On " eternal salvation " see on i. 14
see on ii. 10, and Note to chap. x.
and on ix. 12; comp. vii. 25, ix. 15. The Epistle does not scruple to
use the word " save " even of the Son, so complete is the parallel
between His history and relation to God and that of men (ii. 9, 14).
far as that

—

—

^ The word "offer " prayers is that used of the high priest, ver. 3, and it has
been contended that the prayers of Christ correspond to the sacrifice of the
high priest for himself, being such an offering as became His sinless infirmity, as
Rut i. Such a view as that
that of the high priest was necessary for his sins.
the Lord offered in any way for Himself seems to contradict vii. 28. 2. What is
here said of Christ belongs not to His function as an high priest, but to His preparation for becoming an high priest (ver. 10). This is the point of view of the
passage (Note to chap. vii.). 3. The mention of the offering of the high priest for
himself (ver. 3) is merely incidental and in order to reflect back light from it upon
His human sympathy, the point actually in question. The mention of Christ's
supplications brings out the same point in his mind, but the inference that His
supplications and the high priest's offering belong to the same category is a hasty
one.
More cautious, and in itself true, but still without support from the connection or the immediate purpose of the passage, is the view that all this travail of
soul of the Son was part of His offering of Himself for oiu- sins, and enters into the
worth of it. The worth of His offering is not here in question, nor anything
connected with His offering in itself the whole passage bears upon the mental
disposition of the Son as a High Priest, and illustrates this from His life on earth,
which led up to His becoming High Priest. The word "offer" is used in Greek

—

;

—

of prayers

when no

sacrificial

idea

is

included.

H
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10 eternal salvation unto all them that obey him; called of God
1
an High Priest after the order of Melchisedec. Of whom we
Ver. lo. Called of God an High Priest^ i.e. named an High Priest, oi
addressed as an High Priest; not, called to be an High Priest, though
When the Son ascended and appeared in the sancthis is impHed.
tuary on high, God saluted Him or addressed Him as an High Priest
after the order of Melchisedec, and, of course, in virtue of such an
address constituted Him such an High Priest. The characteristic
of Melchisedec's priesthood is that he is a priest for ever; see on
chap. vii.
In saying an High Priest after the order of Melchisedec, the Author
had reached the topic of the Melchisedec priesthood. It is to be specially observed, however, that in all the passage, iv. 14-v. 10, this point of
the Melchisedec priesthood of the Son does not come into consideration.
What is shown is that the Son has the characteristics of a true
High Priest in general. The word Melchisedec used in it belongs
to the quotations, with one of which the Author skilfully closes the
passage, introducing Melchisedec as the subject to which he will next
proceed.

—

Chap.

v.

I

fallen,

Complaint of the Apostle over the backward conknowledge of the truth into which the Hebrews have

i-vi. 20.

dition in respect of

which makes

intelligible to

it

difficult for

him

to

put his teaching in a way

them.

Connection.^Having shown them in iv. 14-v. 10 that the Son was
possessed of the characteristics of a true High Priest in general, the
Apostle closed his illustration of this truth by quoting the saying that
He was named of God an High Priest after the order of Melchisedec
(ver. 10). He would then naturally have gone on immediately to develop
the nature of this priesthood, as he does ultimately in chap. vii. But he
is arrested by the difficulties of such a task, not an easy one in itself,
in the face of the backward condition into which the Hebrews have
Expostulation with them over this condition becomes the
fallen.
starting-point for a long practical discourse, in the midst of which
one of the most startling warnings in the Epistle against apostasy is
From this the Author turns to encourage his readers by
uttered.
reference to the certainty of the promises, and in speaking of the promises he is led again to introduce the Melchisedec priesthood, and
thus returns to the point from which his complaint had diverted him.

— This Melchisedec priesthood of

a large subject
such a low
state of Christian intelligence as the Hebrews, who are babes and
need milk, not solid food such as teaching of this kind is, vers. 1 1-14.
2. Solid food, such as the Author designs to communicate, is ioxfullgrowft meti^ and in saying this he intimates with sufficient plainness
what they should be, and what considering the time they must be held
Outline.

and

difficult to set

before readers

Christ

who have

is

fallen into

—
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have many things to say, and hard to be uttered, seeing ye
For when for the time ye ought to be
12 are dull of hearing.
teachers, ye have need that one teach you again which he the
to be,

and therefore he

will

not speak of the elementary doctrines of

the Christian faith, but will go on with his original design, not laying

again a foundation of repentance from dead works, and faith towards
God, doctrine of baptism, and other things which belong to the

beginning of the
3.

He

will

faith, vi. 1-3.

go on to his higher teaching,

for

first,

the attempt to

were needed, would be
It is impossible to renew again unto repentance those
a vain one.
who were once enlightened and have then fallen away, vers. 4-8.
4. But he will go on, second, because he is persuaded that the
Hebrews are not in this condition, but still on the way of salvation.
Their former Christian life, and their present love to the people of
And though he hold up the
God, is guarantee to him of this.
awful picture of apostasy before them, his design in all that he says
is to quicken the diligence of every one of them in regard to the full
/ay again a foundation of repentance, if that

own hope, that they become not sluggish, but in
and constancy imitators of such as inherit the promises,

assurance of his
their faith
vers. 9-12.

In this constancy of hope they have an example in Abraham,
and at last received the promise. And they
have a strong encouragement in the manner of the promises themselves, which are not only promises, but promises confirmed by an
5.

who

patiently endured

oath, vers. 13-20.

Vers. 11-14.

Complaint of the dulness of apprehension which haa

down on the minds of the Hebrews.
Ver. II. Of whom, i.e. not of Melchisedec, but

eettled

of Christ an High
Concerning this
Priest after the order of Melchisedec (ver. 10).
subject the Author has, first, 7nany thmgs to say the subject as he
has it in his mind is large (it occupies chap. vii. i-x. 18 of the
Epistle) ; and second, what he has to say is hard to be uttered, or,
hard to interpret, that is, expound or express in the right way. The
reason of this difficulty seeing ye are dull; rather, are become dull
of hearing.
The condition was one into which they had fallen.
Dulness of hearing is a figure for slowness of understanding. As it
is difficult to strike the right tone and key to make a deaf person
hear, it was difficult to find such forms of thought and expression as

—

—

would make

their way into the ear of their mind.
Ver. 12. For the time, i.e. in consideration of the length of time
Ye have need that
since they had received the truth (xiii. 7, x. 32).
one teach you again which bej rather perhaps, ye have again need

—

—
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13.

first principles of the oracles of God ; and are become such
For every
13 as have need of milk, and not of strong meat.
one that useth milk :s unskilful in the word of righteousness ;

that some one teach you the fii-st principles (lit. the rudiments of the
beginning) of the oracles of God. They had been so long enlightened
that they ought to have been able to be themselves teachers, but
instead of this they had so declined that they again had need of some
one to teach them the initial elements of the oracles of God. The
oracles of God usually refer to the Old Testament Scriptures, and
there might be an insinuation that the Hebrews were losing hold of
more than what was distinctively Christian. Against this, however,
is the again; and vi. i distinctly refers to elementary Christian
teaching.
This sharp language is, however, of the nature of a
reproach, and the fact that the Author notwithstanding proceeds
to lay before his readers his teaching in regard to the Melchisedec
High Priest suggests the deductions to be made from its literal
meaning. At the same time such language can hardly have been
addressed to the church at Jerusalem. If the rendering, that one
teach ymc which be, is adopted, the meaning is not very different
which be would signify how it is with elementary truths (comp. John
Acts xvii. 9), viz. that they are so, and what their relative
X. 6
importance is, and how the Hebrews had been habituating their
minds only to truths of this character. This sense, however, fails to
bring out the antithesis between the two halves of the verse.^ There
"first
is no emphasis on "some one" of a cynical kind, as if
rudiments, what all know and any one can teach" (Alf ). This would
be a slight of his readers of which the Author, who is serious and
severe, but nowhere sarcastic, is not likely to have been guilty.
strong meat; rather, solid food, i.e. fully
And are become
such as have need of milk and are unable to receive solid food.
What food they take they require to be given them in the shape of
milk (i Cor. iii. 2), they cannot "manage" solid food. An emphasis
falls on the words solidfood
such as I wish to offer.
Ver. 13 takes up the last clause of ver. 12, especially the words
That useth milk, i.e. habitually, who feeds on milk this
solid food.
recurs to the words. Ye have need of milk (ver. 12).
Unskilful in
the word; or, unskilled in, without experience of
For lie is a babe;
he who feeds on milk is without experience in the word of righteousness, for his use of milk proves him to be a babe, and of course it is
The words without
characteristic of babes to be without experience.
expe7ience are explained by the opposite idea in ver. 14, who by
The emphasis of the
reason of use have their senses exercised.
expression falls on " without experience," not on " word of righteousness."
The latter is an expression not for higher teaching, such as
the doctrine of the Melchisedec priesthood, but for religious truth,
In all this general region
or particularly, Christian truth in general.

—

;

——

.

,

.

:

—

—

'

iii.

The
16),

difference

—

between some one and 7vhuh f

Such accents do not appear

in the

Mss.

is

;

merely an accent (comp. on
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But strong meat belongeth to them that
14 for he is a babe.
are of full age, n'en those who by reason of use have their
senses exercised to discern both good and evil.
VI. I Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of
Christ, let us go on unto perfection; not laying again the
the Hebrews, being babes, and having habituated themselves only
or keeping to the figure, their
to elementary doctrines, are unfamiliar
organs are unexercised and cannot receive or discriminate.
Why
this general region of truth, however, should be called the word of
It has righteousness in men for its
righteousness is less easy to see.
aim ; or it sets before men an object for faith, and so for righteousness (xi. 4, 7).
Ver. 14. Ver. 13 expanded the last clause of ver. 12, exposing the
condition into which the Hebrews had fallen, which made them unfit to
receive the solid food which the Apostle desired to offer ver. 14, by
contrast, shows the kind of persons for whom his solid food is suitable solid food (such as I offer) is for full-grown men.
Strong ineat
/u// age; or, solid food is for the full grown for such as are not
babes, familiar only with milk, but whose organs of sense are
exercised, through their use of them, and who are able to discern
good and evil, that is, what is wholesome and what is injurious. The
expressions in this verse are opposed to those in ver. 13, "solid
food" to "milk," "full grown" to "babes," and "senses exercised"
to " without experience," etc.
;

;

—

.

.

—

.

—

Chap.

vi.

The Apostle's resolution not to speak of rudimentary
what is higher.
The connection is difficult to seize. It may be as

1-3.

truths, but to proceed to

Connection.

—

The Author had announced

follows.

the

great

subject

of

the

Melchisedec priesthood of Christ (v. 10). Then he reproaches the
Hebrews with being babes, needing milk, and not having their
organs of sense exercised so as to be able to receive such " solid
But this is not a mere dull prosaic statement of their confood."
dition
it is a reproach, and contains in it an appeal and a stimulus
(ver. 11).
And ver. 14, which contains a contrasted picture of the
condition of those to whom such solid food as his belongs, and for
whom it is suitable, is 'not a mere elaborate foil to set off their
dulness it contains in it from its very terms an exhortation. " Solid
food is for full-grown men" solid food, such as I desire to offer,
is for the full grown, such as ye ought to be, such as considering the
time (v. 12) ye must be held to be
therefore let me omit discourse
concerning the first principles of Christ, and go on to that which is
;

;

—

;

"

lull

growth"

(vi. i).

Ver. I. Leaving the principles of the doctrine; lit. leaving speech
of the beginning of Christ (v. 12), that is, omitting to speak, dismissing speech, concerning the first principles of Christ. Let us go
on
.
. perfection, lit.
let us press on rmto fiUl growth.
The wor*^
.

——
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2.

foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith
toward God, of the doctrine of baptisms, and of laying on of

2

"

[vi.

full

growth

—

" {i.e. intellectual)

takes up " perfect " or

full

grown

of

—

(i) the expresquestioned whether we have here
or (2) an
sion of a resolution on the Author's part, as a teacher
exhortation to his readers, among whom he condescends to include
the expression of a
himself; or (3) a combination of the two,
resolution to go on to teach higher truths, and in the same words an
exhortation to his readers to press on to intellectual maturity. The
last can hardly be, because it necessitates taking the participles
"leaving" and "not laying," and the expression "press on," in two
In favour of (i) are the following things
different senses at once.

ver.

14.

It is

;

—

:

clause of vi. i seems naturally to mean, leaving discourse concerning, omitting to speak of, the rudiments of Christ.
" suggests a specific
2. The again in " not laying again a foundation
act on the part of a teacher (comp. again in v. 12), and the phrase
" to lay a foundation " is also more suitable to a teacher, especially a
foundation of the doctrine of baptisms (ver. 2). 3. The part of a
teacher is suggested also by the words "this will we do" (ver. 3),
and particularly by the phrase " it is impossible to renew them
again" the active form "to renew" referring to the efforts of men,
for the hindrance to renewal does not lie in the mind of the fallen,
4. The idea of an
but in the dispensations of God (vers. 7, 8).
exhortation in vers. 1-3 cannot be connected with vers. 4-8. How
Do not be always laying a foundation ot
could the Author say
for it is impossible to renew again to
repentance (ver. i)
repentance them that have fallen (vers. 4, 6) ? What he does seem
Let me not seek to lay again a foundation of repentance,
to say is
it is impossible to renew again to repentance
for this were vain
them who were once enlightened and have fallen away. Of course
a Christian teacher desires to be understood, and in expressing his
resolution the Writer hopes his readers will share in what he does but
the words seem said by the Author of his own procedure alone, and
contain no expressed exhortation, though an implied one. The us,
ver. I, is that of authorship, vers. 9, 11.
He will not again go over first principles with them, although with some
dexterity he takes occasion to enumerate such principles. They faU into
three groups, each containing a pair of related subjects. They are
Repentance from dead works, and, faith towards God.
The doctrine of baptisms, and, laying on of hands.
Resurrection of the dead, and, eternal judgment.*
Thefoundation J rather, a foimdation. The subjects are enumerated
in the natural order in which they would be brought before men's
minds, whether in preaching or catechetical teaching. The first two

The

1.

first

—

:

.

.

;

.

—

;

:

—

—

"
a foundation of
As to construction each word may depend on foundation
Or the expressions
docmne
laying on, etc.
faith
repentance
"
doctrine of baptisms
after "baptisms " may depend immediately on " doctrine
and (doctrine of) laying on, etc. The latter construction would be more precise.
'

'

'

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
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hands, and of resurrection of the dead, and of eternal judggroups, repentance and baptism, are brought together in St. Peter's
sermon at Pentecost, Acts ii. 38 the first and third in his subsequent
address. Acts iii. 19-21, and are referred to by St. Paul before
Agrippa as the great subjects of his preaching, Acts xxvi. 20.
The first group, repentance and faith, embraces the doctrines first
brought before a sinner's mind (Mark i. 15; Acts xvii. 30, xxvi. 20).
Teaching on these would include an account of their meaning, their
Repentance and faith are but different
necessity, and men's duty.
sides of one complex act of the mind (Acts xx. 21).
As here distinguished, repentance has reference to the past, and faith to the future.
The mind takes up a new attitude towards its own acts behind and
God's promises before. Usually it will be the thought of God and
His promises that produces the mind's revulsion from the past, for
mere moral shame of sin is not called repentance Repent, for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand. Faith is toward God, that is, God
as speaking to men (iii. 7), or promising (vi. 12), or as now in Christ
fulfilhng His promises made of old (iv. i, ix. 15 ; comp. vi. 18, xi. 13,
;

—

—

—

See on faith on xi. i.
Repentance is from dead works. Dead works are not works as
such, nor all works done before or apart from Christ, for the Pauline
antithesis of faith and works does not belong to the Epistle.
Elsewhere dead works are said to defile the conscience, that is, leave a
stain on the consciousness of him who does them (ix. 14), and the
blood of Christ purifies " the conscience " from them, as the legal
sacrifices cleansed the *' flesh " of the offerer.
That dead works,
therefore, should be these very ceremonial observances done in obedience to the Law, as is often said, is too bizarre an idea. Dead
works are sinful works.
They cannot, therefore, be called dead
merely as being unfruitful, or having no life in them towards God, or
being animated by no life from God, which is hardly enough they
seem so called because being sinful they belong to the sphere of that
which is separate from the living God, the sphere of death (ii. 14, etc.),
and the man on whose conscience they lie feels that he belongs to
this sphere, and hence when they are purified he can serve the living

etc.).

;

—

On the place of repentance in early apostolic preach14).
Acts v. 31, xi. 18 comp. Acts iii. 13-19.
The second group, baptism and the laying on of hands. The historical sequence is followed in the enumeration.
When a sinner
repented and believed, the next step was that he was baptized for the
remission of sins, and connected with this was prayer and the laying on
of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost (Acts ii. 38, 4i,viii. 12, 15-17
comp. Acts ix. 17 with xxii. 16). Through the remission of sins the convert became a member of the house of God in the new covenant (ix. 1 5
Jer. xxxi. 34 in viii. 12), heir of the promises (vi. 17), partaker of a
heavenly calling (iii. i) to the world to come, of which through the
comp. ii. 4,
gift of the Holy Ghost he then tasted the powers (vi. 5
Early baptism was into the name of Christ, implying a conSf. 29).
God

(ix.

ing, see

;

;

;

;
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[vi. 3,

4

For // h
4 ment. And this will we do, if God permit.
impossible for those who were once enlightened, and have

fession of His Messiahship (Acts viii. 16, x. 48, xix. 5); so in the
Epistle, Christ occupies the place of High Priest and Apostle in
our confession (iii. i, iv. 14). The act of immersion naturally suggested that the old life was done away and that a new man had arisen,

and thus the preceding repentance and

were confirmed.

faith

—The

plural baptisms probably refers to the various Jewish washings (ix. 10),
the baptism of John (Acts xix. 3), and Christian baptism, in their
That
distinction from one another and in the meanings of the last.

teaching regarding baptisms and the Holy Ghost was not always
unnecessary in the case of Hebrew converts may be seen from Acts
xviii. 25, etc.,

and

xix. 2, etc.

the convert became a member of the house of
God, through the laying on of hands he received endowments fitting
him for service in the house, and an earnest of his relation to the
world to come (vi. 5). The Holy Ghost seems spoken of in the

As through baptism

—

Epistle as the source of extraordinary gifts (ii. 4)
He is not regarded
as the principle of the Christian life in itself, as in the Pauhne Epistles.
The laying on of hands was itself a symboh It did not mean
that any gift passed from the person laying on his hands to the person
on whom they were laid it was merely an impressive action accom*
panying prayer for the person, expressing either the petitioner's deep
interest in him by a natural gesture, or marking him as the object on
whom the gift prayed for was to fall (Acts viii. 15 with 17, vi. 6;
;

—

.

:

comp. xiii. 3 with xiv. 23).
Third group, resurrection and judgment, constituting the believer's
outlook under which he was to live (ix. 27, x. 37, and on the other
These two were essential elements of early
side X. 27, xii. 28).
apostolic preaching, particularly in connection with the resurrection
of Christ (Acts i. 22, iv. 2, x. 42, xxiii. 6).
permit, refers to the positive purVer. 3.
this will we do
.
pose of vers. I, 2 go on unto perfection, though including the negative
not laying a foundation, etc. The Author will go on to his purpose
if God permits, God granting him ability to communicate and them
capacity to receive (v. 11) a devout expression of his sense of
dependence in relation to his readers on God ; comp. i Cor. xvi. 7.
Vers. 4-8. The Apostle will go on to his higher teaching without laying
again a foundation of repentance and the like, foi% if such a foundation
were again required, the attempt to lay it on his part would be vain.
.
Ver. 4. For it is impossible
for is based on the words in
ver. 3, " this will we do," not on " if God permit," on which no emphasis falls. The following words read literally For those once
and having become
having been enlightened, and having tasted
and having tasted
and having fallen away, it is
partakers
.
impossible to renew again unto repentance. The proposition is It

And

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

;

—

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

impossible to renew again unto repentance those who, having once
fell away.
The passage corresponds in 3
been enlightened
is

-

.

.
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tasted of the heavenly

Holy Ghost, and have

5

—

—

J

6 powers of the world to
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and were made partakers of the
good word of God, and the
come, if they shall fall away, to renew

gift,

tasted the

way to vers. 1-3. It describes those in whose case a foundation had been laid in teaching, which had been responded to by
believing, followed by experiencing, who then had fallen away ; and
it is affirmed that it is impossible to renew them again unto repentance. The case is put generally, though in a historical form.
general

Once enlightened
Enlightened describes the general effect of
Christian truth upon the mind ; comp. x. 32 of the illumination given
when the gospel is first received, called in x. 26 receiving the knowOnce implies not only a distinct historical fact, but
ledge of the truth.
perhaps attributes to the enlightenment a certain absoluteness from
the nature of the act, carrying a shade of implication that it is incapable of repetition (opposed to again, ver. 6) comp. once purified,
.

.

.

;

once manifested
ix. 28, once offered (xii. 26, 27).
Such an illumination throws light on all that a man is in himself and
in his actions, and on his relations to all things and especially
towards God. Hence the mind's action under it will be repentance
and faith, the first group of first principles (ver. i), to which
enlightenment here probably corresponds.
And have tasted
If the participles be not
gift; or, and tasted.
used, the indefinite past should be employed.
The heavenly gift is
no doubt here the forgiveness of sin, which is the great gift of the
new covenant (viii. 12, x. 17 with Jer. xxxi. 34). To taste is to enjoy
and experience (comp. xiii. 10). Partakers of the Holy Ghost. See on
The heavenly gift and this go together. The two united seem
ver. 2.
to correspond to the second group of first principles, baptism and
the laying on of hands.
Ver. 5. And have tasted
God; or, and tasted. The good word
of God probably refers to His promises, which are consoling and
inspire confidence (x. 35; Zech. i. 13).
Powers of world to come.
Though the realizing of the promises be yet future, it is not absolutely
so
the world to come projects itself in many forms into the present
life, or shows its heavenly beauty and order rising up amidst the chaos
of the present.
This it does in the powers of the world to come,
which are like laws of a new world coming in to cross and by and
by to supersede those of this world. These " powers," being mainly
X.

2

;

26,

ix.

;

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

still

into

future, are

a distinct

combined with the good word
class,

of promise, and elevated
corresponding to the third group above, viz.

resurrection and judgment (ver. 2).
Ver. 6. If iJicy shallfall aiuay
or, and fell away.
The whole
might read: for in regard to those who were once enlightened, and
tasted
and tasted
and (then)
and were made partakers
fell away, it is impossible to renew them again, etc.
The translation,
if they fall away, is that of all the early English Versions (Tynd. Gen.
etc., Rheims has: and are fallen), and there is no reason to suppose
It rightly enough indicates the point
it due to any doctrinal bias.
.

.

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.
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[vi. 7, 8.

them again unto repentance seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put ///;;/ to an open shame.
For the earth which drinketh in the rain that cometh oft
upon it, and bringeth forth herbs meet for them by whom it
;

7

8

is dressed, receiveth blessing from
God but that which
beareth thorns and briers is rejected, and is nigh unto curs:

Though the Apostle's language is
where the hypothesis begins.
general and spoken in a historical way, it has no relevancy unless
"
meant to be a picture of the Hebrews." Up to this point he has
in them a real Christian history before him
beyond this point, so
far at least as they are concerned, he has only a supposed case, for
to prevent his supposition from becoming a reality is the earnest aim
Falling away
of the whole Epistle, and especially of this passage.
does not mean falling into sin, even grievous sin, but renouncing the
faith of Christ wholly.
It is called "sinning wilfully," that is, apostatizing against experience and better knowledge, in x. 26, where the history and experience described above in vers. 4, 5 is called "receiving
the knowledge of the truth."
Impossible must not be toned
repe^ilance.
// is impossible
down to "very difficult," nor must the edge of the expression be
turned by suggesting "impossible for man;" for though it be true that
in saying " impossible to renew " the Apostle has in his mind the
work of himself or any Christian teacher, yet such means is God's
appointed means, and so far is he from contemplating any agency 01
interference higher than man's, that he rather implies that to the
higher agency the impossibility is due (vers. 7, 8).
Seeing they crucify
afresh gives the ground of the impossibility
crucifying as they
in general, which lies in the magnitude of the sin
The last words bring out the
do, being crucifiers of the Son of God.
comp. x. 29, where the mental conditions
heinousness of the sin
implied in apostatizing from the Christian faith, especially in the case
of Hebrews, are strongly brought out.
It is probable that the rendering, crucify afresh or again, is the right one, though the addition "to
themselves" is rather in favour of simply crucify. To crucify again
is not to do it for a second time in their history, but to do on their
part what was once done before in Christ's history by others, the
unbelieving Jews, with whom in their heinous deed and unbelief they
The shade of force in to themselves is difficult
associate themselves.
it may express the consciousness that accompanies the act,
to catch
or possibly the effect of the act on themselves they crucify the Son
of God, thus cutting off all fellowship between themselves and Him,
and destroying the possibility of benefit from Him. And put
open shame., lit. and make a public spectacle or example of Him, as a
malefactor and false Christ, deserving His ignominious death. To
themselves they crucify Him, in the face of the world they make a
public spectacle of Him (comp. x. 29).
Vers. 7, 8. Such persons once enlightened and then apostatizing
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

—

—

;

:

.

.

.
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whose end is to be burned. But, beloved, we are persuaded better things of you, and things that accompany

9 ing

;

under the action of a moral law having its analogy in the law of
The field which enjoys and uses the blessing of the frequent
nature.
rain (in " drinketh in " and " oft," vers. 4, 5 are reproduced), and is
fruitful, answers its end in reference to those for whose sake it is
dressed, and receives the approbation of God and His blessing in
that He confers increased fertility upon it ; but when, though enjoying this prolonged blessing of the rain, it beareth thorns and briars
(ver. 6), then it fails of its end and meets the disapprobation of the
Creator, and His curse falls upon it, so that its end is to be burnt up
with what it has produced. This is the analogy between the thornbearing field and those who fall away, and their respective destinies.
God interferes directly even in regard to the field and the processes of
And in like manner He interferes with His judgment in the
nature.
case of those who fall away. And it is here that the impossibility of
renewing them again lies. The Author's conception of the case seems
this
It is that of men once truly enlightened (vi. 4-8, x. 26, x. 32, 38,
for the Hebrews spoken to are the People of God,
iii. 7),
who against
this knowledge renounce the faith of Christ (ii. 3, iii. 8, 12, x. 38, 39,
xii. 25, and especially vi. 4-8, x. 26-31, xii. 14-17).
This sin is of such
aggravation that the judgment of God inevitably falls upon it (ii. I
with ii. 3, iii. 12 with iv. 11, vi. 6 with vi. 8, x. 26-29), ^s it did on
Israel in the wilderness.
This judgment is conceived as fallmg
directly, and not through a judicial hardening of the mind making
repentance impossible. The "hardening" (iii. 8, etc.) leads up to this
sin of unbelief, it does not seem regarded as the continuing obstacle
fall

—

:

—

—

—

to repentance.

Vers. 9-12. The Apostle is assured that the Hebrews are still faithful.
Startled almost by his own picture, the Apostle adopts a tone of mildness, even of affection, and expresses his conviction that the condition
of the Hebrews is very different (ver. 9). This confidence is based
on their past Christian activity and love through His children to the
name of God, which God will not forget (ver. 10). And his earnest
wish is and this is the explanation of words that may seem severe
that every one of them might show the same diligence as they had
shown in their benevolent ministry to the saints in the direction of
the fulness of his own hope, and that even unto the end (ver. 11)
becoming thus imitators of them who inherit the promises (ver. 12).
better things.
The Author nowhere else
Ver. 9. But beloved
uses the word " beloved." Alarm at the awful suggestion of his own
On
picture (vers. 4-8) causes a rush of affection into his heart.
"better" see on i. 4. The "better things" may be either a better
Christian condition (than the field of thorns), or a better destiny
comp. x. 27). The first is more
(than the fire of judgment, ver. 8
natural, and suits better the connection, and is more in harmony with
Actompany
the strong reflux of the tide of affection towards them.
speak, lit. connected with salvation, and leading to its^li^ation

—

—

—

.

.

.

;

,

.

.
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lO, II.

xo salvation, though we thus speak.
For God is not unrighteous
to forget your work and labour of love, which ye have showed
toward his name, in that ye have ministered to the saints, and
1 1
do minister. And we desire that every one of you do show
the same diligence to the full assurance of hope unto the end
:

explain " better things." And his grave language is not
to a belief that they have fallen away, but to an
earnest solicitude in their behalf (ver. ii).
Ver. ID. Their past history and public life (which is, indeed, also
their present history) is guarantee to him, when he remembers God's
righteousness, of their present state.
Unrighteous
work and
labour of love; rather, work and the love which
The words
labour ^have probably slipped in from i Thess. i. 3. Their " work"
is the general Christian activity of their life (i Cor. iii. 13; i Thess.
And their love shown in ministering to the saints is called
v. 13).
love to the name of God, because love to those who are His children
and are called by His name, and because it is shown under the feeling
of this relation of God to those whom they ministered to.
The saints
might be the poor believers in Palestine (2 Cor. viii. 4, ix. i), but
X. 34 shows that the ministry was a much wider one than mere almsgiving, and probably believers in general are meant by the term.
This
ministry was not a thing of the past, it still was a symptom of things
accompanying salvation among the Hebrews.
Unrighteous to forget. Comp. xi. 6, 26, where the first principles
of faith are said to be the behef that God is, and that He is a
rewarder of them that seek Him, and where Moses is said to have had
respect unto the recompense of reward (see xii. 2 of Jesus Himself).
Men are here conceived as acting from the broad and reasonable
motives from which men will act and the relations between God
and men are conceived as similar to the just relations of men among
one another. The preliminary thought that it is in condescension
and grace that God has entered into such relations with men, binding
Himself and raising expectations in their minds, is not here before
the Author.
The way in which God will remember their love is by
upholding their hope and faith by grace to help in time of need

The words
to

be attributed

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

—

(iv.

16).

We desire
same diligence
Fully acknowledging
what was praiseworthy in them, the Author desires that every one of
them (iii. 13, iv. i,xii. 15, 16) would show the same dihgence in regard
to his own Christian hope as they had shown and were showing in
regard to sympathy and love to their brethren. Their public life and
public spirit were exemplary, if the same steadiness and resolution
only marked their inner life! Here wavering or even unconcern
seemed to have begun to threaten them.
To the full assurance
The word is again
end; or, in respect to the fulness of hope
end.
used of faith (x. 22), Fulness or full assurance of faith and hope is
r}9t anything distinct frorn faith and hope, lymg outside of them and
Ver. II.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
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12 that ye be not slothful, but followers of them who through
For when God
13 faith and patience inherit the promises.
made promise to Abraham, because he could swear by no

which they may lead it is a condition of faith and hope themselves,
The Author desires that they should give
the perfect condition.
diligence to have their hope full, and to sustain it in this fulness unto
the end (see on iii. 6).
Ver. 12. Be not slothful; or, become not sluggish (dull, v. 11).
But
patience; or, imitators (xiii. 7; i Cor. iv. 16)
followers
patient
waiting (comp. patiently endured or waited, ver. 15).
The word
" patience " is often rendered long-suffering, lit. length of mind, whether
as opposed to shortness of temper or anger, or to despondency.
It
is here patient waiting for that which is long deferred, and is allied to
hope. There is another patience (x. 36, xii. i, and the verb, x. 32,
xii. 2, 3, 7) which means patient bearing up under afflictions, and is
akin to faith. The subject of the present passage to the end of the
chapter is hope.
To inherit the promises is to enter into possession
of the things promised, not merely to receive the verbal assurances.
By them who inherit the promises is not meant those now inheriting
them in heaven, but the class of persons, whether alive or belonging
to the past, whose characteristic it is that (owing to their conduct)
they are inheritors of the promises. The virtues characteristic of
such persons and securing the promises are faith and patient waiting,
and in these virtues the Hebrews are exhorted to imitate them, that
they may take rank among them.
Vers. 1 3-20. Hope may well be sustained by these promises, for they
are not only promises of God, but promises of God confirmed by the oath
of God.
The passage, though it seems formally to attach itself to the last
words of ver. 12, is meant to sustain the exhortation in the end of
ver. 1 1, by showing how sure the ground of hope is.
Various assumptions in the Author's mind underlie the passage.
The promises are
specifically the promises of God and in reference to salvation.
It is
characteristic of these promises that they were first made to Abraham.
When given to Abraham they were accompanied with an oath (Gen.
xxii. 16).
This oath of God is a characteristic of them, as appears
not only from Gen. xxii. 16, but from Ps. ex. 4 (comp. vi. 20, vii. 20, 21).
And it is on this characteristic that stress is laid in these verses, as
common to all that is to be called " the promises." The promises are
a specific class of assurances from God.
single point is laid hold
of among them in ver. 14, which shows their characteristic, and which
is seen to have been fulfilled through the patient waiting of Abraham.
But this characteristic belongs to them all, and is the assurance to
us, that through patience we shall also receive fulfilment (vers.
to

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

A

16-20).

Ver. 13. For when God
Abrahatiu The promise and the oath
were given at the same time God when He promised
sware,
Gen. xxii. 16. The preceding promises (Gen. xii. 3, xv. 5) are
.

.

.

:

.

.

.

—

—
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—
5,

1 6.

14 greater, he sware by himself, saying. Surely blessing I will
And so,
15 bless thee, and multiplying I will multiply thee.
after he had patiently endured, he obtained the promise.
16 For men verily swear by the greater; and an oath for conbeing summed up in the more explicit one. By no
none greater.
Ver. 15. And so ... he obtained; and in these circumstances it
was having promises made to him, assured by oath that having
exercised, or in the exercise of, patience he received fulfilment.
This
illustration of the fulfilment and the way it is reached is thrown in
almost parenthetically, and is not the main point in the passage,
which lies in the words, God when he tnade promise sware, ver, 13.
This fulfilment received by Abraham does not consist in this, that as a
just man he is now made perfect (xii. 23), but in this, that the words
"multiplying I will multiply thee" (ver. 14), were through his
patient waiting realized, as we see (xi. 12), and as he lived to see in
some measure (Gen. xxv. 7, 26). It seems fairest to limit the
promise to Abraham, which he obtained by patient waiting, to these
words of ver. 14, and to take the words in their simple sense, according to xi. 12, without importing any deeper Messianic meaning into
The promises of course all belong to the same class, and
them.
not referred

to,

S^reaterj or,

—

—

they have the same characteristics.
Vers. 16-20. Proceeding now on the assumption that "the promises"
all have the same characteristic of the oath, which marked them
when first made to Abraham, the Author makes application to his
readers.^

Men make use of the oath by God, and such an oath ends all
gainsaying and confirms the assertion (ver. 16). And this being the
state of the case among men, God condescended to interpose between
Himself and men by the same oath by Himself, in order to show to
them the unchangeableness of His purpose (ver. 17) that by two
immutable things, God's promise and God's oath confirming His
promise, we might have strong encouragement in regard to the hope
set before us (ver. 18), etc.
the greater; i.e. the greater one.
Ver. 16. For men
For takes
up "sware by Himself" (ver. 13). Attd afi oath
strife; or, and
of all gainsaying (contradiction, vii. 7, xii. 3) an oath is to them an end
for confirmation, i.e. the oath ends gainsaying (or dispute) and confirms.
When one gainsays the affirmation of another, the oath ends the
" This passage teaches us
contradiction and serves for confirmation.
For certainly
that an oath may be lawfully used by Christians.
:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

' Many suppose that in these verses the Author
has in his mind Gen. xxii. 18,
" and in thy seed shall all the families of the earth be blessed," which he takes in
But this view imports
a Messianic sense and regards as the promise made to us.
farticulars into the text for which there is no warrant, and is quite unnecesThe general characteristic of "the promises," the oath, illustrated when
sary.
the promises were first given, and marking them all, is all that he has in mind.
If any particular passage is before him, it is Ps. ex. 4 comp. vi. iq. 20.
;

— —
VI.

17, l8.]
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Wherein God,
17 fimiation t's to them an end of all strife.
willing more abundantly to show unto the heirs of promise
the immutability of his counsel, confirmed ii by an oath
18 that by two immutable things, in which // 7vas impossible
for God to lie, we might have a strong consolation, who have
fled for refuge to lay hold upon the hope set before us
:

the Apostle speaks here of the custom of swearing as of
practice and approved by God.
Moreover, he does not speak
having been formerly in use, but as of a thing still practised"
Ver. 17. Wherein God ivilling; or, wherefore God wishing.
fore, lit. in which state of the case, this being the practice

a holy
of

it

as

(Calv.).

Where-

among

men, and an oath having this acknowledged force among them. The
word refers to both clauses of ver. 16. Conjirtned it by an oathj
rather, interposed or mediated with an oath.
When men appeal to
God, the greater One, they bring Him in as surety between themIn
selves and those to whom they make promise or affirmation.
condescension to their practice, and in order to show the immutability
but
of His purpose contained in His promise, God took this way
;

being unable to appeal to a greater than Himself, He brought in
Himself as surety. He mediated or came in between men and Himself, through the oath by Himself.
Ver. 18. The two immutable things are God's promise and God's
oath.
God is the promiser and God is the surety, brought in by the
promiser. In which, i.e. in which severally, in either of which.
Strong consolation; rather, encouragement (exhortation, xii. 5, xiii. 22).
The rest of the verse may be construed in two ways, either
encouragement, w^ 7f//(9 have Jledfor refuge to lay hold; or, encouragement we who have fled for refuge to holdfast the hope, etc. Either
sense is in harmony with the scope of the passage, which is to
enforce perseverance on those who have already believed. In the
one case that to which we have encouragement is left to the readers
in either case it is the same.
to supply in the second, it is expressed
The second construction is rather abrupt, and the first gives the more
probable sense, although in favour of the second it may be urged
that it preserves the sense holdfast for the word already so rendered,
iv. 14.
The words " fled for refuge " suggest a danger on the one side
and an asylum on the other. The danger may be the corruption that
is in the world, the conscience of sin (vi. i, 4-5, ix. 9, 14, x. 2), and
the impending moral entrance of God into the world to assume once

—

—

:

—

;

;

—

for all the sceptre as King (x.
Ps. xcix.) ; and the asylum or
the hope set or lying before
fulfilment (ver. 13
comp. x.
speaking of hope as a state

27, 30, etc.,

xii.

27, etc.

;

Isa. xl. 11

;

protection to which they have fled is
them, that is, the promises and their
Though the passage began by
23).
of the mind (ver. 11), here the hope
If the construction
seems rather the external object of hope.
" encouragement to hold fast the hope " be adopted, the hope may be
iubjective, but against this is the phrase " set before us."
;
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we have as an anchor of the soul, both sure and
and which entereth into that within the veil

19 which Jwpe
stedfast,

\

20 whither the forerunner

High

is

for us entered, evefi Jesus,

made an

Priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec.

Ver. 19. This verse may be read as in the English Version, or
thus which we have as an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and
etedfast, etc.
On this construction the comparison with the anchor
would be brief and confined to the first clause, the subject hope
being then resumed and described by the epithets " sure," etc. The
figure of an anchor entering within the veil is rather incongruous,
and when it is said that " the iron anchor of the seaman is cast
downwards into the deep of the sea but the hope-anchor of the
Christian is thrown upwards into the deep of heaven, and passing
through the super-celestial waters, finds its ground and fast-holding
///:^r^"(Delitzsch), the figure becomes grotesque.
But the grotesqueness arises from pressing the figure and the adjectives sure (not
failing), stedfast (fast), seem suggested by the idea of the anchor.
The anchor answers either to the subjective or the external hope.
In the one case the anchor is something thrown out and thrown into
the part within the veil, holding us safely who are yet outside,
afflicted and tossed with tempest. On the other hand, if " hope " be the
object of hope, the idea that the anchor is thrown out by us is wanting, and the only thought is that we are moored to an immoveable
object.
The three epithets " sure," " stedfast," and " entering," all go
:

;

;

—

together, and the two first depend on the third
the anchor or hope
is sure and stedfast mainly because entering within the veil, though
ver. 18.
The last expression is explained by ver. 20.
Ver. 20. Whither the forerunner
made an High Priest; or, r.
forerunner
having become an High Priest {i.e. on entering); or in
a slightly different way, whither as forerunner for us Jesus entered,
becoming an High Priest {i.e. when He entered). Our hope is sure
and stedfast because it enters within the veil, and it enters within the
veil because it rests on the Melchisedec priesthood of Jesus, who
exercises His priesthood there.
This is true whether the hope be
internal or external.
The object of hope is the inheritance set forth
in the promises.
The Christian hope fastens on this. Either hope
rests on the promise guaranteed by the oath.
But hope rests also on
the fact which is the means to the fulfilment of the promise, the
Melchisedec ministry of the Son. Jesus is entered into that which
is within the veil, having obtained eternal redemption (ix. 12), and
for this cause He is the mediator of a new covenant that they which
have been called may receive the promise of the eternal inheritance
(ix. 15).
Our hope enters there with Him, and holds us secure; He
is forerunner whom we shall follow where the inheritance lies.
The
literary skill of the Author is very remarkable in bringing round his
practical exhortation to the point from which it started (v. 10), now
to be taken up formally in chap. vii.
equally conspicuous is his
practical insight in connectinjg the slackness of the Hebrews in

comp.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

VII.
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regard to Hope, the great Christian virtue, with their imperfect conceptions of the Melchisedec priesthood of Christ, the cardinal
Christian doctrine.

Chap.

vii.

1-28.

Jesus a Priest, a High Priest after the order of

Melchisedec.

The Author having

at the end of his practical digression, chap.
again reached the point from which his digression
started, now enters upon that point in detail, Christ's Melchisedec
There is no difference in principle between priesthood
priesthood.
and high priesthood. Melchisedec is spoken of as a priest in the
Old Testament, and this language is followed when the person of
the priest out of which his priesthood arises is treated of, vii. 1-25,
but when his offering is referred to he is called a high priest,
vii. 26-28.
The Son is not merely a Priest after the order of Melchisedec, He is a High Priest after that order, v. 10, vi. 20 and
His ministry as Melchisedec High Priest corresponds to the ministry
of the Levitical high priest. The functions of priest and high priest
are the same in principle, but are related as the divisions in the
Tabernacle, the holy place and holy of holies, are related to one
another, or as the outer and inner of two circles, the common centre
of which is the place of God's throne.
The dispensation or economy being a covenant, the high priest is
the central figure in it (see Note on the Covenants). The dispensation is virtually a priesthood (vii. 11).
Hence the importance of the
"order" of the priest. Order or kind has reference not to the
ministry or acts of service of the priest or high priest, for this is
the same essentially in all priesthoods of whatever order, but to the
person ox personnel of the priesthood (Note on the Priesthood). The
Melchisedec high priest performs the same part in the new covenant
that the Levitical does in the first, he ministers in a sanctuary, he
presents an offering, and he appears before God and realizes in
himself, as representing the People, a covenant relation.
Hence,
when the first covenant and the new are brought into contrast,
the cleanest antithesis that can be put is that of priest to priest —
the new covenant is to the first as the Melchisedec high priest
is to the Levitical.
The Melchisedec priest is described somewhat
generally in vii. 1-9, and it might be supposed that a number of
features enter into his order.
There can be little doubt, however,
that the one point mainly in the Apostle's mind is presented in the
often recurring sentence,
p7iest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec.
The one clause in this statement is equivalent to the
other to be a priest for ever is to be a priest after the order of
Melchisedec. This is really the point of importance, because this
" for ever" of the priesthood is the seal and guarantee of the finality
of his priestly acts as sanctifying for ever the People (x. 10), and of
the eternity of the covenant (vii. 22), and this last is the fundamental
idea of the Epistle.
"Royalty" belongs to him who is priest, but
is not the note or characteristic of his priesthood.
This "for ever"
V.

I

i-vi.

20,

;

—

A

:

I

—

———

"
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[VII.

I,

2.

VII. I For this Melchisedec, king of Salem, priest of the most
high God, who met Abraham returning from the slaughter of
2 the kings, and blessed him ; to whom also Abraham gave
a tenth part of all ; first being by interpretation King of
belongs to the Melchisedec high priest in virtue of his indissoluble
(vii. 16, vii. 3, 8), and this again he has as the Son of God
So that the order of his priesthood resolves itself into the
(vii. 3).
In like manner, on the other
nature of his person (comp. vii. 6).
hand, the Apostle seeks to convey what he means by the order of
Aaron by using the word "of flesh" (vii. 16), i.e. mortal, and by
saying that the Aaronic or Levitical priests are " men that die
life

(vii. 8).

Vers. i-io. Melchisedec himself, containing two points
1. Melchisedec abideth a priest continually, vers. 1-3 ; 2. His greatness and
superiority to the Levitical priests, vers. 4-10.
Vers. 1-3. The statement here is. This Melchisedec
,
abideth
a priest continually. This is the point in Melchisedec's priesthood.
This point arises out of what Melchisedec is in himself, in other
words, his priesthood arises directly out of his person, and no distinction is drawn between him as a person and as a priest.
The
connection hy for is with the last words of chap. vi. a high priest for
ever after the order of Melchisedec. The words, king of Salem . . .
a tenth part of all, recite the historical facts regarding Melchisedec,
or run over the features of the picture drawn in Gen. xiv. ; and the
words, first being by interpretation
Son of God, analyze this
history in its religious and predictive meaning, drawing attention
not only to the positive statements, but also to the omissions, the
Finally, the subject, " this
latter being of no less importance.
:

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

Melchisedec," being loaded with these successive characteristics one
and thus bearing them all, is affirmed to abide a

after the other,

priest continually.
The history, vers.

I, 2.
King of Salem. It is probable that the
Author regarded Salem as Jerusalem, Ps. Ixxvi. 2, and this is not
unlikely to have been the seat of Melchisedec's rule.
Others think
Nothing depends upon the
of Salem on the Jordan, John iii. 23.
locality it is the meaning of the word, " peace," that gives importance
The most high God; or, God most high. The
to the name (ver. 2).
words are not used in a comparative sense to mean the highest of
gods, but, God the supreme (Mark v. 7 comp. Gen. xiv. 22).
Analysis of the history, vers. 2, 3.
By interpretation. The word
Melchisedec means king of righteousness. " Righteousness " is in
the Old Testament prophecies the fundamental characteristic of the
Messiah and His kingdom comp. Ps. Ixxii. i, 2 Isa. ix. 7, xx.xii. i
Jen xxiii. 5 and also of His people, whom He makes righteous,
Isa. liii. II
Dan. ix. 24 (i Cor. i. 30). This righteousJer. xxiii. 6
ness of the priest himself may be taken up in the epithets, chap.
comp. ver. 28. And after this alsoj or, and then also king
vii. 26
The immediate consequence of the righteousness
of peace.
;

;

;

;

;

;

.

.

,

;

;

;

—
tril,
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righteousness, and after that also King of Salem, which is,
King of peace ; without father, without mother, without
descent, having neither beginning of days, nor end of life ;

Messiah and His kingdom is stated to be peace, Ps. Ixxii. 3, 7;
Zech. ix. 9 (comp. Rom. v. i
Eph. ii. 4, 15).
The
5
" peace" of the Melchisedec priest may be referred to in " separated
from sinners," ver. 26.
Ver. 3. Without father
without descent j rather, without
genealogy, or register of descent.
The two preceding characteristics
indicate that Melchisedec was king as well as priest, and that he
and his kingdom were righteous (chap. i. 8, 9) and peaceful. These
of the
Isa.

ix.

;

;

.

.

.

now introduced refer to the person of the priest.
are mentioned in opposition to the things required of the
Levitical priest, in whose case everything depended upon his belongThe Levite must be able to trace his
ing to a certain family.
genealogy (see Neh. vii. 63, etc.), and his descent must be pure on
It is characteristic of Melchisedec that he belongs to
both sides.
no priestly family. On such a connection Scripture is silent his
priesthood is independent of father or mother or genealogical
The words do not mean that Melchisedec came into
register.
existence having no father and no mother, but that in the picture
presented of him in Scripture, he stands unconnected with any
family, and yet a priest.
Begitming of days or end of life. These words also refer to the
No history of his birth is given, nor any of his
picture in Gen. xiv.
death, as is usual in Scripture, and the omission is significant.
In
regard to the words " without father," etc., it might be true in fact
that as a priest Melchisedec had no progenitor his priesthood might
belong to himself, being exercised in virtue of his high place among
his people.
If he followed another who was priest, his priesthood
would not be the same, but one belonging to himself. But questions of what the facts were ought not here to be raised.
There is
certainly great temptation to go behind the Scripture picture and to
seek a basis of facts for the several traits of the description. The
attempt, however, only introduces confusion, as the words without
beginniitg of days, etc. show.
These words must mean, of whom
no beginning of days is recorded. Otherwise Melchisedec becomes
magnified into a supernatural being, contrary to the plain scope of
Gen. xiv. But made like unto the Son of God, i.e. in this particular,
that he had neither beginning of days nor end of life.
The clause
is connected only with the preceding, not with the words without
The Son of God is spoken of here as the Epistle reprefather, etc.
sents Him, existing from eternity, ix. 14, i. 2, and living for ever,
i. 10-12.
Such a comparison is decisive against attributing these
characteristics to Melchisedec in a real sense.
They belong to the
portrait of him, which was so drawn that he was " made like " the
Son of God, that by the features absent as well as by the positive
traits a figure should appear corresponding to the Son of God, and
characteristics

They

;

;

—
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unto the Son of God abideth a priest con
consider how great this man was, unto whom
even the patriarch Abraham gave the tenth of the spoils.
but

4

[vil. 4.

made

tinually.

like

;

Now

suited to suggest

—The characteristics
"

Him.

inward to a centre.

First, the

above mentioned move
King of righteousness," etc.
and the kingdom as one of

terms

describe the priesthood as royal,
righteousness.
Second, the words " without father," etc. indicate
that the priesthood is inherent in the personality, and dependent
on it alone. And third, the phrase " having neither beginning of
days," etc. expresses what kind of personality this is out of which
the priesthood arises
it is one of which the characteristic is an
indissoluble life (vii. 16).
Abideth a priest continually, closely connected with the preceding
clause, out of which it springs (ver. 25)
the priesthood is continuous
because the priest is one having neither beginning of days nor end
The statement " abideth a priest continually " expresses
of life.
the real point of the Melchisedec priesthood.
The other traits
touched upon, except in so far as they support or explain this point,
are only accessories. They may belong to the Melchisedec priest
in fact, but they are not essential, and might conceivably be absent
without derogating from his Melchisedec priesthood. This applies
it is an accompaniment of the priestto the royalty of the priest
hood, but not strictly its characteristic, which consists in the priest
;

—

;

being a priest for ever, v. 10, vi. 20, vii. 3, 8, 16, 17, 20, 24, 25, 28.
He is such a high priest as sat down at the right hand of God,
These passages indicate both the finality of His sacriviii. I, X. 12.
fice and the great dignity to which he has been raised
but this
great dignity is not the essential characteristic of his priesthood,
it is an additional characteristic of the person who is Melchisedec
priest because he is priest for ever.
As we see Melchisedec in that
picture of him which is a prophetic copy of another, he is a priest
Like a portrait he is always the same he follows us
continually.
about with his eyes, a king and a priest, always alone, with no
ancestry of priesthood before him, and none succeeding to his
priesthood after him, always living so Scripture shows him, and
so continually in its pages we behold him.
Vers. 4-10. Greatness of Melchisedec as & priest and superiority to
;

—

;

—

the Levitical priests.
I.

This greatness and superiority are

inferred

from the two

priestly actions performed by Melchisedec in relation to Abraham
(i) he took tithes of Abraham
and (2) he gave Abraham his
:

;

priestly benediction.
The two points emphasized in connection with
these actions are first, that Melchisedec, belonging to no priestly
caste entitled by law to tithe, but acting in virtue entirely of what
he was personally, took tithes and blessed ; and second, that he
acted thus not in regard to common Israelites, but to Abraham, the
Patriarch, him who had the promises, whom such a halo of glory

—

surrounded.

Superior

to

Abraham, Melchisedec

is

much more

— —

—

5
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And

verily they that are of the sons of Levi,

office of the priesthood,

133

who

receive the

have a commandment to take

tithes

of the people according to the law, that is, of their brethren,
but he
6 though they come out of the loins of Abraham
whose descent is not counted from them received tithes of
And
7 Abraham, and blessed him that had the promises.
without all contradiction the less is blessed of the better.
8 And here men that die receive tithes ; but there he receiveth
:

A

2.
second point of
superior to the Levitical priests, vers. 5-7.
Melsuperiority is this, that the Levitical priests are men that die
chisedec is witnessed to that he liveth, ver. 8. And 3. to bring the
Levitical priests and Melchisedec together, Levi may be said to have
acknowledged the superiority, for being unborn, he, so to speak, paid
tithes in his father Abraham, vers. 9, 10.
priesthood ; or, and they indeed of the
Vers. 5-7. And verily
certain dignity and preBons of Levi who receive the priesthood.
They have a
eminence is conceded to the Levitical priests.
privilege above other Israelites, who in common with them are
descendants of Abraham, a privilege conferred by law, entiding
them to tax others, who but for this law are on a level with them.
But Melchisedec's superiority appears here, that not belonging to
this priestly caste, and thus acting under no law, but in virtue of
and in addition he did this
his personal position, he took tithes
not of the descendants of Abraham, but of Abraham himself, the
Besides tithing Abraham,
promises.
Patriarch.
And blessed
he blessed him as a priest, him who had the promises, and thus
showed that Abraham was the " less," and he the " better," i.e.
better in an ofhcial sense.
He that blesses is higher than he is
whom he blesses. Melchisedec was perhaps not a better or greater
man than Abraham, but as a priest he took upon him to stand
between God and Abraham, and on God's behalf blessed Abraham,
the head and fount of Israel, and of the renown that surrounds it,
himself the friend of God and having the promises, which, centering
in him, raised him to an exceeding height of greatness in redemptive
history.
But Melchisedec has in this history a higher place. And
thus Melchisedec's priesthood is superior to that of the Levites,
first, by as much as personal worth is higher than privilege conferred
by mere legal formula and second, by as much as Abraham stands
above his ordinary descendants. In the history. Gen. xiv., MelThis is not
chisedec brings forth to Abraham bread and wine.
alluded to in the Epistle. The Author did not regard this as a
Those
priestly act, but probably as one of ordinary hospitality.
who bring it in under the typology do so on their own responsi;

.

.

.

A

;

.

;

.

.

—

bility.

Ver. 8. Another aspect of the superiority of Melchisedec. Here
that die
liveth. The Levitical priests are mortal men. MelNo express testimony
chisedec is borne witness to that he liveth.

men

.

.

.
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And, as I may
9 them^ of whom it is witnessed that he liveth.
so say, Levi also, who receiveth tithes, payed tithes in
of this kind is found, but it is virtually contained in the silence of
Scripture regarding his death, and in the picture of him as living,
which the Author interprets to mean " that he had neither beginning
of days nor end of life," ver. 3.
Here all that the Author has in
view is the point of superiority Melchisedec liveth, the Levitical
priests are mortal men.
The consequences of this superiority are
alluded to later, ver. 25. Their priesthood belongs to them as a
body, and they retain it but for a time ; his is wholly his own, and
he retains it always.
Vers. 9, 10. Levi may be said to have directly acknowledged the
superiority of Melchisedec, for being in the loins of Abraham he so
to speak paid tithes to him.
In these verses, 4-10, the Apostle
gives a summary of the points in his view significant in the Melchisedec
priesthood, giving it superiority to the Aaronic or Levitical.
He lays
hold of two points that Melchisedec exercised his priestly functions
of tithing and blessing not in virtue of belonging to a priestly family
empowered by law to exercise the priesthood, but in virtue of what he
was in himself as a person and that he liveth. The Levitical priests
are so in virtue of a mere law, not from any personal superiority to
their brethren
and they are men that die. These points both touch
the person of the priest, and have no reference to ministry in itself,
and this shows what the Epistle means by " order " of priesthood
Further, the royalty of the priest is not aUuded to in this summary.
:

—

:

;

;

Vers. 11-28. Jesus the Melchisedec Priest and High Priest.

—

The Apostle finding in Ps. ex. 4 the words, " Thou art
a priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec," went to the historji
Gen. xiv. to discover what the order or kind of Melchisedec's priest*
hood was. This he drew out in detail, vers. i-io. There he was
moving among principles exclusively, and showing from the history
of Melchisedec himself what the nature of his priesthood was.
Now
he comes to the priest after the order of Melchisedec. This priest
has arisen, and the following verses exhibit what is implied in Xh^fad
of the introduction of such a priest not after the order of Aaron
(vers. 11-19), in the 7)ia7iner oi\\\% introduction (vers. 20, 21), and in
the nature of such a priest (ver. 23, etc.).
The Author reasons on the
prediction Ps. ex. 4, not however in an abstract way, but regarding
it as having received historical fulfilment in Jesus, the Son of God.
Connection.

—

Outline.
i. The fact of the bringing in of a higher priest has profound meaning and consequences. The introduction of any priest
" not after the order of Aaron " is an alteration of the Law, which was

given upon the basis of the Levitical priesthood. And this alteration
is seen, for in our Lord the priesthood has passed from Levi to Judah,
a tribe in reference to which nothing is said in the legislation of Moses

concerning priests, vers. 11-14,
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when

in the loins of his father

The change of priesthood from one tribe to another, however, though
a change in the facts, might have left the principle still unaltered.
The profound effects of the change of priesthood are more abundantly
evident if the positive side of the prophecy and the fulfilment be considered

— " after the order of Melchisedec."

Here

the bringing in

is

new principle. The Levitical priesthood was according to a
commandment having reference to fleshy descent and bodily characthe new priestteristics, and regulating the succession of mortal men
of a

;

hood

is

after the

power of an endless

In a word, there

is

life,

in that prediction,

vers. 15-17.

now

fulfilled,

the disannulling

Law,
and there is the
bringing in upon it of a better hope, a priesthood which makes perfect,
i.e. removes sins and enables us to draw near in service unto God,
of a

commandment which was merely

which

provisional, viz. the old

in all points failed to effect its true purpose

;

vers. 18, 19.
2. Further, if the manner in which the Melchisedec priest is introduced, as seen in the prophecy now fulfilled in Jesus, be considered, the profound meaning of the new priesthood will appear

He was made

priest with the swearing of

The

an oath.

oath intro-

Made priest
duces something final and unchangeable (vi. 17, 18).
with an oath, the priesthood of Jesus is unchangeable, and in virtue
of this He is the surety to us of an eternal covenant, vers. 20-22.
3. Again, this priesthood not only enables us to draw near unto
God, truly removing the conscience of sins (ver. 19, ix. 14), or in other
words making us the people of the new eternal covenant (vers. 20-22,
viii.

10-12), but secures salvation to the uttermost to

draw near (ver. 25), helping them out of all
iv. 16), and enabling them to hold fast
(iii.

6, X. 23),

seeing the Priest

is

One who

them

that thus

their temptations
their

(ii.

18,

hope unto the end

ever liveth to

make

inter-

cession for them, vers. 23-25.
4. Outburst of gladness called forth by the thought of the Melchisedec High Priest just described, so lofty in His moral attributes,
being the Son made perfect so transcendent in the sphere where His
;

high priesthood

is

exercised

;

and consequently so

efficacious in the

great act of His Melchisedec high priesthood, His offering of Himself
Dnce for all to make atonement for the sins of the people, vers. 26-28.

Vers. I1-19. The meaning and consequences of the fact of the introduction of a priest not after the order of \aron, but after the order 0/
Melchisedec.

——

—
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II Melchisedec

met him.

[vil.

II.

were by the
the people received the law,)

If therefore perfection

under

Levitical priesthood, (for

it

what further need ^vas
after the order of

there that another priest should rise
Melchisedec, and not be called after the

The meaning of the appearance of Jesus the Melchisedec Priest is
stated explicitly in vers. 18, 19,
It has two sides
it is first the setting
aside of the Levitical priesthood and legislation and second, it is the
bringing in upon it of a better hope, whereby we in truth draw near
unto God. To make this statement is the purpose of the passage
vers. 11-19, and not to argue that perfection is not by the Levitical
This last is a subordinate point, which is even thrown
priesthood.
into a parenthesis, ver. 19.
In drawing attention to the meaning and
consequences of the fact of a Melchisedec priest arising, the Author
reasons not on the abstract prophecy Ps. ex. 4, but on that prophecy
as historically fulfilled in Jesus.
The passage is a little intricate, but
seems to run somewhat as follows
prediction of a priest after
the order of Melchisedec has been made, and the prediction has
been fulfilled in the history of Jesus. If now perfection was by the
Levitical priesthood
and Levitical priesthood means the whole Law,
for on the basis of it the people received the Law
what need further
was there that another priest should arise after the order of Melchisedec, and not be called after the order of Aaron ? For not without
stringent necessity would such a change of priesthood take place,
considering its important consequences. For when the priesthood ij
changed, there is made of necessity a change also of the law, as wt
see, for it is evident that Jesus has sprung of the tribe of Judah, of
which nothing is said in the Law of Moses in regard to priests (11-15).
And if the introduction of a priest not of the order of Aaron have this
consequence for the Law, much more evidently has the introduction
of a priest after the order of Melchisedec, etc.
Ver. II. If therefore perJectio7i
lit. now, indeed, if perfection
was
The passage assumes the fact of the rise of a priest not
.
after the order of Aaron, and proceeds to exhibit its meaning and
consequences. Perfection is always a relative word. An institution
brings perfection when it effects the purpose for which it was instiThe
tuted, and produces a result that corresponds to the idea of it.
design of a priesthood is to bring men near to God (ver. 19), and this
it effects by removing the obstacle in the way, viz. men's sin, which
lying on their conscience impedes their free access to God ; comp.
The
ix. 9, X. I, 14.
For under it
the Law; lit. for upon it
priesthood is the basis of the legislation, it is the central and regulating idea of the Law. The Law is the Law of Moses as a whole. The
Author conceives the economy, whether of the first or second covenant,
Aaron? There
What further need
as virtually a priesthood.
could have been no need of a different priesthood if perfection had
been by the Levitical. That a different priest has arisen the prediction
and facts show. This is suf^cient proof of the failure of the Levitical.
The clause, and not be called after the order of Aaron, is the
:

;

:

—A

—

—

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.
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Aaron? For the priesthood being changed, there
of necessity a change also of the law.
For he of
whom these things are spoken pertaineth to another tribe, of
For it is evi14 which no man gave attendance at the altar.
dent that our Lord sprang out of Judah of which tribe Moses
And it is yet far more
15 spake nothing concerning priesthood.
12 order of

13

is

made

;

Author's own, and is designed to indicate the meaning of after the
order 0/ Afetc/iisedec hy holding up to view first the negative side of
This negative side is expanded in
the prediction and its effects.
vers. 12-14, and the positive side, " after the order of Melchisedec,"
in vers. 15-17.

Ver. 12. For the priesthood
also of the Law, lit. when the
priesthood is being changed, there happens, etc.
The priesthood is
virtually the Law.
The verse is intended to bring into light what is
involved in a change of priesthood, and serves as a kind of justification of the question of the preceding verse
what need was there . . .
for only stringent necessity could justify a change of priesthood,
seeing it is in fact no less a thing than a change of the Law.
.
altar.
Vers. 13, 14. For he of whom
He of whom these things
are spoken, i.e. the prophecy Ps. ex. 4, is Jesus.
The words "pertaineth to," lit. hath partaken of, indicate that here at least the Author
has descended into the region of fulfilment, and is no more moving
among the abstract principles of the prophecy. But in point of fact
he seems to combine the prediction with its fulfilment from ver. 1
onward, and the words " should rise'' (ver. 11) and "being changed"
(ver. 12) are spoken of the history of Jesus, and not of the abstract
contents of the prediction. This change of the Law (ver. 12) is seen,
for Jesus, as all know, belongs to the tribe of Judah, of which tribe
.

.

.

—

.

.

—

Moses spake nothing concerning priests.^
Vers. 15-17. More decisive evidence that the change of priesthood
is a change of the Law, from the kind of priesthood introduced
" after the order of Melchisedec." This is not a mere transference of
the priesthood from one tribe to another, but a change in the principle
of the law of the priesthood.
And it is yet far 7nore evidentj or, and
In ver. 14
this change of the Law is yet more abundantly evident.
" evident " means manifest from facts, here " evident " (a different
word) means conclusive in the way of inference. The it which is
more abundantly evident is not that perfection is not by the Levitical
priesthood iyox. 11), but the change of the Law implied in the change
The whole passage illustrates the meaning of
of priesthood (ver. 12).
Such a priest would not
the bringing in of such a priest as Jesus.
have arisen if perfection had been by the Levitical priesthood, for
the rise of such a priest has consequences no less profound than a
change of the whole Law. This change of the Law is seen in fact,
But it is
for Jesus belongs to the tribe of Judah, not Levi (13, 14).
more abundantly seen when the positive side of the prediction, now
*

Priesti

and not priesthood

is

the reading of the better MSS.

—

6
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1

evident
for that after the similitude of Meichisedec there
16 ariseth another Priest, who is made, not after the law of a
carnal commandment, but after the power of an endless life.
:

considered, for the Meichisedec priesthood is one founded
For that after the similtttide j lit. if (as is the
case) after the similitude, etc.
The term similitude explains what is
meant by " order." It is likeness or manner, and has reference to the
person of the priest.
Vers. 13, 14, which expand "not after the order of Aaron," show that
the origin of our Lord from the tribe of Judah excludes Him from
the order of Aaron.
To be of the order of Aaron one must be of the
tribe of Levi.
Our Lord cannot have been at any time, even if He was
a priest on earth, a priest after the order of Aaron. He is not of the
order of Aaron from the mere fact that He belongs to the tribe of Judah,
but much more is He not of the order of Aaron when He is of the
order of Meichisedec. This order is explained in the next verse.
Ver. 16. Who is made not after
rather, who hath become
priest not after
.
The verse contrasts the principle of the Aaronic
priesthood with that of the Meichisedec priesthood
the Levitical
priest becomes priest according to the law of a carnal commandment,
the Meichisedec priest according to the power of an endless life. The
the Levitical or Aaronic priest is made priest
first contrast here is
according to a law the Meichisedec priest becomes priest according
An influence or regulation outside of the one makes
to a power.
him priest, and he is a priest of a kind corresponding to this external
law a power inherent in the other makes him priest, and his priesthood corresponds to this power. Further, the law which makes the
fulfilled, is

on a new principle.

.

.

.

.

;

.

;

:

;

;

one priest

is

a law which

is

a carnal,

lit.

fleshen,

commandment,

i.e.

commandment which, moving
may itself be said to be of flesh.
a

entirely in the region of the flesh,
The Law of the Aaronic priesthood had reference to descent from a particular tribe, to bodily conditions, to marriage, in a word to " flesh," a word which expresses
all that which is mortal and
perishable.
priesthood created
and exercised under such a fleshen commandment can have no effects
outside of the principle which regulates it ; it can never extend its
influence into the region of spirit and life. The power out of which
the Meichisedec priesthood arises and according to which it is exer-

A

the power belonging to an endless, lit. indissoluble, life. What
this indissoluble life ?
The Son as pre-existing and as
manifest in the flesh is the same Being, and the expression might
describe His life which He has as eternal Son of God, without reference
Unquestionably that which enables the
to His incarnate condition.
Son to be Messianic King and High Priest of men is His rank as
Son. But it is true on the other hand that it is as Son come in the
And the expression " hath become
flesh that He is King and Priest.
It is therefore probable
priest" (ver. 16) points to a historical event.
that indissoluble life is attributed to Him not in general as the eternal
Son, but as the Son made man. The life that is called indissoluble
cised,
is

is

meant by
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17 For he testifieth, Thou art a Priest for ever after the order of
For there is verily a disannulling of the com18 Melchisedec.
mandment going before, for the weakness and unprofitableness
For the law made nothing perfect, but the bringing
19 thereof.

Now this
the life which He had when He came in the flesh.
might be called indissoluble, because though He suffered death.
His life re-asserted itself after death. If this were the meaning,
the Son might be considered to have become priest in the days
of His flesh, and His priesthood even then to be according to the
power of an indissoluble life, because this life. His life as Son made
man, though interrupted for a moment, again re-asserted itself,
and this life enabled Him as the full living Christ to initiate His
offering by laying Himself on the Cross, and again as the full living
Christ to complete His offering in the sanctuary on high. This view
The
is held by some of the most thoughtful writers on the Epistle.
general language of this chapter, however (comp. v. 26-28), and of the
whole Epistle, is to the effect that the Son became priest when He
performed His priestly offices. (See Note to chap, vii.) The term
"indissoluble" certainly contains an allusion to His death, and it is
used either to point out that His death was no dissolution of His life,
or to indicate that such an event is not again possible in the life to
which He has attained (comp. ix. 25-28), and according to the powei
The latter sense seems to say too
of which He has become priest.
little.
The life which is indissoluble is not His existence as eternal
Son, but His life as Son come in the flesh; it is that life as He
possessed it in the days of His flesh, called indissoluble because it
rose above death, to which for a moment it was subjected, not merely
that life as it now is, when death can no more affect it (see on ix. 14),
According to the power of this life He hath become priest, and exercises His priesthood.
The Author's way of speaking requires some
is

He
definite point for the commencement of the Son's priesthood.
connects inseparably priesthood with sanctuary, the sphere where it
is exercised, and the acts done in the sanctuary exhaust priesthood.
In his way of expressing himself, priesthood and the exercise of it in
the sanctuary are the same thing, and consequently the Son's entry
upon the exercise of His priesthood in the sanctuary on high is
regarded as the commencement of it (v. lo). No doubt the high
priest of old was a priest before he made his offering on the day of
atonement. But the Apostle does not touch upon any point in the
Son's history between His death and His entering into the sanctuary
His typology connects these two things immediately together.
above.
The Son's entering into the sanctuary on high occupies the same
place in his system that the Resurrection does in that of St. Paul.
The use made of Ps. ex. 4 in ver. 17 seems in favour of the view just

—

stated.!

Vers. 18,

19.

and express
iQStead of

These verses sum up the preceding verses, 11-17.
meaning of the Melchisedec priesthood

finally the
'
'

for he testifieth," the better reading

is,

for he

is

borne wiUess

to.

—
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in

20.

hope did : by the which we draw nigh unto
as not without an oath he was made

in of a better

And inasmuch

20 God.
both

[vil.

itself (ver.

and

19)

in

its

effects

The

on Mosaic law

(ver.

18).

For there is verily a disannulverses should read as follows
ling of a foregoing commandment for the weakness and unprofitableness thereof (for the law made nothing perfect), and (there is)
a bringing in upon it of a better hope, through which we draw near
In that prophecy of Ps. ex. 4, now fulfilled in Jesus,
unto God.
there are two things contained in the introduction of a priest differing from Aaron there is a disannulling of a foregoing or provisional
commandment on account of its weakness and uselessness (for the
law made nothing perfect, realized its idea in no respect)
and
second, in the introduction of a priest after the order of Melchisedec
there is a bringing in upon it, i.e. on the back of the foregoing law
(comp. "after the law," ver. 28) of a better hope, a priesthood inspiring better hopes than the priesthood of the law did (vi. 18, etc.),
by which we indeed draw near unto God. The purpose of a priesthood is to bring men near unto God when it does so perfection is
through it (ver. 11) this the priesthood of Christ effects, x. 19, etc.
The X.Q.XTCV foregoing applied to the Mosaic law of priesthood imphes
and bringing in upon it of another priestthat it was provisional
hood inspiring better hopes, implies that the other supersedes it.
The terms "weakness" and "uselessness" applied to the law of
Levitical priesthood are very strong.
St. Paul also calls the law
weak (Rom. viii. 3 Gal. iv. 9), and like this Apostle he ascribes its
weakness to the flesh. But the two use law in different senses, and
flesh in different senses, and the weakness arises from a different
cause.
In St. Paul "law " and " flesh" are both moral terms, and
the law is unable to condemn sin on account of the flesh.
In this
Epistle the law is the commandment of the priesthood, and the flesh
is the physical descent, bodily conditions and mortal lives, to which
and the weakness of the law is inherent in itself
it has reference
because it has reference to such things. In St. Paul the law which
is holy and good in itself is something to be obeyed, and it is without
power to produce righteousness, because the carnal mind cannot be
In this Epistle the law is not a commandment to be
subject to it.
obeyed by man, obedience to v/hich is righteousness, but an institu:

—

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

tion designed to effect

accomplish

from

atonement

for

men's sins

;

and

it is

unable to

own

inherent weakness, because it has
reference only to the flesh, and does not apply to the conscience,
ix.

this

its

9, 10, 13, 14, X. 2.

Vers. 20-22. The manner in which the Melchisedec priesthood ia
introduced shows that it is the priesthood of an eternal covenant.
From the terms of the prophecy, now fulfilled, the Author passes
These also are
to the circumstances accompanying the giving of it.
The oath that accompanies it reveals its eternal
full of meaning.
nature, and the change by it from the temporary to the eternal cove-

—
VII. 2
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21 Priest ; (for those priests were made without an oath; but
this with an oath by him that said unto him, The Lord sware

and will not repent, Thou art a Priest for ever after the order
22 of Melchisedec :) by so much was Jesus made a surety of a
And they truly were many priests, because
23 better testament.
24 they were not suffered to continue by reason of death but
:

this

man, because he continueth

ever, hath

an unchangeable

This is the meaning of the oath (vi. 18, etc.).
(xiii. 20).
Without the parenthesis the verse reads Atid inastimch as not
by so
without tJie swearing of an oath he was made priest ^
nant

:

.

.

,

much has Jesus become the surety of a better covenant, i.e. of a
covenant by so much better has He become the surety. The Old
Testament priesthood was appointed without an oath, the Melchisedec
The oath indicates the introduction of somepriest with an oath.
The want of it characterizes the Old Testathing unchangeable.
ment priesthood as provisional. The priesthood and the covenant
Being made priest with an oath, Jesus becomes thereby
correspond.
the surety of a covenant as much better than the first as a priesthood
instituted by the swearing of an oath excels one without an oath.
As the covenant depends on the priesthood, Jesus, the eternal Priest,
becomes the surety of an eternal covenant. The word "surety"
does not occur elsewhere. It means a guarantor and upholder to
The Son is this as the eternally living High Priest. The idea
us.
of a guarantor for us to God does not belong to the connection here.
Formally all that the swearing of the oath implies in the covenant
is its finality and eternity, but the final covenant naturally has all the
meaning and contents ascribed to it in viii. 10, etc., ix. 15, etc.
Vers. 23-25. Such a High Priest secures complete salvation to those
whom his sacrifice has made the new covenant people.
These verses refer to the internal salvation of the individuals. In
vers. 18, 19, Christ's priesthood was described as enabling men to
draw near unto God ; comp. x. 19. In vers. 20-22 it was said that
such a priest was a surety of a better, an eternal covenant. Now in
vers. 23-25 is described the power of the priest in respect of those
whom he has enabled to draw near unto God, and made the people
He is able to save them unto the uttermost.
of the new covenant
And they
were majiy priests; or, have been made priests many
The Old Testament priesthood was a succession
{i.e. in numbers).
of priests, because they were mortal, and could not continue in life
or in their priesthood by reason of death.
uttchangeable priesthoodj or, but he
Ver. 24. But this maft
The Old Testament priest
has his priesthood unchangeable.
being mortal, was not suffered to remain, and his priesthood passed
He, because He abideth
to another, or was entered upon by another

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

•

to

These words are supplied by the English Version from ver. 21. Others prefer
supply this was done, i.e. the bringing in of a better hope from ver. 19. The

sense remains the same.

—

;
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Wherefore he is able also to save them to the
25 priesthood.
uttermost that come unto God by him, seeing he ever liveth
has His priesthood of such a kind that He cannot
overstep it, or of such a kind that another cannot step into it.
to save them to the uttermost j or, to save
Ver. 25. Wherefore
The word " uttermost " does
to the uttermost them that draw near.
not refer to time, to generation after generation, such an idez^,
though true in itself, could not occur here, but to degree or perfecThe offering of Christ enables men to draw near
tion of salvation.
unto God those that thus draw near He is able to save completely,
to bring them through all hindrances to that honour and glory
designed for them (ii. 7, 10), which He Himself has reached as the
Captain of their salvation (ii. 9, 10, v. 7-9). Seeing
to make
through His intercession they receive help in their
intercession
temptations (ii. 18, iv. 16), and are enabled to hold fast their faith
and thus through all vicissitudes, by
unto the end (iii. 6, x. 23)
patient endurance, they are saved to the uttermost, and inherit the
promises.
With regard to this intercession of the Son it may be said, that
Again,
of course it is not to be understood as made through words.
is not to be confounded with His offering of Himself in the
it
heavenly sanctuary. This He did once for all and without repetition
Neither is His
(ix. 26, 27, X. 18) ; His intercession is continued.
intercession merely His appearance and constant presence before the
face of God for us (ix. 24), as if God, having Him ever in His sight,
were held in unbroken remembrance of His work for men, and had
in Him, who was tempted in all points like as we are, continually
before His eyes a type and representative of His people upon the
The
earth, and was thus for ever appealed to in a double way.
intercession is regarded rather as a direct representation to God on
Immediately connected with it seems to be that
the part of the Son.
we draw near unto God through Him (comp. vii. 25 with x. 19 and 21),
and that through Him we offer the sacrifice of praise unto God conThat which will enable Him to make it pointed
tinually (xiii. 15).
on our behalf is His fellow-feeling with us (iv. 14-v. 10) that which
will give it power with God may be His having offered Himself, and
and that which is the effect of it is grace
that He is the Son of God
To define it in itself may be imto help in time of need (iv. 14).
possible.
He has left us an example (John xvii.) how He interceded
in human speech to God in the days of His flesh, and translating
this into the modes of heavenly communion, so far as we can imagine
them, we may form some conception of it.
Vers. 26-28. Summary of the whole character and ministry of the
Melchisedec High Priest.
In this summary (i) His fitness for the office of High Priest both
in character and in the sphere of His existence is extolled (ver. 26)
(2) His ministry is contrasted with that of the Levitical high priest
(ver. 27) ; and (3) this contrast is explained by a reference to the
In life for ever,

.

.

,

—

—

;

.

—

.

;

;

;

.

—
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make intercession for them. For such an High Priest
became us, tvho is holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from

26 to

difference of their person,

when appointed high

priests respectively

(ver. 28).

The passage is of the nature of a triumphant exclamation, in which
epithets are heaped on epithets, describing the lofty moral characteristics and the transcendent sphere of existence of the Melchisedec
High Priest, and the consequent perfection of His high-priestly work.
The allusion to His ministry is a summary of what is more fully
expanded in viii. 1-6 and ix. 1-14. Because the ministry is now
alluded to, and attention no longer directed exclusively to His person,
Priest and high priest do not differ
the Son is called a High Priest.
in their person, out of which arises the kind of priest they are, but
they differ as to their ministry. The Son's ministry is distinctively
high-priestly. He is an High Priest after the order of Melchisedec,
v.

10, vi. 20.

became us. The early English Versions
For such
for such an High Priest it became us to have.
translate
He suited
our necessities and condition. Such seems to refer to the Melchisedec
character delineated in the preceding part of the chapter, or to all
that was said of the nature and character of the Son from iv. 14
onward. The sense will not differ if it be supposed to refer to the
epithets and statements that follow, for these but summarize what
went before. Holy expresses the condition of the Son's mind toward
God, He is godly (Ps. xvi. 10). The word is not the usual "holy"
This
(iii.
i), meaning consecrated to God ; it is a moral epithet.
comprehensive term embraces qualities mentioned in various places
in the Epistle, e.g. godly fear (v. 7), humility towards God (v. 5),
obedience (v. 8, x. 5-7), faith and patient endurance (xii. 2, etc.),
Ver. 26.

.

.

.

:

Harmless describes not conduct so
evil feeling towards men.
Positively, this is expressed in His compassion (ii. 17), His sympathy
with our sinless infirmities (iv. 14, etc.), and, by inference from the

and

faithfulness (ii. 17,
as disposition

iii.

— He

much

2).

is

without

case of the ordinary high priest, in His "metriopathy " or bearing
Having
gently with us even when erring and out of the way (v. 2).
been the Captain of salvation (ii. 10), every heroic deed of men will
Uiidefiled refers to His official
attract His eye and move His mind.
condition having no stain or defilement unfitting Him for His
All these epithets might have been
priestly functions, Lev. xvi. 4.
appHed to the Son on earth, though said of Him here in respect of
The following words are applicable exHis exalted condition.
Separated fro7n sinners, lifted
clusively to His condition on high.
out from among men and withdrawn from them, and therefore no
more liable to be disturbed or affected by their influence. The word
it describes a historical occurrence
is wrongly translated separate
which introduced an abiding state. Comp. Lev. xxi. 10, etc. Made
higher than the heavens, removed out of the sphere of that which is
created, and elevated into the communion of God, where nothing

—

—

—

——

—
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27 sinners, and made higher than the heavens ; who needeth
not daily, as those high priests, to offer up sacrifice, first for
his own sins, and then for the people's
for this he did once,
28 when he offered up himself
For the law maketh men high
:

intervenes between the face of God and Him, iv. 14, ix. 24. The
three terms describe the Son's lofty moral being, the other two
the transcendent sphere of His existence the one set of terms
describes Him who is Priest, the other the sphere where His priesthood is exercised.
Ver. 27 describes the ministry of the Melchisedec high priest (as
ver. 26 describes Himself and the sphere of His priesthood) in conBeing a high priest He
trast with that of the Levitical high priest.
has a ministry (viii. 3), and it is one befitting His Melchisedec
It differs from that of the Levitical high
character and sphere.
priest, (i) in that He does not need to offer for Himself, but only for
the people and (2) in His not needing to offer " daily " as those high
priests, because His offering of Himself is made once for all (x. 10, 14).
But though the Melchisedec high priest differs from the Levitical
high priests in these two points in regard to ministry, surely He
agrees with them in the general fact that He has a ministry, that is,
that as Melchisedec high priest He makes an atoning offering.
The term daily applied to the ministration of the high priests has
occasioned difficulty, because the high-priestly ministration on the day
of atonement to which the Author refers, as the words " first for his
first

—

;

own sins," etc. show, was only a yearly sacrifice, as is recognised in
the Epistle (ix. 7). The easiest solution of the difficulty is to suppose
that the Apostle combines in one view the daily service of the priests
(Ex. xxix. 38, etc.: Num. xxviii. 3, etc.) with the great sacrifice of
On several occasions he unites distinct points
the day of atonement.
for example, in ix. 13, the ceremony with
of ceremonial in one view
the ashes of the red heifer is combined with the offering on the day
The sacrifices of this day were only
of atonement ; comp. ix. 19, 22.
other sacrifices raised, so to speak, to a higher power, just as they
were meant to cover all the sins of the people, whether atoned for or
not already by special sacrifices.^ First for his own sins. The high
priest on the day of atonement ofi'ered first a young bullock as a sinoffering for himself. Lev. xvi. 3, 6, and then a goat as a sin-offering
This he did once; rather, once for
for the people. Lev. xvi. 5, 9.
This refers only to offering for the people being
all (ix. 12, X. 10).
" perfected " already when made priest (ver. 28), He had no need to
When he offered himself i.e. in the sanctuary on
offer for Himself
All the ministry of the high priest here referred to
high, ix. 11-14.
to this the Son's ministry on high
took place in the Tabernacle
Such a ministry through His own blood (ix. 12) precorresponds.
supposes and includes His death (ix. 25, 26).
;

;

;

1

Both Philo and the Talmudists speak of the daily ministration of the high
though it is uncertain whether their point of view is the same as that o(

priest,

ihis Epistle.

—
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priests which have infirmity
but the word of the oath, which
was since the law, maketh the Son, who is consecrated for
:

evermore.
Ver. 28. Explanation of these differences between the ministries
of the Melchisedec and Levitical high priests. For the law maketh
infirmity ; or, appointeth (viii. 3, ordained).
It is the infirmity
of the Levitical high priests that requires that they should offer for
themselves, v. 2, 3 and it is the inefficacy of their sacrifices, x. 11,
that requires their daily offering.
The word
since the law ; or,
after the law, i.e. the oracle, Ps. ex. 4, given after the law and
annulling it (ver. 18).
The son, who is consecrated; rather, a son
made perfect, as ii. 10, v. 9. " Consecrated " is altogether false all the
early English Versions, Wick., Tynd., Cran., Gen., use the -word perfect.
.

.

.

;

.

.

.

;

The Son was appointed priest, having been made perfect. The term
" made perfect " is a single word that embraces in it all the different
points enumerated in ver. 26, relating both to the moral being and
present sphere of existence of the Son.
It is the high priest's infirmity that makes his offering for himself necessary.
This infirmity
is described as his own sins (v. 3).
It is imphed in the Son's perfection that He has no infirmity, but it is to press the expression
" made perfect " unduly to infer from it that before His perfection
the Son had infirmity taking that infirmity even in the sense of
innocent human weakness, or a moral condition still under probation.
The idea of a moral probation of the Son seems foreign to
the Epistle ; and there seems no reference even to human weaknesses here. There is strictly no contrast between the state of the
Son before perfection and when perfected. The contrast is between a
Son made perfect and the human high priest who has infirmity. The
Son's being made perfect excludes the idea of infirmity, and therefore the necessity of offering for Himself but the Author's language
does not suggest any contrast between the Son's state of perfection
and His condition in the flesh, beyond this, that He is " separated
from sinners " and " become higher than the heavens," words referring to His surroundings, not to His own moral condition.
The language here (i) represents the Son as appointed High
Priest when perfected for evermore.
On this language see Note at
the end of the chapter.
(2) It says of Him that as Melchisedec
high priest He has a ministry on high corresponding to that of the
Levitical high priest in the Tabernacle, with two very important
exceptions ("daily," comp. ix. 25, etc., and "for His own sins "), due
to the character of the Melchisedec high priest.
The words in the
past tense, "This He did once for all when He offered Himself."
are apt, unless the whole passage be attended to, to throw the mind
out of the right point of view, and to suggest that the Son's offering
of Himself once for all does not come under His Melchisedec
priesthood.
But this cannot be. The passage is of the nature of
a summary and deduction from the nature of the Melchisedec high
priest exhibited in the previous part of the chapter.
The Author

—

;

—

—
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shows in a word or two the effects upon the ministry of the Melchisedec high priest which His priesthood has, making it to differ
from the Levitical ministry. He says in brief what he says more at
large as to principle, chap. viii. 1-6, and as to detail, chap. ix. 11-14.
He says if the Son were not a Melchisedec high priest He would
be still offering daily, and have to offer for Himself. Either of these
necessities is inconsistent with the idea of the Melchisedec priesthood. His offering is one made not for Himself, and made once for
all.
The Author's historical position necessarily threw this offering
into the past, and from his position he refers to it in the past tense.
But though he throws it into the past, he does not throw it outside
the Melchisedec priesthood, but includes it within it.

Note on the Priesthood of Christ.
Much difference of opinion has prevailed among writers on the
Epistle on the subject of Christ's priesthood, and particularly in regard to the Apostle's view of the time when the Son assumed His
high-priestly office.
Some consider that he regards Christ as becoming a High Priest only when He ascended and appeared in the
heavenly sanctuary. Others draw a distinction between a priesthood of Christ after the order of Aaron and one after the order of
Melchisedec, and maintain that the Apostle teaches that the latter
commenced after the Son's ascension, and continues unchangeable
while the former was exercised upon earth, but merged itself and
disappeared in the higher after He ascended into heaven.
The question. When did Christ become a high priest ? has a historical interest in connection with Socinian controversies.
As formally raised and discussed by F. Socinus and the Socinian interpreters,
it was part of the larger question, whether the death of Christ was
truly an atoning sacrifice for sins.
This was denied by these interpreters.
This denial required that the sacrificial language of
Scripture should be taken in a metaphorical sense. And the difficulty
of maintaining this view was felt to be increased by those passages
of Scripture which seemed to represent the death of Christ as in such
a sense an act of His own that He took part in it as a ministering
It was therefore in the interest of the great Socinian position
priest.
to dissociate His death from His priesthood, and transfer the latter
altogether to His present sphere in heaven.
Dissociated from His
death, the priesthood became somewhat figurative too, meaning a
general position of influence with God on high. It would be unfair
to the Socinians to say that it was their general theological interest
alone that suggested to them the view that the sphere of Christ's
priesthood was exclusively in heaven.
They believed that they
found the idea in the Epistle only, in their opinion, and in that of
their contemporaries, the discovery was a happy one for them.
In the opinion of modern expounders of the Epistie, the doctrinal
;

;

;
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position of the Socinians has long been overcome.
Though presenting the offering of Christ under the aspect of a sacrifice of
purification and initiation of an eternal covenant relation between
God and the People, rather than under that of a penal satisfaction
to righteousness, and though regarding sins more as a defilement
hindering the approach of the People in worship and service of God
than as transgressions of His law subjecting them to His wrath,
sin is no less an objective hindrance to the fellowship of God with
the People in the view of the Epistle than it is on the other view,
and the offering of Christ is no less an objective and true putting
When separated, therefore, from this main quesof it away, ix. 26.
tion, the other question, whether the Epistle represents Christ as
acting as a priest in His own death, ceases to have the importance
In the ordinary Jewish sacrifices, it was no part
that it had before.
of the priest's office to slay the victim this was done by the offerer
the priest's duty commenced with the handling of the blood, which
he received and sprinkled or poured upon the altar, that is, offered
If therefore Christ's death was truly sacribefore God (Lev. i. 4, 5).
ficial, the question, at what momemt He Himself entered and took
part in the series of acts connected with it, whether in the death of
the victim or only, so to speak, in handling the blood, may not seem
Granting even that it was essential to its
of supreme importance.
being a true offering that He Himself took a voluntary part in it,
this voluntariness might not be drawn in under His priestly action.
The distinction, however, between the death of the sacrifice and the
entrance of the high priest into the most holy place through the
blood, implied in raising such a question, is one recognised neither
by the Epistle nor by the Old Testament ritual which it follows.
Reference may be made first to the view mentioned second at
the beginning of this note, viz. that Christ was at one time a priest
after the order of Aaron, and on His ascension became a priest after
the order of Melchisedec.^
According to the representation of the Epistle, there is no difference in principle between priest and high priest. Melchisedec is
;

1 This view is expressed very lucidly and succinctly in the following extract
"Jesus as the Great High Priest exercises His office only in heaven as the High
a priest after the fashion of Aaron, He exercised His office on earth,
and continued to exercise it when He ascended into heaven. As a priest after
the order of Aaron He offered Himself a sacrifice upon the cross, even as Aaron
offered the victim on the altar on the great day of atonement as a priest after
the same order He presented Himself in His humanity before His Father in
heaven, even as Aaron carried the blood of the slain victim within the veil, into
the presence of Jehovah.
Then and there the one species of priesthood became
merged or transformed into the other higher, highest ideal species the priesthood exercised in humiliation into the priesthood associated with royal dignity
."
The two
and glory
Professor Bruce, Hutniliation of Christ, p. 309.
statements, Aaron offered the victim on the altar, and Aaron carried the blood
The altar on the day of
within the veil, tend somewhat to mislead the mind.
atonement was just the mercy-seat within the veil, and there was no other offering
of the victim on the altar besides the carrying of the blood within the veil, for the
slaying of the victim was not done at the altar (see Note on Day of AtonementJ.
:

;

Priest, as

;

;

.

.

—
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called in Scripture a priest, Gen. xiv. 18 ; Ps. ex. 4 ; and in the section treating of the order of Melchisedec, chap, vii., this language is
retained, and Christ is spoken of as a Priest
but when referred to
as having a ministry He is called a High Priest after the order of
Melchisedec, v. 10, vi. 20, vii. 26-28. Neither is there any difference
in principle between the ministry of the priest and that of high
;

priest.
" Order " of

priesthood refers not to ministry, but to the person
of the priest or high priest, vii. i-io, or to the personnel, if the
priesthood as in the case of the Levitical consists of more than one
person. Further, all priests of whatever order must have essentially
the same kind of ministry. This consists of a place of ministry or
sanctuary, an offering, and an entrance into the presence of God
with and in virtue of this offering. Such things are the essentials
of priestly service, and they belong to any economy or covenant,
V.

I, ix.

I, viii. 3.^

state of relation between God and a People
that serve Him, the priest, or particularly the high priest, becomes
the prominent figure in it, both as a minister and as representative
of the People.
The priesthood is the basis of the economy, vii. 11.
And what is important in the priest is his order. The kind of sacrifice he offers, the place where he ministers it, the nature of his
approach unto God, and consequently the nature of the covenant
relation between God and the People, and the degree to which the
redemptive promises of God are realized
all depend upon his
order or kind of personality. The first covenant had a priesthood
after the order of Aaron, created by the law of a fleshly commandment mortal men, having infirmity, vii. 16, 28 its sanctuary of this
world, ix. I, the very construction of which intimated that the way
into the presence of God was yet barred, ix. 8
its ministry there,
and its sacrifices which could not reach the conscience, ix. 9,
ix. 7
nor take away sin, x. 2, 3. The new covenant has its priest after the
order of Melchisedec, vii. 11, made priest according to the power
of an indissoluble life, vii. 16 ; a minister of the true Tabernacle,
which the Lord pitched, not man, viii. i, 2, that is, heaven, where
God is present in truth, ix. 24 with his ministry in that sanctuary,
viii. 3-6, ix. II, 12
and its sacrifice truly removing sin, ix. 12, and
cleansing the conscience, ix. 14, and perfecting for ever them that
are sanctified, x. 14
comp. vii. 11, ix. 13, 14. Each of these two
sets of things hangs together in itself, and the two sets are incapable
of confusion
no element of the one series can be introduced into
In the above extract it is said " As a priest after the
the other.
same order [Aaron's] He presented Himself in His humanity before
His Father in heaven, even as Aaron carried the blood of the slain
victim within the veil." But how did a priest of the order of Aaron
find himself ministering in heaven, when according to the Epistle the

The covenant being a

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

1

No

that,

reference

is

made

in the Epistle to Melchisedec's

own

ministry.

The

idea

hke Melchisedec, Christ succours the "war-worn with bread and wine"

Rttractive. but

it

did not occur to the Apostle.
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characteristic of the Aaronic priests is that " they serve unto that
which is a copy of the heavenly things," viii. 5 ? The Aaronic priest
ministers in the sanctuary of this world, the figure of the true,
ix. I, 23 ; if he could penetrate into " heaven," the true Tabernacle,

he would cease to be an Aaronic or figurative priest, he would be
in the true presence of God, into which he could enter only in virtue
of having made a true atonement, ix. 12-14, which no Aaronic priest
could accomplish. It may be said that, of course, Christ is not
strictly an Aaronic priest. He is antitype of Aaron.
That is true.
But a high priest who, in our phraseology, is antitype of Aaron, is
in the language of this Epistle a high priest after the order of MelThe confusion arises from supposing that " order " has
chisedec.
Order has reference to the person of the high
reference to ministry.
priest, or to what immediately springs out of his person.
The acts
of ministry are the same in all high priests of whatever order they
The Melchisedec high priest goes through the same priestly
be.
acts as the Levitical or Aaronic, but his order, that is, virtually the
nature of his person, alters the character of these acts, and makes
them, instead of being fleshen and .figurative, spiritual and possessing
ideal validity.
Christ is said to be a High Priest after the order of Melchisedec,
and a " Minister " in the true Tabernacle, but the only high-priestly
act of ministry referred to is the entering of the high priest within the
veil on the day of atonement, to which Christ's entrance into the
sanctuary on high corresponds.
If this act be withdrawn from
His Melchisedec priesthood. He has, in fact, no "ministry" as a
Melchisedec high priest, and the extraordinary result is reached that
the high priest, who abiding before the face of God for us is surety
of the eternal covenant, is of a different order from the high priest
who in His entrance before God realized this covenant. On this
view everything connected with atonement and the sanctifying the
People, the true work of the high priest (v. i, viii. 3, ix. 7, xiii. 12),
would lie outside the Melchisedec high priesthood of the Son. But
that the Apostle regards this as lying within it, is evident from the
line of thinking pursued in chap. vii. 11, etc.
It is, no doubt, the
great idea of the Epistle, written to Christian Hebrews, the People of
God, that the eternal covenant has been inaugurated and exists, and
that it is expressed in the Melchisedec high priest, representative of
the People, sitting for ever with God ; but the steps that led to its
being formed are broadly set forth. And these steps are comprehended under the Melchisedec priesthood. This is evident from the
position of chap. vii. in the Epistle.
Having several times alluded to
the Melchisedec priesthood (v. 10, vi. 20), the Apostle comes at last

the discussion of it.
But this discussion precedes the discussion
of the new covenant (viii. 1-6, ix. 15, etc.), the new ministry, and the
new offering (ix. 1-14). After chap. vii. Melchisedec by name is not
alluded to, because it is understood that the sacrifice, the service, the
covenant, and the salvation, afterwards treated (chap, viii.-x. 18), all
fall within the sphere of His priesthood.
On any other view chap. viL
to
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is an episode, and entirely in the wrong place in the Epistle
it should
have been inserted after chap. x. 18. But episodes in an Epistle so
skilfully planned as this are not to be thought of.
The order of treatment is perspicuous enough. First, it is shown (chap. iv. 14-v. 10)
that the Son is a true high priest, taken from among men on the one
hand, and appointed by God on the other, and having learned
sympathy through His human hfe, with all its experiences, including
Then, after an appeal of a practical kind, the " order " of His
death.
;

priesthood is treated (chap, vii.): He is a High Priest after the order of
Melchisedec. And only when these two preliminary points which
concern the Priest Himself have been treated, does the Apostle proceed to His ministry, first as to its place (viii. 1-6), and then as to its
offering (ix. 11-14).
It would argue a peculiar condition of mind in
the Writer, if he first gave an elaborate account of the order of a
priesthood, and then proceeded to describe a ministry of the priest
which was not performed by Him as a priest of that order, but of one
The order of Melchisedec is that He is a priest for
quite different.
This point, which concerns the Priest Himself, does not cause
ever.
Him to perform other priestly acts from those performed by Aaron,
but it implies that His priestly acts are final, and that through them
He dedicates an eternal covenant, which He ever liveth to sustain.
This order, expressed by " for ever," belongs to Him in virtue of His

Whatever this be, it is something which
indissoluble life (vii. 16).
He certainly possessed from the moment of His rising from the dead.
It is certain, therefore, that all the Son's priestly acts in heaven belong
to the sphere of His Melchisedec priesthood.
In truth, "heaven," the
region of realities and things themselves and God's presence, and
" Levitical " or Aaronic, the region of the copies of things and " this
world," mutually exclude each other.
But, further, the reasoning in
vii. II, etc. shows that in the view of the Epistle, the Son's descent
from Judah, and not from Levi, threw Him outside of the order of
Aaron (see notes). Our Lord, therefore, was never a priest after the
order of Aaron, but always, from the moment He was a priest at all,
a priest after the order of Melchisedec.
The other question now rises. When in the view of the Epistle did
the Son become a High Priest? According to Old Testament ideas,
which the Epistle follows, the slaying of the victim and the entering
of the high priest into the holiest with the blood constituted one act
The sacrifice was not merely an offering, it was the
of sacrifice.
realizing through the offering of the continued covenant relation of
the Lord and the People. This was shown in the entering of the high
priest, the representative of the People, with blood into the holiest,
the very presence of God.
Yet the priest did not enter in virtue of
an offering already made, as if the mere slaying of the victim were
the offering, and the blood carried in a mere reminiscence of this
It was the blood that atoned.
The sacrifice
or a symbol of it.
was not yet made until the life, the blood, was " offered " (ix.

—

7)

and received by Him (Note on Day of Atonement).
and the blood went in together. This was a double

before the Lord

The high

'driest
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Carrying in the blood he

made atonement,

in one.

and he was enabled to go in in virtue of the atonement which he
made, and entering into the presence of the Lord in service he
realized and exhibited, being the representative of the People, the
continued covenant fellowship of the People with their God. The
Epistle transfers all this to the ministry of the Son.
He entered
through His blood into the true holiest, God's dwelling-place, and
obtained eternal redemption (ix. 12), and in virtue of the redemption
obtained He appeared before the face of God for us (ix. 24) and as
He sat down on the right hand of God and came no more out from
;

His presence. He realized in Himself as the representative of the
People an eternal fellowship of service on the one hand (ix. 14), and
help on the other (iv. 16, xiii. 21), between the People and God.
This being the point of view of the Epistle, its peculiar language
regarding the priesthood of the Son becomes less obscure, i. The
death of the Son and His ministry in the heavenly sanctuary being
one act, not merely of atonement, but of this and through this of
realizing and embodying the eternal covenant fellowship of God and
the People, the two things are not considered apart from one another,
but combined in one view. And the great point being the actual
realizing of the covenant union, which took place in fact in the
ministry of the great High Priest, that is, in His entrance as representative of the People before the face of God, the chief weight is
made to fall on this, and the death as a distinct thing is little alluded
to, though it is, of course, always understood as forming the background of the picture, the prominent object in which is the entrance
of the representative high priest before God.
It is doubtful if the
Epistle anywhere regards the Son's death considered merely in itself
It never occurred to the Author to draw that
as a priestly act.
distinction between the death in itself and the ministry which has so
much occupied modern minds. The two were inseparable parts of
one act, of which the second, however, being the actual realizing in
fact of the covenant union, was the point of importance.
And the
Epistle seems to confine the high-priestly ministry to the acts done
in the sanctuary, and to refrain from including under the priesthood,
when it is spoken of distinctively, any acts not done there.
2.

Further, the other point also keenly discussed in

modem

times,

whether the Son was a priest on earth, which is but the former point
under another view, is not formally touched on in the Epistle. A
priesthood verifies itself and comes into valid existence by the actual
performance of the priestly acts. Hence the Epistle identifies
The Son exhibited
Christ's acts as a priest with His priesthood.
and authenticated Himself as a priest in the performance of His
This positive side is what is alone before the
priestly functions.^
Author's mind there is no evidence that the negative side as it
presents itself to us in the question, Was the Son a priest before His
performance of His priestly acts ? ever occurred to him. The positive
point was the important one to him, writing to men entangled in the
;

1

Weiss. N. T. Theology,

p. 510,

note

a.
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fascinations of another priestly ritual, that the Son was such a High
Priest as sat down on the right hand of God, a minister of the true
Tabernacle (viii. i).
Hence drawing no distinction between the
Son's priestly acts and His priesthood, the Epistle speaks of Him
as becoming a priest when He performed these acts (ii. 17, vi. 20),
and represents God as saluting Him as a priest for ever when He
appeared in the heavenly sanctuary (vi. 20). These and a multitude
of other passages present merely the positive fact of the Son's being
a priest, a fact verified and embodied in His performance of His
priestly offices
they do not touch the negative point whether He
was a priest before this. The Epistle, however, regards the Son's
appearance in the flesh as a redemptive act it views His whole
history in no other aspect than as the history of the Leader of Salvation, each successive step in which was an entering into and fulfilling
by Him of this vocation and therefore, though the Son grasped the
occasions of His mission as they successively presented themselves,
and might thus be described as becoming a priest, when He performed the offices of His priesthood, strictly speaking He was only
verifying, in the only way possible, viz. by actual fulfilling of its
offices. His true priesthood
and the word became is hardly to be
taken in any more absolute sense. At the same time it is important
This language is, no doubt,
to do justice to the Author's language.
due partly to the fact that both to him and his readers the acts of
the Son's priesthood lay in the past, and he speaks from the
This has led
point of view of the Son's present state on high.
to the view that under the Melchisedec priesthood He embraces
only this state^ which ensued after the performance of the acts of
atonement, which are thus thrown outside of the Melchisedec
priesthood
but this view seems opposed to the whole scope of
the Epistle.
3. There is another class of passages in which the priesthood of
the Son is not formally under treatment, and in these His sacrifice is
spoken of in a more general way, and referred to as His death. His
being offered, the offering of His body, and the like, and the effects,
elsewhere connected with the priesthood, are ascribed to the death.
Some of these are apologetic passages which vindicate the necessity
Others set the death in a
of the incarnation and death of the Son.
more objective light, connecting it with principles in the mind of
God (ii. 10), or regard it as the sacrifice inaugurating the covenant
;

;

;

;

;

(ix. 15, etc.).

(i) Passages in which the Epistle speaks of the service of the high
priest as confined to the sanctuary, and represents the entrance of
the high priest there as the culminating act of the sacrifice, are

This
viii. 3, ix. I, 6, 7, comp. with ix. II, 12, and see Lev. xvi.
entrance of the high priest was not only an atoning or sanctifying act,
but also the actual realizing of the covenant fellowship of the People
with God. The sacrificial term " offer " is used of this act of ministration expressly of the high priest's act, ix. 7, but also indirectly
" Offer himself " also is employed of the same
of the Son's, viii. 3.

—
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action,

ix.

25,

vii.

27,

and "offer

sacrifice," x,

11

;

jc*

comp.

x.

14.

In

taking this view of the presentation of the blood as strictly the act
of atonement, the Epistle follows the precedent of Old Testament language and conception. The blood contained the life or
was the life. The laying of it on the altar was the offering of
the life unto God, and this made atonement (Lev. xvii. 1 1
Heb.
;

ix. 12).^

The
when

Old Testament ritual of worship are closely foland its point of view is apt to be lost sight of
not attended to. A prevailing tendency has been to

steps of the

lowed

in the Epistle,
this

is

disconnect the ministry in the sanctuary with atonement, the latter
being regarded as completed in the sacrificial death, and hence
some vague meaning has been put upon the Son's entrance into the
sanctuary on high before God, and it has been regarded as His
bringing His finished offering before the presence of God, it being
forgotten that the essential point in any offering is that it be brought
before God, and that until it is so it is no finished offering.* The
feeling, indeed, is difficult to get rid of, that whatever high-priestly
acts Christ performs in heaven must be acts which He performs
continuously there.
Hence His entrance through His blood into
the heavenly sanctuary is apt to be degraded down to some vague
generality called giving prevalence to His acts done on earth and
considered a continuous thing. But this is not the view of the
Epistle.
The entrance of the Son is the culminating point of His
atoning sacrifice,
is strictly the atoning point itself; is an act of
His Melchisedec priesthood, and is an act done once for all (ix. 12,
X. 12, ix. 25).
This is, however, but one side of the meaning of His
entrance.
The words "once for all" imply that His entrance as
representative High Priest was the realization in fact of the state of
covenant union between God and the People, and this state has
abiding and eternal embodiment in His continuing as representative
High Priest to sit at God's right hand. Christ is still a Melchisedec
High Priest, and continues to execute His high-priestly office in such
ways as naturally follow His one offering of Himself for ever but
the idea that in any sense He repeats the offering of Himself, or that
He continues it, is wholly absent from the Epistle.
(2) Passages in which the Son's actual performance of His priestly
offices is identified with His priesthood, and the latter is spoken of
as commencing with this performance of His priestly acts, are, chap,
ii. 17, comp. iv. 14, 15
chap. v. 5 (ii. 9, iii. 3); comp. the connected

—

—

;

;

The

Epistle avoids such language as that Christ carried in or offered His
blood, for obvious reasons. Such language could be used of the high priest's act,
but not of His.
2 Witsius and other theologians clearly perceived this, and felt that it was
necessary to do justice to the language and conceptions of the Epistle on this
point.
Hence they suggested that Christ's entrance through His blood into the
heavenly sanctuary before God was not to be identified with His Ascension, but
was an act which He performed in His disembodied state in immediate temporal
See a hearty defence of this view in ProC
connection with His death on the cross.
Srceaton's Apostles Doctrine, p. 48, etc., and p. 339, etc
1

—
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passage, v. 7-10, which describes the path through which He became
chap. vi. 19, 20 the three passages which speak of His being
made perfect, ii. 10, v. 9, vii. 28, also chap. vii. 26. And that His
ministry, which is specially His atoning ministry, is exercised in the
sanctuary on high is stated in viii. i, 2 to be the chief point in the
And it is added that it could be only there, viii. 4 ;
Apostle's teaching.
comp. ix. II, 12, ix. 23, 24. In the language and thinking of the
Epistle, " in heaven " expresses what we should call real or ideally
Heaven is the region of realities, the abode of God in truth,
true.
and the priest who would offer an efficacious sacrifice must offer it
priest

;

;

there.
(3) In another class of passages the atoning effect is connected
with the death of Christ. In most of these the priestly conception
falls into the background
see chap. ix. 15 comp. ii. 9, xi. 40, xii. 23,
The term "without spot" in this passage suggests
also chap. ix. 14.
though here
the condition of the victim before offering (Lev. i. 3)
Again, chap. ix. 28 ; comp. i Pet.
also it is the blood that atones.
ii. 24.
In ix. 25, "offer Himself," as ver. 26 indicates, refers to the
act of service in the sanctuary, but "suffer," ver. 26 (comp. xiii. 12)
shows that the death is inseparably connected with this. In chap,
Most il
x. 10 the death seems certainly included in the "offering."
not all of these passages speak generally of the sacrifice of the Son
as a whole, and not formally of His priesthood and its functions.
When the priesthood is spoken of specifically, it is usually held to
cover only the acts done in the sanctuary, but there may be a certain
fluctuation in the mode of representation, and in such passages as
ix. 14, X. 10, the whole sacrificial act may be brought under the priesthood. When it is understood that the one sacrificial act included
the death and the ministry as inseparable parts of it, the question is
On the one hand, as stated in the beginning of
of little importance.
this note, in the ordinary sacrificial ritual it was no part of the priest's
office to slay the victim, his office was to minister in the sanctuary
alone (ix. 6). On the other hand, Lev. xvi. seems to imply that, contrary to the practice on ordinary occasions, on the day of Atonement
the high priest himself slew the victim, and thus performed the whole
This action of the high priest in
sacrifice from beginning to end.
the forecourt is supposed to correspond to the death of the Son on
the cross. This analogy, however, receives no direct support from
anything said in the Epistle (comp. xiii. 12 and notes). Others go
the length of extemporizing a new typology, and regard the earth as
This is a
the forecourt of that sanctuary which is heaven itself
large thought and therefore attractive, but it is entirely without support
from the Epistle.
:

;

—

—

—
VIII.
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Chap. viii. i-x. 18. The ministry of the Melchisedec high priest in
meaning, and therefore as the hasis of a new covenant.

55
its

—

Connection.
The Author had shown in the passage iv. 14-v. 10
that Jesus was a true and sympathizing High Priest, being taken

from among men and appointed by God, and having passed through
human history. Then after a practical digression suggested by the
feehng how difficult it was to lay the subject of the Melchisedec
priesthood clearly before minds so backward as those of the Hebrews
(chap. V.

I

i-vi. 20),

he had come

to that subject,

and expounded

in

the nature of the Melchisedec priesthood, and the consequences in regard to the Levitical system and the Law which the
introduction of such a priesthood carried with it.
Among these
consequences, arising from the nature or order of the Melchisedec
priest, there were two extending even into his own ministry and
distinguishing it from that of the Levitical priests, viz. that he did
not need to offer for himself, and that his offering did not need to
be repeated (vii. 26-28). These references to the ministry of the
Melchisedec high priest introduce that subject, and the Author on
entering upon it begins by stating its capital principle, what he calls
the " chief point " in the things which he is saying, which is, that the
Melchisedec high priest is a minister, that is, an offering priest who
He is attached to that
belongs to the true Tabernacle, that is, heaven.
sanctuary, has his ministry there.
This general principle does not
mean that he belongs to this sanctuary now, but that he belongs to it
absolutely, just as the Levitical priest belongs to the tabernacle of this
world, and that all his ministry of whatever kind is performed there.

chap.

vii.

—

Introductory and general statement in regard to the
High Priest. The chief point is that
He is a minister or officiating High Priest belonging to the true
Tabernacle, which the Lord pitched and not man, i.e. the heavens
just as the Levitical priests are ministers making offerings in the
Outline.

i.

—

ministry of the Melchisedec

;

tabernacle of this world.

His ministry

is

more

the Levitical or Aaronic priests by as

much

He

first

is

the mediator

better than the

is

excellent than that of

as the covenant of which

covenant (chap.

viii.

1-6).

These two things, the more excellent Melchisedec atoning
ministry and the better new covenant, in their contrasts with the
Levitical ministry and the first covenant and in their relation to one
2.

another, exhaust the passage that follows on to chap.

x. 18, in

three

great sections:
(i)

The covenants,

contrast, chap.
(2)

The

the

first (viii.

chap.

The more

7-9)

and the new

ix.

10-13), in

(ix.

i-io)

and Melchisedec

(ix.

11-14),

1-14.

excellent Melchisedec ministry

covenant together,

(viii.

7-13.

ministries, Levitical

in contrast,

(3)

viii.

ix.

is-x. 18.

and the

better

new

—
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I

Now

of the things which

we have such an High

we have spoken

who

[vni.
this is

the

I,

2.

sum

;

on the right hand of
the throne of the Majesty in the heavens
a minister of the
sanctuary, and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord pitched,

2

Priest,

is

set

;

—

Chap. viii. 1-6. Introductory. The cliief point in regard to the
Melchisedec high priest: he is a ministering priest, and in the true
heavenly sanctuary.
have a High Priest, a minister of the true Tabernacle (vers, i, 2).
I say "a minister," for every high priest has an offering (ver. 3);
and " in heaven " for if he were on earth he would not belong to the
class of priest at all, for the place of priest is occupied there by them
that serve the Tabernacle of this world, the copy of the true (vers. 3-5).
His ministry is more excellent than theirs by as much as the
covenant of which He is the mediator is better than the covenant
wh.i h their ministry subserves (ver. 6).
In all this passage the two things to which prominence is given
That we have a High Priest who has an atoning ministry like
are:
other high priests and that He belongs to the true Tabernacle His
No reference is made in all the passage
ministry is attached to this.
What is pointed out is
to the time when His ministry is exercised.
merely His cottftection as a ministering High Priest with the true
Tabernacle in heaven.
seem; rather, now of the things
Vers. I, 2. Now of the things
which we are saying (lit. which are being said), the chief point is.^ The
have a High Priest who sat down ... a
chief point is as follows:
Such an High Priest
set; or, who sat down. " Such"
minister, etc.

We

—

—

—

;

.

.

.

—We

.

.

.

explained by the words "who sat down," etc. This is a trait in the
history of this High Priest, and indicates both His greatness and the
sphere where He is. He sat down and He is a minister of the true
Tabernacle. Of course His sitting down did not precede but followed
His ministry there. His sitting down and His being a minister in
the true sanctuary have the same meaning, and imply the finality
All that may be said of the High Priest and His
of His offering.
ministry is grouped together so as to be taken in at one glance, and
His sitting down at the right hand of God is a token both of His
greatness and of the finality of the offering which He made as a
minister in the true Tabernacle (x. 11, 12). The Apostle combines
the two prophetical passages. Sit at my right hand, Ps. ex. i, and
Thou art a Priest, Ps. ex. 4; the first is the basis of ver. i, and the
second of ver. 2 and the two verses imply that our High Priest is in
the heavens and has His high-priestly ministry there, and suggest
the finality of His offering there.
The heavenly " sanctuary " corresponds to the holy of holies, the
innermost division of the Mosaic sacred tent the " true Tabernacle,"
however, does not seem to correspond to the outer division or holy
place, but to be a name for the whole tent, or place of ministry, so
is

;

;

^

Tynd.. Cran., of the things which we have spoken

ba^, sumnie.

this is the

" pyth."

Gen.

——
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For every high priest is ordained to offer gifts
and sacrifices wherefore // is of necessity that this man have
For if he were on earth, he should
4 somewhat also to offer.

3 and not man.

:

not be a

priest,

seeing that there are priests that offer

gifts

that " and " introduces not a distinct idea, but the same in a more
The heavenly Tabernacle is called
general form (comp. ix. 24).
"true" because real and eternal and primary, while that on earth is
only secondary and a mere copy (ver. 5). This is expressed also by
saying that the Lord pitched it, not man ^ or as is elsewhere said, it
is not of this (world's) creation (ix. 11), and not made with hands.
Vers. 3-5 expand and support the statement of the chief point
in vers, i, 2, a minister of the true Tabernacle.
Being a minister, that is, an officiating high priest (Joel i. 9 Isa.
Ixi. 6
Neh. x. 39), he must have an offering, for it is the
Jer. xxxiii. 21
This
very function of a high priest to "offer" gifts and sacrifices.
man have somewhat also; or, that this high priest also have somewhat to oflFer. The noun to this is not expressed, and has to be
supplied from the foregoing " every high priest." " Somewhat to
What he offers is not meantime
offer " is a very happy rendering.
Neither is there any reference
of importance, he has an offering.
to the ti7ne when he offers, though the word perhaps implies that
But of course it is
the offering is one that is made once for all.
implied by the connection that the place of the offering is in the true
The
Tabernacle, for this is just the gist of the whole passage.
Author's chief point is that the Melchisedec high priest is a
ministering priest in the heavenly sanctuary, and to support this
point by saying that this priest must have an offering which he offers
somewhere else would be peculiar reasoning. No doubt the high
priest is described generally as appointed " to offer gifts and sacrifices," but that "offering" of the high priest to which Christ's
corresponds is expressly defined to be " blood which he offered
for himself and for the errors of the people " in the most holy place
(ix. 7).
The "somewhat to offer" which Christ has is somewhat
which He offers in the sanctuary on high.
Vers. 4, 5 support the point that the Melchisedec high priest's
ministry is in the true Tabernacle, as ver. 3 supported the point
a priest; or, he
that he is a minister.
For if he were on earth
•would not be a priest at all that is, he would not belong to the class
of priest.
The meaning is not that he would not even be a priest,
much less a high priest (for between these two essentially there is
no difference), but he would not have priestly functions at all. " For"
connects with ver. 2, which is still in the Author's mind.2 Seeitig
;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

1 The "and " before " not man " is to be omitted.
" Another reading is ncnv if.
This is perhaps easier in itself; the emphasis is
then thrown on vers. 4, 5, and ver. 3 serves rather as a stepping-stone being a
Undoubtedly
high priest he has, of course, an offering, now if he were on earth
the main idea of the passage is that the sphere of the Son's offering is heaven
but ver. 3 has a certain apparent independence whi«di seems to suffer on this
;

.

.

.

;

construction.
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5 according to the

law

shadow of heavenly

:

who

things, as

[VIII. 5.

serve unto the example and
Moses was admonished of God

when he was about to make the tabernacle
he, that thou make all things according to the

:

for, See, saith
pattern showed

there are priests j rather, seeing there are those who offer the gifts.
So the best MSS. with omission of "priests," and the expression
"the gifts" is made definite by "according to the law." If the Son
\vere on earth He could not exercise the priestly office at all, because
there are those there already who are priests, created by divine law
and offering divinely prescribed gifts, with whom it is impossible that
He should interfere. He is not of the family of Levi (vii. 14), but a
priest of another order
shadow and substance cannot be confused.
" On earth " is used as the opposite of in heaven
the priests on
earth minister in the Tabernacle of this world, His ministry must be
elsewhere.
It is said here that the ministry of the Melchisedec
high priest must be in the Tabernacle on high. It has been argued
that all that is implied in this is that His ministry so far as it is
exercised in a Tabernacle must be exercised in heaven, but that this
does not preclude such parts of the priestly ministry as are not performed in a Tabernacle from having been done on earth. This is
true.
But the question as regards this Epistle is whether it do not,
both in the case of the Levitical and the Melchisedec priests, limit
the priestly function to the acts of ministry exercised in the Tabernacle
or at least in point of fact refrain from bringing in under the
priestly office any acts but those done in the Tabernacle.
.
example of heavenly things ; or, who serve
Ver. 5. WJio serve
... a copy and shadow of the heavenly things. " Copy " (patterns,
example, iv. 11) means a delineation or outline of something
ix. 23
presented to view comp. " shown thee in the mount." " Shadow "
;

;

;

.

.

;

;

a dim and unsubstantial representation in x. i it is contrasted
The earthly sanctuary and taberwith " image," a true likeness.
nacle, though in some sense a representation of the heavenly things,
In heaven are the true sanctuary and
are an imperfect likeness.
is

;

tabernacle.

According to the pattern; lit. type.
The passage furnishes no
answer to these two questions, which were not properly before the
i. Whether what
Author's mind
Moses saw was the heavenly
and 2. How
things themselves, or only representations of them
he saw them, whether with his eyes or in vision or through being
enabled to conceive them. Some consider that a model was shown
to Moses, and there are Jewish critics who say that this is still
standing on Mount Sinai.
No traveller has yet reported having
:

;

seen it. It is scarcely in accordance with the Author's mode of
representation that any distinction should be drawn between that
which Moses was shown and the heavenly things themselves. But
the point which he desires to make is that the earthly tabernacle,
made off what was shown in the mount, is but " a copy " the true
The earthly tabernacle and vessels,
original tabernacle is in heaven.
;

—
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But now hath he obtained a more

excellent ministry, by how much also he is the Mediator of a
better covenant, which was established upon better promises.

being made according to the " type " shown in the mount, become
the "antitypes" of the heavenly things (ix. 24), the type being
primary, and the antitype, corresponding to it, secondary. This is
On the command
rather to invert ordinary theological phraseology.
referred to, see Ex. xxv. 40, xxvi. 30, xxvii. 8 ; Num. viii. 4 comp.
Acts vii. 44.
more excellent. "Now" is not temporal,
Ver. 6. Bui now
but means, as things in fact are. On " excellent " comp. i. 14. By
a better covenant. The Melchisedec ministry is as
how 7nuch
much more excellent than the Levitical as the new covenant to which
it belongs (ix. i), or which is based on it (vii. 11), is better than the
and it is better than the first inasmuch as it is one which has
first
been established, lit. legislated, or enacted by law, on better promises.
The better promises fohow in ver. 10, etc. The word " enacted by
law" is used to correspond to "according to the law " in ver. 4 the
new covenant is no less of divine enactment than the first comp.
The " promises " here refer to the nature of the new
vers. 8-10.
covenant itself, they are not the great general promises made to
Abraham (vii. 6). Both covenants contemplated the fulfilment of
the former failed from its nature ; the
the Abrahamic promises
second, being based on better promises as to its own character, will
not fail (ix. 15). The new covenant is not enacted on the promise of
other things, for the idea of all covenants is the fellowship of God
with man, which implies that He forgives their sin on the one hand,
and that they obey His law on the other the point of superiority of
the new covenant lies here, that it is based on the promise really to
effect what it aimed at, which the first covenant was unable to do.
—Jesus is Mediator of this new covenant, first, in revealing it, i. i,
ii. I, iii.
I ; and second, in initiating it by the blood of the covenant,

—

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

—

ii.

II, ix. 16, etc., x. 29.

first and new covenants in contrast.
covenant was not faultless. For God finding fault
characterizes it thus
Those under it continued not in it and,
therefore, God disregarded those under it, vers. 7-9.
(i) that the Law
2. The better promises of the new covenant
shall be no more external, but written on the heart
(2) that therefore knowledge of God shall be universal, and not the property of
and (3) that these two former
classes such as priests or prophets

Vers. 7-13. The
1.

The

first

:

—

;

—

;

;

things shall arise through God's finally forgiving sin, and thus bringing men into perfect fellowship with Himself, so that they shall
know Him (2) and obey Him in love (i), vers. 10-12.
3.

The mention

of

a new covenant

in Jeremiali's

days chaiacie/-

—

1
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I,

For if that first covenant had been faultless, then should no
8 place have been sought for the second.
For, finding fault
with them, he saith, Behold, the days come, saith the Lord,
when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel
not according to the covenant
9 and with the house of Judah
that I made with their fathers in the day when I took them
by the hand to lead them out of the land of Egypt ; because
they continued not in my covenant, and I regarded them
10 not, saith the Lord.
For this is the covenant that I will
make with the house of Israel after those days, saith the
Lord ; I will put my laws into their mind, and write them in
their hearts
and I will be to them a God, and they shall be
1
to me a people
and they shall not teach every man his
neighbour, and every man his brother, saying, Know the
Lord for all shall know me, from the least to the greatest
7

:

:

:

:

ized the first as even then already old
ready to vanish away, ver. 13.

Vers. 7-9. The faultiness of the

The covenant

was

first

;

that which faileth for age

is

covenant.

a sense to blame for its failure
it
could not secure that men should keep it comp. Gal. iii. 21. Plact
have been sought.
Place was sought in the prediction, Jer.
xxxi. 31-34.
To seek place for, is to contemplate the inbringing of,
or the existence of (comp. Rev. xx. 11), as everything must exist in
a " place."
It
The passage here quoted is Jer. xxxi. 31, etc.
was spoken after Israel and Judah were both in exile. The exile
was the proof that the first covenant was virtually broken and ready
to disappear.
It had been found from its own character, and from
On the ruins of it
the nature of men, ineffectual for its purposes.
rose in the hearts of the prophets and the people, through God's
teaching, the hope of a better covenant, which should never be
itself

in

;

;

broken

(Isa. liv. 9, 10).

Vers. 10-12. The better promiseB of the new covenant.
The first promise is that the law shall be written on the heart, no
more on mere outward tables of stone. Written on the heart it is
first knowledge, and then impulse
its obedience follows as by a
spiritual instinct.
The Apostle here comes in contact with the
Pauline " law of the Spirit" (Rom. viii. i), but he nowhere connects
this law of the heart with the Spirit.
To this promise is attached
the statement, I will be their God. That statement expresses
the idea of a covenant between God and man in those days this
idea shall be verified, the covenant relation will be real between
God and His people.
Ver. II. The second promise of universal knowledge may be
regarded as the result of what was contained in the first promise, or
The words, they shall no
it may be a mere expansion of the first.
;

—

;

Vni. 12, 13.]
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12 For I will be merciful to their unrighteousness, and their sins
In that he
13 and their iniquities will I remember no more.
saith, A new covetiant, he hath made the first old.
Now that
which decayeth and vvaxeth old is ready to vanish away.

more teach every man

his fellow-citizen ^ and brother, are not strictly
part of the promise, but a graphic mode of describing the state of
things when knowledge of God is universal. An external law can
be known only to some, and these must be the teachers of others.
law written on the heart, like a universal principle of the mind, is
known to all, no priest or prophet is required to teach it and such
classes disappear, or rather all the Lord's people are prophets
(Num. xi. 29 ; Joel ii. 28) and as it is a law as well as knowledge,
exhortation is not needed to the observance of it. This description,
the prophets in their delineations of the
it need not be said, is ideal
comp.
future Church always contemplate it in its perfect condition
Isa. xi. 9, liv. 13.
Joel ii. 28
Ver. 12. The third promise, that of final forgiveness of sin, being
introduced by the wordy^^r, is seen to be the basis of the preceding
ones and so the Apostle regards it as virtually the whole promise
Here lay the
on which the new covenant is enacted, x. 16, 17.
and here
defect of the first covenant and its ministry (ix. 9, x. 4, 11)
the ministry of the new is more excellent (ver. 6, ix. 14, x. 14). Those
thus forgiven have access to the very throne of God (iv. 16, x. 19)
they know Him and can serve Him free from the consciousness of
sin (ix. 14) and with a true heart (x. 22)."
Ver. 13. So far back as the days of Jeremiah the first covenant
was made old by the mention of a new that which is old is ready
The Apostle does not say it is disannulled, he says
to vanish away.
This was its condition when the promise
it is expiring of old age.
he leaves it to be inferred that
of a new covenant was made
now with the realizing of this promise it has actually vanished

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

away.

Note on the Two Covenants.
covenant has no other meaning. The Greek
means also testament or wdl. This was
rendered in the Latin Versions testanietituni^ which seems to have had
the same latitude of signification. And this term has passed into
In the
the modern languages as the representative of the Greek.
English Bible the Greek word is rendered "testament" in several
places (Matt. xxvi. 28; Mark xiv. 24; Luke xxii. 20; i Cor. xi. 25;
This
2 Cor. iii. 6, 14; Heb. vii. 22, ix. 15, 16, 17, 20; Rev. xi. 19).
ought probably to be replaced by "covenant" everywhere except in
Heb. ix. 16, etc. (see notes). Naturally, from meaning the covenant

The Hebrew word
word corresponding

1

'

for
to

it

So the best Mss. instead of " neighbour."
The words "and their iniquities " are to be omitted

in ver. is.
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itself, the word passed over to signify the Scriptures
which embodied the testament. Hence we speak of the Old and
New Testament (2 Cor. iii. 14).
A covenant is properly an agreement between two parties, who
bind themselves by certain conditions with the view of attaining
some object. A covenant may be between equals, as that between
Abraham and Abimelech (Gen. xxi. 32), or between parties of whom
one is superior to the other, as that between Joshua and the
Gibeonites (Josh. ix.). The covenant relation between God and men
is of the latter kind, for God imposes the covenant (chap. viii. 8-10).
None the less both parties lay themselves under obligations and
contemplate an object by the covenant. A covenant between God
and men cannot possibly have any other meaning than that He will
be their God and they His People (viii. 10).
The Epistle contemplates religion or the relation of God and men
under this aspect of a covenant. It distinguishes two covenants, that
made at Sinai (viii. 9), and that made through Christ (ix. 15). The
former is called the Jirsi covenant (viii. 7, ix. i, 18) it is not named
the " old " covenant, although it is said that God, in announcing a
new covenant, has made the first old (viii. 13). The latter is called
a second (viii. 7), a better (vii. 22, viii. 6), a new as having different
contents (viii. 8, ix. 15), and also new as being recent (xii. 24), and an
eternal covenant (xiii. 20, comp. vii. 22).
The first covenant was
not faultless so mildly does the Author express himself (viii. 7) the
second is enacted upon better promises (viii. 6, 10-12). The Epistle
does not speak of a covenant with Abraham, as the Pauline Epistles
do (Gal. iii. 15, 17); it knows of promises to Abraham (vi. 13, vii. 6),
which the first covenant was ineffectual to realize (xi. 39), which, however, are realized through the second (ix. 15).'
The covenant relation is not its own end. It is rather a relation
within which the People are being matured for that final blessedness
which God has destined for them. No doubt this maturing of them
always more fully realizes the covenant relation, and this of itself is
But it is chiefly regarded as the means to
a great and blessed end.
that which lies beyond, which is the bringing of the People to a
sphere of existence that shall fully correspond to their capacities
and needs. This end is variously described it is, inheriting the
promises (vi. 12), or, receiving the promise of the eternal inheritance
(ix. 15); reaching the heavenly country (xi. 16), or, the city that hath the
foundations (xi. 10); or, receiving the kingdom that cannot be shaken
(xii. 28); or, entering into the Rest of God (chap. iii. iv.); or, having the
world to come put into subjection to them (ii. 5, etc.). This phraseology rests upon the connection of Israel with Canaan, but as that
connection was not a mere type of spiritual relations (see Note on
Rest of God), such phraseology does not imply that nothing more
than spiritual relations is meant. Now this end was contemplated

or testament

;

—

;

:

1 The promises made to Abraham do not refer to either of the covenants, but to
something lying beyond them both, to the attaining of which both covenants are
but means.
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by both covenants alike. Hence " we " have had the same glad
We who believe do enter into
tidings preached to us as they (iv. 2).
the Rest, of which they fell short (iv. 3). They of the first covenant
have their transgressions redeemed in Christ, and receive the promise
The covenants are
of the eternal inheritance (ix. 15, comp. xii. 40).
means adopted for realizing promises and gracious purposes, the
announcement of which was prior to both of them. The new covenant is only a more effectual means of accomplishing the same object
pursued in the first.
A covenant between

God and men is a state of relation in which
they His People. By being His People is meant
that they are dedicated to His service (ix. 14), that they are His
worshipping People. And the means by which they are translated
The term that
into this relation of fit worshippers is important.
expresses this change is " sanctify " (ii. 1 1, x. 10, 29, xiii. 12), In regard
to inanimate things or creatures not moral, such a dedication to the
service of God could have been accomplished by a mere formula of
consecration, by setting them apart for God, or caUing them His.
Not so with moral beings. Both their own conscience and God's
nature forbade this superficial treatment. Having a conscience
defiled by sin, they felt debarred from free access to God so as to
serve Him (ix. 9, 14, x. 2, 22), and for the same reason of their defilement God could not permit Himself to be approached. This
defilement of sin is purified away by sacrifice, the blood of which is
the blood of the covenant (ix. 14, 18, x. 29, xiii. 20), and thus the
People are sanctified for the service of God (see Note on Purify,
As the end had in view and the covenant itself
Sanctify, etc.).
which is the means towards it are alike due to the grace of God (ii. 9),
the sacrifice which effects the sanctification of the people is no less

He is

their

God and

an institution of His provision.

Though within the covenant, the People are not supposed to be
They err and are out of the way they are compassed with
infirmity and labour under various "ignorances" (v. 2, vii. 28, ix. 7
sinless.

;

;

comp. iv, 15). Such errors though sins and transgressions (ix. 15),
and interruptions of the covenant relation, are not absolutely incom-

A

patible with its maintenance, provided they are taken away.
of removing such sins of infirmity was provided in the sacrificial system.
This is the meaning of this system. It was an
institution appointed of God for removing sins committed within the
covenant. In the view of the Epistle sins are of two kinds, sins of
The distinction drawn is not
infirmity and wilful sins (x. 26).
between certain special acts and others, it is a general classification
according to the aspect under which sinful acts in general are conceived,
although, naturally, certain sins could scarcely be considered sins of
infirmity.
The general idea of a covenant was that God was drawing near to the People in grace. This general fact demanded, as
its correlative, on the part of the People the general attitude toward
God of Faith and Hope. Within this general attitude the personal
life of the individual mip.ht be a very chequered one, full of impcr-

means
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fections, and marked even by sins that were voluntary.
These were
great evils which the covenant relation sought more and more to
overcome, but they did not involve suspension of this relation itself.
Only unbelief, like that in the wilderness, or idolatry, had this consequence. Such sins struck at a point behind the covenant relation, and
threw the sinner outside the sphere within which God was gracious, and
for such sins there was no sacrifice (x. 28, xii. 17).
For sins of infirmity an atonement was provided in the sacrificial system. Besides
particular offerings for special transgressions, the great sacrifice on
the day of atonement was an offering for the sins of the People.
Besides being an atonement, the ceremonies of this day symbolized
the continued existence of the covenant relation between God and
the People, for in the entrance of the high priest, representative of the
People, into the holiest, the presence of God, there were expressed
and exhibited the existence and continuance of the relation to God
of the worshipping People.
The Epistle does not speculate how it is
that men in covenant still continue to sin
it accepts the fact without referring it to any principle such as "the flesh" of St. Paul.
Its
distinction of sins of infirmity and "wilful" sins is unknown to the
latter Apostle, to whom all sins are deadly and infer the curse
This is involved in his mode of regarding the Law as
(Gal. iii. 10).
a commandment of works to be obeyed in order to justification.
Any transgression of it is its breach in principle, and makes an end
of all pretensions on man's part to be righteous before God.
The condition of the continuance of the covenant was the keeping
But here a double defect manifested itself in the first
of the Law.
covenant.
On the one hand, the people abode not in it (viii. 9), and
on the other hand, its institutions could not remove the transgressions
done under it (ix. 15, x. 4). In the new covenant God promises to
write His law on the People's hearts (viii. 10), as on the other hand
the death of Christ redeems the transgressions under the first cove-

—

;

and God remembers them no more (x. 17). Though in
the law be written on the People's heart, their wills
still practically regarded as mutable
they may sin wilfully
(x. 26), and fall away from the living God (iii. 1 2), and they need all
the safeguards which their own patient endurance (vi. 12), the
example of those who have gone before (vi. 12, xii. i, xiii. 7), mutual
nant
the
are

(ix. 15),

new covenant

;

exhortation (iii, 13, x. 24), memory of past attainments (x. 32, etc.),
and the "throne of grace" (ii. 18, iv. 14, vii. 23-25) can afford, to
enable them to hold fast the beginning of their confidence firm unto
the end.-^
Thus the first covenant failed, and God caused to arise upon the
people the light of the promise of a new covenant. The first covenant indeed was conscious of its own imperfection hence it gave
forth from within itself the promise of "another priest" (Ps. ex. 4;
,

;

1 The point that in the new covenant the law is wTitten on the heart is not
pursued to any consequences in the Epistle; the antithesis between "letter"
and " spirit," " bondage " and " freedom," in the Pauline sense, as characteristicj
Vii the two covenants, is waniuig.
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of a "better sacrifice" (Ps. xl. 7; chap. ix. 23, x. 9),
of a "new covenant" (Jer. xxxi. 31
chap. viii. 8). The
structure of the Tabernacle was a perpetual witness to the inability
of its ministry to open the way for the worshippers into the presence
of God, a witness borne by the Holy Ghost (ix. 8). And the very
continual repetition of the sacrifices year by year was a constant
remembrance of sin, and proclamation of their inefficacy to take it

chap.

vii.

14),

and even

;

away (x. 3).-^
The Epistle

is a detailed contrast between the two covenants, showing that in all those points where the first failed the second realizes
the purpose of the covenant. That which gives eternal validity or
absoluteness to the new covenant is the perso7i^ the Son of God, who
who reveals, mediates, and sustains it.
in all points carries it through
From the conception of the covenant as the state of relation between
God and the People who serve Him, the high priest becomes the
central figure in the covenant, both as being the minister of atonement
and the representative of the People. Hence the Melchisedec high
priest in his person and ministry fills all the heart of the Epistle,
chap. iv. 14-X. 18 (see Note on the Priesthood).
The priesthood is
the basis of the covenant or economy, and according to the priesthood
The Law was given upon the Levitical
so will be the covenant.
priesthood (vii. 11), and is virtually the law of the priesthood and its
ministry.
The Epistle does not contemplate it in other lights or as
having other uses or as containing other elements (comp. vii. 5, 16-19,
The same place is occupied by the Mel28, viii. 4, ix. 22, X. I, 8).
chisedec priesthood in the new covenant as was occupied by the
Levitical in the first (viii. 6).
In one point of view, indeed, the sacrifice
of the Son is considered more objectively as a death, apart from His
priestly activity.
In this view it was necessary, as the death of the
testator is that the inheritance may pass to the heirs, ix. 16, etc.
Thus looked at. His sacrifice corresponds to the sacrifice by which
the covenant was initiated, the holy places purified, and the People
sanctified for the service of God (ix. 18-22, x. 10).
Yet as His death
took place for the redemption of the transgressions under the first
covenant, this throws it in under that covenant and makes it correspond to the great sacrifice of the Day of Atonement, and it is in this
aspect that His sacrifice is chiefly viewed.
See the details in Note
on Day of Atonement. The "chief point " here is that we have such
a High Priest as sat down at the right hand of God (viii. i) that is, a
High Priest who in virtue of His offering has entered into the true
heavenly holy place, where God is in truth, and abides eternally before
His face, expressing by His entrance and abiding there the realization
and continuance of the true covenant relation between God and His
worshipping people (x. 19, etc.). By His one otiering He has "perfected" for ever them that are sanctified, that is, put them into true

—

;

Bringing sin to remembrance is not regarded as the purpose of the legal
they were thus a schoolmaster unto Christ
rather the continual
offering of them is considered an evidence that sin was remembered, and that the
conscience of it still remained.
1

sacrifices, as if

;

1
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and eternal covenant relation (x. 14, ix. 9, x. i comp. vii. 11).' And
those thus introduced into true covenant relation He is able to save
unto the uttermost through His abiding intercession, vii. 25. As
initiating the covenant through His blood (ix. 20, x. 29), He is the
mediator of a new covenant (ix. 15) and as sitting at the right hand
of God, before His face, for ever, as high-priestly representative of the
People, He is the surety of it (vii. 22).
The Old Testament holy places and all the vessels of the ministry
were made according to the pattern showed in the mount (viii. 5), and
are thus the copies of the things in the heavens (ix. 23). Again, the
Law had a shadow of the good things that were to come (x. i, ix. 11).
Thus the first covenant lay, as a sphere of dim representation, laetween
two regions filled with realities, heaven, the region of the true things
themselves, on the one side, and the new covenant, realizing the very
image of the good things that were to come, on the other. These
two regions correspond to one another (xii. 22). Yet the first covenant
having a shadow of the good things that were to come was in truth
the introduction of the true covenant, though in a shadowy form.
Hence the second covenant, though called new, is new only in a
modified sense. The promises on which it was enacted are virtually
nothing more than the promise truly to realize the great objects aimed
at in the first covenant (see on viii. 6).
It contemplates the same end
with the first, the bringing of men into the Rest of God and the promised inheritance (ix. 15, iv. 3). And it was made with the same
persons as the first. These are the People (ii. 17, xiii. 12), the People
of God (iv. 9, comp. vii. 27), or, the seed of Abraham (ii. 16). The
Epistle shares the Old Testament conception that the covenant is not
made with individuals but with the People. As the new covenant was
promised to Israel, Jer. xxxi. 31, it has been made with Israel. "We"'
who have had good tidings preached to us and do enter into the Rest
(iv. 2, 3)
to whom the words of Ps. xcv. were spoken (iii. 7)
who are
the house of God in truth (iii. 6) and apart from whom the fathers
were not made perfect (xi. 40) are the believing Hebrews to whom
the Epistle is addressed. The People of Israel as believing is the
People of God (xiii. 10). The Apostle has not expressed himself
regarding the Gentiles. He teaches, however, that already in Jeremiah's days the first covenant was ready to vanish away (viii. 13) that
the rise of another priest has set aside the Levitical priesthood, and
that with the change of priesthood there goes also a change of the
Law (vii. 12), which, indeed, has been annulled (vii. 18 comp. his
verdict, ix. 8-10, and notes).
And in xiii. 13 he exhorts his readers
to sever all connection with the Old Testament Israel (see there).
The Author has not referred to circumcision. In the circles in which
he moved, questions regarding this rite do not appear to have been
Thus no legal barriers remained between the Gentiles and
agitated.
;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

Hence the point at which tlie new covenant commences is the "offering" of
"
Son this point marks the boundaries of the two ages or worlds, " this world
and the "world to come,'' in principle, thoueh the world to come is still future in
1

the

;

many ways

as to actual realization.
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And light must have been cast to his mind as it
believing Israel.
was to others on the wideness of God's purpose by the fact that the
Gentiles had largely received the gospel (Acts xi. 17, 18).
It is probable, when his view of the unity of the dispensations is taken into
account, that he would have regarded Gentile believers not as a
separate community, but as grafted into the stock of Israel, the
historical people of the covenants.*
It is by no means easy to understand what is said in the Epistle in
regard to the relations of the two covenants. Two points may be
alluded to.
i. The Author speaks in a very disparaging way of the
Old Testament sacrifices, saying that they could never take away
sins (x. 11), nor perfect those offering them as to the conscience (ix. 9,
X. I, 2), and that they were carnal ordinances and useless (vii. 18).
Here he is contrasting the Old Testament sacrifices with that of
Christ, and the question before him is, what virtue these Old TestaTwo systems opposed to one
ment sacrifices had of themselves.
another were before him, Christianity with its sacrifice, and an unchristian Judaism with its sacrifices, and it is of these latter sacrifices
in themselves that he speaks and to them in themselves that he
denies virtue. Whether these Old Testament sacrifices might have
been made the channel of conveying a virtue not belonging to themselves but derived from another source is a question not before him.
His language implies that Old Testament saints were burdened with
a conscience of sin (ix. 9, 14, x. 2, 22), consequently that they were
oppressed by the sense of the inefficacy of their sacrifices to remove
sin, from which it seems to follow that they had no clear light as to
any connection of these sacrifices with another the virtue of which
they conveyed. To the same eflfect is the view that the transgressions
under the first covenant were left outstanding and only removed by
the sacrifice of Christ (ix. 15). All this, however, bears directly only
on the question before him of the value of the Old Testament sacrifices in themselves, and whether they effected a true objective atonement. Old Testament saints felt they could not do so, and hence
they were burdened with a sense of sin which, among other things,
manifested itself in a bondage from the fear of death (ii. 15). The
other question, whether the want of an objective atonement influenced
the divine mind, restraining the free expression of His affection
towards men, does not appear to have been present to the Writer's
thoughts.
2. Again, when the Author says that blood of bulls could never
take away sins (x. 4), and on the other hand that it sanctified in reference to the purity of the flesh (ix. 13), it is certainly very far from
being his intention to draw a distinction between one class of offences
called " sins " to which the Old Testament sacrifices were inapplicable, and another class that might be named ceremonial defilements
which they did remove, and so to erect a general theory of the Old
' The idea of a seed of Abraham by faith does not seem to belong to the Epistle
Abraham is not the father of the faithful— the hne of faithful men begin* with
Abel, and Noah is an heir of the righteousness according to faith.

;

—

—
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the first covenant had also ordinances of
and a worldly sanctuary. For there was a
tabernacle made ; the first, wherein was the candlestick, and
I

verily

2 divine service,

Testament constitution to the effect that it consisted of two spheres,
one of ceremonial observances and external government, within which
sacrifices had a real validity, and another the sphere of true spiritual
relations to God, within which they had no force.
Such a theory was
not present to his mind, though some things said in the Epistle have
suggested it to theologians. The distinction drawn in the Epistle
between sins to which sacrifice is applicable and those to which it is
not is quite a different one (see above). The sacrifices were offered for
sins (v. I, 3, ix. 7, x. 8, 11), and if they could have effected the purpose
for which they were offered, the worshipper would have had no more
conscience of sins (x. 2), a condition which the offering of Christ brings
about (ix. 14, X. 17).
The Old Testament sacrifices could not go
further than to purify the flesh.

Chap. ix. I-14. The ministry of the Melchisedec high priest in contrast
with that of the Levitical high priest.

—

Connection.
See Outline at chap. viii. Chap. viii. 1-6 stated the
general principle that the Melchisedec priest was a minister of the
true Tabernacle, even heaven, and that his ministry was more excellent than that of the Levitical high priest in proportion as the covenant
to which it belonged was better than the first.
Then followed the
contrast of the two covenants, vhi. 7-13.
Now comes the contrast
of the two ministries, ix. 1-14.
ministry consists of three things
and an
a place or sanctuary where it is exercised ; an offering
approach unto God with and in virtue of this offering.

A

:

;

Outline.
1.

Firsts the ministry of the Levitical high priest, vers. i-io.

Its place, the

sanctuary of this world, with

its

two divisions of the

holy place and holy of holies and their various objects of furniture,
vers. 1-5.
2. The (priestly and) high-priestly action there and

approach unto God

— (the

priests

go in continually into the holy

place, but) into the holiest goeth the high priest alone once in the
year.

3.

The

offering

—not

without blood, which he

ofifereth for

himself and the errors of the people, vers. 6, 7. 4. Estimate of the
value of these Levitical offerings and the meaning of the whole
institution, vers. 8-10.

Second^ the contrasted ministry of the Melchisedec high priest,
11-14.
I. Its place, the true Tabernacle in heaven, ver. 11.

vers.

His action and approach to God with and through his offering
through his
he entered in once for all, ver. 12.
3. His offering
own blood, ver. 12. 4. Estimate and illustration of the worth of his
offering
he obtained eternal redemption, vers. 12-14.
2.

—

—

tX.
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the table, and the showbread ; which is called the Sanctuary.
And after the second veil, the tabernacle which is called the
4 Holiest of all ; which had the golden censer, and the ark of
the covenant overlaid round about with gold, wherein 7aas
the golden pot that had manna, and Aaron's rod that budded,
3

First, the Levitical ministry, vers. i-io.

Then

— Its place, vers.

1-5.

verily
a ivorldly satictuary ; or, now indeed even
the first
and its sanctuary, one belonging to this world. The term
07-dinances implies that the arrangements and actions so called were
" Sanctuary " here seems to mean the whole
of divine appointment.
sacred tent, in both its parts.
It belongs to this world, as is elsewhere said, it is of this (material) creation, ix. 11, and made with
hands, ix. 24 it is material, of human construction, secondary, and
only a shadow of the true, heavenly sanctuary, viii. 5. The Author
in saying had merely looks back from his own historical position to
the Mosaic tabernacle and its ordinances, which are everywhere
assumed as the standard of the Old Testament things the past
" had " no more implies that the Old Testament ministry had passed
away in fact or even in principle, than the present "go in" (ver. 6)
implies the reverse.
Ver. 2.
tabernacle made ; the first ; or, prepared (so ver. 6
" First " means locally first, or foremost.
for " ordained ").
The
whole tent was divided into two parts, of which the one was twice
the size of the other. Each of these parts is here called a tabernacle,
and they are distinguished as first or outer, that nearest the entrance,
which was from the east and second, or inner, that called the holy
of holies, towards the west (see Note on Day of Atonement).
To
the first or holy place the Author reckons two pieces of furniture the
candlestick, which stood towards the south wall
and the table with
the showbread, standing on the north wall, Ex. xxvi. 35.
On the
candlestick see Ex. xxv. 31-39, xxxvii. 17-24; on the table, Ex.
XXV. 23-30, xxxvii. 10-16, comp. Lev. xxiv. 5-9
on the Tabernacle
generally, Ex. xxvi.
Ver. 3. After the second veil, i.e. behind, going in westward from
the entrance. The second veil is what is usually called the veil,
chap. X. 20 Mark xv. 38 it is called second, because the entrance
on the east of the holy place was also formed by a curtain, not a
door, Ex. xxvi. 36.
On the veil see Ex. xxvi. 31-33, xl. 3, 21.
Ver. 4. Which had
altar of incense.
censer; or, having
The word used has both meanings, but the latter sense is more
probable here, on account of the important use made of this altar on
the day of atonement. Lev, xvi. 18-20 Ex. xxx. 10 and though this
actually stood in the holy place, the Author fails to mention it when
speaking of this. He uses the word " having " in a general sense,
not to indicate the local position of the altar of incense, but its close
connection with the ministry of the holy of holies on the day of
atonement, of which he is speaking. In this he follows the precedent

Ver.

I.
,

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

A

;

—

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

;

I
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[iX. 5-7,

and the

tables of the covenant ; and over it the cherubims
of glory shadowing the mercy-seat ; of which we cannot now
6 speak particularly.
Now when these things were thus
ordained, the priests went always into the first tabernacle,
But into the second
7 accomplishing the service of God.
7ve7it the high priest alone once every year, not without blood,
which he offered for himself, ^n^for the errors of the people
5

:

of the Old Testament itself.
In Ex. xxv. 23, where the furniture of
the holy place is described, this altar is not mentioned, but referred
to later, chap. xxx. i, and brought into connection (ver. 6) with the
objects in the most holy place.
In i Kings vi. 22 it is said to belong
to the holy of holies (wrongly in Enghsh Version, that was by the
oracle).
Comp. Ex. xxx. 10; Lev. iv. 7, 18, xvi. 12, 18. Though of
shittim wood and merely overlaid with gold, it is frequently named
golden, Ex. xxxvii. 25, xxxix. 38, etc.
On the ark of the covenant see
Ex. xxv. 10, xxxvii. i, etc. On the pot of manna called here, as in the
Septuagint though not in the Old Testament, golden, see Ex. xvi. 32.
Aaron's rod. Num. xvii. i. The tables of the covenant are those of the
ten commandments, Ex. xxv. 16, 21, xl. 20, etc.; Deut. ix. 9, x. i.
Ver. 5. The cherubims of glory. The glory is that of God, who
dwelt and appeared upon the cherubim. The mercy-seat or propitiatory was the lid or covering of the ark
on either end of it was
one of the cherubim, Ex. xxv. 17, etc., xxxvii. 6; comp. i Sam.
iv. 4
2 Sam. vi. 2.
Regarding these things the Author cannot
speak particularly, that is, severally.
Vers. 6, 7. The priestly action and offering in this sanctuary.
when
ordained^ the priests went ; rather, now thess
things being thus prepared (ver. 2), the priests go in continually.
The
present " go in " does not imply that the Levitical service still continued when this was written the present is that of the record in
Scripture, for the Author makes no reference to the Temple first or
second, confining himself exclusively to the Law as written in the
Pentateuch.
The ordinary priests, ordinary representatives of the
people, have free daily access to the holy place, accomplishing the
service, rather, their services, Ex. xxx. 7, etc.
Ver. 7. But into the second went
; rather, goeth ; and so,
ofifereth, for offered.
The high priest alone had access to the holiest,
and this only once in the year, and then only through blood, which
he offered for himself and the errors of the people. The holiest was
the dwelling-place of God, where He abode upon the cherubim
above the ark containing the principles of the covenant, and access
to His presence was virtually denied.
The blood was "offered," i.e.
the sprinkling of it on or towards the mercy-seat was the atoning act,
Lev. xvi. 15, 34. The archaeological question how often on this day
the high priest entered into the holiest is not referred to by the
Author, and is of no manner of interest here, the point being that only
once or on one day in the year was access granted to the high priest.
;

;

Now

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

—
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8 the Holy Ghost this signifying, that the way into the holiest
of all was not yet made manifest, while as the first tabernacle
9 was yet standing which was a figure for the time then present, in which were offered both gifts and sacrifices, that
could not make him that did the service perfect, as pertaining
:

Vers. 8-10. Verdict regarding the Levitical ministry and

its

general

meaning
This which the Holy
this signifying
.
.
that the way into the holiest (that is, the true
heavenly presence of God) hath not yet been made manifest, while
as the first tabernacle (that is, the outer or holy place) is yet standing.
On present tenses see on ver. 6. Whether the meaning be that the
Holy Ghost is the Author of the arrangements of the structure itself,
and signifies through them to all who will consider them, or is the
Author of the Scripture describing them, may be left undecided.
The first tabernacle or holy place indicated that the way into God's
First, though
very presence was not yet open perhaps in two ways.
not the very place of God's presence, it was a definite advance toward
this ; it was at the same time the regular and stated place where the
priests, representatives of the people, ministered at all times before
God. There was thus a finality and completeness in it, indicating a
That it was not all that was to be attained was
certain permanence.
Ver.

Ghost

8.

The Holy Ghost

signifies

.

is,

marked indeed by the high priest's breaking through it once a year
Second, the veil, which formed
into nearer communion with God.
one wall of it, cut off entrance into the holiest only by its removal,
that is, by the destruction of the holy place, could the holiest be
thrown open. In this way it was a parable of the whole Levitical
system, through which, while a certain access to God was granted,
real access into His presence was hindered and deferred till it should
be taken out of the way (ver. 9).
time then present; rather, which (holy place)
Ver. 9. A figure
The Author still uses present tenses,
is a parable for the time present.
speaking from the point of view of the record in Scripture. The
word then correctly enough describes "time present" as the Old
Testament period, the time prior to the appearance of the Hii;h
Priest of the good things to come, but must be omitted if the
The holy place is
descriptive language of the writer be reproduced.
it is this_/^r, that is, not for the
a parable, a similitude or symbol
;

.

.

.

;

instruction of, but, in refere?tce to, in connection with, the time
present, the whole Old Testament pre-Christian age, which is present
from the point of view of the recorded Law. This holy place, as an
imperfect advance towards the true presence of God, and at the same
time an obstacle in the way to it, is an emblem of the first covenant

period in service and atonement.
In which were offered
that could not;
.

which (parable) are offered
service

;

rather,

him

.

.

.

that doth

.

.

.

.

rather, according to
Hi>n that did the
that cannot.
The gifts
.
i.e. the worshipper.
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10 to the conscience; which stood only in meats and drinks, and
divers washings, and carnal ordinances, imposed on them

and sacrifices offered are in accordance with the " parable " of the
holy place, they correspond in character with it, being affected by
the same kind of imperfection which it symbolizes. This imperfection
consists in their inability to make the worshipper " perfect as pertaining to the conscience " a phrase in which " as pertaining to the

—

conscience " defines in what " making perfect " consists, viz. in puriThe "conscience" is the consciousfying the conscience (ver. 14).
ness of the moral character of one's own actions or thoughts, though
of course this character of actions and thoughts is determined or at
least made clearer by the Law of God.
He who is conscious of sins
or dead works has his conscience defiled, ix. 14, or an evil conscience,
The man conscious of probity
X. 22, or a conscience of sins, x. 2.
has a good conscience, xiii. 18. To remove this consciousness of
sins by an atonement satisfying the mind is to purify the conscience,
ix. 14, or to make perfect as regards the conscience, ix. 9
to attain
Old Testament sacrifices
to that which is the idea of sacrifice.
cannot effect this, x. 2 it is effected through the blood of Christ,

—

;

ix.

14, X. 22.
Ver. 10. This

verse requires some change, from the fact that the
best text omits "and" before "carnal," and changes the form of the
word " ordinances," making it descriptive of " gifts and sacrifices "

—

Which stood only in meats, or more literally, " standing
on meats" etc., i.e. not consisting in, but reducible back to, meats,
The words may also
etc., though the sense remains much the same.
mean only joined, or added, to meats, etc.; that is, not consisting of
meats, etc., but, going along with them, pertaining to one class with
meats, etc. The whole would read thus gifts and sacrifices that
cannot make perfect
(only going along with meats, etc.), carnal
ordinances imposed until a time of reformation.^
Imposed on them
the time; rather, imposed until a time, " on
them " omitted, and a time, owing to the somewhat indefinite outlook
from the Old Testament point of view. The time of reformation is
that described in the first words of ver. 1 1, the time inaugurated by the
offering of Christ, opposed to the time present, that of the Old Testament sacrifices. The statements of this passage, taken backwards,
are mainly these:
i. The Old Testament offerings are ordinances
having reference to the flesh, and of a class with meats and drinks
and divers washings; comp. the parallel statement in regard to the
2. Ordinances of this sort are ineffectual to purify
priesthood, vii. 16.
the conscience and give the worshipper freedom of access into the
presence of God. Such offerings must be provisional and temporary.
3. This imperfection of access and service and atonement is characteristic of the Old Testament or Levitical period.
4. The Mosaic
Tabernacle or place of service is an emblem of this condition of the
(ver. 9).

otily

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

1 Others join "only" with "carnal ordinances"
ordinances ; but this bcems unnatural.

—only (with meats,

etc.) carnaJ

—
IX. lO.]
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;
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But Christ being come an

Old Testament period. Its first division or holy place, the stated
sphere of Old Testament ministration, though a certain approach to
God's presence, is an obstacle to true access, standing as it does
before the holiest and by its veil barring the way to it; only by its removal is the holiest thrown open, in other words, only by the removal
of the Levitical system is access to God's true presence obtained. Of
this removal, however, the system uttered a prophecy, and put forth
an effort once in the year towards perfect fellowship with God, in the
entrance of the high priest into the holiest.
It is to be observed that the Author says little of the holy place j
the one point of importance to him in regard to this is its existence^
as the measure of Old Testament attainment, and as an obstacle in
In the true Tabernacle on high this division
the way of perfection.
of the holy place has no significance whatever; if it be conceived as
at all existing, the lines that form it shade away into indefiniteness.
The heavenly sanctuary is a holy of holies. As to meaning, the
Tabernacle, properly " dwelling," is, as its name implies, God's dwellThis is the meaning of the Mosaic
ing-place among His people.
and heavenly Tabernacle alike. There He dwelt (Ex. xxv. 8), hence
it is called dwelling-place simply (Ex. xxxvi. 8, 13, etc.);
there He
revealed Himself to Israel, hence it is the dwelling-place of the
Testimony (Ex. xxxviii. 21); there Israel found Him and served Him,
hence it is the tent of meeting (Ex. xxix. 42, etc.). How far this
dwelling of God in the midst of Israel, though thus symbolized, was
from being conceived in a material sense, appears from i Kings viii. 27.
As the foundation and condition of God's dwelling in Israel was the
covenant, the ark containing this was His throne. To this throne
once in the year the sacrifice that maintained the covenant relation
was brought.
More particularly, His throne was formed by the
cherubim that rose up on either end of the lid of the ark, the mercyseat; on these He dwelt.
The cherubim are everywhere the signs
of God's very presence.
They bear up His glory, and mediate His
descent to the earth, and express His presence there. They are
compared to a cloud on which He rides or enshrouded in which He
sits.
On the conception of these Beings see Ps. xviii. 10, xcix. 1

—

comp.

I
Sam. iv. 4 2 Sam. vi. 2 Ps. Ixxx. i on their service in
mediating God's descent to the earth and His movement there,
see Ezek. i., ix., x., xi.
Gen. iii. 24; and hence on the use oi
figures of thein as in the Tabernacle to serve as symbols of His
presence, see Ex. xxv. 18, etc., xxxvi. 8, xxxvii. 7, etc. Thus Satan
;

;

;

;

—

to Gabriel:
'^

Though

heaven's

King

Ride on thy wings, and thou with thy compeers,
Used to the yoke, drawest his triumphant wheels
in progress through the road of heaven star-paved."
Paradise

—

Lost, IV.
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High

Priest of

good things

perfect tabernacle, not

[iX. II.

come, by a greater and more
with hands, that is to say, not

to

made

Second. The miniBtry of the Melchisedec high priest (vers. 11-14).
The place of his ministry, the more perfect sanctuary on high.
1 1,
Of good things to come; rather, the good things to come, i.e. that
were to come. There is important testimony in favour of a reading
This reading may be a gloss or 2
the good things that are cotne.
clerical error, but it suggests the right sense, though from another
point of view.i The "good things " are those immediately connected
with Christ's ministry as high priest, not things yet future, such as
the promised inheritance. This appears both from the language that
Christ is an High Priest of them, and from the connection, which
speaks of the offerings and ministries of the Levitical and true high
priests, and of nothing else; comp. x. i, where the connection is the
same, referring entirely to the ifnmediate benefits of sacrifice ; and
see X. 14 in contrast with ix. 9.
tabernacle, lit. through a greater ...
By a greater
It is
difficult to say whether through is to be taken \ocd\\Y, passing through,
using in his
or instrumentally, by means of, a greater Tabernacle
In the former case, the "taberministry a more perfect sanctuary.
nacle" would correspond to the holy place of the Mosaic tent (comp.
iv. 14, ix. 2), and be the outer ideal heavens in front of the heaven
In the second case, it would
itself into which Christ entered (ix. 24).
be a general term for the sanctuary as a whole (viii. 2). The latter
i. No stress is laid anywhere
seems more natural for several reasons
upon the high priest's passing through the holy place the point lies
in his entering the holiest, though, of course, to do this he had to
2. Neither is stress laid anywhere on the
traverse the first division.
Such a
existence of a holy place in the true Tabernacle on high.
The holy place below
division seems contrary to the idea of it.
existed because of the imperfection of the first covenant and its
service, of which it was the emblem (ix. 8, 9); but as perfection comes
through the ministry of the true Tabernacle, there seems no place for
a division, which is still the type of imperfection. Whether this be
conclusive or no, it is at least true that if the language used by the
Apostle anywhere suggests a holy place on high, this appears merely
as an undefined foreground to give relief to the true holy of holies,
the undivided sanctuary where God dwells in truth, into which Christ
entered (Note on Day of Atonement).
This true Tabernacle (viii. 2) is greater and more perfect than the
Mosaic one; it is not made with hands, not of human construction
though pitched
(ix. 24); and not of this building; rather, this creation
by God (viii. 2), it is no part of this material world, whether earth or
heaven (unlike the Mosaic, which belongs to this world, ix. i), it lies
beyond the spaces of the created universe of matter. Still, from the
necessities perhaps of the human mind, the Author conceives it as a
Ver.

:

.

.

.

—

:

—

;

—

locality.
1

Westcott aud

Hon

have admitted the reading into

their text,

—

2

12.]
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of this building neither by the blood of goats and calves,
but by his own blood he entered in once into the holy place,
For if the blood
13 having obtained eternal redemption /t7r 71s.
1

;

Ver. 12. The action and offering of the high priest.
NeitJier by the blood; or, nor yet through
The word throue^k
expresses the means by which the high priest entered.
In the going
into the hohest, two acts were combined the bringing of the blood near
to the throne of God made atonement, obtained redemption, and in
virtue of the redemption obtained or atonement made the high priest
as representative of the people was enabled to go in. The high priest
below entered through the blood of goats and calves Christ through
His own blood. The high priest went in once in the year Christ
once for all. Once in the year, though in one sense seldom, and
though the seldomness and shortness of the approach indicated that
Christ
the way was not yet open, was in another sense often (ix. 25)
entered in once for all and as the entering in and appearing before
God's face (ix. 25), that is, the opening up and maintaining immediate
fellowship with God, was what all priestly ministries aimed at, " once
for all" implies that Christ having entered in comes no more out
The holy place here means the holiest. Having obtained
(x. 1 2).
Obtainfor us; rather, obtaining, or perhaps best, and obtained.!
ing redemption was not an act that preceded entering in, they were
one act; to enter in was to obtain redemption, though it was at the
game time a token that redemption was obtained, and symbolized the
.

.

.

:

—

—

—

;

—

—

.

.

continued covenant fellowship.
" Redemption " is properly delivering by paying a ransom price.
This literal sense, however, becomes modified through Old Testament
The deliverance from whatever it might be was usually
associations.
accomplished by an offering unto God (comp. Num. xviii. 15, etc.), and
It is God to whom that
thus a sacrifice took the place of a price.
which is the means of redemption is offered ; redemption is deliverance through a sacrifice unto God. The use of the term in the Epistle
In xi. 35 it is simply deliverance from a violent
is quite general.
In ix. 15 " redemption of the transgressions " themselves is
death.
spoken of, a phrase similar to " purification of sins " in i. 3, and the
" death " is merely the understood sacrificial means without any idea
of a price.
In the present passage, in which y^r us is to be omitted,
Thus both the fundamental ideas of
its use is even more indefinite.
the word appear to have become lost, and "redemption" becomes
synonymous with other words that describe the effects of sacrifice.
The redemption obtained through the offering of the Son is eternal.
This is said in opposition to the temporary effects of the Levitical
As used in the
offerings, which had to be repeated year by year.
Epistle the word seems always to express duration, and duration forward (v. 9, ix. 15, xiii. 20), unless ix. 14 be an exception, and hardly
conveys the idea of essential or absolute.
" Grammar and doctrine equally demand tliis" (construction).— Prof. Smealoa
1

;
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of bulls and of goats, and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling
the unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh
14 how much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the
Vers. 13, 14. Estimate and illustration of the worth of the Son'g
offering.

The

effect of the Melchisedec high priest's ministry was briefly stated
words "obtained eternal redemption," ver. 12. This statement
now sustained by argument, and by contrasting the Son's offering

in the
is

with the Levitical ordinances. It is probable that in these verses,
just as in ver. 15, etc., the Author does not adhere to the formal highpriestly ministry in the sanctuary, though he includes this, but views

A

the sacrifice of the Son as a whole.
comparison is drawn between
the blood of beasts and other purifying media of the Levitical ritual
and the blood of Christ. The comparison is twofold first, as to the
comparative effectiveness of the two and second, as to the spheres
within which they are respectively effectual. The blood of goats and
the ashes of an heifer purify much more will the blood of Christ.
The former sanctify to the purity of the flesh the latter will purify
It is assumed that the Levitical sacrifice purifies the
the conscience.
flesh, and it is inferred that much more will the blood of Christ be
No account is given how
effectual in the region of the conscience.
it is an understood fact, and on
the blood of goats purifies the flesh
the basis of it the conclusion is laid that the blood of Christ will
purify the conscience.
It is not probable that the Writer had any
If he had, it is quite
particular principle in his mind at the moment.
improbable that this principle of explanation was merely that such
was the ordinance and will of God. To him and to his readers the
actual fact was so plain and so much a matter of experience, that the
necessity of seeking for a principle did not suggest itself, and most
likely no principle was present to his thoughts.
The Levitical media of purification referred to here are two the
blood of goats and bulls, ^ and the ashes of an heifer. The former has
reference to the Day of Atonement the latter to the ceremonies

—

;

—

—

;

:

;

Num.

A

unblemished, unyoked cow was
These were kept in a
slain and its blood and flesh burned to ashes.
clean place without the camp, and when any one came in contact
with a dead body, an act which occasioned an uncleanness of seven
days, he was sprinkled on the third and seventh days with these ashes
mixed with running water, and having bathed himself on the seventh
day he was again clean. When unclean he was cut off from the

described in

xix.

red,

religious services of the sanctuar)', to which when his flesh was purihe was again restored. To restore one to such fellowship with
God is to "sanctify" him ; this was the effect of purifying his flesh.
" Sanctify to the purity of the flesh " may mean, sanctify, producing
purity of the flesh, in which case the last words define what sanctity
means ; or, sanctify in referetice to the purity of the flesh defining the
fied

—

sphere within which the sanctity is produced. The latter is more probable.
1 Such is the order of the best Mss,

—
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offered himself without

eternal Spirit

spot

T77
to

God, purge

Opposed to these, the blood of Christ purifies not the flesli but the
conscience and not from the external defilement of contact with the
dead, but from dead works and this purifying enables the worshipper
not to engage in the bodily services of the Tabernacle, but to serve
On dead works see vi. i. On the conscience, on ix. 9.
the living God.
On living God, see on iii. 12. Frotn dead works does not mean, so
as henceforth to abstain from dead works for the reference is not to
future conduct, but to present burdens lying on the conscience, and
disabihties in the way of service arising from the sense of them, just
as the Old Testament worshipper was debarred from service by his
bodily defilement the meaning is, purify the conscience, relieving it
of that sense of sin which is the obstacle to free service of the living
God. Sins forgiven no longer exist for the conscience (x. 2). This
;

;

—

;

—

parallel between the Old Testament service and that of the New, and
translation of the obstacle to service out of the region of bodily defilement into the inner sphere of a man's own consciousness, is very

profound. The consciousness and the living God correspond.
The premiss is If the blood of goats
sanctify to the purity
of the flesh
and the conclusion is How much more shall the blood
of Christ purify the conscience, so as to serve the living God.
Except
in the words blood of Christ, no ground appears either for the much
more of this inference, nor for the conscience. The next clause may
possibly supply the ground.
Who through the eterital ... ; lit.
through (an) eternal spirit offered Himself. Points in the statement
are Himself, the offering.
The Old Testament offerings were goats
and bulls, this offering was Christ, the Son of God. Again, without spot.
This was a requisite in the Old Testament offering, though there referring to the flesh the requirement is satisfied in Christ's offering, though
in Him it refers to His moral being and life.
The phrase characterizes
Christ's life in the flesh, for it was not Himself in His risen hfe that He
offered unto God, but Himself in His life in the flesh.
Another point
is no doubt, who offered: He was the offerer.
If a moral being be the
offering, he must offer himself.
If he were offered unconsciously,
his offering would not be above those of beasts
if unwillingly, it
would be below them. It is implied in Christ's being the offering that
He offered Himself. Hence in ix. 28 it is said simply that He was
once offered. And in x. 5, even where He is said to be come to do
God's will, viz. to offer His body, the emphasis falls upon that which
is the offering, and the worth of the offering lies there ; comp. x. 10.
The phrase, "through eternal spirit," must qualify "offered Himself
unto God."
It cannot bear upon "without spot" merely, as if it
explained how He was without spot.
The emphatic point in the
whole clause is that He was the offering. The phrase might refer to
the Holy Spirit, as inspiring Christ and animating Him in all that He
did.
But such a reference to the Holy Spirit in such a connection is
without any point of support elsewhere in the Epistle, which attributes
the Son's offering to His own will, x. 7.
And no reason can be
:

.

.

.

:

;

—

:

;

;

M

—

"
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your conscience from dead works to serve the living

1

8.

God

!

assigned for calling the Holy Spirit "eternal."^ The term "Spirit"
must describe the Being of the Son as to its nature, and " eternal
is an attribute of that nature (vii. 3).
The words, " through eternal
spirit," cannot be meant to suggest the impulse under which the Son
offered Himself, for an impulse eternal yi?rwczr^ is an idea out of place,
and an impulse eternal backward CTirnts the Son's offering of Himself
back into a region into which the Epistle does not enter (comp. x. 5, 7).
Through implies that eternal spirit was the means through which the
offering was made.
The words might more closely define the agent
who who, through His nature as eternal Spirit ; acting as eternal
Spirit
almost, as eternal Spirit. The emphasis on " Spirit " would
suggest a number of oppositions to the animal sacrifices, which were
all transacted in the region of the flesh.
When looked at closely,
however, this interpretation rests on the assumption that "spirit" expresses the idea of moral, for undoubtedly what it brings out in opposition to the animal offerings is the moral freedom of the Son, the
lofty sphere of being in which as " Spirit " He acted, and the like
in
a word, the absolutely ethical character of His act.
But the ethical
element in the offering is expressed by " without spot," and there is
no ground for the belief that the Author used " Spirit " with such
a meaning. Besides, on this interpretation no justice is done to
" eternal," which remains a mere pointless epithet having no force
except perhaps to emphasize the idea of Spirit.
Upon the whole, therefore, the phrase "through eternal Spirit"
seems to be of a piece with that in vii. 16, "became priest according
to the power of an indissoluble Hfe."
The eternal Spirit and the indissoluble life are not identical
the former is the basis of the latter.
The expression describes the essential being of the Son, Spirit ; and
the attribute of it, eternal.
This Being, carrying with it an indestructible life, enabled the Son, though dying as an offering, yet as again
a living High Priest, to minister the highest act of His own offering
in the sanctuary on high.
The clause suggests no explanation or
principle of atonement in itself
With the Old Testament sacrifices
before him, the Author did not need to seek after a principle.
Blood
atoned. And the higher efficacy of Christ's blood just lay in its being
the blood of Christ (comp. the whole passage chap. x. 5, etc.).

—

;

;

:

—

Chap.

15-X. 18.

Through His Melchisedec ministry the Son

is

the

new covenant (see outline at chap. viii.).
Connection.
The connection is with the general statements

of

ix.

Mediator of a

—

11-14, which are statements of historical facts (vers. 11, 12), the
meaning of which is argued and emphasized in vers. 13, 14. The
immediate connection is, perhaps, with the last words of ver. 14
how much more shall the blood of Christ
purify your conscience
from dead works to serve the living God. And for this reason,
because it does this, He is the Mediator of a new covenant. He
' The ill-supported reading Holy Spirit may be due to this feeling.
ix.

.

.

.

;

IX.
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founds and sustains an eternal covenant for this is what the new
covenant means, viz. purifying the conscience and removing its sense
of sin, and serving the living God. This is the description given of
and their sins will
I will write my law in their heart
it in prophecy
chap. viii. 10, etc., x. 15, etc.).
I remember no more (Jer. xxxi. 31
The passage ix. 15-x. 18 assumes that the facts stated in ix. 11, 12 are
true, and have the meaning there assigned them and insisted on in
The Apostle nowhere argues that Jesus did enter the
ix. 13, 14.
heavenly sanctuary. His statement is that these things being true of
Him, He is through His death the Mediator of the new covenant, to
which the prophecies refer. The passage falls into two main parts,
The first starts formally with the treatment
ix. 15-28 and x. 1-18.
;

;

:

;

—

of the new covenant, but passes gradually over into what is the main
idea of the new covenant, the validity and finality of the Son's one
The second part
offering of Himself for the putting away of sin.
occupies itself exclusively with this idea of the finality of the Son's
offering, showing how it perfects the people of the new covenant and
makes an end of sacrifice for ever.
Outline.

—Through His high-priestly offering of Himself

sanctuary,

by which He

finally

put away

sin,

the

in the true

Son becomes

the

Mediator of a new covenant, the object of which is that they which
have been called may receive the promised eternal inheritance and
the necessary means to this was the redemption of the transgressions that were under the first covenant through a death, as has
;

taken place (ver. 1 5).
2. For such a death

is

necessary in

all

covenants.

This new cove-

an inheritance may be viewed as a testament
and as the Son had committed unto Him all the arrangements of it,
and through Him the inheritance passes unto the heirs. His death is

nant carrying with

it

him who
made it. And so general is the principle that even the first covenantwas

implied, as every case of testament implies the death of

For Moses having sprinkled the people
not dedicated without blood.
with blood drew attention to the meaning of his act, saying, This is the
blood of the covenant. In like manner he sprinkled the Tabernacle,
the place of service.

So that

it

is

no remission
3.

And

the

said to be a rule in the Law
and without shedding of blood

may be

that all things are purified with blood,
(vers. 16—22).

same

principle applies to the

new

covenant, with the

difference that here better sacrifices are necessary in proportion as

covenant is better than the first. The blood of bulls and goats
though it was necessary, for purifying the earthly Tabernacle,
a better sacrifice was needful to purify the
the copy of the true
heavenly things themselves, and dedicate a new covenant even the
death of the Son (ver. 15). A better sacrifice was necessary, for wc

this

sufficed,

;

—

—
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Son did not enter into the Tabernacle
appear before God revealing Himself in symbol
as the high priest did, but into heaven itself now to be manifested to

know (comp. ver.
made with hands
the face of
4.

And

God

(what

11) that the

to

for us (vers. 23, 24).

may

was not

also imply a better sacrifice) His entrance into

—

like the high priest's into the Tabernacle
every year with blood not his own He entered in once for all to offer
Himself (comp. ver. 12). For if His entering in and offering had not
been once for all, seeing in order to enter in through His own blood
He must suffer, and seeing His offering was for all the generations of
men from the beginning (ver. 15), He must often have suffered since

the heavens

often

—

the foundation of the world. The history of man would have
witnessed His repeated suffering and death. But in point of fact,

He has been for the first time
manifested in the flesh at the end of the world. At the close of the
world's history He has been manifested to put away sin by His
And this finality of His one
sacrifice, as He has done (vers. 25, 26).
Men
offering for sin is corroborated by the analogy of human life.
die once, and then the other great point in their history is the judghistory has seen no such thing.

Similar are the great steps in the Son's history.

ment.

Having

been once offered to bear the sins of men, He shall appear the second
time apart from sin, in no connection on His part with it, but
unto salvation (vers. 27, 28)
5. Chap. X. 1-18. I say, in no connection with sin, for His one
offering of Himself is final for the putting away of sin and ending all

—

—

:

sacrifice for

it.

appear from the widest survey, whether respect be had to
the all-determining will of God, through whom are all things (ii. 11), as
revealed in prophecy (vers, i-io); or to the circumstances of the
Son's offering itself (vers. 11-14); or finally to the terms and meaning
of the new covenant (vers. 15-18).
First. The Law having in its institutions only a shadow of the good
things that were to come, could never by any force of repetition of

This

will

the same sacrifices make men perfect as to the conscience. Such
sacrifices were not in correspondence with God's gracious will (ii. 9) in
He willed a better offering,
respect of the sanctification of His people.
in the flesh.
This became Him (ii. 11). This
revealed in prophecy, sets aside the offerings of the Law, and

even that of His Son
will,

Son in their place. This will having been
accomplished in the offering of the Son, His offering is final for the
establishes that of the

putting

away

of sin

and the

sanctification of the people (vers. i-io).

Second. Another evidence of the

finality of the

Son's one offering

—
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And for this cause he is the Mediator of the new testament, that
by means of death, for the redemption of the transgressions
that were under the first testament, they which are called might

15

appears from

and

its

circumstances

known

The

to us.

continual stand-

shows the ineffectiveness of their
offerings.
He having made His one offering sat down on the right
hand of God. By His one offering He perfected them that are
ing

offering of the priests

sanctified (vers. 11-14).

And,

conclusiveness of the Son's offering, and that

finally, this

it

makes an end of all sacrifices for sin, appears from the terms in
which the new covenant is spoken of, which His offering inaugurates
For

(ver. 15).

make

after

with them,

I

God

has said, This is the covenant that I will
my law in their hearts ; then He says,

will write

But remembrance of sins no
1 will remember their sins no more.
more implies that they are put away, and that all offering for them
has come to an end (vers. 15-18).
Ver.

15.

The theme. — The Son, because
a new covenant.

His blood puiifies the con-

jcience, is the Mediator of

Andfor this reason.

Because His blood cleanses the conscience.
the Old Testament sacrifices could not
reach (ix. 9, x. 2); it was the point that must be reached, for when it
is reached there is " perfection," and the blood of Christ did reach it
As the offering of Christ is once for all, so the con(ix. 14, X. 22).
science is " once" purified (x, 2), just as men are " once " enlightened
(vi. 4).
The new testatnent that; better, a new covenant that. The
proposition is stated generally in this verse, hence a new covenant,
and a death.

The conscience was what

first
By meatis of death
or, a death having taken place
covenant
they which have been called
the promise of the
eternal inheritance.
The verse is very condensed.
It states
that they which
(i) The object contemplated by a new covenant
have been called might receive the promise of the eternal inheritance.
This definite promise was already given under the first covenant, the
inheritance is always the same.
(2) The means by which this object
has been attained and necessary in order to it a death having taken
place.
the redemption of the trans(3) The cause of this necessity
gressions that were under the first covenant.
Perhaps when the
Writer says, " they that have been called," he has mainly in his mind
the Christian Hebrews to whom he writes (iii. i); and when he says,
" transgressions under the first covenant," he means their sins committed before believing in Christ, and when still under the first
covenant. But neither expression is to be thus limited. " They that
have been called " embrace also Old Testament saints, and the '* transgressions " in like manner include those of saints who died under the
tirst covenant.
Christ's sacrifice is retrospective in its power just
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

;
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6 receive the promise of eternal inheritance.
For where a
testament is, there must also of necessity be the death of the

men

Old Testament times are through it made perfect (xi. 40,
and if the sacrifices of the Law could not remove the transgressions of the Hebrews to whom this Epistle was written, neither
could they remove the transgressions of those who had died under
the first covenant.
The first covenant contemplated and promised
the inheritance, but it could not confer it.
It was ineffectual to
remove the transgressions done under it and give perfection (vii. 11,18).
xii.

of

23)

;

—

A

death having taken place for the redemption of these transgressions, permitted the promise to be realized.
This seems to be the
idea here, and scarcely this: that the people were by their transgres-

sions under the first covenant involved in its meshes, and that it had
claims upon them which must be satisfied ere they could be rid of it
although this idea may be true from another point of view.
In one sense the covenants were but one, the first.
But the first
could not realize itself and bring those under it into the ideal condition of those in covenant, or perfection.
Its institutions were too
weak (vii. 18) for this. It made one great yearly effort in the offering of the Day of Atonement to realize its idea, but with no success.
But the offering of the Son accomplished what the sacrifices of this
day vainly strove after it brought perfection (x. 14), and enabled the
covenant to issue in the promised inheritance. In this aspect His
offering corresponds to the sacrifice of the Day of Atonement.
In
another aspect, however, the offering of the Son, seeing it was quite
a different means from those at the command of the first covenant
(x. I, 6, 7), and brought about a new condition by truly putting away
sin and sanctifying the people (x. 10, xiii. 12), may be said to have
established a new covenant.
In this aspect, the death of the Son
corresponds to the sacrifice that dedicates the covenant. It is the
blood of the covenant (ix. 20, x. 29; Zech. ix. 11). The death of the
Son is regarded under both these aspects. On " redemption of the
transgressions," which is not to be rendered, redemption _/rt7w trans-

—

;

gressions, see on ix. 11.
Vers. 16-23.
death must take place in the case of all covenants.
Ver. 15 spoke of a death having taken place ; these verses illustrate
the necessity of death in order to the establishment and validity of
covenants. The word diatheekee means both covenant and testament,
and in vers. 16, 17 the Author seems to play on this double meaning
and to use the word in the latter sense. His point is the necessity of
death is necessary in any diatheekee, a testamentary one
a death.
This diatheekee contemplates an inherior one which is a covenant.
tance (ver. 15), and this fact suggests the sense of testament and the
In vers. 16, 17, therefore, we must render
illustration which it offers.
The Greek commentators take the word in this sense,
iestatnent.
which seemed so natural to them that they make no remark on it.
Ver. 16. Death of the testator; or, of him who made it (not tnakes).
The statement is general, and of a fact which any one knows. This

A

A

—
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For a testament is of force after men are dead
of no strength at all while the testator liveth.
iS Whereupon neither the first testament was dedicated without

1

7

testator.

:

otherwise

it is

general statement

Son

of the

is

meant

to

be applied

in illustration of the

death

(ver. 15).

After men are dead, lit. over dead. Here, again, as the
one point of the necessity of a death, he
uses phraseology somewhat indefinite in the case of the dead.
The
testator liveth j or, for it is of no force while he that made it liveth.
The words may also be taken as a question for hath it ever force
?
while
In ver. 15 Jesus was called Mediator. This word must
be taken in a full sense as meaning one with powers to make the
arrangements of the covenant. In ver. 16 He is alluded to as making
the testament or covenant conveying an inheritance.
All things
connected with the making of the covenant or the disponing of the
In a sense the inheritance which
inheritance are put into His hand.
we are to receive was committed to Him by God. Through Him we

Van

Author

17.
is

illustrating the

—

:

——

And we

receive
the death of

in the

way

inheritance is received
the testamentary disposition (comp. Luke xxii. 19, 30, 15, 16
I
dispone unto you as my
Father disponed unto me a kingdom). This is the only idea illustrated.
Questions must not be asked, such as, Was Christ really in
His own right in possession of the inheritance before His death? or,
Did He divest Himself of it when He disposed it to us? The last
question shows the ineptness of pressing the analogy beyond the
point which the Author means to illustrate.
Ver. 1 8. Whereupon
first testament or, whence even the first covenant was not. Whence does not take up the particular idea of the necessity of the death of the testator^ but the wider idea of the necessity
of death in the case of every diatheekee.
testamentary diatheekee
any diatheekee
requires the death of him who made it, to be valid
requires a death, whence even the first was not dedicated without blood.
The translation must return here to the word covenant} Even the
receive

it.

among men, by

.

.

.

it

Him who makes

—

;

A

;

—

1 It cannot be denied that to us there is something awkward in the double use
of the word; but probably a Greek, to whom the two senses of the word were
familiar, would perceive at once from the connection the Author's divergence in
vers. 16, 17 to the special sense of testament, and the aptness of the allusion to
illustrate the point of the necessity of the death of the Son.
The translation of
Those who render "testament" in
the passage has been very much debated.
vers. 16, 17, do so on the ground that no other rendering affords an intelligible
sense, and that this meaning is very apt in the connection.
The words, \vhere
there is a diat/ieekee there must be the death of him that made it (ver. 16), and the
similar words in ver. 17, are general statements in which appeal is made to what is
universally understood it is because they are general that they illustrate the point
They do illustrate this point if the
enforced, the necessity of a death (ver. 15).
word means testament. Others would retain covenant throughout the passage, as
in vers. 15, 18, mainly on the ground that justice must be done to the Author's
language whether we can perceive his drift or not. This is a strong argument in
When, however, it is asked, What did the Writer probably mean
the abstract.
when he said. Where a covenant is there must be the death of the covenanter (ver.
;

—

—
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2a

For when Moses had spoken every precept to all the
people according to the law, he took the blood of calves and
of goats, with water, and scarlet wool, and hyssop, and
20 sprinkled both the book, and all the people, saying. This is
19 blood.

first

covenant, though temporary, and having but a shadow of the

good things

to

come.

Vers. 19-21. Historical illustrations of ver. 18, from the procedure
of Moses in dedicating the first covenant:
(i) Moses having read
the law, sprinkled with blood the book and aU the people, calling
express attention to the meaning of the act, and designating the
blood as that of the covenant (2) he sprinkled also the tabernacle
and all the vessels of the ministry (3) so that it may almost be said
that all things are according to the law purified with blood, and without shedding of blood is no remission (ver. 15). The narrative is in
Ex. xxiv. 3, etc. Some differences exist between this narrative and the
representation here: (i) Goats are not referred to in Exodus, though
the goat was sacrificed on the Day of Atonement.
(2) Sprinkling the
book is not mentioned in Exodus. (3) There is no mention of water,
scarlet wool, and hyssop in Exodus.
Fresh water was used on other
wand of hyssop, a plant
occasions (comp. Num. xix.; Lev. xiv.).
said to be the wild marjoram, was often used in sprinkling (Ex. xii. 22;
Lev. xiv, 4, etc.; Num. xix. 6; Ps. li. 9). Purple wool is referred to on
several occasions (Num. xix. 6; Lev. xiv. 4); it was probably wound
round about the end of the wand of hyssop, and thus formed a convenient means of spirting the blood.
The blood sprinkled removed
from the objects sprinkled with it all uncleanness, whether belonging
to them in themselves as in the case of the people, or belonging to
them from being used by sinful men or from coming into contact
with them. Being so sprinkled they were purified, and thus sanctified
for God's service.
The blood, the life, erased or obliterated to God's
sight the uncleanness.
Ver. 20. TestamentJ rather, covenant.
Moses drew attention to

—

;

;

—

—

A

16), and, A covenant is of no force while the covenanter or he who made it liveth ?
the answer hazarded is unsatisfactory.
The passage refers to a general fact, which
it brings to bear upon the particular case of the death of the Son.
Now in most
cases of covenant, God is the Covenanter or He who made it.
In what sense can
His death be said to be necessary ? Or if man be supposed the covenanter, what
is meant by saying, A covenant is of no force while he that made it liveth ?
The
suggestion made is this: A sacrifice accompanied the making of a covenant. The
death of the victim represented the death of the contracting parties. They died
that is, either they died to the past, old scores were held wiped out and bygones
were bygones or they died to the future so far as their action or wiU was concerned the covenant now made would be as inviolable as if they were both dead.
It will take some reasoning, however, to show that the death of the sacrifice in
the Hebrew covenant had any such meaning. And this metaphorical death of
See
the covenanters supposed is quite different from the real death of the Son.
all that can be said in favour of "covenaut " said with great candour and ability
by Prof. Moulton, Com. on the Heb. in EUicott's New Test.; £ind by Prof. Forl)?^(irit. arid for, Ev. Kev,, Oct. 1876,
;

:

—

—

—

—
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the blood of the testament which God hath enjoined unto you.
Moreover he sprinkled likewise with blood both the tabernacle
22 and all the vessels of the ministry. And almost all things are
by the law purged with blood ; and without shedding of blood
It was therefore necessary that the patterns
23 is no remission.
of things in the heavens should be purified with these ; but
the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices than
21

the blood,
cated.
Ver. 21.

as the blood of the covenant, by which

The

was

it

dedi-

actions mentioned here are not referred to in Exodus.

The Tabernacle, indeed, was not yet erected. From Lev. xvi. it appears
that sprinkling the vessels and the Tabernacle formed part of the ceremonies of the Day of Atonement. It is not certain whether the Author
has assumed that what was done on this day every year was done by
Moses when the Tabernacle was set up, or whether he follows other
traditions, as Josephus appears to do \A71t. iii. 8), which attributed
these actions expressly to Moses (comp. Ex. xl.).
Ver. 22. And ahnost all things j or, and one may almost say that
according to the law all things.
It may be put as a general principle.
Shedding of blood may either be slaying or sprinkling. So far as the
Author's purpose here is concerned, which is to show the necessity oi
a death for remission of transgressions (ver. 15), it is immaterial to
decide which is meant.
Ver, 23. This verse forms the transition from the illustration of the
necessity of the Son's death, which is shown from the general necessity in the case of a testament, and the necessity as seen in the history
of the first covenant, to the fact of His death and its effects.
Patterns
of things J rather, copies. What is meant is the Tabernacle, the
meeting-place of God and the people, and the vessels of the ministry,
the instruments of His service (comp. on viii. 5).
The lieavenly things
themselves are the true sanctuary in heaven and the things belonging
to it, of which the things on earth are copies.
Blood of calves and
goats sufficed, though they were necessary, for purifying the copies of
the heavenly things, and inaugurating the first covenant when the
question was of the heavenly things, and a true covenant, better
sacrifices were necessary. The Author speaks generally, and therefore
uses the plural these and sacrifices.
It has been thought strange that
he should speak of purifying the heavenly things, as if they were defiled.
In vers. 19, 20 he speaks of the blood as purifying the people.
In ver. 21 he speaks of it as applied to the place of meeting between
God and the people. He conceives the heavens, the true sphere of
communion between God and His people of the new covenant, locally;
and by analogy the heavenly localities, which are to be the sphere of
the people's service of God, are conceived as made the object of puriBut this conception must
fication j'lst as the earthly Tabernacle was.
not be pressed into the positive idea that the heavenly localities were
They are not spoken of in themselves, but as
in themselves defiled.
;

—

—

—
1

—

—

—
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24, 25.

For Christ is not entered into the holy places made
24 these.
with hands, which are the figures of the true but into heaven
25 itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us nor yet
that he should offer himself often, as the high priest entereth
;

:

the sphere where men are to serve God.
As was natural, although
the Author imagines the heavenly sanctuary as a locality, his conception fluctuates between place and relation.
His idea is the very
profound one, that not only the people, but the sphere and all the
means of their relations to God, and all these relations themselves,
must be sanctified by the blood of the new covenant.
Vers. 24-28. Better sacrifices were needful to purify the heavenly
sanctuary itself, even the death of the Son. This sacrifice has been
made, and has been effectual, for the Son entered as a Priest into
heaven. And He entered there once for all through His sacrifice

once

for all effected.

Ver. 24. The connection hyfor is with the last words of ver. 23.
Better sacrifices were needful when the true Tabernacle was to be
purified, the sacrifice of the Son, as has taken place (ver. 15).
Two
ideas are combined
if the heavenly things were to be purified, a
better sacrifice was necessary; and, this better sacrifice has been
offered, evidence of which is the fact, as we know from His ascension,
that Jesus entered into the heaven itself
Is noi ejttered hito the holy
places; or, entered not into a holy place, a figure (lit. atititjpe) of the
Heaven itself is the highest or farthest heaven, true abode of
true.
God. A heaven transcending all created space. Notu to appear
or, now to be manifested (to) before the face of God.
To be
manifested is to enter into God's immediate and full view ; but as
God views immediately the face of the Son, He with equal immediateness views the face of God. The word expresses the single act of
entering in and manifesting Himself unto God. Now implies that
this condition of manifestation continues.
Ver. 25. Another point in regard to His offering. As it was a true
manifestation of Himself as our High Priest before the face of God,
Nor yet
so it was an offering once for all.
off'er himself often.
The connection may be Nor yet did He enter in (ver. 24) that He
should offer Himself often. Or the words may be connected with
and not that
Now to be manifested
the immediately preceding
The words express briefly that the Son's offering of
Pie should offer.
Himself is once for all, unlike the high priest's offering, which was
every year. The general sense is Nor was His entering in of such
a kind that He should enter in often to offer Himself like the high
The meaning of course is not Nor did He enter in in order
priest.
Entering
(after entering in and while there) to offer Himself often.
in and offering are one act, as the words, "as the high priest
entereth every year with blood," show. What is affirmed is that the
Son's entering and offering was once for all, unlike that of the high
This the high priest could do
priest, who entered in every year.
because he entered in with blood of others^ or, blood not bis owoi.
:

—

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

:

.

:

—

:

:

.

.

——
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26 into the holy place every year with blood of others for then
must he often have suffered since the foundation of the world
but now once in the end of the world hath he appeared to
;

:

The Son
and

own

entered in through His

offering

is

blood,

and His one entering

effectual.

Ver. 26 supports the statement that the Son's entering in to offer

Himself was once for all. His entering in, being through His own
blood, if it were not once for all, would imply His repeated suffering
For then must he often have suffered. This rendering is
of death.
perfect.
Since the foundation of the world, i.e. during the past
history of mankind.
These last words show that the Author is
thinking exclusively of the past, the ages anterior to his own time
he has not in his mind the idea of the Son's suffering in the future,
that is, now again after His manifestation and ascension in the age
then running. His argument is
If the Son's offering of Himself
were not once for all, and a thing valid in itself as a single act, then
seeing His offering of Himself required His death, for He enters
through His own blood, He must often have suffered since the
foundation of the world.
If His offering of Himself were not independent of time and valid as a single act, if it were valid only for
the generation for whom it is immediately made, then in order to
benefit men in the past, He must have suffered often, indeed in each
generation of the past. And this repeated suffering of His would
have been seen. But in point of fact it has not. But now once at
the end of the world: now, i.e. as the fact is ; He has not appeared
in history and often suffered, His first historical manifestation in the
flesh has taken place at the end of the world, when the generations
of men have been completed
sufficient evidence that His offering of
Himself, which is for all generations (ver. 15), is once for all.
To put away sin
sacrifice of himself; or, through his sacrifice.
The words to put away sin not only describe the purpose of His manifestation and sacrifice, but affirm its effects. He has been manifested
in the flesh for this purpose, and this purpose of God (x. 10) He has
effected.
must remember here the Author's point of view when
he says, " at the end of the world." To him and his contemporaries
the world in its old form was near its end the Son's appearance in
the flesh marked the close of " this world ;" His second appearance,
which was imminent (x. 37), would inaugurate the world to come
see on i. i.
It scarcely needs to be said that "otter himself," ver. 25,
refers to the specific act of the high priest in the sanctuary, and that
" suffer," ver. 26, refers to the death of the Son.
The two are
inseparably connected as parts of one sacrificial act.^
;

:

—

.

.

.

— We

:

;

—

^

Ideas quite foreign to this passage have been imported into

it.

Some have

drawn a distinction between "entering in" to the holy place and "offering"
there, and supposed that the idea which the Author denied was this, that the Son
needed to offer Himself often after His once entering into the true holy place and
while remaining there. And the argument in ver. 26 is supposed to be this
Seeing every offering of Hipiself in the holy place must have to correspond to it 3
:

—
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And as it is ap27 put away sin by the sacrifice of himself.
28 pointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment ; so
Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many and unto
:

Vers. 27, 28. Corroboration of the affirmation that the Son's one
death put away sin finally from the analogy of human history men
die once by divine appointment, so the Son by His one death removed
the sins of men. The verse is closely connected with the words, " to
put away sin by His sacrifice," ver. 26. In men's history there are
but two great events they die once, and then await the judgment.
The one event closes their history in this world, the other opens their
Such is also the Son's relation to the
history in the world to come.
worlds.
He was once offered to bear the sins of many, i.e. of men
He died like men, and He died for that end for which He came into

—

;

;

world and became man (x. 5, etc.), and this end He accomplished
He bore the sins of men, and this ends His relation to
;
tlie old world.
And as in men's case the judgment opens their
relation to the world to come, so His relation to it is that He appears
unto salvation. The second half of ver. 28 is not part of the proof
or affirmation, except indirectly, that the Son's one death put away
this

(x. 10, 14)

—

sin.

That affirmation

is

ended

in the first half of the verse,

and the

second half is a glimpse into the future, a glad future that follows on
the once final putting away of sin.
Having been once offered; who the agents were is immaterial, whether
God or Himself or men, the point lies in the fact of His being offered
To bear the sinS
to put away sin and in His having accomplished this.
of many. This is the natural sense of the words, i.e. to bear the consequences in suffering. Others prefer to bear away, in the sense of " to
put away " of ver. 26. The latter sense is perhaps more in harmony
with other phraseology and modes of conception in the Epistle.
death, the Son must have throughout history accumulated a number of deaths, in
order, so to speak, to give one out with each offering of Himself while abiding in
There is no
the true sanctuary (Del., Alf.). This idea borders on the grotesque.
The act of entering in and offering
difference between entering in and offering.
Others have supposed that the argument in ver. 26 for
is one high-priestly act.
the oneness of the Son's offering is an argument drawn from the absurdity of
supposing otherwise, seeing such a supposition requires the Son's descent again
to the earth in the flesh, after His entrance into the true sanctuary, in order to
suffer, whether in the past, before His historical appearance, or in the futiu"e, now
Any reference to the future, however, is incompatible with
that He is ascended.
the words y>-i9/« the foundation of the world, which indicate that the Author places
the necessity for the Son's suffering in tlie past, as well as with the words at the
end of the world, according to which there is no room for a future suffering. To
us an argument about suffering in the future, after the Son's historical ascension,
might be intelligible to the Author and his contemporaries it would have seemed
But in the passage there is not the least reference to a descent
out of place.
The argument is not one based
again out of the sanctuary on high in the flesh.
If the
extravagance
of this supposition, but based on the facts of history.
the
on
Son's offering of Himself were not valid to put away sin as a single act, then it

—

;

must have been preceded by many similar acts, which would have been seen.
But in point of fact the Son has been manifested in the flesb for the first tinie at
Uli; end of the world.
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that look for him shall he appear the second time without sin unto salvation.

them

Many

expresses simply the positive conception of men in general, as
the idea of exceptions is not suggested by the term.
appear. The statements here are He shall
A7id unto them
appear the second time unto salvation this appearance unto salvation
shall be to them that look for Him, those whose sins He has borne
here and who continue looking for Him, holding fast their confession
unto the end and this appearance shall be apart from sin, in no connection on His part with sin. The last words contain a new implication that sin was put away finally by His first manifestation and death.
It is known that He shall so appear, for no one supposes that His
second appearance will be in connection with death, and this indirectly
confirms the finality of His dying for sin.
The judgment is conceived not as something that follows immediately the death of the individual, but as the grand scene that opens
The correspondence in this particular between
the world to come.
the history of men in ver. 27 and that of the Son in ver. 28 is not maintained the Son is not said to appear as Judge but as Saviour, and not
This peculiarity arises
to all but to them that are waiting for Him.
from the scope of the passage from ver. 15. Its subject is the Son's
death as the blood of the new covenant, in which the purpose contemplated is receiving the inheritance (ver. 15) or salvation. The putting
away of sin issues in this. Hence the question of the Son's relation
to others than those of the new covenant is not before the Author's
mind. And equally irrelevant is it whether He or God shall be Judge.
He shall appear unto salvation, to introduce the heavenly inheritance,
which His once putting away of sin enables men to receive.

many in number

—

;

.

.

.

:

;

;

;

Chap. X. 1-18. The point illustrated in these verses is still the
But
point that the Son's one death is a final putting away of sin.
the Author's illustration of this point takes, so to speak, a new start
and a wider sweep, bringing in some new particulars of profound
meaning, and setting the Son's death in new lights. The connection
I say, apart from sin unto salvation,
is with the last words of ver. 9

—

—

for.

Vers, i-io, the
the doing of
the words of Old
and effecting the
it is

Son's sacrifice

God's

is final for

the putting away of sin, for

final will in respect of sacrifice,

according to

Testament prophecy, superseding all other

sacrifices

true sanctification of the people.
The passage has two parts first, a preliminary judgment passed
on the sacrifices of the Law as ineffective, vers. 1-4 ; and second, a
statement that on this account they did not express God's final will
His will was the sacrifice of the Son, which
in regard to sacrifice,

—

—

them and this sacrifice has been
accomplished, and by it we have been sanctified, vers. 5-10.
Vers. 1-4. Preliminary judgment regarding the ineffectiveness of
The Law had but a shadow of the good things designed by
Jhe Law.
takes their place and annuls

—

;

—
1
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I
For the law having a shadow of good things to come, and
not the very image of the things, can never with those sacrifices which they offered year by year continually make the
2 comers thereunto perfect.
For then would they not have
ceased to be offered ? because that the worshippers once
But
3 purged should have had no more conscience of sins.
in those sacrifices there is a remembrance again made of sins
For // is not possible that the blood of bulls
4 every year.

God, and could never, by continually offering the same sacrifices,
the worshippers perfect by removing their sin (ver. i).
If it
could have done so, its sacrifices would have ceased because the
worshippers, once purified, would have had no more consciousness of
sin, and no feeling of need to sacrifice (ver. 2).
But that their sense
of sin remained is seen from their continuing to offer their sacrifices
(ver. 3).
And this was natural, for of course the blood of bulls and

make

;

goats could never take away sin (ver. 4).
Ver. I. Of good things
These good
.j rather, the good things.
things are those immediately connected with sacrifice and priesthood,
such as taking away of sin, and perfection, or setting into the true
condition of covenant people. The good things are to C07ne from the
point of view of the Law, not from the Christian point of view
Of these good things the Law had in its sacrifices and
see on ix. 11.
their effects only a shadow, a dim and unsubstantial resemblance,
not the very image or true presentation.
It is pressing the term
" shadow " too much to find in it the idea that the substantial good
things of the New Testament cast before them their shadow in the
things of the Old Testament.
The comers
perfect; lit. them
that draw near (vii. 25), i.e. the worshippers.
On perfect., see Note to
These sacrifices j or, the same sacrifices ; no repetition of the
chap. X.
shadow can amount to the substance.
Ver. 2. Once purged
conscience of sin; or, once purified.
As
there is a single offering for sin, so there is thereby a single act of
purifying or cleansing the conscience.
The conscience once purified, i.e. the consciousness of sin once removed, the people are free
from the sense of sin. This of course refers to sin in that sense in
which sacrifice removes it, not to sin as a moral condition of the
mind. Further, the reference here is to the conscience of the people,
because it is the people of God, as a people, that is sanctified
.

.

;

.

.

.

—

.

.

(xiii. 12).

See on

.

ix. 9.

A

Ver. 3.
remembra7ice of sins ; or, a remembrance made of sins.
The continual sacrifice was a constant making remembrance of sin,
and testimony to the abiding conscience of it, and proof that the
sacrifices failed to take it away.
Ver. 4. Impossible
All this was natural, and could not be
otherwise, for the blood of bulls and goats could never take away
.

.

,

sin.

Vers. 5-10.

Such being the

ineffectiveness of the sacrifices of the

X.
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and of goats should take away sins. \Aherefore, when he
Cometh into the world, he saith, Sacrifice and offering thou
6 wouldest not, but a body hast thou prepared me
in burnt
offerings and sacrifices for sin thou hast had no pleasure.
7 Then said I, Lo, I come (in the volume of the book it is
5

:

Law and the condition of conscience of those under them, it was not
the will of God that they should continue.
His will in respect of
sacrifice was another offering, even the body of Christ, which He
prepared for Him (ver. 5). Even the Old Testament itself in the
days of the legal sacrifices gave expression to this truth. The word
of prophecy, predicting the coming of the Son into the world, and
expressing His mind and intention in His incarnate state, represents
Him as saying Sacrifice and offering (such as are offered by the
Law, ver. 8) Thou didst not will a body didst Thou prepare me and
then as adding Lo I am come to do Thy will, O God (vers. 6, 7).
These words of the Son, being the word of God in Scripture, set
aside the sacrifices of the Law, and substitute that of the Son in their
room (verj. 8, 9). This will of God, the offering of the body of Jesus
Christ once for all, has been accomplished, and through it we have
been sanctified the people of a new covenant (ver. 10).
Ver. 5. Wherefore when lie cotneih.
Wherefore^ i.e. such being
the ineffectiveness of the sacrifices of the Law and men's condition
under it. When He cometh, lit. coming.^ refers to the Son. " Coming
into the world " does not seem to refer to the time prior to His coming,
for in this case " a body didst Thou prepare me" would not describe
anything actual, but only a purpose, which is unlikely. Nor is the
reference to the time before the Son's entry upon His official life, as
if coming into the world could mean entering upon a public career
in the world.
The words rather contrast the Son's two states, His
heavenly and His state in the flesh, and describe Him under the
aspect of the latter. No point of time in His earthly life is specially
referred to, but the state of His mind or consciousness is pictured
towards God, having in it two points
first. Thou didst not will
offerings of beasts. Thou didst prepare me a body
and second, I am
come to do Thy will (imphed in preparing Him a body).
The words quoted are from Ps. xl. 6-8, nearly as found in the
Septuagint.
First, the Apostle quotes the words, vers. 5-7
and
then, as is his wont, reasons upon them, showing their meaning and
:

;

;

:

:

;

;

effect,

both backward on Old Testament institutions, and forward

in

application to his readers, vers. 8-10. The first statement is that
God had no pleasure in sacrifice and offering, such as are offered by
the Law (comp. ver. 8). This kind of offering was not His will (comp.
ver. 7).
Opposed to this is the statement, a body hast Thou prepared^ or, didst Thou prepare, me.
It is implied that this body
corresponded to His will, and was to take the place of that which
He did not will. The first statement is repeated again in a more
precise form (ver. 6), in burnt-offerings and sin-offerings Thou hast

—

—
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of me,) to do thy

8 written

said, Sacrifice

and

offering

;
"

[X.

8-10.

will, O God.
Above when he
and burnt offerings and offering

for sin thou wouldest not, neither hadst pleasure therein
9 which are offered by the law ; then said he, Lo, I come to do
thy will,
God. He taketh away the first, that he may
10 establish the second.
By the which will we are sanctified

O

through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for

all.

had, or hadst, no pleasure, vers. 5, 6. Then the Son, having expressed what the will of God was, in the words "a body didst Thou
prepare me," intimates that He is come to do this will Lo / come,
or, I am come, to do Thy will, O God (ver. 7)
comp. ii. 14.
Vers. 8, 9. Now the Author reasons on these words.
When it is
said of Old Testament sacrifices that God did not will them (ver. 8),
and then said that His will was of somediing else, and that the Son
was come to do that will (ver. 9), the meaning can be no other than
that the first, which is not God's will, is abolished, in order that the
second, which is His will, may be established in its place. He taketh
away, i.e. the Son, who speaks throughout but it is not the Son by
His own authority, it is God uttering in Scripture words that express
the mind of the Son, coming into the world.
Such is the effect oi
this passage, expressing the will of God, backward on Old Testament

—

;

;

sacrifices.

By which will we are
effect forward.
j
which will we have been sanctified. " Sanctify" in
the Epistle nowhere refers to internal moral condition, but always
expresses the new relation to God which is the immediate consequence of the purification of sins through sacrifice
hence it is
spoken of as having been completed through the offering of the body
of Jesus.
The " will " here spoken of is that referred to above. As
the Old Testament sacrifices are abolished by not being the will of
God, so that of the Son is "established" by the fact of being His
will; and the words "in which will" are meant to carrj'^ the argument that what is God's will will be effective for its end. This will
has been carried out and has been effectual. " Body of Jesus Christ
recalls the words of ver. 5 the fulfilment corresponds to the prophecy
Ver.

10.

rather,

by

It

has also an

.

.

.

(or, in)

;

;

and

"

Once for all" goes along with "offering"
rather than with "have been sanctified." The passage x. i-io means
that even in Old Testament times God contemplated in regard to
men a better sacrifice than the animal offerings of the Law. This
sacrifice was the offering of Himself by the Son.
And this will of!
God in regard to the sanctification of His people has been realized,
is

its

fulfilment.

and through

Some

it

—

they have been sanctified.

points connected with the use of the Psalm deserve notice.
I. Whether the Psalm be by David, or, as may be the case, by some
one belonging to a later time, is immaterial. It expresses the mind
and feelings of some Old Testament saint, his insight into the unprofitableness of the sacrifi'^es of the Law, and his feelina: that the
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true offering unto God must be of another kind.
It is spoken by this
saint in reference to himself, for the lamentation over personal sins
towards the end of the Psalm shows that it cannot be directly
The Writer recounts the mercies of God unto him
Messianic.
1-5), and then he asks himself the question what he shall
render unto the Lord for all His benefits? This question he answers
In sacrifice and offering Thou
in the words quoted in the Epistle
burnt-offering and
didst not delight mine ears hast Thou opened
Then said I, Lo I come with the
sin-offering Thou hast not asked.
I delight to do Thy will, O my
roll of the book prescribed unto me.
God yea, Thy law is within my heart (vers. 6-8). The general
It is that God desires not and has not asked sacrisense is plain.
he will come
fices of beasts, and the Psalmist will not bring them
not with them, but with the roll of the book, where God's will is made
known to him a symbol and token that the offering he will render
The phrase, " mine ears hast Thou
is obedience to the will of God.
opened " or dug, means that God had opened a channel into his
mind for His will and revelation. It is debated, however, whether
the words refer merely to the revelation of the particular truth about
sacrifices, in which case the phrase would be a parenthesis standing
between the two similar statements on this point (ver. 6), or contain
a more general meaning, to the effect that God had opened his ears
once for all, and thus possessed Himself of a permanent channel into
his mind for His will, so as at all times to use him in his body as an
obedient instrument. This wider view seems to have been taken by
the Septuagint, who render the words A body didst Thou prepare
me and is more in harmony with the general scope of the passage.'
2. The Psalm contrasts animal offerings with obedience to the will
In it this will is God's general will, as conof God (i Sam. xv. 22).
tained in the volume of the book, His will in all its breadth as made
known to man. The sense of the words as quoted in the Epistle is
The contrast drawn there is between animal
somewhat different.
And what is said
offerings and the offering of Himself by the Son.
is, that God did not will the former, but willed the other, and that the
former are thereby abolished, and the other is established in their
room, and as the will of God is effectual. The passage in the Epistle
is far from saying that the essence or worth of Christ's offering of
Himself lies simply in obedience to the will of God. It does not
refer to the point wherein lies the intrinsic worth of the Son's offer(vers.

:

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

'
It is much disputed whether this rendering of the Septuagint represents the
original text of that version, or be a very early corruption, now disseminated
through almost every MS. of this translation. The greater probability seems to
be that it is a free rendering of what the translator conceived to be the sense. The
clause rendered in the Septuagint, "in the volume of the book it is written of
me," has been referred by the Epistle, in accordance with the sense of the
Septuagint, to the mention marie of the Messiah in many places of Scripture.
The clause might mean, in the Psalm, In the roll of the book it is prescribed unto
me, i.e. Thy will is laid down for me. The Epistle makes some further changes
;

particularly

come with

to

has omitted the words / delight, and thus connected the words /
do Thy will.

it

M

1

:
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II-14

And

every priest standeth daily ministering and offering oftentimes the same sacrifices, which can never take away sins
12 but this man, after he had offered one sacrifice for sins for
13 ever, sat down on the right hand of God; from henceforth
For by one
14 expecting till his enemies be made his footstool.
offering he hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified.
1

Its
ing, or whether it may be resolved into obedience unto God.
It argues that the Son's offering of Himself
point is quite different.
is the true and final offering for sin, because it is the sacrifice which,
according to prophecy, God desired to be made. The fact that it is
the will of God, the offering which He desired and which He prepared (ver. 5), is the proof that it is final as an offering, abolishing
There may
all other offerings, and sanctifying the people of God.
also lie in ver. 10 the additional idea that God's will directed towards
the sanctification of His people has found satisfaction in it.
3. When the Apostle puts the words of the Psalm into the mouth
of the Son, it is not his meaning that the Son was really present in
The words are His
the Old Testament church and spoke the words.
words coming into the world. They are words of prophecy, spoken
beforehand with reference to the Son, and expressing that mind and
They are not conwill which He had when coming into the world.
sidered words spoken by another in regard to his own mind, which
This
the Son takes up and uses in their full meaning of Himself
typological view, as it is called, may be quite compatible with the
Author's view, but such a typological view was not before his mind.
His typology is limited to the Tabernacle and the priesthood. These
and their arrangements and ministry are typical, or, as he prefers to
call it, anti-typical (ix. 24) of the things of the new covenant, but all
Messianic prophecy is treated by him as direct. This arises from his
looking at Scripture as in the strict sense the word of God, and proScripture
phetical, or spoken with a view to the Christian economy.
may have other aspects, but this is the sole aspect in which he
regards it (see Note on the Word of God).

Vers. 11-14. Another evidence that the Son's offering is the true
and final offering for sin having made it, He sat down on the right
hand of God.
That the ministry of the priests under the Law is ineffectual is seen
from their continual standing and offering (comp. ver. 2). That the
Son's is effectual appears from the fact which we know from prophecy
fulfilled (Ps. ex. I
chap. ii. 9, viii. i) in Him, that having made His one
offering He sat down.
He ceased and no more offers, but awaits the
final issue of His one offering, which shall be when He appears the

—

;

—

second time unto salvation (ix. 28). The punctuation of ver. 12 may
be: one sacrifice for sins for ever, sat down or, one sacrifice for sins,
for ever sat down.
His offering hath perfected the sanctified, for that
it has been effectual is proved by His sitting down and no more offering, as on the other hand it must have been effectual or He could not
;

7

X.

I
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15 Whereof Xhe Holy Ghost also is a witness to us for after that
16 he had said before, This is the covenant that I will make with
them after those days, saith the Lord, I will put my laws into
:

1

their hearts,

and

in their

minds

will I write

them

;

and

their

18 sins and iniquities will I remember no more.
Now where
remission of these is, there is no more offering for sin.

—

have sat down. The language here differs from that in ver. 10. The
reference in vers, i-io was rather to the material of the Son's offering
as unlike that of those of the Law (comp. sa})ie sacrifices, ver. i), and
the proof for the finality of the Son's offering was the identification of
it with the will of God expressed in prophecy.
Here the proof is
rather drawn from the historical circumstances of the Son's offering
known to us. Again, it was said in ver. 10 that through His offering
we have been sanctified here that by His one sacrifice He hath perfected them that are sanctified (not have bee7i sanctified, see on ii. 11).
The different language seems to correspond to the two aspects under
which the Son's offering is regarded: as the blood of the covenant, and
As the first it sanctifies;
as the offering of the Day of Atonement.
To perfect is to bring into the
as the other it perfects (vii. 11, 18).
The sacrifice of the Day o<
true condition of those in covenant.
Atonement was a yearly effort to effect this, but in vain. The Son's
offering both sanctifies and perfects ; it does both at once, for to do
the first fully is also to accomplish the other. The two differ only as
ways in which His offering may be viewed. But His one offering
gathers up into itself both the sacrifice that inaugurates the covenant,
and all the many sacrifices offered year by year to maintain it and to
realize it
it reaches the idea which they strove towards in vain, and
by reaching it for ever sets them aside.
;

;

Vers. 15-18. And further evidence for the conclusiveness of the
Son's offering is found in the words of the Holy Ghost, in prophecy,
as already cited (chap. viii. 7, etc.; Jer. xxxi. 31). For, when describing
the new covenant, after saying, This is the covenant that I will make
with them, I will write my Law in their hearts, God saith. And their

But remembering sin no
sins will I remember no more (ver, 17).
more implies that it is finally put away (comp. ver. 3).
Ver. 15. Whereof the Holy Ghost; rather, and the Holy Ghost.
The words afford an additional evidence. The sentence formed by
It is probable that before ver.
these verses in English is incomplete.
The
17 some such words as then he saith should be understood.
passage, ix. 15, etc., began with showing that the offering of the Son
being a final putting away of sin, was the dedication of a new covenant.
This precise idea gradually assumed the form of an illustration
of the finality of the Son's offering, with the consequence that it
superseded all other offerings (ix. 25-x. 18). Being the foundation of
a new covenant, all sacrifices are superseded by it; for this is expressly
intimated in prophecies regarding the new covenant (ver. 17): where
sins are put away there remaineth no more sacrifice for sin.
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Note on the Ministry of the High Priest on the
Day of Atonement.
should always be borne in mind that admittedly this Apostle's
of viewing the Christian salvation is marked by distinct characshould approach the Epistle, therefore, with minds as
teristics.
much as possible cleared from thoughts suggested by other Apostolic
writings, and prepared to meet not indeed new Christian truths, much
less new facts, but a different way of looking at truths common to all
the sacred writers. The Author approaches the atonement not as
St. Paul from the forensic or judicial side, but from that of ritual or
worship, and consequently the Epistle is largely a parallel or contrast
It

mode

We

between the Old Testament sacrificial ritual and ways in which
the death of Christ may be viewed. The culminating point of the
Old Testament ritual was the sacrifice on the Day of Atonement.
Here the high priest took part, and the atonement was for the sins
of the People. And it is with the ministry of the high priest on this
day, in its place, action, and offering, that the high-priestly ministry
of our Lord is chiefly compared.
This, however, is not the exclusive line of comparison followed.
The object of the Author was not so much to institute a strict logical
parallel between the two ministries, as to seize upon everything in the
Levitical ritual that was significant to the Old Testament worshipper,
and show how it had something corresponding to it, and of far higher
Several consignificance, in the priesthood and sacrifice of Christ.
sequences follow from this wide purpose. While his typology mainly
runs upon the line of the high priest's ministry in the holiest, to which
Christ's offering of Himself is parallel, the Author combines with this
ministry other Old Testament ceremonies that have no immediate
connection with it, such as the ceremony with the ashes of the red
heifer (ix. 13), and the sacrifice that inaugurated the covenant (ix. 15,
He
X. 29), to all of which the sacrifice of Christ affords an analogy.
even throws out fragments of what might be called other typological
systems, that cannot be harmonized with the main system of the Day
For example, the comparison of the
of Atonement nor fitted into it.
veil to our Lord's flesh or human nature (x. 20), which had to be rent
ere entrance could be obtained into the holiest in the presence of
God, a profound and beautiful thought, containing a typology in itself,
is one that cannot be adapted into the main typological scheme
pursued, but lies quite outside of it. Similarly the comparison of the
death of Jesus outside the gate to the burning of the remnants of the
sin-offering without the camp (xiii. 11) is one that quite disjoints the
For the suffering of Christ certainly
ritual of the Day of Atonement.
took place before His blood entered into the holiest, while the burning of the sin-offering followed the bringing in of its blood by the
high priest. The comparison indeed is a mere isolated analogy,
intended to point a lesson (xiii. 13) and however deep the truth be
which it suggests, it cannot be made a link in the typological chain
;
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of the Day of Atonement. This combination of elements in the Old
Testament ritual that are independent though of the same general
meaning, prepares us to find a similar grouping together of points
connected with the offering of Christ. In such a scheme prominence
will be given to those events that find a parallel in the Old Testament
ritual, such as Christ's entry into the sanctuary on high, while other
things, such as the resurrection and forty days' sojourn upon the earth,
having no analogy in the Old Testament ritual of worship, are passed
over.

The Old Testament sacrifice was the offering of a victim through
death unto God. In the New Testament the death of Christ is compared to this. The comparison is made in two ways. For the most
part nothing but the general idea enters into the comparison the
The New Testament writings in general
offering of a life unto God.
make no reference to any place, such as the Tabernacle or altar or
mercy-seat; nor to any action, such as entering into the holiest. The
The altar might be
fact of the sacrificial death alone is alluded to.
the cross, the sanctuary the high dome of the world, everywhere filled
by God's presence; but such accessories were not in the writers' minds.
But in this Epistle another method is pursued. A close parallel is
drawn between the elements of the Old Testament ritual of worship,

—

in its officers, place, action,

and

offering,

and the things of the

New

Testament, which correspond but are more excellent. This arises
from the Author's conception of religion as a covenant, or state of
relation between God and a worshipping people, in which necessarily
the high priest occupies the place of pre-emmence. And it is under
And this is a
this aspect that he presents the Christian atonement.
complete and distinct method of presenting it. But the method of
The two
the other New Testament writers is also complete in itself.
methods do not supplement one another. Fragments of the one must
not be thrust into the other. The two methods are to be compared,
not identified or confused. To most New Testament writers everything connected with the sacrifice of Christ was accomplished on the
cross this corresponded to the whole process and circumstances of
the Old Testament offering. And if they do not speak of entering
;

within the veil, or sprinkling the mercy-seat, or other priestly action,
the reason is not that they have left over these things to be added by
another, such as this Writer, in order fully to express their system,
With this
but that these things have no place in their system.
Epistle, on the contrary, every element of the ritual is significant, and
that which to most New Testament writers is contained in the death
alone is spread over a series of acts, the essential one of which is
entering into the holiest before the face of God. Hence while to
St. Paul the resurrection occupies so high a place, being that which
authenticates the Messiahship of Jesus and interprets His death, in
this Epistle the resurrection occupies no place, and is only once, or
at most twice, alluded to, the fact of importance being the ascension
into the presence of God, because that act was both to obtain eternal redemption and the guarantee that eternal redemction had been obtained

;
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THE COPIES OF THE THINGS

IN

[HIGH PRIEST ON

THE HEAVENS,
'
'

2

6

B

14

'

•

5

A, the first Tabernacle (holy place); B, second Tabernacle (holy of holies), i,
2, the table and showbiead
the candlestick
3, the first veil (hanging)
4, the
veil (the veil)
5, the altar of incense (golden altar)
6, the ark of the
;

;

second

;

;

;

covenant, and mercy-seat with cherubims (having pot of
the throne and very presence of God.

—

manna and Aaron's

rod)

Christ is an High Priest after the order of Melchisedec (v, 20),
chief point of the Apostle's teaching is that Christ is a minister,
i.e. an officiating High Priest of the true Tabernacle which the Lord
pitched, not man, that is, heaven (viii. i, 2, ix. 11).
Being a minister
there, He must like other high priests have an offering (viii. 3).
His
offering must be in the true Tabernacle, the heavens, otherwise it
will be no true atonement, for there is God's true presence, before
whom it must be brought (viii. 4-6). His ministry corresponds to
ministry consists of three things
that of the high priest.
a place
of ministration or sanctuary priestly action there and an approach
unto God and an offering or sacrifice. The ministry of the ordinary
the priests go in continually into the
priests is not here important
The comparifirst Tabernacle, accomplishing their services (ix. 6).
son lies between the ministry of Christ and that of the high priest
into the second goeth the high priest alone, once in the year, not
without blood, which he offereth for himself and for the errors of the
people (ix. 7). Corresponding to this Christ, an High Priest of the
good things that were to come, through a greater Tabernacle, and
through His own blood, entered in once for all into the holiest, and
obtained eternal redemption (ix. ir, 12).
The points of contrast are these i. Aaron an high priest obtaining by his ministry benefits that were only shadowy and unsubstantial
Christ an High Priest of the good things that were
(ix. 9, 10, X. i)
2. Aaron exercising his ministry in the Tabernacle
to come (ix. 11).
Christ exercising His by means of a more
of this world (ix. i)
perfect Tabernacle, not of this material creation (ix. 11).
3. Aaron
offering blood not his own, that of calves and goats (ix. 7, 12, x. 4)
Christ entering in through His own blood (ix. 12). 4. Aaron entering
in once in the year into the holiest, for a moment, the veil closing
behind him again when he returned, and obtaining no true and
permanent access to God (x. 1-4, 11) ; Christ entering in once for
for to enter
all into the holiest, from which He comes no more out.

The

A

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

—
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into the true holiest with His offering is to obtain eternal redemption
(ix. 12-14, X. 10, 14, 18), and in virtue of the redemption obtained He
is enabled to enter in, and there to abide for us, the surety of an
eternal covenant (vii. 22, ix. 24, x. 19)
Having offered one sacrifice
for sins for ever, He sat down on the right hand of God.^
:

This comparison speaks for itself.
No mind but one already
possessed by preconceptions derived from other sources or suggested
by itself could fail to perceive that what is here exhibited is no
solemn scenic repetition on a higher stage of the drama of the Atonement already enacted elsewhere, but the culminating scene of that
very drama itself.
The Apostle follows closely the steps of the Old Testament ritual,
and a few points in this, which may almost be called ritual axioms,

have

to

be remembered.

The blood makes atonement.

This it does in virtue of being
or soul, or in virtue of the life being in it. Lev. xvii. 11, etc
The question what " atonement" is, is not important here.
(d) The altar is the place at which any " offering " is made to God,
the point where it comes into relation with Him. To offer on the
part of men and to receive on the part of God are but different sides
When a gift touches the altar it is both offered
of the same action.
and received till it is laid on the altar it is neither offered nor
received.
The victim was not slain on the altar (Lev. i. 3, 11), its
life was not " offered " till the blood which is the life was laid upon
the altar.
There were various altars, that of burnt-offering in the
court, that of incense in the outer Tabernacle, and the mercy-seat in
the inner sanctuary. All these were used on different occasions, but
the principle is the same in regard to all the altar is the place
where men offer and God receives the offering.
(c) If a living gift be offered unto God, its death must necessarily
take place, otherwise it would not be made over unto God, but
(a)

the

life

—

—

1 Here, perhaps, is to be found the true answer to the suggestion thrown out by
Witsius and the Dutch theologians (see p. 153, note 2), that the Son's entrance
into the hohest through His own blood is not to be identified with His ascension,
but was an act performed by Him in His disembodied state in immediate
temporal connection with His death. Such an act would imply that having
But it belongs to the very idea of a true
entered the true holiest He again left it.
atonement for sins that the high priest going into the presence of God comes no
more out, but there abides before the face of God for us. His abiding maintains
the way open for us (x. 19), and the act of atonement has to become through the
The earthly high
interceding high priest salvation unto the uttermost (vii. 25).
priest returned from the holiest because his entrance was not really into the
His
It was only prophetic and for a moment in symbol.
presence of God.
return belongs to the imperfections of the Old Testament ritual, and cannot find
Further, the
anything to correspond to it in the case of the true High Priest.
Epistle certainly seems to know of only one entrance, an entrance followed by
sitting down at God's right hand (i. 3, iv. 14, vi. 20, ix. 11, 12, 24, x. 12); in
i.x. 12 the Son "entered in once for all into the holiest," and in ix. 24 He "entered
And
into the heaven itself now to be manifested before the face of God for us."
it seems altogether improbable that the Author should teach that the essential part
of the atoning offering of ttie Son, or any essential part of it, w.ts performed by

—

—

Hud when He was dead

(see notes

on

vii.

i6).

—
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in its own possession or in that of its owner.
Various
theories of the meaning of sacrifice prevail, but even here this
question is not of immediate consequence.
Sacrifice is the offering
of a living victim or of a life unto God, and the death of the victim
must necessarily ensue.
{d) Now if the victim could have been brought and laid living on the
altar, and in the act of laying it had been stricken by death, the whole
act of offering would have been performed at once and been seen in
its completeness.
Hence it might be supposed that the one act was
broken into two, the slaying and the offering of the life, the blood,
from the exigencies of the case.
Whatever there be in this, the
ancient command not to eat the flesh with the life or blood, that is,
without offering the blood or life to Jehovah (Gen. ix. 4
Lev.
xvii. 10, etc.; Deut. xii. 23; comp. i Sam. xiv. 33, etc.), shows that
the warm fluid blood was at all times considered the life of the
It was not a symbol of the Hfe, but the life itself.
And
creature.
the offering of the life was the sacrifice. There is not the slightest
hint anywhere in the Old Testament that the life laid upon the altar
in the shape of the blood differed from the life when it flowed in the
veins of the victim, or that the slaying had in any way changed its
The blood was the life, and the laying of it on the
character.
altar was the atoning act, and what was laid on the altar was
the blood that atoned, not the blood after atonement had been
made.^ Any theory, therefore, which separates the death from the
offering at the altar is false to the idea of the ritual, whether it
lays all the stress on the death as the atoning act, and puts some
other meaning on the offering at the altar, or lays all the stress on
the offering at the altar and regards the death as a mere necessary,
unmeaning preliminary. The first view is opposed to the radical
conception of the ritual according to which no act is of the nature of
an offering unto God which is not done at the altar, at which the
and also to the
death considered by itself did not take place
language of the Old Testament, which says that the blood atones.
The second rests on the false view that the blood offered at the altar
The whole sacrificial action,
is not the life, but a symbol of the life.
death and offering of the blood, is one.
The sacrifice on the Day of Atonement was more, however, than
an offering for sin. It was a great covenant offering, for the People
And in the entrance of the high priest, representative
in covenant.
of the People, into the presence of God through the blood of the
offering, was expressed the continued covenant fellowship between

remain

;

;

—

—

the People and God.
The application of the above-mentioned points to the offering of
the Melchisedec High Priest in the true sanctuary, into which He
entered, and where He abides as the surety of the eternal covenant,
does not need to be made.
For a

1

different

theory there given
iron

and

clay.

view see Fairbairn's Typology, ii. p. 314. Tlie rather artificial
is an attempt to combine the ordinary view with that of Bahr
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and realistic conception of the heavens and the heavenly
which is a characteristic of the Epistle, has given rise to the
question whether this conception be merely in a stronger form a
local

things,

of thinking common to other Hebrew writers (Ps. xi. 4, xviii. 6,
Mic. i. 2, etc. Gal. iv. 26), or whether we may not find
traces in it of philosophical theories, and something like an identification of Christianity as the realm of realities and absolute truth
with the ideal world of the Alexandrians. It is probable that the
Author was familiar with this notion, and that it has influenced his
language, and perhaps to some extent his ideas. That he identifies
Christianity with the ideal world of the philosophers can hardly be
said.
The most that he has done, if he has done so much, is to seize
the barren and empty abstractions of the intelligible world and
vitalize them, filling them full of moral force and bringing them forth
out of the region of transcendent existence into the life of man. He
does not identify Christian truth with an already existing system of
thought his Christian thought merely possesses itself of the outlines
of a mode of conception existing, which it fills with its own contents.
If this be the case, it is but an early example of that which
It will
Christianity has been ever doing, and what it must ever do.
not overcome the world by annihilating it, nor human nature by
obliterating it. To conquer is not to destroy, but to possess and inspire.
The faith of Christ will conquer human thought and art and life as
man conquers nature, which he does by possessing himself of it and
using it, filling out its laws and forces with his own spirit, and
making even its mechanical movements pulsate with a human heart.
In the Epistle the heaven or heavens are i. The material heavens,
Nothing need be said of this. 2. It is said that
i. 10, xi. 12, xii. 26.
our great High Priest passed through the heavens, iv. 14, that He
was made higher than the heavens, vii. 26. 3. It is said that He sat
down in the heavens, viii. i, i. 3, x. 12, and entered into heaven itself,
Here heavens through which He passed are distinguished
ix. 24.
from heavens in which He sat down. Those highest heavens into
which He entered constitute the abode of God (ix. 24). They correspond to the holy of holies in the earthly Tabernacle, vi. 20, ix. 12, 24.
The holy of holies was a copy or antitype of these highest heavens,
and made according to the type seen in the mount, viii. 5, ix. 24. It
is less certain whether the Epistle means that the lower heavens
through which Christ passed into the holiest correspond to the holy
See notes on ix. 11. These lower
place in the Tabernacle, iv. 14.
heavens are of course immaterial, not belonging to this creation. If
the
there be such a correspondence, it is only slightly touched upon
holy place has no existence strictly in the heavenly sanctuarj^, the
veil is torn aside, and the whole is a holy of holies, God's true
From a comparison of ix. 2, etc., with ix. 23, it
dwelling-place.
appears that to the Author's mind the correspondence between the
heavenly and earthly sanctuaries extended even to the things or
Elsewhere he speaks of a Mount Zion
articles contained in them.

mode

xxix. 9

;

;

:

:

:

above and a heavenly Jerusalem,

xii. 22.
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What is to be sought, first of all, is the Apostle's idea. This is undoubtedly that "heaven," in opposition to this phenomenal world, is
the region and abode of that which is real. There is God's presence,
and there are all those things that cannot be shaken but abide for
ever, things in their ideal truth.
When he speaks of God being in
the heaven itself, he makes an effort to express the Majesty of God,
to say that He transcends all that is creaturely, and that in Himself

He
He

is

removed

is

in Himself.

far

back of

When

all

created worlds, and exists in heaven as

he says that Christ

made His

offering in

heaven, he seeks to express the idea that it was an ideally true and
valid sacrifice.
When he says that through His blood He entered
into the holiest, he expresses the thought that Christ's offering came
into immediate relation to God and was an absolute atonement.
When he says of the Son that He entered within the veil and sat
down in the heavens themselves, he means that He entered into the
very communion and presence of the Being of God, and, as representative of the People, embodies the eternal covenant.
In like manner
when he says of Christians that they have confidence to enter into
the holiest through the offering of the Son, he expresses the idea that
they have access to God as He is in Himself (iv. i6, x. 19, etc).
And
when he says that they are partakers of a heavenly calling (iii. i),
that they are come to the heavenly Jerusalem (xii. 22), and the like,
he expresses the conception that the absolute and final truth as to
God's relation to men has been revealed, and that the eternal condition of things is about to be realized.
And much more of the same
kind.

While this is the idea lying in all this, it must be conceded that the
Author's conception of the heavens and what has its abode there is of
localities and real things.
God's presence is locally conceived. The
holiest is a place (comp. the antithesis in viii. 4).
This conception
must be entered into, to begin with, if the Author's meaning is to be
reached. The words " within the veil " and "in the heaven itself"
do not express a mere relation. All this may be but illustration of
the incapacity of the Oriental mind to entertain abstract conceptions
the imagination seizes them and turns them into places and things.
It is natural to the mind so to think of God and heaven, when not
formally observant that it is such things that it is thinking about.
That the Apostle's own mind fluctuated between ideas of relation and
localities perhaps appears when he says of us that even here we may
draw near to the throne of grace (iv. 16), and enter into the holiest
(x. 19), and that we are come to the heavenly Jerusalem (xii. 22).
Still he draws a distinction between the sense in which this is true
now, and the sense in which it shall be true when the heavenly world
is revealed at the coming of the Son.
The chief advantage arising from entering into the Apostle's mode
of conception is that it enables us to put a right construction on some
expressions which he uses. God is not His own place, He is in a
Into that place the Son entered to be
place, the holiest on high.
manifested before His face. Into that place also beiievers enter. All
:
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are in one place. The sphere of lellowship with God is the sanctuary
on high. This sanctuary has now no divisions. God is not present
in the hoHest, manifest truly only to Himself, while the church and
the tens of thousands of Angels congregate in the holy place, having
a fellowship with Him which is only mediate. The simplicity of the
Epistle knows of no manifestation of God which is not immediate to
If there be any distinction between Mount Zion
those around Him.
and the heavenly city, it is not that the one lies outside of the other,
but that the latter lies around the former. Again, as the sphere of
communion between God and the People is a place, the holiest above,
such conceptions as that Christ's Person is the mystical sphere of com
munion are precluded. Such conceptions may have profound truth
and a place elsewhere they do not belong to the Epistle. Through
His blood believers have confidence to enter into the holiest (x. 19),
and through Him as High Priest they offer continually the sacrifice
;

of praise

(xiii. 15).

Note on the Words Purge, Sanctify, Make Perfect,
The

of the following remarks
meanings of these words, not

object

distinctive

is mainly to indicate the
to enter into the doctrinal

questions connected with them.
The general conceptions of the Epistle are to be observed. It
conceives the relation of God and men under the form of a covenant,
that is, a state of relation in which He is their God and they are His
People. The People of God is not a number of individuals, as when
we speak of " people " it is a unity such as Israel was. This unity
The covenant union is strictly a religious one. God is the
continues.
living God, who is to be worshipped or served (ix. 14); and the People
are His worshippers or those who draw near to Him (x. i, 22). God is
not conceived as a king or a righteous ruler or lawgiver, whose law
is to be obeyed, and the relations between whom and men are to be
settled on judicial or forensic principles. He is God to be %yorshippcd
by His People, drawing near in all the exercises of service to His
throne, and what has to be sought is the means to this on the one
side, that He should be enabled to receive and have fellowship with
His People drawing near to Him; and on the other, that they should
;

:

have confidence

to

draw near

(x.

19).

Israel

became once

for all

It was recognised that the
in the first covenant.
People though in covenant was not sinless. Sins against the covenant itself were followed by cutting off from the People. For sins
For such sins, though for these
of infirmity there was forgiveness.

the People of

God

(comp. x. 26). Even such sins occasioned
covenant fellowship, but did not infer
Besides particular offerings for individual
its absolute suspension.
offences, the great sacrifice on the Day of Atonement applied to the
sins of the People as a whole. And in the entrance of the high priest
with blood into the holiest before God as representative of the People,
was embodied the fact ol the continuance of the covenant fellowship

only, there

was

sacrifice

a temporary interruption

in the
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of the People with God.
Yet these Old Testament sacrifices never
could take away sins (x. 4). The transgressions under the first covenant remained outstanding (ix. 15). The yearly ceremony was but a
piece of symbolic acting, having no real validity in itself the Law
made nothing perfect (vii. 18). But Christ having come an High
Priest of the good things that were to come, entered in once for all
into the holy place and obtained eternal redemption (ix. 11).
His
death redeemed the transgressions under the first covenant (ix. 15).
Thus it may be said that the first covenant realized itself. This
realization, however, is called a new covenant (see on ix. 15, viii. 6).
But the People remains the same. The People of God is Christian
Israel.
And the great idea of the Epistle, written to Christian
Hebrews, the People of God, but in a state of mental instability from
insufficient understanding of the high-priesthood of Christ, is, thai
the true state of covenant relation between God and the People has
;

come

into existence

and

exists,

and that

it

is

in fact realized

and

expressed in this, that the great High Priest, Representative of the
People, sits for ever at God's right hand before His face (ix. 24, x. 12).
But though its great purpose be to insist on this fact, it also indicates
the steps that led to its being realized. And the above three words
are important in this connection.
I. Purge, or better, purify (or, cleanse).
The following passages
illustrate the use of the term.
Chap. i. 3, having made purification
of sins He sat down at the right hand of God.
Chap. ix. 14, if the
blood of bulls sanctifieth in reference to the purity of the flesh, how
much more shall the blood of Christ purify your conscience from dead
works for the service of the living God. Chap. ix. 22, one may almost
say that all things according to the Law are purified with blood,
and without shedding of blood is no remission. Chap. ix. 23, it was
necessary that the copies of the things in the heavens should be
purified with these, but the heavenly things themselves with better
sacrifices than these. Chap. x. 2, for then would they not (the Old Testament sacrifices) have ceased to be offered, because the worshippers
once purified would hare had no more conscience of sins.
From
these passages it appears (i) That what made purification necessary
was sins, dead works, a conscience of sins, etc. that is, sins of those
in covenant, which caused an interruption of the covenant fellowship
of God and the People.
The sins themselves are purified, so is the
conscience (otherwise, the heart from an evil conscience, x. 22), also
the heavenly things, and the copies of them, and even the flesh.
(2) The medium through which purification of all these is effected is
blood or sacrifice. (3) On such a sacrifice there follows remission
(comp. x. 18). (4) True purification, whether of sins or the conscience
or of the heavenly things themselves, has been effected through the
blood of Christ. (5) The object aimed at through purification is the
Though this is the purpose of purification, the idea
service of God.
of service is not contained in the word itself.
Now to state these
things is almost enough. The Epistle uses the term purify in a wide
way to express generally the effects of sacrifice. In this general use

—

—

—
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The conception is local.
defilement is regarded as adhering to the body, the conscience,
or the heavenly things, or the copies of them, and by the sprinkling
with blood (x. 22) it is removed. Whether the idea be that the blood
erased the defilement or covered it from God's sight is uncertain.
Neither is it necessary here to raise the question of principle; the
Epistle reposes on the Old Testament practice, which it transfers into
the Christian sphere. The fact that purification is through blood or
sacrifice is common to both spheres.
The reason why the first covenant by its institutions failed to remove sins, was not that it used
blood as a medium of purification, but that it used the blood of
beasts (x. 4); the blood of the new covenant sacrifice is effectual
because it is the blood of Christ (ix. 14).
The sins or dead works of those in covenant caused an interruption
of the covenant fellowship with God, making it impossible till they
were removed. This impossibility has two sides. It is an objective
one, lying outside of the mind of the person or the People and it is
The external obstacle is on
also internal, lying in the conscience.
the side of God. This is graphically exhibited in the ceremony of
purifying the Tabernacle with blood, the place where God and the
People met. This place contracted defilement from the sinful presence of the People, or manipulation of the objects in it by them.
God could not enter it nor abide in it till it was purified. This idea is
transferred to the true heavenly places, the very destination of which,
as the sphere of God's fellowship with the People, cast an impurity
upon them, which the true offering of the Son removed (ix. 23). The
conception here, of course, is not that the mere physical nature ol
God reacted against the uncleannesses of men, and refused their presence; on the contrary, the refusal is moral. He is conscious of the
condition of the People; their uncleannesses are sins, dead works, even
transgressions (ix. 15), and on purification they are remitted (ix. 22,
X. 18), He is gracious to their iniquities, and remembers their sins no
more (viii. 12, x. 17). The objectivity of the obstacle to fellowship
raised by the sins of the People, apart altogether from their own
conscience of sins, is more clearly reflected in some at least of the
other expressions used in the Epistle, as when it is said that Christ
tasted death for every one (ii. 9; comp. ii. 14), that He made propitiation for the sins of the People (ii. 17), that His death took place for
the redemption of transgressions (ix. 15), and that He bore the sins
of many (ix. 28).
Such terms as "gracious," "transgressions," and
"bore," suggest the idea of the divine wrath, and the language
touches upon, if it do not express, the more familiar Pauline conception.
It can be readily seen, however, how the idea that the
whole transaction took place within the covenant prevented such a
conception from coming to full expression; and in this way is explained
the absence from the Epistle of such terms as wrath, curse, reconciliation, and the like.
In St. Paul every sin is deadly and infers
the curse, and the conception of redemption is shaped by this idea.
In this Epistle such sins as draw down the curse are incapable of atoneit

had been preceded by the Septuagint.

The

;
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ment, and involve cutting off (comp. vi. 7, etc., x. 26). See the mild
language in viii. 9, and on the other hand the severe words in x. 26, 27,
in reference to those whose sins throw them outside the covenant.
In another view the obstacle to fellowship is an internal one,
The consciousness of sins hindered the
lying in the conscience.
worshipper from drawing near in confidence unto God. Through the
offering of Christ the conscience is purified (ix. 14), the worshipper
has confidence to enter into the holiest (x. 19), he feels the throne of
God to be a throne of grace (iv. 16), though this passage rather belongs
This purification is an act done once for all
to the former side.
(x. 2, 22); an idea expressed also in the phrase, "put away sin by His
sacrifice" (ix. 26; comp. x. 4, 11 with ix. 12).
The term purify does not refer to moral purity, but to the sense or
conscience of sin (see on ix. 9), i.e. to guilt. After cleansing through
sacrifice there is no more conscience of sins (see on x. 2). This agrees
with the Old Testament usage. The heart is sprinkled so as to have
no more an evil conscience (x. 22). This is the meaning of the words,
Create in me a clean heart, Ps. li. 10 a clean heart is a pure conThe Psalm contains only this one
science, the result of forgiveness.
idea it is throughout a prayer for forgiveness.
In English the primary word is holy, and we can say,
2. Sanctify.
to be holy, but for " to make holy " we say " sanctify," " hallow,"
" consecrate," or " dedicate." We say, a holy place or a " sanctuary,"
and for " one who is holy " we say " a saint." The word purify
describes an operation which has for its end the service of God or
belonging to Him, it does not contain the idea that this end has been
reached. Sanctify on the other hand brings into prominence the idea
" Holy" is that which belongs to God (iii. i,
of the relation to God.
Comp.
vi. 10, xiii. 24); to sanctify is to make to belong to God.
for Old Testament usage Ex. xiii. 2, 12 with Num. iii. 12, 13 and
Deut. xv. 19; also, Ex. xix. 5, 6 with Deut. vii. 6; and
viii. 16, 17;
the history of Korah, Num. xvi. i-io. To sanctify is to dedicate to
God the nearer idea of the kind of relation to God will be suggested
by that which is dedicated. To sanctify a People to God will mean
a kingdom of
to consecrate them to Him as a worshipping People
What is implied in this will depend on the conception had
priests.
of worship, which may vary, and will correspond to the conception
had of God, who is to be worshipped; comp. the words of Christ,
Strictly, however,
John iv. 23 with Rom. xii. i, Heb. xiii. 15, 16.
the term sanctify means merely to place the People in the relation
of worshippers to God. These passages indicate the usage in the
Chap. xiii. 12, Jesus that He might sanctify the People
Epistle:
Chap. x. 10, we have been sanctified through
through His blood
Chap. x. 29, the blood
the offering of the body of Jesus once for all.
Chap. ix. 13, if the
of the covenant wherewith He was sanctified.
blood of bulls sanctifieth in the matter of the purity of the flesh.
These passages indicate (i) That, though not exclusively, " sanctify"
is spoken of when the idea of the People or the covenant is prominent.
(2) That the means of sanctification as of ourification is blood or

—

;

—

;

—

—

.

.

.

—
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sacrifice.

for all.

(3)
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an act done once

And that the People of the new covenant have been truly
to God through the offering of Christ.
These facts point

(4)

sanctified
to some differences
that now common.

between the usage of the word

in the Epistle

The

and

term, like "purify," does not refer to moral condition of mind;
mean to change from a state of moral defilement to purity,
but, just as "purify," bears upon the conscience or the sense of guilt.
It does not imply destruction of the principle of sin in the heart.
The
word, though well fitted to bear this deeper sense in relation to true
worship, does not seem in fact so used in the Epistle.
(2) Being accomphshed "once for all," to sanctify is not a progressive
work. It describes the bringing of the People into the relation to
God of a worshipping People. The kind of service they render is
described in xiii. 15, 16; they render it "continually," for they have
joyful confidence to enter the holiest through the blood of Christ
(x. 19).
Some passages in the Epistle might be supposed to suggest
the idea of progressiveness in sanctification, as chap. xii. 14, "follow
after that holiness without which no man shall see the Lord."
But
the context indicates that this is an exhortation to preserve the condition of consecration actually realized, and to seek to prevent all that
would infringe it. The idea, however, of a fuller entrance into that
relation to God, expressed by " holy," seems certainly suggested by
chap. xii. 10, where the aim of the divine chastisements is said to be
that we might be partakers of His holiness (see on ii. 10).
To make perfect does not mean to endow with all
3. To perfect.
excellent qualities, but to bring to the end^ that is, the appropriate
end or that which corresponds to the idea. Hence it is a relative
term, and may be used of bringing to completion within a variety of
spheres.
There is no fluctuation in the mere meaning of the word,
which is, to bring to the appropriate or appointed end; the variety of
meaning arises from the fact that ideal finality will vary according to
the sphere in regard to which it is spoken of.
Perfection is used of
the maturity of manhood, an idea transferred to the maturity of
Christian intelligence, chap. v. 14, vi. i.
The expression is used in regard both to the Son and to men. In
regard to the Son it is said that it befitted God to make perfect the
Author of salvation through sufferings (ii. 10); that the Son learned
obedience by the things which He suffered, and when He was made
perfect He became the cause of salvation to them that obey Him
(v. 9); and that the Law appointeth men high priests, having infirmity,
but the word of the oath appointeth a Son made perfect for evermore
In all these passages the reference is to the Son's present
(vii. 28).
place in the world of salvation. He who is made perfect is the author
of salvation. What this perfection is is suggested by what salvation
is (ii. 6-9), and by what those are who are saved (ii. 10, 11, 14, 15).
Perfection is the end of a process carried on on the Son
He was
crowned with glory because of His suffering death (ii. 9) the various
steps of which, however, reflected themselves in a process going on
(i)

it

does not

—

—

—
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Him — He was made

perfect through sufferings, He became a merciPriest (ii. 17), He learned obedience (v. 8).
The point of
view of the Epistle, therefore, is not that this making perfect was a
process that went on in the Son as a mere moral individual, as if it
were an advance in virtue or even a confirmation of a state of sinlessness; it was a process that went on in Him in His relations to those
whom He was saving. It is a mistake to bring the process of making
perfect into special relation to His sufferings viewed as temptations,
and to regard it as a moral advance in overcoming them, ending in
His exaltation to a condition of confirmed virtue no more assailable,
and of beatification above the conditions of temptation. His life
under sufferings is not specially regarded as a personal probation.
His sufferings were those incident to His vocation as Author of salvation, and as He met them in the actual exercise of it, they were the
means of giving Him that experience of human conditions, whether
in regard to life (ii. 18), or in relation to God (v. 9), which made Him
His learning obedience does not
perfect as the Author of salvation.
mean that He advanced in the disposition, but that He ever entered
more fully into the actual practice and into the experience of what
obedience was, till His obedience was crowned in His suffering ol
Neither does the phrase "perfecter of faith " imply that He
death.
advanced in strength of faith, He carried faith through to the end;
On vii. 28 see notes. In fact, the conit had in Him its perfect work.
trast in the Author's mind is not between an imperfection of the Son
in the days of His flesh and a perfection now,
implying a process
on personal, moral lines ; it is rather one between an imperfection as
Author of salvation and Sanctifier of men, due to His pre-existing
heavenly condition, and a perfection which His very humiliation
enabled Him to acquire, and which He acquired as He successively
seized the occasions which His vocation as Author of salvation presented to Him a process moving on the lines of His relations to
mortal, sinful men.
When the word is used in regard to men it is said that perfection
was not by the Levitical priesthood (vii. 11); that the Law made
nothing perfect (vii. 18) ; that the Old Testament offerings were
unable to make perfect as to the conscience (ix. 9) ; that the Old
Testament sacrifices offered year by year could not make the worshippers perfect (x. 2); and that the Son by His one offering has for
ever perfected the sanctified (x. 14, see notes). " To perfect " here has
the same sense of bringing to the appointed end within the sphere
It is probable that, as the passages cited show, the
referred to.
perfecting of men refers to their covenant condition.
None of the
three words, purify, sanctify, and make perfect, appears used proleptically, to descrilDe an act done in principle, the fruits of which
They resemble " justify " in
progressively manifest themselves.
ill

ful

High

—

—

—

:

another system of phraseology, and describe actions done once

for

To perfect, therethe fruits of which are of present experience.
fore, is to put the People into the true covenant relation of worshippers
of the Lord, to bring them into His full fellowship. This condition
all,
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realized in the
realized in their history
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Old Testament

—they were not

saints,

but

is

made

perfect apart from
us (xi. 40). But the spirits of just men in heaven are made perfect
(xii. 23).
Yet their perfection is not strictly the perfection of salvation, which they shall receive when the Lord comes again ; it is the
perfection of sanctification unto God.

Renewed exhortation, based on the fact that thiu
relation has been established through the one perfect and
final offering of Christ (chap. ix. 1 5-x. 1 8).
Chap.

X. 19-xii. 29.

new covenant

Outline.

—

i.

Exhortation to the Hebrews to maintain and use the
new covenant, vers. 19-25. (i) To draw near in

—

privileges of the

worship and service (ix. 14) to God with an upright heart and fulness
of faith, seeing they have confidence to enter into the holiest through
the blood of Christ, and have their hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, vers. 19-22.
(2) More generally, to hold fast the confession
of their hope, relying on God's faithfulness to His promises, ver. 23.
(3) And to extend their concern in this direction mutually to each
other, and encourage one another to love and good works, preserving
thus the spirit and enthusiasm as well as the unity of the house of
God and this the more as they see the day of the Lord drawing
near, that on that day they may be found faithful, vers. 24, 25.
2. This last thought naturally suggests the other side of the picture.
If these duties be neglected and the issue be a falling away from the

—

faith of Christ

and they be found sinners

heinous, so the vengeance of

God

{i.e.

apostates), as their sin

be terrible, vers. 26-31.
3. But the Apostle hastens away from such a thought, and seeks
again to infuse vigour and constancy into their minds under theil
trials, by reminding them of their own former worthy history in like
and he is confiafflictions, which he desires them now to emulate
is

will

;

dent that their faith will carry them through, vers. 32-39.
4. This mention of faith (which was designed in order to serve as
an introduction to what follows) leads him to unfold before their eyes
the long and famous roll of Old Testament worthies, who lived and
endured, and died in faith, and had from God the testimony that

they were pleasing to Him, chap. xi.
5. Coming back from this survey of the glories of faith in the past,
the Apostle, with all the force and encouragement which the survey

Hebrews to run with patient endurance
them look unto Him who was the type of

lends, renews his appeal to the

the Christian race, bidding

faith amidst sufferings, and patiently endured even amidst cross and
shame, xii. 1-3.

O

;
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their

And

in order to

minds from

add
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I9-25.

force to his appeal, he seeks to turn

their sufferings in themselves to

what

is

away

the true

view of their afflictions. They are not the cruel freaks of chance or
of a world where God is not, nor signs that their faith is vain. They
testify of God, and are tokens of the truth of their religion.
They
are the good discipline of a father, earnest of his fatherly solicitude
And lest
for them, and proofs that they are indeed his true sons.
the fruits of them, which are righteousness and peace, should be lost
or lest, misunderstood, they should lead to evil, he exhorts them to
mutual encouragement, and to pursue such a clear course of life that
those who are vacillating may be confirmed, vers. 4-13.
7. This widens out into an exhortation to seek peace with all, to
bring about that right mind and fit conduct of each member in his
own sphere which is a condition of full peace and, as covering
everything individual, to preserve that consecration of them all to
God, without which they shall fail at the last to see His face. This
effort after peace and holiness will be on its other side a careful
watchfulness that no poisonous root spring up among them and defile
the whole community, and that there be no profane-minded person
who, pursuing sensual pleasures now, shall at the last find himself
;

excluded from the blessings of the covenant, vers. 14-17.
concludes with a graphic contrast
8. And the whole passage
between the two economies or revelations of God the former, sensible,
the latter, super-sensible, heavenly, and
earthly, and yet terrible
final
a picture into which the Apostle gathers all that is fitted to
impress the Hebrews and persuade them to hold fast their confidence

—

;

—

unto the end, vers. 18-29.

Then

follows chap,

xiii.,

containing exhortations to various duties,

Christian salutations, and personal references.

Vers. 19-25. Exhortation to the Hebrews to use the privileges now
through this one offering of the Son, which has put away sin, and
opened up for them the way to the throne of grace.
The exhortation has three parts (i) One referring more to their
private life, to use the open way into the holiest, seeing they have a
glad confidence in respect of entrance through the blood of Christ,
vers. 19, 20.
(2) This widens into a more general exhortation in
regard to the whole attitude of their Christian mind, in the face of
opposing circumstances and men (comp. xii. 3), and in view of the
future, to hold fast the confession of their hope, relying on the faithfulness of God to His promises, ver. 23. (3) And taking a wider sweep
still, it becomes an exhortation to extend their concern in this direction not only to themselves but to one another, and mutually to
encourage each other to love and good works, preserving thus the
theirs

:

—
X.
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19 Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter nito the holiest
20 by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way, which he
hath consecrated for us, through the veil, that is to say, his
spirit

God

and enthusiasm as well as the unity or peace of the house of
this the more as they see the day of the Lord drawing
that on that day they may all be found faithful, vers. 24, 25.

— and

near,

Vers. 19-22. The exhortation as it bears immediately on their
personal life.
I. There are two grounds on which the exhortation is based
first,
the boldness or glad confidence which they have by the blood of
Jesus to enter the holiest (ver. 19) and, second, that they have a
great High Priest over the house of God (ver. 21).
2. The exhortation itself is to draw near unto God (iv. 16) with a double characteristic of mind
a true, that is sincere, heart in respect to God,
and a full believing assurance (ver. 22). 3. And two conditions of
drawing near they are reminded that they possess, though the
reminder is a strong exhortation to see that they possess them
hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience (ix. 14), and bodies washed
with pure water (ver. 22).
Ver. 19. Having iliereforc boldnessJ ///£';'(?/^;-^ reposes on the finality
of the Son's offering for sin (chap. x. 1-18), which purges the conscience to serve the living God (ix. 14).
Uniting himself with his
readers, whom he calls "brethren" (iii. i, xiii. 22), the Author pro"
ceeds, let us, vers. 22, 23, 24.
On boldness,'' see iii. 6. By the blood
This belongs to the whole preceding clause, "joyous
of Jesus.
confidence to enter." Christians do not enter the holiest iviih the
blood of Jesus, for then they would be priests, anew opening up the
way, whenever they approached, by a new offering the view of the
passage is that the way is opened up once for all by the offering of
the Son (ix. 12, 28, x. 12), and lies for ever open because He abides
before the face of God for us (ix. 24) and it is on this fact, called here
the blood of Jesus, that the glad confidence of believers in regard to
entrance is based.
dedicated.
Ver. 20. By a ne%u
consecrated; or, the new way
This sufficiently expresses the meaning, though the words may be
construed in various ways. The entrance is into the holiest, i.e. the
it is by the way dedicated, or
place of God's very throne (iv. 16)
inaugurated, in other words opened up and first trod by Jesus, the
forerunner (vi. 19, 20). This way is new., i.e. fresh and recent and
living., i.e. probably, having energy and power and effective, as the
way into the sanctuary of old was not. Further, this way is through
:

;

—

—

—

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

where " through " is local and this veil is His flesh. The
words, through the veil, go with the preceding clause, ivhich He dedicated., and the meaning is primarily that for Him the way led through
This beautiful allegorizing of the veil
the veil, that is. His Hesh.
cannot, of course, be made part of a consistent and complete typology.
It is not meant for this.
But as the veil stood locally before the
holiest in the Mosaic Tabernacle, the way into which lay through h, sc
//f^ 7/^//,

;

;;
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22

[x. 21, 22.

and having an high priest over the house of God
;
us draw near with a true heart in full assurance of faith,
having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our
flesh

let

Christ's life in the flesh stood between Him and His entrance before
God, and His flesh had to be rent ere He could enter. This is the
fact and the history which suggest the figure.
But under this fact
lie prmciples in the mind of God, and in the public law of the universe, and in the heart and mind of man, the object to be awakened
and touched, which give to through a deeper sense, and in this sense
for us also the way lies through His flesh.
Ver. 21. And having an liigh priest; lit. a great priest, i.e. a great
high priest (iv. 14). He is a great High Priest, because Jesus the Son
of God, exalted to be over the house of God (iii. 3, 6).
The house of
God is heaven, considered as the sanctuary, God's dwelling-place
yet not this as a mere empty locality, but as also the abode of the
family or people of God (iii. 1-6), for to it even already believers are
come (xii. 22, etc.). The best commentary on this verse is chap. iv.
;

14-16.
Ver. 22. The exhortation is to draw near, that is, in all the exercises
of worship and service (xi. 6), and that we may obtain grace for time
Two qualities of mind are desired a true, i.e. an
of need (iv, 16).
upright or genuine heart and full assurance of faith, that is, fulness
of faith, or faith in its condition of full assurance. The " heart " of the
soul is like the heart of the body, the centre and determining point
To it belong those
in its life, out of which are the issues of life.
thoughts and intents which bear upon them the stamp of what a
man really is, and which the word of God is quick to discern (iv. 12).
Towards this deepest part of man's being that hardening gradually

—

;

creeps and seizes it, which results in an irremediable antagonism to
the truth (iii. 8, 12, 15, iv. 7).
On the other hand, it is on this centre
and mainspring of the life that God writes His law (viii. 10, x. 16)
and it is this centre of the life that is established by grace (xiii. 9).
The state of the man as he is in this true deep of his nature is reflected
And it is
in his conscience, as evil or purified (iii. 12, ix. 14, x. 22).
with a true heart, a fundamental genuineness, that we must draw

near unto God.

The two conditions which the Apostle reminds his readers that they
possess are hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, that is, a sense
of sin removed by the offering of Christ (ix. 9, x. 2 with ix. 14) ; and
bodies washed with pure water. The heart and the body comprehend the whole man, inner and outer. The point lies in the purity of
the water, making the body an organ of the inner life equally pure
with the life itself The Author may have had before his mind such
passages as Ex. xxix. 21, Lev. viii. 30, according to which priests
were sprinkled with blood when dedicated to their office, and
Ex. xxix. 4, xxx. 20, xl. 30, where they are said to have been washed
with water, and where they are commanded to wash in the laver
before entering the sanctuary. To the one corresponds the blood of

—

a

X. 23, 24-]
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23 bodies washed with pure water. Let us hold fast the profession of our faith without wavering (for he is faithful that pro24 mised) ; and let us consider one another to provoke unto love
Christ, and to the other possibly the water of baptism.
The rhetorical
balance of parts must not be made a doctrinal distinction of effects.
Two hindrances to service presented themselves. The sinfulness of
the heart concentrated itself in the conscience and hindered all free
service ; an evil conscience and a true heart are the opposites of
This hindrance was removed by the sprinkling.
one another.
Defilements adhering to the body, or defilements considered under
that aspect, were removed by washing.
The language is borrowed
from the external operations, and baptism, if it be alluded to, is
brought into connexion with the body because it was in fact applied
The words picture one wholly purified for service, both without
to it.
p.nd within.

doubtful how far the references to the priests are intended to
Christians under the aspect of priests.
On the one hand
the priests, as offerers of sacrifice, have along with their sacrifices
been gathered up into the priesthood and offering of the Son, and no
place is now found either for priest or sacrifice. The same is true of
On the other hand,
their function as representatives of the people.
the freedom of entering the sanctuary and the holiest was a prerogative
that might be held to belong to the priests as distinct from the people.
Into this prerogative, however, all Christians have now entered they
have confidence to enter even the holiest, accessible only to the high
They also share other prerogatives, such as
priest of old (ver. 19).
In this respect certainly priestly laneating of the altar (xiii. 10).
guage is used of all believers. Their " drawing near," however, seems
regarded as an act merely of worshippers (iv. 16, vii. 25, x. 22, xi. 6),
for they do so through the better hope, viz. the priesthood of the Son
(vii. 19).
They also offer sacrifices. These are of two kinds
sacrifice of praise, or, in general, the " fruit of the lips" (xiii. 15);
and active service, or "doing good and communicating" (xiii. 16).
But again these sacrifices, which are well-pleasing unto God, are
offered "through" the Son (ver. 15), and thus here also these offerers
are properly worshippers drawing near with their gifts through a high
priest as of old.
The idea of the priesthood of believers could not
but fall into the background in the Epistle on account of the great
prominence given to the continued high-priesthood of the Son.
Ver. 23. Exhortation as to the general attitude of the Christian mind.
The profession of our faith ; rather, confession of our hope. Without
wavering describes the confession, that it waver not. Confession
of our hope is not confession that we have a hope, but confession of
which the things hoped for form the substance. On the faithfulness
of God, which here supports the exhortation, comp. vi. 17, etc., xi. il,
It is

set forth

;

—

—

xiii.

5.

Vers. 24, 25. The exhortation to mutual encouragement in this direction.
Let us consider
seems to mean, let us regard one another,
.

.

.
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25, 26.

25 and to good works not forsaking the assembling of ourselves
together, as the manner of some is ; but exhorting 07U
a7iother : and so much the more, as ye see the day approach26 ing. For if we sin wilfully after that we have received the
knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for
:

taking into account each other's circumstances, temptations, weak
scarcely, to
nesses, and the like, so as to support one another
regard others and draw encouragement to ourselves from consideration
usually employed in a bad
To provoke
of their manner of life.
Love is that to one another and g-ood
sense, here to stimulate.
wor/cs, probably also mainly to one another (vi. 10, x. 33, xiii. 16),
though perhaps with a more general reference.
contrast to provoking to love. The
Ver. 25. Nof forsakingassembling together refers to the meeting of Christians with one
another for prayer and mutual edification. It is probable that in the
sluggishness (vi. 12) which was threatening to creep over the Hebrews,
these assemblies had begun to be neglected. This is implied in the
words, " as the manner'of some is." The Apostle exhorts to use such
meetings as occasions for mutual provoking to love and good works,
and it may be for exhibiting an unwavering confession of hope, as
See tlie day approachwell as for helping toward this (comp. iii. 13).
The day is the day of the Lord, the coming again of the Son,
iftg.
and the judgment. What the signs of this day were, which they
could " see," must be uncertain. If the Epistle was written before the
destruction of Jerusalem, these signs might be the wars and rumours
of wars (Matt. xxiv. 6) then rife (comp. x. 37).
Vers. 26-31". The thought of the day of the Lord leads to a warning
against unbelief and falling away.
On that day the consequences of forsin wilfully
For
saking the Christian assemblies and such coldness as leads to apostasy
Sin wilfully does not describe an act of sin, but a
will be manifest.
if we are (found) wilful sinners, i.e. apostates from the faith of
state
The words imply true
knowledge
Christ.
After that
This is everywhere the supposition which the
reception of the truth.
Apostle makes. He speaks as a practical teacher; the abstract question, whether a true believer could fall away, was not before his mind.
Unquestionably those to whom he wrote, if they did not hold fast
and if they did not
the confession of their faith, would not be saved
use the right means to constancy (vers. 24, 25), they would cease to
and it is to them as persons whose minds
hold fast their confession
may be influenced by considerations which he lays before them, and
whose faith and unbelief are (so far as the Writer's view at present
extends) in their own hands, that he writes. No more sacrifice; or,
For those who sin wilfully,
there is left (iv. 6, 9) no more a sacrifice.
that is, against light and experience, after being truly enlightened,
the one sacrifice which
there remaineth no more a sacrifice for sin
is for sins has been rejected after its sanctifying effects were experi;

—

.

.

—

.

;

.

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

;
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27 sins, but a certain fearful looking for of judgment and fiery
28 indignation, which shall devour the adversaries.
He that
despised Moses' law died without mercy under two or three
29 witnesses of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall
he be thought worthy, who hath trodden under foot the Son
of God, and hath counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath done
:

The

Apostle's statement is not merely an economical one,
no other dispensation of grace to follow the Christian,
through which such a sin could be atoned. If he means this at all, he
For this sin as he conceives it there is no forat least means more.
giveness, and that not from the mere nature of the case, there being
no other means of atonement to remove it, but on account of its

enced.

that there

is

aggravation.
It is parallel to the sin of Israel in the wilderness, or
the sin of idolatry in the Old Testament it throws those guilty of it
outside the covenant relation within which God is gracious, and
involves cutting off from the people.
Ver. 27. But a certain fearful
There is left no sacrifice, there
is left a fearful awaiting of judgment, another "waiting" from that in
;

.

.

.

certain {i.e. a sort of, or, what may indeed be called
gives a vagueness to fearful and heightens its meaning.—
The judgment of God
Fiery indigftation, lit. zeal (fury) of fire.
is often compared to a fire (Mic. i. 3; Zeph. i. 18; comp. Heb.
ix. 28.

The word

a, fearful)

xii.

29).

Vers. 28-30. The doom decreed against those who set at nought
the Law of Moses was inexorable and awful without mercy ; how
much severer must the punishment be of those who despise the new
On the case adduced see Deut. xvii. 2-7 (comp. Deut.
covenant
xix. 15, xviii. 20; Lev. xxiv. 11, etc.).
Ver. 29. The sin of apostasy from the new covenant is drawn in all
It is
(i) To tread under foot, that is,
its aggravation and meaning.
reject with public contumely (vi. 6) the Son of God, who revealed
the covenant and is its High Priest, and hath indeed been manifested
(ix. 26).
(2) It is to count the blood of the covenant (ix. 15-20),
which belonged to the things "most holy" (Lev. vi. 29, etc.), unJioly,
that is, either " common," ordinary blood, or even unclean, the blood
of a malefactor and^to do this after experiencing its sanctifying influence (ix. 14, X. 10, xiii. 12).
(3) It is to do despite unto the .Spirit
The "Spirit of grace" may be the Spirit
of grace, the Holy Spirit.
who imparts grace, or who is the gift of grace. With the exception
of ii. 9, grace is spoken of in the Epistle not as the principle in God
from which the mission of the Son originates, but as the result of His
death.
Because He is our High Priest at God's right hand, die throne
They who fall from the faith of
of God is a throne of grace (iv. 16).
Christ turn away from the grace of God (xii. 1 5). By grace, not meats,
Hence the Epistle closes with a
the heart is established (xiii 9).
prayer that grace be with all (xiii. 25). Grace is a state of God's

—

!

—

;

—

—
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;

30-33.

30 despite unto the Spirit of grace ? For we know him that
hath said, Vengeance belongeth unto me, I will recompense,
And again. The Lord shall judge his people.
saith the Lord.
// is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.
3
32 But call to remembrance the former days, in which, after ye
were illuminated, ye endured a great fight of afflictions
33 partly, whilst ye were made a gazing-stock both by reproaches
and afflictions ; and partly, whilst ye became companions of
mind, as in the Old Testament, though this naturally is apt to be
confused with the favours flowing from it. It seems probable, therefore, that the Spirit is the gift of grace rather than the imparter of it,
which He could be strictly only as assuring men of it (Rom. v. 5). The
reference in the words is probably to the extraordinary gifts of the
Holy Ghost (ii. 4, vi. 4, 5); and to do despite to or insult this Holy
Spirit, is, like the Jews in the days of our Lord (Matt. xii. 24, etc.),
to regard these signs as the works of an evil and lying spirit, by which
the people was deceived.
Vers. 30, 31. The certainty of this sorer punishment (ver. 29) is
sustained by a reference to the retributive righteousness of God. For
it is that hath said ... it is
we kfiow him
., i.e. we know who
the living God this, rather than, we know what the character of
Kim is who hath said. That He hath said it, implies the certainty
and the awful nature of the vengeance. The words are from Deut.
The
Xxxii. 35, not quite as in the Septuagint, but as in Rom. xii. 19.
Author may have been famihar with the Epistle to the Romans, or
both St. Paul and he may have used a current form of the words.
The phrase, " saith the Lord," occurring in Romans, should perhaps
be omitted here. The Lord will judge (Deut. xxxii. 36). In the
original sense the words mean, will do judgment for His People here
they are used in a more general sense, embracing at least also judg«
ment upon them. In the Old Testament salvation is usually through
judgment (Isa. iv. 4). Ver. 31 is suggested by the thought of God's
judgment the judgment of the hving God (see on iii. 12), who judges
and executes at once.
Vers. 32-39. But the Apostle hastens to turn away from this awful
picture, and will rather encourage his readers by recalling their former
stedfastness under trials like the present, which he is confident they
m\\ continue to show.
The
Ver. 32. Call to re7nembra7ice, i.e. keep in your memory.
former days were the early days of their faith when it was strong.
On enlightened, see vi. 4. Fight of afflictions., lit. contest (or struggle,
The sufferings are not considered the
root of athlete) of sufferings.
antagonist, the words describe in what the struggle consisted in
.

.

—

—

—

;

—

—

sufferings.

Ver. 33. In two ways the Hebrews, just after their conversion, had
endured such sufferings partly in being themselves subjected publicly
to reproaches and sufferings, and partly in becoming voluntary

—

J
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34 them that were so used. For ye had compassion of me in
my bonds, and took joyfully the spoiling of your goods,
knowing in yourselves that ye have in heaven a better and an
Cast not away therefore your confidence,
35 enduring substance.
36 which hath great recompense of reward. For ye have need
of patience, that, after ye have done the will of God, ye
For yet a little while, and he
37 might receive the promise.
38 that shall come will come, and will not tarry. Now the just
sympathizers and sharers with them who were so used, or whose
Christian life was led under such troubles.
Ver. 34. Instances of this general statement, the two elements
they had compassion on or
of it being given in the reverse order
sympathized with (iv. 15) those in bonds; and they accepted with
Compassion of 7ne
joy the spoiling of their own possessions.
l>onds; rather, of those in bonds; so probably the true reading, though
K7i owing in yourselves
the other reading in various shapes is ancient.
that ye have; rather, knowing that ye yourselves have
or, that
The first of these two seems to
ye have yourselves as a better
say httle, and the emphasis on " yourselves " is hardly accounted for
by it. The other is peculiar, though comp. ver. 39 (Luke ix. 25, xxi. 19).
There is also a reading " for yourselves," which, if certainly sustained
by adequate authority, would be easiest. The words " in heaven "
are to be omitted.
Ver. 35. Return to the exhortation, founded now on their own
splendid example in the past, and on the thought of the " abiding
conpossession" which sustained them then. Cast not away
" Recompense of
fidence, i.e. joyful confidence or boldness (x. 19).
reward " had been mentioned before on its dark side (ii. 2), here and
in xi. 26 (comp. xi. 6, xii. 2) it expresses the bright side of the final
:

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

—

.

.

.

issue of things at the coming of the Lord (ix. 28).
Ver. 36. Justification of the exhortation not to "cast away" their
confidence ; through it only and the patient endurance to which it
would lead, and of which in their circumstances they had need, could
Need of patience, i.e. patient endurance
the promise be obtained.
This courageous endurance is the opposite of that
(see on vi. 12).
faint-hearted flinching and "drawing back" referred to in ver. 38.
The words, ye have need of patience, may contain also a delicate

suggestion that just here they were lacking (vi. 12). After ye have
do7ie the will of God; rather, that doing the wiU of God ye may
The will of God is His will that they should hold fast their confi.

dence (comp.
Ver. 37.
realized.

I

A

.

.

— On

"promise," see on ix. 15.
5-13).
say, " receive the promise," for it will speedily be
The words are
little while; rather, a very little while.
xii.

and Hab. ii. 3, 4. He that shall come j or,
the Lord. See on i. i.
Vers. 38, 39. Very speedily will He come. Now the principle of
the life of the righteous is faith ; a timid shrinking back wiU lead to
taken from
that Cometh

Isa. xxvi. 20,

;

i.e.

— ——

— —
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I.

shall live by faith
but if a?iy man draw back, my soul shall
39 have no pleasure in him. But we are not of them who draw
back unto perdition, but of them that believe to the saving
:

of the soul.

Now

—

perdition.
the Just }na?t; rather, now my righteous one
"my"
referring to God, who everywhere is He who speaks in Scripture.
So " my soul " in the end of the verse. Shall live by faith; this
seems most naturally to express what is the principle and condition
of life unto God, so that the words would mean simply liveth, rather
than shall enter into life. The word " life" in the sense of the eternal
;

does not occur in the Epistle. On the other hand, the last words
of ver. 39 are rather in favour of shall enter into life, i.e. at the coming
of the Son. If any man draw back; rather, if he (my righteous one)
draw back. The idea and word are well illustrated by the conduct
of St. Peter at Antioch, Gal. ii. 12 (the word "withdrew himself" is
the same).
Comp. Jer. xviii. 9, 10; Ezek. xviii. 24, etc. The passage
is a free form of Hab. ii. 4, according to the Septuagint, the clauses
of the verse being transposed. The Septuagint itself departs in one
clause considerably from the Hebrew.
Ver. 39. The Apostle, uniting himself with his readers, is confident
that they are not of that faint-hearted faithless class who draw back.
Draw back unto perdition, lit. of drawing back unto
.,
the end
of which drawing back is destruction.
But of them that believe u7ito
the saving, lit. but of faith unto the gaining,
the end of which faith
is the gaining of the soul.
If the words " shall live " in ver. 38 do not
express the general principle, but refer to the particular moment ol
the judgment, as the futures in ver. 38 and the connection make not
improbable, then "shall live" must perhaps be taken in the sense of
shall be preserved, and not die (ver. 39), as " life " in the positive, massive sense of the eternal life does not seem to belong to the Epistle.
life

—

—

.

.

—

—

—

Chap. xi. Having mentioned faith as the principle of the life of
the righteous, the Apostle unfolds before the eyes of his readers the
splendid roll of Old Testament worthies, who lived and endured and
wrought righteousness by faith, in order to encourage them to follow
the like example (comp. xii. i).
This purpose to trace the action of faith as the principle of life
unto God down through all history was in the Author's mind, and
the vers. x. 38, 39 skilfully lead over from chap. x. to the execution
of this purpose.
Ver. I. Description of Faith.
The connection is:
are not of
shrinking back, but of faith unto the gaining of the soul ; now faith
Faith is the substance
It is evident that
the evidence.
is
the Apostle means to describe what kind of mental act or state faith
"
is.
The words substance" and "evidence" are not things in the
mind, and do not express the condition of the mind they are things
If these words be retained, therefore, as the first at
outside of it.

—

.

.

.

.

We

.

.

;
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I

Now

the substance of things hoped for, the eviFor by it the elders obtained a

is

dence of things not seen.

2

least

may

be, the Author's language is somewhat inexact, and what
faith is the giving substance to things hoped
to say is
the act or state of the mind which makes things that are as

he means
for

faith
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;

it is

:

yet but objects of hope as substantial as if actually possessed.
The
in the sense of " substance," i, 3 ; it occurs, however, in
the sense of " assured confidence" in iii, 14.
It may have the latter
sense here. It is obvious that in effect the two meanings come to
the same thing, although the first is a more graphic expression.
The term " evidence" means testing, or bringing to the proof It is
implied that the act does not stop with testing, but ends in conviction or persuasion in regard to the things tested. Whether, therefore, we say faith is the testing of things not seen, or the conviction
or firm persuasion of them, the sense remains the same, though
again the first phrase is more graphic and suggests better the high
activity of the mind in faith.
These terms, givi7ig substance to or
assurance^ and testing of or conviction, describe strictly the essence
of faith
the second member in each of the two classes defines the
Both act and object may go to a full account of what
object of faith.
faith is.
In the one case the object is things hoped for, in the other
In the latter case " things " is expressed, in the
it is things unseen.
former not but nothing seems to lie in this, for it is certain that in
the following verses many of the unseen objects of faith cannot be
characterized as " things," e.g. the act of creation by the word of God
It is evident from the fact that the Author gives two state(ver. 3).
ments of what faith is, that what we have from him is not a scholastic
definition of faith, but an effort to give such a description of it as,
along with the illustrations of it, will uphold his readers in perseverance.
The first account of it as the assurance of things hoped for
touches them closely but though very pertinent, it is not exhaustive,
and he adds a more general one in the second clause. Things
hoped for are necessarily future, but things not seen may be past
The object of faith is really the word of
(ver. 3) or present (ver. 27).
God, but its promises create things hoped for, and its affirmations or
descriptions or promises, or in general its contents, bring before the
mind in the main things not seen. And the word of God is God
speaking (Note to chap. iv. 13). Faith is the mind's reahzing to itself
the supersensuoui, in the region of religion, that is, of God and salvation, and the medium through which it is enabled to realize this is

word occurs

—

—

;

;

;

the word of God.
Ver. 2. Faith really does these great things (the doing of which is
the highest act of man and what is most pleasing to God), for in the
possession and exercise of it the elders had (God's) testimony borne
to them.
For by it, lit. for in this, i.e. in the possession and exercise
Obtained a good report; rather, were borne witness to
of this faith.
The elders are the saints of former days of whom the
(by God).

Old Testament speaks.

—

—
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good report. Through faith we understand that the worlds
were framed by the word of God, so that things which are
4 seen were not made of things which do appear. By faith
Abel offered unto God a more excellent sacrifice than Cain,
by which he obtained witness that he was righteous, God
3

Ver.

Being about to follow the Old Testament history in its
down from the beginning, the Author lays even
two chapters of Genesis under contribution for an illustra-

3, etc.

illustrations of faith

the

first

— Th'oiigh faith, or by, as in
the
— Understand that worlds

following statements,
word of God. The
a matter of faith. What makes it of faith, however, is not that we receive it on testimony, even that of Scripture,
for this is not the idea of faith (ver. i), but that we realize the word
of God, as an unseen supersensuous power, bringing the worlds into
being, or realize them as originating out of this unseen immaterial
Such is the meaning of the second clause of the verse, which
cause.
So that things which are seen
explains the first half.
j better,
The whole clause runs lit. in
what is seen (the visible world).
order that what is seen shall not have arisen out of things that do
The explanation of the faith-perception is conceived by the
appear.
Writer as the purpose of it. To our way of thinking it would not
stand as purpose but as effect, and the sentence run by faith we
word of God, to the effect that (or, so that) what is
perceive
seen shall not have (or, hath not) arisen, etc. There is no reference
The effect of the act
in the words to any purpose or design of God.
Before exhibiting how faith is
of faith is conceived as its purpose.
the principle that rules the life of men in relation to God, down
through all history, as it is transacted on the stage of the world, the
Author shows how this stage itself is brought into connection with
God by an act of faith. By faith we understatid might seem a
paradox. The word means, perceive by the mind {notes), and is used
by St. Paul in the same way, Rom. i. 20. If what is seen or the
visible world had been perceived or understood as ai-ising out of
things that appear, other visible matter, there would have been no
faith
it is the perception of the invisible cause, the word of God,
producing the visible effect that makes the act of faith.
more exxelletit sacrifice, lit. a more sacrifice
Ver. 4. Abel.
Whether the greater excellence consisted in the disposition
(iii. 3).
and faith with which it was offered, or in some superiority of manner
of offering, or in the material offered, to which the disposition led, is
not stated. The Author says that it was more excellent, and that its
greater excellence was due to faith, though whether directly or
witness; or, through
By which
indirectly is left a question.
God testifying
which {i.e. his faith) he had witness borne him.
Through his
; or, over his gifts, in respect of his gifts.
of
faith he had witness borne him by God, and this was done over his
gifts ; how it was done is not stated here nor elsewhere in Scripture

tion.

all

vers. 4, 5, 7, etc.
fact of creation is

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

—

;

—A

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.
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and by it he, being dead, yet speaketh.
translated that he should not see death
and was not found, because God had translated him for
before his translation he had this testimony, that he pleased

testifying of his gifts

5

——

— —

By

faith

:

Enoch was

;

:

6

7

God. But without faith it is impossible to please liim : for
he that cometh to God must believe that he is, and that he
is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him.
By faith
Noah, being warned of God of things not seen as yet, moved

(comp. perhaps Judg.

The

vi. 2i).

witness borne carried with

it

meaning that in God's sight he was righteous (comp. Matt, xxiii.
speaketh; or, and through it
I
John iii. 12). And by it
.

.

.

the
35

;

(his

Yet " does not mean stilly even to us, but, notwithBtanding his being dead he speaketh.
The reference is to Gen.
iv. 10, where the voice of his blood is said to cry.
It cried through
his faith, because even in death God's saints are dear unto Him (Ps.
The pres. "speaketh" is used because the words stand
cxvi. 15).
permanently recorded in Scripture, which brings the past into our
faith), etc.

"

presence.
Vers. 5, 6. Enoch. He had this testimony ; lit. hath had witness
borne him (vers. 4, 39). The tenses used again refer to the word of
Scripture
see the history, Gen. v. 24. When it is said that by faith
Enoch was translated, it is not meant that this was the direct consequence of his faith, as if even when upon the earth his condition of
mind was so elevated that it caused his passage to God ; nor perhaps
is it meant that his faith enabled him to be translated, as elsewhere
;

a faith to be healed is spoken of. His faith and his translation were
connected, the one was by the other. The point is not touched
upon how Enoch's faith differed from that of others, so that this great
He pleased God. The Heb.,
difference in their history ensued.
Enoch walked with God, is rendered in the Septuagint, Enoch
pleased God, and this is quoted here.
Cometh
Ver. 6. This being well pleasing unto God implies faith.
unto God; or, draweth near (iv. 16, vii. 25, x. 22), i.e. with sacrifice
That he is, i.e. exists, though
or in prayer or in godly fellowship.
whether more lie in the word or not is doubtful perhaps, is and is
God. Is a rewarder; or, proves a rewarder. The reference seems
less to hearing and helping in individual instances during life, than
So the connection. Both
to the final reward in the world to come.
in the case of Abel and Enoch the Author infers their faith from
their relations to God given in history, and also explains their history
;

—

from

their faith.

The statement in regard to Noah
7. Noah
Noah .... prepared the ark. That which was the
Ver.

is

:

by

faith

object of his
faith was the divine warning and its contents
being warned of God
The unseen things contained in God's
of things not seen as yet.
word to him were the flood and destruction of the world, and also
And either the condition of mind which is
bis own means of safety.
:

—

—

—
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fear, prepared an ark to the saving of his house ; by the
which he condemned the world, and became heir of the
8 righteousness which is by faith. By faith Abraham, when he
was called to go out into a place which he should after receive
for an inheritance, obeyed; and he went out, not knowing

with

a condition closely allied to it, is expressed in the
fnoved with fear j rather, with godly fear (see on v. 7). This
state of mind the Author would probably regard as an effect of his
faith.
By the which; or, through
that is, his faith.
His
,
faith and the godly fear it led to and the external act are all gathered
together under the name and idea of faith.
Condemned the world,
faith itself, or

words

:

.

.

.

that is, either, as is said of the Ninevites, Matt. xii. 41, his faith set
in strong contrast the unbelief of the ungodly world of his day, and
showed its blameworthiness or his preparing of the ark in faith of
the judgment which he anticipated, was a proof how evil he deemed
the world to be, and a verdict of condemnation upon it.
Heir oj the
righteousness
The words to
by faith; or, according to faith.
becojne heir are not to be pressed ; they mean, in the Epistle, to enter
into possession of.
Noah is the first person called righteous in
Scripture, Gen. vi. 9.
The idea that righteousness is an inheritance
into which men successively enter through faith is not in the words.
How far the idea that righteousness is something coming to him
from another lies in the term is difficult to say. The view of the
Epistle seems to be this
Noah had faith, not strictly righteousness
as yet. Righteousness is so through the judgment or estimate of God.
Noah's faith was well-pleasing unto God, and His judgment of satisfaction passed upon it constituted it righteousness (Gen. xv. 6).
Vers. 8-19. Abraham and Sarah with their immediate descendants.
When lie was called to go out
rather, Abraham, when called,
;

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

;

obeyed to go out.
The statement is by faith Abraham obeyed to go
out.
This was the act of his faith. The object of his faith is expressed in the words when called.
This call of God was, with its
contents and promises, the unseen thing, which his faith realized.
It is to be observed, however, that it is not the fact of being called
that is considered the object of faith.
might be inclined to
include under faith this, that Abraham was persuaded that the voice
that called him was God's voice.
But this is going farther back
than the Author goes, either in the case of Abraham or in that of
:

:

We

Noah

Not his realizing the fact that God was calling him
but his realizing the promises accompanying the call, and
set forth in it.
The words, " to a place which he should after receive,"
imply that the Author conceives this place to enter into the contents
That he
of the call, as it entered into the obedience (so Gen. xii. i).
went out not knowing whither he went expresses how absolutely his
was

(ver. 7).

faith,

—

—

act was one of faith, there was no particle of sight in it.
Even still
the life of faith must be entered on in ignorance of the way to the
inheritance, or even what the inheritance and rest in each one's

——
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Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with him of
lo For he looked for a city which hath
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in the land of proin tabernacles with

the same promise
foundations, whose
:

particular case will be, and of the experiences that the way will
This is true even of ordinary life.
bring.
Vers. 9, lo. Further illustration of Abraham's faith. He sojourned
strange country j or, a land not his own.
.
.
.
To sojourn is to dwell
as a stranger or visitor in a place which is not one's home (ver. 13).
Abraham's dwelling in Canaan, the land of promise, was this kind of
dwelling.
He felt that he did not belong to the land nor the land to
him. Abode in the land with this feehng that it was not his home is
called here an act of faith.
Dwelling in taberttacles. This trait of
dwelling in tents, pitched to-day in one place and to-morrow in another,
is a trait thrown in to indicate the temporary, unsettled nature of
Abraham's abode in Canaan, which his immediate descendants,
Isaac and Jacob, equally heirs with him of the promises, shared.
The object of this passage is not to draw a distinction between this
kind of possession of Canaan which Abraham and his descendants
had, and a true full possession such as Israel ultimately attained to,
as if the latter were the object of Abraham's faith.
The view is quite
It is assumed that Abraham had possession of Canaan ;
different.
but this possession, a life in tents, now here and now there, is contrasted with another kind of possession, and with possession of
another country, and abode in a fixed city. This other kind of abode,
in this other country and city, was the object of Abraham's expectation.
And this faith directed to the invisible city of God made his
abode in Canaan a "sojourn" in a land not his own.
city which
hath foundations ; rather, the city (comp. ver. 16, xii. 22) which hath
the foundations (xiii. 14).
Btiilder aftd maker, lit. architect and
builder (ver. 16).
The city is the new Jerusalem in heaven see
references.
It will be allowed that Abraham's life in Canaan, dwelling in tents and shifting from spot to spot, with an intermittent
manifestation of God to him, now at the oaks of Mamre and now
elsewhere, did not satisfy his ideal nor come up to what the promise
suggested to him when he left his home in the East. To this unsettled life in tents the Epistle opposes a fixed abode in a city with
foundations, the expression " foundations " bringing out by contrast
with tents its permanence and stability. Perhaps to the occasional
appearances of God is opposed the fact that of this city God is the
designer and builder, and Himself abides within it. It is the city of
the living God (xii. 22). At all events, what Abraham looked for was
a settled abode in the fellowship of God, in a life and in conditions
the idea of which was sketched by God and the design completed by
God. This idea of a settled, social, well-ordered human life, according to the thought and will of God, and in the fellowship of God,
which Abraham's faith conceived from the promises, and wliich his
hope looked for had received a definite shape from history ere this

A

:

—

2
1
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builder and maker is God.
Through faith also Sara herseli
received strength to conceive seed, and was deHvered of a
child when she was past age, because she judged him faithful

who had promised.

Therefore sprang there even of one, and
good as dead, so many as the stars of the sky in multitude, and as the sand which is by the sea-shore innumerThese all died in faith, not having received the
13 able.
promises, but having seen them afar off, and were persuaded
of them, and embraced them, and confessed that they were
1

him

as

Epistle was written.
The idea had been faintly realized in Jerusalem, the city of God's habitation, compactly built together, whither
the tribes went up yet very inadequately, and the perfect realizing
of it was transferred to the future and to another condition of the
world.
It became the new or heavenly Jerusalem, or the Jerusalem
that is above.
This was the more definite form which history and
the religious life of men had given the conception when this Epistle
was written.
But the conception was no other than the idea of
Abraham, and the Epistle bestows on his idea this name. How far
Abraham abstracted the realization of his idea from this world or
from the conditions of this world in his day may be hard to say.
What is of importance is that his idea was essentially a religious one,
and the same with that of men in the days when this Epistle was
written
and whether he looked for the realizing of it in the world as
he knew it, or looked for it in a world to come, is a question that has
little meaning
when his hope is realized this world shall be the
;

;

;

world to come.
Ver. II. Sarah.
See Gen. xvii. 19, xviii. 11-14, xxi. 2. Sarah
herself also; what precise force lies in herself also is uncertain,
whether, though barren, or, though at first unbelieving
hardly,
with Bengel, though nothing but a woman.
Some would render^
Sarah also on her part. The expression, " because she judged," etc.,
expands "by faith."
On the idea of the verse comp. perhaps
Acts xiv. 9. The words, " and was delivered," etc., are probably to
be omitted.
Ver. 12. The "one" is Abraham; comp. Rom. iv. 19; Isa. li. 2.

—

—

—

See Gen.

xv. 5, xxii. 17.

Vers. 13-16. These all died in faith; or, according to faith. The
reference is to Abraham and Sarah and their immediate descendants,
not to Noah and those farther back. The statement seems not to be
the negative one, that they all died without having received the promises, still only in the region of faith, not in that of enjoyment ; but
the positive one, that their death, like their life, was according to faith,
the emphasis falling on died^ all their life through, even up to death,
was according to faith in this state of mind as persons not having
received the promises, but having, etc. (comp. vers. 14, 16), they died.
The clause, "and were persuaded of them," is to be omitted.
and
And etnbraced
confessedj ox, and having greeted them

—

;

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

—
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14 Strangers and pilgrims on the earth. For they that say such
And truly,
15 things declare plainly that they seek a country.
if they had been mindful of that country from whence they
came out, they might have had opportunity to have returned.
16 But now they desire a better country, that is, an heavenly
wherefore God is not ashamed to be called their God ; for
By faith Abraham, when
17 he hath prepared for them a city.
he was tried, offered up Isaac and he that had received the
18 promises offered up his only-begotten son, of whom it was
:

:

On such confessions see Gen. xxiii. 4, xlvii. 9. They
having confessed.
saw the promises afar off and greeted or saluted them they hailed
them, and confessed that they were sojourners here. The verse does
not contain an objective statement that they were only still in the
condition and region of faith when they died, but gives an internal
picture of their mind and how they felt themselves to be, a consciousoess which they preserved even up to death.
can hardly translate native country,
Ver. 14. Seek a country.
though this is the meaning a country of their own. Persons who
call themselves strangers and sojourners in that land where they live,
imply that they desire a country of their own, one to which they
belong and which belongs to them.
Ver. 15. They seek a country of their own, and this could not be
the land from which they came out, viz. Mesopotamia, for to this
they might have returned.
Ver. 1 6. But now; that is, as the case in truth is. The country
they desire, and which they show that they desire when they call
themselves strangers in the land where they dwell, is a heavenly one
asha?ned to be; or, ashamed of them to be called.
Wherefore
Seeing they desire a heavenly country, the abode of God, He is not
ashamed to be called their God (comp. Gen. xxviii. 13; Ex. iii. 6;
Luke xx. 37). The phrase, "to be called their God,"
Matt. xxii. 31
Their desire for fellowship with
interprets, " not ashamed of them."
Him He meets with a public avowal of His relation to them. For
proof or illustration that He is not ashamed,
Jie hath prepared
He is their God, as is seen in His
that is, that He is their God.
having prepared a city for them His own city. Whether the Writer
means by " prepared," made ready merely in design as yet, or actually
bestowed upon them, may be uncertain. See xii. 22, etc.
See Gen. xxii. r,
Vers. 17, 18. Abraham's faith in offering Isaac.
The name Isaac conveys much meaning and recalls a history
etc.
graven deeply on the Patriarch's mind. And he that had received;
The phrase suggests the joy with
or, yea he that had welcomed.
which the promises were received, and heightens the meaning of the
He is
act which was now to crush it.
Offered up, lit. was offering.
graphically represented in the act, showing how far he had gone
through his faith.
The terms
Ver. 18, Of whom ; rather, he to whom, i£. Abraham.
P
;

We

—

—

.

.

.

;

—

.

.

.

;

—

1
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19 said, That in Isaac shall thy seed be called accounting that
God was able to raise him up, even from the dead; from
20 whence also he received him in a figure. By faith Isaac
By faith
blessed Jacob and Esau concerning things to come.
2
Jacob, when he was a-dying, blessed both the sons of Joseph
:

—

Isaac, only
are accumulated to give deeper colour to the picture,
begotten, he who had accepted, he to whom it was said. In Isaac.
The phrase. In Isaac shall thy seed be called, means. Through Isaac
shall they come who shall be called (and be, in the sense of the prohis seed, in the
mise) thy seed. Abraham had other descendants
pregnant sense of the promise, was to be through Isaac.
Ver. 19 interprets and analyzes " by faith " of ver. 17, laying bare
Abrato us the mental process and operations which were "faith."
ham realized the omnipotence of God, and trusted to it, believing
The original promise he
that it could raise even from the dead.
firmly believed in also, and looked to the realizing of it through God's
ConThis was a compHcated a^d brilliant act of faith.
power.
fusion might have been introduced into his mind through what
seemed contradictory leading on the part of God. But his faith was
Faith in God's first promise and
able to realize the reconciliation.
faith in God as power, made faith in the new command and obedience
It may perhaps be possible in every case to combine
to it possible.
the fragments of our religious experience into a unity, though our
experiences are so various at various times, that they are less like the
continuous line of a single life than sections cut out of various lives
and placed together like oil and water. That which will give them
figurCy
unity will be a higher thought of God. From which
Abraham received his son back from
lit. in a parable or similitude.
death in a similitude. To Abraham's mind and to the boy's mind he
was as good as dead his restoration was virtually a resurrection.
Ver. 20. Isaac. Gen. xxvii. 27, etc., 39, etc. The blessing of Isaac
referred to things to come, things the coming of which he had heard
from God, and was an illustration of faith.
Gen. xlviii. i, etc. Jacob in blessing had respect
Ver. 21. Jacob.
to the future as contained in the promise, which he realized, as his
preference of the one son before the other showed, forecasting their
separate destinies and different degrees of eminence in the kingdom
This was on a
of God. And ivofshipped
staff, Gen. xlvii. 31.
for he charged
different occasion, and also illustrative of his faith
Joseph to carry him up out of Egypt and bury him in the land that
was to belong to the People of God, that he might share it. This
worship indicated his faith in God and thankfulness to Him and trust
The Author
in Him to verify that which He had caused men to hope.
follows the Sept. in reading, on the top of his staff; the Heb. has, on
The one reading represents the aged Patriarch
the head of his bed}
;

.

—

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

;

' The word as read in Heb. is miltah, as read
Sept. translators had no vowels in their text.

by the Sept.

it is

matteh.

The

—

—
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22 and worshipped, leaning upon the top of his staff.
By faith
Joseph, when he died, made mention of the departing of the
children of Israel and gave commandment concerning his
By faith Moses, when he was born, was hid three
23 bones.
months of his parents, because they saw he was a proper
child ; and they were not afraid of the king's commandment.
24 By faith Moses, when he was come to years, refused to be
choosing rather to
25 called the son of Pharaoh's daughter
suffer affliction with the people of God, than to enjoy the
;

;

as leaning on his staff for weakness, and bowing low over it out of
reverence to God the other as, after charging Joseph (to do which
he perhaps sat up), prostrating himself towards the head of his bed
before God.
Gen. 1. 24, etc. Joseph's mind was also directed
Ver. 22. Joseph.
to the future and invisible, and the trustful state of his mind was
shown by his mentioning the departure of Israel from Egypt; and in
full faith that it would come about according to the promise, he gave
commandment concerning his bones. Comp. Josh. xxiv. 32.
Ver. 23. The parents of Moses. Ex. ii. 2. The Old Testament
attributes the hiding to the mother ; here it is attributed to the
The hiding of the child
parents. Proper, lit. beautiful, Heb. good.
was an act of faith ; it is probable that the Author means that the
for beauty was a special
parents from the appearance of the child,
conceived that God had some
gift of God, and pointed inwards,
high designs in regard to him, and connected him with God's purWere not afraid
poses as to the destinies of the nation.
commandinent. On the commandment, see Ex. i. 16-22. Their faith in
the child's destinies in connection with the promises of God to His
people, led them to preserve his life by hiding him, and to disregard
the king's order.
daughter ; rather, son of a
Vers. 24-28. Moses. Refiised
daughter of Pharaoh's. Ver. 25 explains how he refused; instead of
attaching himself to the household of the king and the side of the
Egyptians, he took the part of his brethren (Ex. ii. 11, 12).
Ver. 25. Moral meaning of his refusal (ver. 24). This refusal was
an act of faith, as having this meaning. He realized the significance
the People of God on
of the conditions and the parties before him
the one hand, with their destinies stretching into the endless future,
and sin with its temporary pleasures on the other, in the court and
In v.'hatever age or country or condition between
life of Egypt.
these two lies the moral cleavage, and Moses perceived it. The
"great renunciation" which he made differed from his whom the
poet condemns.^ In no case is the kind of decision which Moses
had to make simple. The true meaning of the elements of life is
obscured by their circumstances. The People of God in that day
was an abject and servile race, while sin was invested with all thr
1 " Che fece per vihate il gran rifiuto,"
Inferno, iii.
;

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

.
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[xi. 26.

26 pleasures of sin for a season ; esteeming the reproach of
Christ greater riches than the treasures in Egypt for he had
:

splendours of a court. To join the one was to suffer their affliction
and share their degradation while the other offered pleasures, not of
a base kind, which never could have attractions for Moses, but of a
kind that has fascinations for all men of high capacity, for Egypt was
then an empire that played a high part on the stage of the world
(Acts vii. 22). The faith of Moses enabled him to estimate aright
the objects before him, and to forecast the future of the People of
God, and oppose it to the temporary glory of sin. " Sin " in his case
would have been apostasy, and there lies a delicate appeal to the
Hebrews in his example.
Ver. 26. Further analysis of his faiih and explanation of " choosing
The reproach of Christ
This expression
rather," etc. (ver. 25).
occurs again, xiii. 13. Two elements lie in the phrase there it is the
same reproach as Christ bore, and it is borne by others in the feeling
of this and with Him in their mind. This sense is also that of xii. 2, 3.
The reproach which Moses suffered in the fellowship of the People of
God the hardship, contempt, and the hke, inflicted at the hands of
the Egyptian world then was the same as that inflicted on Christ in
the days of His flesh, and the same as was borne by the Hebrew
;

—

.

.

.

:

—

—

Though
believers in their day, or as is borne by believers at all times.
the reproach and the sufferings are the same, however, Christ is
worthy to give name to them to others they derive their meaning
;

from having been endured by Him, and

in

Him

they reached their

The wave of suffering and reproach that rose far back, even
climax.
at the other side of the sea of time, and rolled ever in towards the
it broke in
shore, went, as it rose, over the People of God in Egypt
its height over Christ Himself; and believers since then are still
Yet all this scarcely does justice to
struggling in its broken waters.
the passage, especially when the words, " respect unto the recompense
By this the Author means the
of the reward," are considered.
Messianic salvation when fully manifested (x. 35). The passage is a
delineation of the "faith" of Moses, his consciousness directed to the
future; ver. 25 exhibits this in one light, and ver. 26 in another and
higher view. The reproach of Christ is therefore not merely a
reproach, which the Author feels himself entitled to call the reproach
He might feel so entitled on account of the sameness of
of Christ.
or in quite a different sense on account of the oneness of
the two
Christ with the members of the church, Christ might be said to feel as
His own the reproach suffered by them. This mystical union, however,
cannot be shown to be an idea belonging to the Epistle, nor is this
Or Christ might be supposed in
sense pertinent to the connection.
some mystical sense, as the Logos, or as the Christ, to be present at
all times in the church, and to be really, under whatever form, that
element in it against which the reproach of the world was directed.
Such an idea is probably quite foreign to the Epistle. All these
explanations go no farther than to show how the Author might have
;

—

;

:

J
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By faith he
27 respect unto the recompense of the reward.
forsook Egypt, not fearing the wrath of the king
for he
28 endured, as seeing him who is invisible. Through faith he
kept the passover, and the sprinkling of blood, lest he that
29 destroyed the first-born should touch them. By faith they passed
through the Red sea as by dry land : which the Egyptians
30 assaying to do were drowned. By faith the walls of Jericho
By
31 fell down, after they were compassed about seven days.
faith the harlot Rahab perished not with them that believed
:

But
called the reproach suffered by Moses the reproach of Christ.
the passage seems to say more, viz. not only that the reproach was
the same as that of Christ, but that Moses suffered it having Him in
his view.
precise his knowledge is considered by the Author
at least, his mind,
to have been, cannot be decided with certainty
filled with the promises, was directed to the future, that future which
has now become historically reahzed. On the terms used, comp.

How

;

Ps. Ixxxix. 50, 51.

Ver. 27. Forsook Egypt. This seems most naturally to refer not
leading of the people out of Egypt (comp. mention of the
Passover in next verse), but to his own temporary retreat to Midian
In Ex. ii. 14 it is said that Moses was afraid because
(Ex. ii. 15).
Here he is said not to have
his murder of the Egyptian was known.
The two statements are not irreconfeared the wrath of the king.
cilable.
So far as his life was concerned he feared, but in a higher
region he had no fear he took steps to save his life in faith of a
time when God in accordance with His promises would interpose to
redeem His people, just as in this faith he had already acted in
His faith made him
opposition to the king. For he endured
strong and fearless ; he saw Him who is invisible, and took his flight
with a high courage and certainty.
Ver. 28. The keeping of the Passover and observing the command
he
to sprinkle the blood on the door-posts was an act of faith
believed the threat concerning the destroyer, and trusted in God's
grace to Israel (Ex. xii. 7, 22, etc.).
The people's faith in the power of
Ver. 29. Passage of the sea.
to his

;

.

.

.

;

God and trust in their relation to Him, led them to obey His command and commit themselves to the sea (Ex. xiv. 22 comp. Matt,
;

xiv. 25-33).

—

Here the faith of the whole
Ver. SO- The fall of Jericho. Josh. vi.
people is again illustrated. They believed in the might of Jehovah,
in His power to throw down the city without engines of war or other
means, and in obedience to His word they went about its walls
seven days. Comp. Matt. .xvii. 20.
The term harlot is probably to
Ver. 31. Eahab.
Josh. ii. 6, 17.
be taken in its natural sense. That believed not j or, obeyed not the
inhabitants of Jericho, who, though the acts of God in behalf of Israel
were not unknown to them (Josh. ii. 10), refused to submit to Hira

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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32-36,

32 not, when she had received the spies with peace. And what
shall I more say ? for the time would fail me to tell of Gedeon,
and of Barak, and of Samson, and of Jephthae ; of David
33 also, and Samuel, and of the prophets who through faith
subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained pro34 mises, stopped the mouths of lions, quenched the violence of
fire, escaped the edge of the sword, out of weakness were
made strong, waxed valiant in fight, turned to flight the
Women received their dead raised to
35 armies of the aliens.
life again
and others were tortured, not accepting deliverand
36 ance ; that they might obtain a better resurrection
:

:

:

power of the Loid, believing Him to be the God
who had given the land to His people (Josh. ii. 9).
she protected the spies and was herself saved.

Rahab

realized the
of the whole earth,

In this faith
Ver. 32, etc.

The

writer,

further in detail, groups a

unable to trace the history of individuals

number together and refers to the many
enabled them to perform. On Gideon,

great deeds which faith
Judg. vi.-viii. ; Barak, Judg. iv., v. ; Samson, Judg. xiii.-xvi.
Jephthah, Judg. xi., xii., etc.
Ver. 33. Stibdued kingdoms may refer to the deeds of the Judges
In their wars that which
just named, or especially to those of David.
Wrought righteousness
gave them power was their faith in Jehovah.
may refer either to internal administration of justice, or to public acts
in behalf of Israel, the righteous nation, against the sinful, heathen
Obtained promises, i.e. received the fulfilment of them.
world.
These were special promises, not those called the promises, which
the Old Testament saints obtained not (ver. 39). See, for example,
Judg. vii. 7. Mouths of lions, as Daniel, Dan. vi. 16 ; Samson,
Judg. xiv. 6 ; David, i Sam. xvii. 34.
Ver. 34. Violence of fire, as the three children, Dan. iii. i Mace,
ii.
Edge of the sword, as David, i Sam. xviii. 11, xix. 10-12;
59.
Elijah, I Kings xix. ; Elisha, 2 Kings vi. 14, and many others.
Waxed
Out of weakness ... as Samson, Judg. xv. 19, xvi. 28, etc.
has many illustrations in the history of Israel, although
valiant
the Author may have before him the history of the Maccabees, and
their gradual rise to power and victory over the "alien" foes of
;

—

;

—

.

.

.

Israel.
.
dead raised to life, lit. by a resurrection, as
Ver. 35. Women
the widow of Sarepta, i Kings xvii. 17; the Shunamite, 2 Kings
Were tortured, probably stretched on the drum or wheel and
iv. 17.
beaten to death. Reference may be to Eleazar, " one of the principal
scribes, an aged man," who came of his own accord to the " torment"
(same word as " tortured ") comp. also the history of the seven
Better resurrection, that
brothers and their mother, 2 Mace. vii.
unto eternal life, " better " than that spoken of in the beginning of
the verse, to a life that again ended.
Ver. 36. The various suffermgs to which others were exposed.
.

.

—

;

—

—
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Others had trial of cruel mockings and scourgings, yea, more37 over of bonds and imprisonment: they were stoned, they
were sawn asunder, were tempted, were slain with the sword
they wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins ; being
38 destitute, afflicted, tormented ; (of whom the world was not
worthy :) they wandered in deserts, and in mountains, and in
39 dens and caves of the earth. And these all, having obtained
40 a good report through faith, received not the promise God
having provided some better thing for us, that they without us
:

:

should not be

made

perfect.

Were

stoned, as Zechariah, 2 Chron. xxiv. 20-22 ; Matt,
Ver. 37.
There is also a tradition that Jeremiah was stoned to
xxiii. 35.
death in Egypt. Stoning was a common mode of capital punish-

ment among the Jews, Deut. xiii. 10; Josh. vii. 25, etc. Matt. xxi. 35
Were sawn asimder, as tradition asserts of Isaiah under
Acts vii.
;

—

Manasseh. This tradition is frequently referred to in ancient times
by writers both Jewish and Christian. See also the apocryphal
Ascension of the Prophet Isaiah, English translation by Lawrence.
Comp. 2 Sam. xii. 31; i Chron. xx. 3. Were ie?npied occa.sions
difficulty, because it refers to mere trials in the midst of three very
In sound the term is very like the
cruel modes of putting to death.
preceding word, and some suppose that it is a repetition by mistake
Others would slightly alter the
of this word, and would strike it out.
The MS.
spelling so as to produce the meaning, they were burnt.
authority is in favour of " were tempted," and the reference must be to
Slain with the
cruel tortures practised on men to procure apostasy.
sword, as Urijah, the prophet, Jer. xxvi. 23 comp. i Kings xix. 10.—
In sheepskins, comp. perhaps 2 Kings i. 8.
worthy. The world drove them out, thinkVer. 38. Of whom
ing them unworthy to live in it, while in truth it was unworthy to have
them living in it— Caves, of which the land of Palestine, from its
i Mace.
limestone formation, was full, i Kings xviii.4, 13, xix. 8, etc.
2 Mace. v. 27.
ii. 28
report; or, having had witness borne to them,
Ver. 39. Having
The promise, i.e. the great
i.e. by God directly or in Scripture.
promises made to Abraham, and reached through the second

—

;

.

.

.

;

;

.

covenant.
Ver. 40.

.

.

Some better thing. The antithesis between " these all" and
us" shows that in their life they had not that better thing which
we in our hfe upon the earth have attained to. This "better thing"
is that "perfection" referred to in the end of the verse, which is the
full removing of sins and introduction into a condition of true covenant fellowship with God. This better thing, carrying with it the
And
full realizing of the promise (ver. 39), God has provided for us.
God's design in denying it to them was that without us they should
not be made perfect. The expression " apart from us " may mean,
sooner than we but more probably, to the exclusion of us. The

" for

;
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I

Wherefore

we

seeing

also are

[XII. I.

compassed about with so

Messianic age is the perfect age whenever it comes, it cuts athwart
the Ufe of mankind, and suspends its continuance according to the
laws that now obtain (comp. Matt. xxii. 30 Luke xx. 35, etc.). Had
it come in the days of the fathers, later generations would not have
been born (compare the same idea in regard to the Rest, chap, iv., and
extended Note). God deferred " perfection," that we of these later
generations might share it, and that a fulness of mankind should
enter upon the blessing all at the same moment. The fathers, even
departed, did not obtain perfection till the offering of the Son
;

;

bestowed

it

both on them and us at once (comp.

xii. 23).

—

xii. Return to exhortation
an exhortation now renewed
the accumulated force gathered from every verse and every
example of chap. xi.
The connection by wherefore (ver. i) is with the whole scope of
chap, xi., but still closely with the closing words of that chapter.
They and we are made perfect together, and they attained to this
through that faith which gave them the substance of what they
hoped for, and amidst many trials and seductions wherefore let us
also, surrounded as we are with so great a cloud of witnesses,
run
with patient endurance the race set before us, looking unto Jesus.
Vers. 1-3. Renewed exhortation to hold fast their confession, under the
figure of a race.
Wherefore seeing we also
let us lay; rather, literally, wherefore let us also, seeing we are compassed about with so great a cloud of
witnesses, having laid aside
run with patient endurance
The
main exhortation in the passage is let us also (like them)
run
with patience, etc. The passage contains (i) As a whole a certain
renewed force of exhortation and encouragement drawn from the
history of the heroes of the past, of whom it is said that they and we
have been made perfect together, as one great assembly of mankind.
having
(2) A particular exhortation as to the preparation for the race
laid every weight and sin
(3) An exhortation as to the race
itself and the manner of running it
let us run with patient endurance. (4) The chief example set before those exhorted is the Author
and Finisher of the faith, even Jesus (ver. 2). (5) His history as an

Chap.

with

all

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

:

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

—

example of victorious running amidst severest obstacles, even cross
and shame, having been drawn out to its final issue the great reward,
the exhortation is resumed anew to draw a comparison between Him
and themselves, lest they become wearied with the strife (ver. 3).
Cloud of wiiftesses (Gr. martyres). The Author presents the life of
faith under the figure of a race (comp. i Cor. iv. 9, ix. 24-27
Phil. iii.
12-14; I Tim. vi. 12, etc.). It is less easy to ascertain how far his
language is meant to present details of the race, whether, for example,
the phrase cloud have any reference to the dense mass of spectators
crowded into the theatre, or be a general term referring to the great
number of those whose brilhant acts of faith had been recited in
;

XII. I.]
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great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and
the sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run with

The term witnesses may be explained in two ways : either
xi.
spectators of the race which Christians now run ; or witnesses in a
different sense, persons who had witness borne to them, and themIt is less probable that the word should have
selves bear witness.
the technical sense of martyrs^ those who have sealed their testimony
with their blood. Neither is it probable that the word is used to
embrace both meanings of spectators and bearers of witness. The
notion of spectators seems foreign to the connection, the point of
which is not that they behold us, but that we behold them. Undoubtedly they are conceived as in a sense present, for we are surrounded by them ; they and we have been made perfect together.
The point, however, is the stimulus which their example and presence
should be to us, not that we are running under their eye and subject
to their verdict, or that they are absorbed in the interest of our
Even if this last idea were contained in the words, we
struggle.
should not be entitled to deduce from them the dry, literal doctrine,
that the saints above are conversant with our life here, and fascinated
by the interest of it. Even a writer of Scripture may be allowed to
throw out a brilliant ideal conception, without our tying him down to
dear memory of one departed
having uttered a formal doctrine.
The heroes of
is more powerful to us than the example of the living.
the past are present with us in their spirit and example, and in the
They surround us as a cloud, and
great deeds which they did.
we realize their presence, without supposing that they are conscious
chap.

—A

of us.

Every weight. The word means what exceeds the proper extent or
mass of anything what is superfluous. Said of a runner, the word
may refer to clothing or undue fleshiness of body, or whatever would
weigh him down in the race. This, if he is to run with success, must

—

Interpreted, the reference
laid aside before attempting to run.
to social or national connections, as those in which the
Hebrews were involved ; or to bodily or mental peculiarities of the

be

may be

individual, as love of ease (vi. 12), or esteem (xiii. 14), or wealth (x.
The things called "weights" are distinguished from "sin,"
32-34).
and are possibly things that are to be laid aside by one who desires
to run well, though in others and in their own nature they may not be
An appetite, though lawobjectionable, or faulty, but even comely.
ful, that tends to gain on one ; devotion to some pursuit in danger of
absorbing the mind ; an affection that threatens to turn away the heart
such things are weights. The Hebrews probably were aware of the

—

things that were so in their case now, perhaps, we shall only become
aware of them when we actually find them impeding us in the race.
The sin which doth so easily beset; rather, sin {i.e. the thing
called sin).
The phrase "that doth so easily beset" is one word,
It means either, that well sursaid not to occur elsewhere in Greek.
Perhaps
roundsy or that is well surrounded, or stood round about.
;

—

—
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2 patience the race that

set before us,

is

author and finisher of our faith
before

him endured the

;

who

[xil.

2.

looking unto Jesus the

was
shame, and is

for the joy that

cross, despising the

set
set

In the former case it means probably, apt to surround or stand about us, that is, as a garment to
wrap us closely and entangle us, or cramp our motion. In the latter
the reference seems to be to the gathering round an object of an
admiring crowd, and the meaning would be, sin much admired. The
idea of what we call a " besetting sin " does not lie in the passage
the thing spoken of is sin, and it is spoken of as a thing apt to fold
itself about us as a garment and impede our running ; or as a thing
which, though admired, must be laid aside as an encumbrance. In
any case the reference is no doubt to the sin of turning away from the
Christian faith, which is specially sin in this Epistle.
In spite of the
form of the word, this sense of " much admired " seems rather
artificial, and the idea suggested less appropriate.
No antagonists in
the race are referred to. In ver. 4 sin is perhaps the antagonist ; here
it is an entanglement to be thrown off.
The obstacles are the
external trials, hardships, and reproaches, coming from the world or
men in such a life as ours, the obstacles would be more internal,
such as sin itself Run with patience ; or, patient endurance, see on
This is how the race must be run. Set befo7-e tis, i.e. in our
vi. 12.
view so Christ had the joy set before Him (ver. 2) comp. vi. 18.
Ver. 2. Looking unto jesus.
Jesus is here set before the runners
as the example on whom they are to fix their eye.
His life was an
example of patient endurance of a clear faith in the goal to be
attained (the joy) of victorious running and of a great reward.
Author and finisherj or, leader and perfecter. The word Author is
" Captain" in ii. 11.
It is evident that Jesus is regarded here as the
pattern to be imitated, as in ver. 3 the Hebrews are exhorted to draw
a comparison between Him and themselves. The word our before
The meaning cannot be therefore that as
faith is not expressed.
Author He originates faith in us, and as Perfecter sustains it and
brings it to a perfect issue.
Neither does " faith " seem used in the
Epistle objectively to describe the Christian system
it is a condition
of the mind, or at most a life of which this condition is the ruling
principle, and the meaning cannot be that He is the beginning and
the end of that which we believe such a sense is incompatible with
the active " Perfecter." The thought seems to be that in the career
of faith He led the way, and perfectly realized the idea, and finished
the course of it without fail. The idea is not that He increased and
became perfect in faith as a moral condition of His own mind. Such
a view does not seem to belong to the Epistle. He was the first
that could be called faithful the idea of true faith may have sugThe words
gested itself to others, none before Him realized it.
"author and finisher" are expanded in the following words, who for
The points are the joy set before him (the unseen and
the joy, etc.
future object of hope (xi. i) to which faith was directed) ; the patient
the latter is the fairer rendering.

:

—

;

;

;

.

.

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

:
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down at the right hand of the throne of God. For consider
him that endured such contradiction of sinners against himself, lest ye be wearied and faint in your minds.
Ye have not

endurance of the cross (the life which this realizing of the unseen led
Him to) and the reward (sitting at the right hand of God). The joy is
that which He now reaps in sitting at the right hand of the throne of
God it is gathered here into this point, but may be supposed to
branch out into all the results flowing from this, connected with man's
salvation and God's good pleasure, which must also have filled His
mind by anticipation while on earth, and now fill it in heaven. These
three points into which the Son's faith is analyzed are parallel to
similar things in the circumstances of the Hebrews, and His example
is set before them for encouragement.
Ver. 3. Express exhortation to bring themselves and Jesus into
comparison. For consider
lit. bring into analogy, think of by
comparing. This comparison might suggest how much greater His
sufferings were than theirs (and this is included)
but the main idea
is, that they should bring themselves and Him into the same class or

—

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

line and think how He endured, i.e. patiently endured., and thus
themselves draw courage from His example. Such contradiction
Contradiction is properly in words, as, for example, denial
hitnself.
of claims put forth by another but in a wider sense it may be said
of acts of opposition, including here all the hostility and hard treatment to which the Son was subjected. There is much MS. authority
for a reading
against themselves. The most natural connection in
that case would be, sinners against themselves.
But such a peculiar
turn seems improbable here the idea looks like the conceit which
some reader wrote upon his margin. Lest ye be wearied andfaint
or, become wearied, fainting in your minds.
The words "fainting,"
etc., explain "wearied."
Ver. 4. Unlike him who endured a cross, their resistance to sin
has not yet gone the length of bloodshed.
blood.
Ye have not yet
Many think that the Author passes here from the figure of the race
to that of the pugilistic arena, and says that in their encounter with
sin no blood has yet flowed, meaning that the struggle has not
hitherto been very severe.
Even if such a figure be supposed, there
must lie under the figure the meaning that the persecutions to which
the Hebrews had been subjected had not yet resulted in martyrdom.
From the Apostle's mode of regarding the community to which he
writes as having a historical identity (ii. 3, v. 11, etc., vi. 9, etc., x.
32, etc.), this does not mean that in their present troubles persecution
had not gone the length of bloodshed, but that in their history as a
church they had not yet been called upon to shed their blood.
Striving against sin., i.e. in their strife against sin. "Sin" is not
here put for sinners, nor is it sin in their persecutors it is sin in
themselves, the sin of unbelief, which is here regarded as their true
antagonist, though of course the excesses of their persecutors gave it
its power against them.
.

.

.

.

;

;

.

—

.

;

.

.

.
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yet resisted unto blood, striving against sin.
And ye have
forgotten the exhortation which speaketh unto you as unto
children,
son, despise not thou the chastening of the

My

6 Lord, nor faint when thou art rebuked of him
for whom the
Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he
If ye endure chastening, God dealeth with you as
7 receiveth.
with sons ; for what son is he whom the father chasteneth
8 not ?
But if ye be without chastisement, whereof all are par:

Vers. 5-13. The true view of their sufferings they were fatherly
chastisemeiit from God meant for their discipline, and indeed proof of
their true sonship.
In ver. 3 the Author exhorted them to draw a comparison be^ween themselves in their sufferings and the Son. Ver. 4 forms
the link between this and ver. 5, which says that in afflicting them
:

God is dealing with them as with sons. Foi'gotteii
children. The
quotation is from Prov. iii. 11, etc. The speaker there who says.
My son, is probably the teacher of the youth whom he so addresses ;
yet he speaks as the mouthpiece of Wisdom, and here his words are
considered as directly those of God to Christian men, being prophetic.
The words are alluded to by Eliphaz, Job v. 17.
Ver. 7, etc. As usual with the Scripture which he quotes, the
Author first seizes the idea of the quotation, and then founds his
exhortation upon it.
He exhibits the idea in vers. 7, 8, Ye are sons,
your afflictions are chastisement, the chastening is evidence of your
true sonship.
Then follows in vers. 9, 10 the exhortation to exhibit
the right bearing of children under the discipline of God. The
exhortation is one from the less to the greater, from the relation of
children to their parents on earth to the relation of sons towards
had natural fathers as chasteners, and gave them
God. I.
reverence, though but fathers of our flesh how much more should
we submit to the Father of spirits (ver. 9). 2. Their chastening
was according to their pleasure ; His for our profit, that we should
partake of His holiness (ver. 10).
Vers. 7, 8. Sufferings are for chastening, and chastening is proof
of true sonship. If ye eftdure, i.e. if ye have to endure chastening,
if it falls upon you
For tfy
not, if ye patiently receive and bear it.
another very well supported reading is unto; in which case the
meaning is // is unto or for chastening that ye endure, this is the
design and meaning of your afflictions then this idea is repeated in
another form in the words God dealeth with you as with sons ; and
finally the idea is supported by the words of the last clause, which
states that chastisement is the portion of all sons.
Ver. 8. All lawful, genuine sons their Father chasteneth, careful
of their conduct and sohcitous for their welfare
bastards, that is,
children not of the true wife, but of the bondmaid (Gal. iv. 22) are
less carefully disciplined.
This discipline is pledge and proof ol
true sonship.
Whereof all are iartakers : rather, have become par.

—

.

.

We

;

—

—

:

;

:

;

—

—
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Furthermore we
9 takers, then are ye bastards, and not sons.
have had fathers of our flesh which corrected 7/s, and we gave
the7n reverence
shall we not much rather be in subjection
10 unto the Father of spirits, and live? For they verily for a few
:

The reference is historical, to the saints mentioned in chap,
and others who are sons, whom history shows to have been
subjected to discipline by God as His children.

takers.
xi.

9, 10. Exhortation to the right bearing under God's chastenfounded on the demeanour of children to their natural parents.
Fathers
corrected usj lit. fathers ... as chasteners.
These
were fathers of our flesh. Flesh seems used in the Epistle always in
its natural material sense, and never with that shade of ethical
meaning which it has in St. Paul. This is regarded as derived from
Father of spirits. This might nve2in Father o_f
the natural father.
our spirits., or, of all spiritual beings. This last would be a loftier
designation of God, and heighten the force of the Author's argument
but if this be the meaning, man must be included among the
"spirits," or the argument would seem to lose its point.
In Num.

Vers.

ing,

—

.

.

.

God is called God of the spirits of all flesh. In
breathes into man the breath of life, while He forms his
body out of the dust of the ground. In Job xxxiii. 4 it is the Spirit
of God that makes man, and His breath that gives him life
and in
xxxii. 8 there is a spirit in man, and the inspiration of the Almighty
gives him understanding.
In Zech. xii. i, God formeth the spirit ot
man within him (comp. Isa. xlii. 5, Ivii. 16). And in Eccles. xii. 7
It is in harmony,
it is said that the spirit returns to God who gave it.
therefore, with the Old Testament mode of conception to regard God
as in closer connection with man's spiritual part than with his
material.
This method of representation, however, must not be
pressed into a philosophical theory of creationism, that is, a theory
to the effect that while the material side of man's being is transmitted
from natural parents, his spirit is in each case the immediate product
of God's creative power.
It is as a spirit, or on his spiritual side, that
man enters into close relation with God and this leads to the conception that God is more especially the Author of man's spirit, or
Author of man on his spiritual side, and to designations such as
those in Num. xvi. 22, etc. And live, i.e. as the effect of subjection
xvi. 22, xxvii. 16,

Gen.

ii.

7

He

;

;

God's salutary correction comp. Prov. x. 17, he is in the way ol
xxiii. 13, withhold not correction from
that observeth discipline
the child, if thou beatest him with the rod he shall not die.
Ver. ID. The general argument of ver. 9, We gave reverence to our
natural parents as chasteners, though but fathers of our flesh. Shali
we not much rather be in subjection to the Father of our spirits ? is
enforced by exhibiting how the chastening of two such different
fathers must be and is so different, and how much more salutary that
their owti pleaof the Father of our spirits is. For a few days
The chastisement of natural parents is after their own
sure.
pleasure, or as seems good to them even when most conscientious
to

life

;

;

.

:

.

.
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days chastened us after their own pleasure ; but he for our
profit, that we might be partakers of his hoUness.
Now no
chastening for the present seemethto be joyous, but grievous
nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of
:

and affectionate and wise, there may be an element of passion and
certainly of misjudgment in it ; for what parent can perfectly estimate
the offence and the circumstances, or, above all, with true insight
gauge the temper and the nature of the child he chastens ? Further,
our relations
the chastening of natural parents is but for a few days
Yet though our
to them are such that as life advances it ceases.
subjection to them is only for a time by the very law of life, and
though their chastening may often be capricious and always marked
by error of excess or defect or misdirection, we gave them reverence.
^-But he for ottr profit . . holiness. Unlike that of earthly parents,
the chastening of the Father of our spirits is without fail for our profit,
in His infinite wisdom and skill as framer of the spirit, and love as
holiness, exFather. The words, that we might de partakers of his
plain " for our profit ; " this is the profit he intends and which he brings
;

.

.

.

.

" Holiness" or sanctity in God is properly separation or distance from the world and elevation above it ; holiness in men is separation from the world and dedication unto God. In both cases the word
But God who is separated
expresses in the first instance a relation.
from the world has attributes, of purity and the like, which distinguished Him from the world and men who are devoted to Him, as
being so, must share these characteristics. God's design in chastening men is to remove them more and more from community with the
world, and make them more dedicated unto Himself and like Him.
This idea of "holiness" is that in which the antithesis lies to "for a
few days." The meaning is not that our earthly parents chastened
us with reference to the few days of our earthly life, but God with
reference to eternity for this would not justly describe the scope of a
parent's chastisement, either in his own intention or in fact nor is
the meaning that their chastisement was for the brief term of our
What the Author means to bring out
youth, but God's is life-long.
by saying that the chastisement of earthly parents is for a few days,
is the brevity and comparative unimportance of our connection with
our natural parents their chastisement is for a short time as the
duration of our relation to them is short, and indeed their chastisement, if wise, has in view to make us able to be independent of them;
God's chastening has another view, to make us partakers of His
holiness, to unite us to Him in character and likeness more and
more. It is not the duration of the chastisement that is the point
of the passage it is the duration of our relation in each case to him
who chastens.
Ver. II. General statement, for the sake of encouragement, of the
It is bitter indeed when suffered, but aftereffects of chastisement.
righteotisttess; lit.
wards its profit appears. Yieldeth the peaceable
The fruit which chastening'
peaceful fruit, even that of righteousness.
about.

;

;

;

;

;

—

.

.

.

;
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12 righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby. Wherefore lift up the hands which hang down, and the feeble knees

make

13 and

straight paths for

your

feet, lest that

which

is

lame

it is also peaceful, that is, not preserving or
righteousness
keeping peace, nor yet a fruit enjoyed in peace, but a fruit whose
There may lie in "peaceful" a certain antithesis
quality is peace.
The peace of those who through the conto "exercised thereby."
flicts of chastening become partakers of the divine holiness and attain
righteousness, will be all the deeper from the previous strife, like the
great calm when the storm is stilled.
Vers. 12, 13. Application practically of this doctrine of the uses of
It is doubtful if there is any return in the words of ver. 12
adversity.
The metaphors are common to express
to the figure of the race.
slackness and faint-heartedness and mental flagging where the formal
conception of a race is not present (comp. Isa. xxxv. 3). Those
exhorted are the whole community, and the exhortation probably
includes " lifting up " each one his own hands as well as those of
others to be strong oneself and to help to strengthen others (Job
This reference to others appears clearly in the next
iv. 3, 4).

yields

is

;

—

verse.

Ver. 13. Straight paths for your feet. The words may mean also
with your feet. The passage, Prov. iv. 26, which is before the Author's
mind, means "make even the path of thy foot," where path of thy
The fairest rendering of this would be
foot means merely thy path.
" with thy feet," the reference not being to the preparation of a path
It is not certain, however,
in which to go, but to actual walking.
that the Author so means the translation of the Septuagint which he
has adopted. The exhortation is to the whole community, especially
to those that are strong (Rom. xiv. i, xv. i), to walk in an even path,
that is a plain, consistent, straightforward course of Christian life,
for the sake of those that are weak, here called, in conformity with the
The unevennesses suggested are, of course, hesitations
figure, lame.
and vacillations between Christian faith and Judaism or other tendencies, or moral inconsistencies out of harmony with the life of
Such an uneven or devious path could not be followed
Christians.

by the lame, those of the community whose halting was either
temporary or had become organic. Tur?ied out of the way
If the path taken and made by the community was straight
healed.
and even, those members who were lame might the more easily follow
it, and by use their lameness (which had probably arisen from the
The words
inequalities of the way) would disappear and be healed.
"turned out of the way" mean in medical writers "dislocated,"
and this gives a more vigorous sense and forms a better opposition
Inconsistency and vacillation in the general body
to "be healed."
of the church would create a way so difficult for the lame, that their
lameness would become dislocation, and they would perish from the
way on the other hand, the habit of going in a plain path would

—

;

restore

them

to soundness.

.

.

.

—

—
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14 be turned out of the way ; but let it rather be healed. Follow
peace with all men, and holiness, without which no man shall
15 see the Lord looking diligently lest any man fail of the grace
of God ; lest any root of bitterness springing up trouble you^
:

Vers. 14-17. Exhortation to follow peace and holiness.
As usual (comp. x. 23, 24), the exhortation widens out from being
one so to live that others may profit by their example, into an exhortation to make the universal godliness of the whole community a
matter of direct and formal care and solicitude. The exhortation is
strengthened by reference to the disastrous effects of any impure
first, upon the general community
element arising among them
(ver. 15); and second, upon the unholy members themselves (vers.

—

16, 17).

Ver.

14.

Follow peace J

or,

foUow

after.

"Peace" here does not

to refer, as in Rom. xiv. i, etc., to disputes regarding doctrine or
practice.
The reference is rather to the breaks in the uniformity of
Christian life and sentiment, which were the result of the uncertainties

seem

creeping in among the Hebrews in regard to the great matters of the
Christian faith (x. 25). There is no proof that such questions had
become matters of formal disputation, embittering men's minds and
What is hinted at is rather the
alienating them from one another.
gradual falling away from one another of the elements of the church,
through the silent disintegration and decay produced by inward unand the
certainty and the wearing effects of the forces without them
exhortation to follow after peace is not one merely to agree to differ,
but one to seek to remove the difference, and to bring all into that
harmony of feeling and uniformity of mind and faith which is a
condition of true peace. This might imply much self-restraint and
patient solicitude on the part of those who had to treat that which
was lame, and after the best endeavours many dissimilarities would
But the exhortation is not merely to exhibit a peaceful
still remain.
spirit towards one another, but to seek to bring about the true conditions of Christian unity, when each member of the body performs
And
its own functions aright, and the whole acts harmoniously.
This being the
holiness ; or, that sanctification, or consecration.
larger idea, explains and covers the lesser one of "peace with all."
As when the tide recedes the waters fret and raise angry surfs upon
the sunken rocks, but when it has advanced in full flow these rocks
are submerged and there is deep stillness over them, so in the full
tide of consecration unto God all causes of disquietude are swallowed
up and covered. The " Lord " here is probably God, not Christ,
owing to the connection with the idea of sanctification. This consecration, as the following shows, embraces not only faith in the
Christian truths, but also Christian life (Matt. v. 8).
Ver. 15, etc. Development of the idea "follow after peace" and
;

—

•'
lit. lest any man falling
the sanctification." Any man fail
;
short of the grace of God— lest any root of bitterness springing up,
The construction seems to be suspended at the word
trouble you.
.

.

.

—
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16 and thereby many be defiled lest there be any fornicator, oi
profane person, as Esau, who for one morsel of meat sold his
;

God, and a new subject introduced, or the same subject under a
A " man falling short " may not be quite
more general notion.
identical with a " root of bitterness," but it is an example of the
class.
root of bitterness is not a root causing bitterness, e.g. an
exacerbated state of mind of one member against another
it is a
bitter or poisonous root, which springing up causes destruction
around it, or bears fruit which is deadly (comp. Deut. xxix. 18).
Such a bitter root in Old Testament times was Achan, who
"troubled" Israel (Josh. vii. 25), and such bitter roots were those
who turned away to false gods and seduced others ; comp. the
passage in Deut. which was before the Apostle's mind. On grace
To fail of this or come short of it embraces not
of God, see x. 29.
only renunciation of the faith of Christ, but all acts by which
" sanctification " unto God was imperilled, as those of sensuality
The Hebrews are exhorted to look diligently that such
(ver. 16).

A

;

—

elements do not manifest themselves among them. Their baneful
would appear in " defiling " many, or the many the infection
might spread to the whole community, and their holiness unto the
Lord be forfeited.
Vers. 16, 17. From the danger to the community the Author
passes to the awful effects for themselves of men's falling short of
the grace of God. Any fornicator ... It is most probable that the
word is to be taken in its natural sense (xiii. 4), and not in the meaning of one committing spiritual whoredom, that is, being unfaithful
to the true God.
In this latter sense the word is rather applied
It is more difficult to
to a community or a collective, as a city.
decide whether the term be applied to Esau. Esau is so described
in later Jewish theology, and Philo interprets "hairy" man as "intemperate and licentious."
It is perhaps more probable that the
effects

;

There the
structure of the verse is similar to that of the preceding.
more particular " coming short of the grace of God " was taken up
by the more general " root of bitterness," to which last the details
of the verse were appended ; so here " fornicator " is taken up by the
more general " profane person like Esau," concerning whom details
are then added.
The whole passage is an expansion of the exboth the parhortation in ver. 14, "foUow that sanctification," etc.
ticular " fornication " and even the more general " profaneness
man of a common type of mind,
infringe it.
Profane person.
devoted to lower and earthly pursuits, without love or appreciation
His birthright embraced not
of what is nobler and spiritual.
merely rights which primogeniture gave him to possessions, but the
right that the spiritual blessings of the covenant should descend to
In his light profanity and
him and through him to the world.
inability to estimate such blessings, he bartered them away for the
;

A

—

means

of satisfying an innnediate appetite.
Ver, 17. In this verse the rendering depends on the relerencc oi

Q

—
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For ye know how that afterward, when he would
have inherited the blessing, he was rejected for he found no

7 birthright.

:

clause — that

whether what Esau sought with tears was
the last
the blessing or repentance. Taking the former meaning, the words,
" for he found no place of repentance," fall into a parenthesis when
he desired to inherit the blessing he was rejected (for he found no
If it
place of repentance), though he sought it carefully with tears.
was repentance that he sought, the verse reads as in the English
would have inherited; or, ye know how
For ye know
Version.
The term "repentthat even when he afterward desired to inherit.
ance " here is used not strictly of mere change of mind, but of a
change of mind undoing the effects of a former state of mind. Place
of repentance in this sense Esau could not find his act so far as
his birthright was concerned was final, the past was irreparable.
Further, the repentance which Esau sought was repentance on his
own part, not on that of his father Isaac. The language, "he
found no place of repentance," is very unnatural if its meaning be,
he found no means of bringing his father to a change of purpose.
Taking repentance in this real or material sense, and not simply as
an act of the mind, it matters little to the meaning whether we conIt is
sider this or the blessing to be what Esau earnestly sought.
most natural to suppose it was the blessing, and this construction is
Esau as the first-born of Isaac
fairest to the language of the verse.
This prewas the natural heir of the blessings of the covenant.
He was so insensible to such privileges
rogative he threw away.
This act became final.
that he sold them for one morsel of meat.
When he desired to inherit the blessing afterward, though he sought
it earnestly with tears, he was rejected, for he found no place of
repentance, no possibility of undoing his own past act. This is the
lesson of his history for those Hebrews who were in danger of
We are apt to raise questions here which would
sinning wilfully.
hardly occur to the Writer, such as the question. Was Esau's a true
repentance or. Can a true repentance ever be too late ? We may be
in danger of missing the broad, practical lesson of the Author, that
by a superficial levity and insensibility to what is high and spiritual,
we may let go by opportunities of grace which we shall in vain seek
Again, we might raise the question, Whether Esau by
to recall.
placing himself outside of the line through which the blessings of
the covenant were transmitted, forfeited personal salvation ? Such a
We may perhaps
distinction would hardly occur to the Author.
draw it. Those tears of Esau, the sensuous, wild, impulsive man,
almost like the cry of some " trapped creature," are among the most
is,

:

.

.

.

;

.''

pathetic in the Bible.
Vers. 18-29. Final contrast of the two dispensations.
These verses form a grand finale to the strain of exhortation to hold
fast their confession, carried on since x. 19, in the form of an impressive
contrast between the two dispensations the first sensible, and, though
very awful in the manifestations of God, yet, because sensible and of

—

XII. 17.]
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carefully with tears.

this world, only provisional ; the second supersensible and heavenly,
gathering together in one all things that can be named realities, and
for this reason final— and if they escaped not who refused to hear
God speaking in the first, " on earth," how shall we escape if we turn
away from Him now speaking " from heaven " (comp. ii. 1-4).
Though the verses form the splendid finale to the whole passage
from X. 19, the thought arises naturally out of vers. 14-17. The
exhortation there to follow after holiness, without which no man shall
see the Lord, was sharpened by the awful example of Esau, whose
too late repentance availed him nothing. This was an example pertinent to the Hebrews, before whom in close proximity stood the

impending judgment (x. 27-30, 36-39). To this point attaches itself
the passage, ver. 18, etc., which contains, condensed into a graphic
antithesis of the two dispensations, a final effort of the Apostle to
put before his readers what will move them to hold fast their hope
firm unto the end.
The picture of the first revelation of God with
its accompanying terrors is given in vers. 18-21 ; the contrasted picture of the new revelation with all those realities that it unveils, in
vers. 22-24.
Then follows in vers. 25-29 the exhortation based on
the contrast, and to support which the contrast was introduced.
The passage has difficulties arising from uncertainty as to the true
text, and also as to the reference in some of the expressions,
i. In
ver. 18 the word "mount" is absent from the best witnesses, and it
is difficult to decide whether to supply it, holding that it was in the
Author's mind from the contrast he had in view in ver. 22, or to omit
"
it wholly, and couple the phrase, " that might be touched " with " fire
unto a palpable and kindled fire. 2. The word and, so rhetorically
and impressively reiterated, unquestionably in general introduces a
new element in the picture, and this creates a certain presumption
that it always does so.
But, of course, the decision come to in
regard to "mount" will affect this presumption.
The point is
important in ver. 23. 3. The complete absence from the passage of
the definite the before any of the terms used implies that the Author
was intentionally general, and that the objects he accumulates are
not enumerated merely for the sake of the particular meaning which
each may have, but because they are all examples of one class, and
agree in illustrating one general idea. 4. This general idea of the
two pictures respectively is given in the one case in the phrase, " that
might be touched," that is, palpable, an object of the senses, ver. 18
and in the other in the term "heavenly," that is, supersensible and
ideal.
The first revelation and manifestation of God, and the whole
economy corresponding to it, was sensible, in phenomena of this
world
the second is supersensible, in things of the true ideal,
heavenly world. This difference carries with it another, which comes
that which is sensible is temporary
to be the true point of difference
and provisional, that which is heavenly and real is abiding and final
(comp. ver. 27). It has been thought that the Author intended 10

—

;

;

:
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For ye are not come unto the mount that might be touched,
and that burned with fire, nor unto blackness, and darkness,

emphasize a double antithesis between the dispensations, and to
signalize the first as
(i) sensible, and in the form of phenomena of
this world and (2) as surrounded with terrors, a dispensation of fear,
in contrast with the second, which is (i) heavenly and supersensible, and (2) a dispensation of grace.
But the terrors that
gathered about the first revelation do not seem insisted on as a
characteristic of this revelation, constituting its difference from the
second, for the second has also its terrors, we are come unto a Judge
who is God of all (ver. 23), and our God is a consuming fire (ver. 29),
and He shall again shake terribly the earth (vers. 26, 27 Isa. ii. 19)
The first revelation was terrible, although only a manifestation of God
in sensible forms and but provisional, and carried with it sore
punishment to all who disobeyed it (ver. 25 comp. ii. 2, etc., x. 28,
etc.), and much sorer will be our punishment if we neglect the
" ye are come unto," describing the
second.
5. The expression,
position of Israel before Sinai, ver. 18, is the same as that which
describes the position of the Hebrews before the true heavenly
things, ver. 22.
The word is often used of drawing near in the
specific act of worship (iv. 16, vii. 25, x. i, 22, xi. 6), but it has here
naturally a more general sense.
The Author is no doubt referring
to the privileges of the Hebrews, which are greater than those of
them under the first covenant, and every object which he enumerates
is fitted to carry with it a powerful persuasiveness to their minds
but he has more particularly in view the responsibility which these
privileges create, and the condemnation they involve if neglected.
And when he says to the Hebrews, Ye are come unto Mount Zion,
he means, That which ye stand in the presence of, as Israel stood in
the presence of Sinai with its manifestations, is the heavenly Zion,
all the things that are real, the world of things essential and final.
He seems to combine two ideas. They were come to them, for the
word spoken to them had unveiled them. Their place in the march
of the economies, in the destiny of the world, was face to face with
the sphere of things real and eternal (ii. i, xiii. 7, x. 19). But they
were come to them in another sense they stood but a little on this
side of the great transformation scene, which, when it passed, would

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

:

perfectly reveal and leave for ever all those " things themselves,"
the things having the attribute of reality, and gathered together in
that true sphere of the real, even heaven.
Vers. 18-21. The first revelation on Sinai, with its accompaniments, type of the first covenant material, but terrible.
It is fairest to keep the indefinite form of expression and to repeat
the word unto before each separate object enumerated for ye are
not come unto a mount that might be touched, and unto kindled fire,

—

:

and unto blackness, and unto darkness, etc.
absent from the best text, and it is difficult
the omission.

It

mav have been

— The word

in the Author's

"

mount

" is

how to regard
mind, when he said

to decide

1
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19 and tempest, and the sound of a trumpet, and the voice of
words which voice they that heard entreated that the word
20 should not be spoken to them any more (for they could not
endure that which was commanded, And if so much as a
beast touch the mountain, it shall be stoned, or thrust through
with a dart and so terrible was the sight, that Moses said, I
2
22 exceedingly fear and quake:) but ye are come unto mount
Sion, and unto the city of the living God, the heavenly Jeru;

:

:

" that which is touched," i.e. palpable and materially sensible or the
word palpable may go with fire a palpable and kindled fire. It is
;

—

perhaps fairest to take " fire " as a distinct item in the enumeration
a kindled fire, rather than, (a mount) that burned with fire. The
passage emphasizes the material, elemental character of the revela-

—

—

tion, as well as the

accompanying

terrors.

Vers. 19, 20. The terror culminated in the command to slay even
the beast that might touch the mount. This indiscriminate destructiveness, which condemned to death even the " dumb, driven cattle,"
the people could not bear (Ex. xix. 12, xx. 19). The clause, "or
thrust through with a dart" (Ex. xix. 13), seems an addition.
Ver. 21. Moses is nowhere represented in the Old Testament as
uttering these precise words
though comp. Deut. ix. 19. Possibly
the Author was in possession of other traditions.
On the giving of
the Law, see Ex. xix., xx.
Vers. 22-24. The contrasted picture of the scene of the new covenant revelation and the things unveiled in it, to which the Hebrews
things supersensible and real, and thus final and abiding.
are come,
The same indefiniteness marks the language here But ye are come
unto Mount Zion, unto a city of the living God, Jerusalem in heaven,
and unto tens of thousands, a general assembly of angels etc. Every
one of these objects enumerated has a profound meaning of its own,
and the mention of it appeals with a powerful persuasiveness but all
the objects may be gathered up under one general idea, they are
supersensible, belonging to the ideal reality in existence and in
salvation
they are " things themselves," the final form of all that is,
and they are gathered together in the abode and sphere of that which
is real and ultimate, the heavens.
As there was a Zion below, in the
forms of this world, there is one above, which is true and ideal. As
there was a city of God below, Jerusalem, there is a true ideal one in
the heavens that on earth was the abode of God in symbol, that above
is the city of the living God, where He is present in truth in all His
It is perhaps to press the
vitality and in the fulness of His being.
separate enumeration too much to make a distinction between Mount
Zion and the city of God, and to regard the one as the transcendent
sphere of God's existence, where He is manifested only to Himself,
and the other as the place where His people gather and where He is
manifested to them. The idea that God " is His own place," or that
;

—

:

—
;

:

—

—

His people are not where

He

is,

seems quite foreign

to the Epistle,

—

a
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23 salem, and to an innumerable

[xil. 23.

company of

angels,

to the

is the introduction of a metaphysical notion into the midst of
conceptions which are purely physical and local. Ver. 22 should
have ended here. From describing the place, and the true ideal
things, corresponding to sensible things here on earth, the Author
passes to the dwellers in this heavenly city.
Those that abide in the city of God. An innumerable company oj
These words, along
lit. and unto tens of thousands.
angels
(i) And unto
with those in ver. 23, may be taken in various ways
tens of thousands of Angels, a general assembly and congregation of
Here the only subject is Angels, who
first-borns enrolled in heaven.
are described as in numbers tens of thousands, and as an assembly
and congregation of first-borns enrolled in heaven. (2) And unto
tens of thousands, a general assembly of Angels, and a congregation
Here a great body, in
(church) of first-borns enrolled in heaven.
number tens of thousands, is supposed made up of two classes
general assembly of Angels, and a church or congregation of firstborns enrolled in heaven, the latter being redeemed men. (3) And
unto tens of thousands, a general assembly of Angels, and unto a
church (congregation) of first-borns enrolled in heaven. Here there
are the same two classes as in (2), but the phrase tens of thousands
refers to the assembly of Angels alone. There are other less plausible
combinations. As between (2) and (3), which agree in se7ise, the balance
seems to lie in favour of (3). The phrase, " tens of thousands," is almost
technical in the Old Testament for the numbers of Angels, Deut.

and

—

.

.

.

;

:

—

—

vii. 10; Jude v. 14 ; and its application to
Between (i) and
inclusive is less probable.
(3) it is more difficult to decide. Apart from special objections arising
from some of the terms used, as " church " and " first-born," (i) is the
more natural and simple. The Angels as dwellers in the city of God
are in place here. Further, it is difficult to see why the Author should
intercalate the New Testament church, for to this the words " church
of the first-born " must refer if understood of men, beside them, while
he refers to the Old Testament believers, under the name of " spirits
of just men," afterwards and separately. And perhaps a stronger

xxxiii. 2

men

;

or to

Ps. Ixviii. 17

;

Dan.

men and Angels

argument is this. The Author, in speaking to the Hebrews, seems
nowhere to regard them as a mere community in the bosom of the

The
they are the Christian church.
always one between them and the Old TestaNowhere does he bring to bear upon them the
ment church.
example of other Christians his exhortations and his warnings are
all drawn from the Old Testament church (comp. chaps, iii., iv.,
They stand parallel to it. They are the church of the
xi., xii.).
general

Christian church

antithesis he puts

;

is

;

New Testament which the Holy Spirit warned in Ps. xcv. They are
those with whom God reasoneth as with sons (xii. 5). They stand
in contrast with Israel, who came to Sinai, in having come unto
It is as the New
God's true abode and revelation of Himself
Testament church that they are come to this, not as a community

:
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which are

The

only case where he appeals to the example of Christians is xiii. 7, where he exhorts them to remember those who had
been their rulers and spoke to them the word of God (comp. ii. 3).
These were the apostolic missionaries who communicated to them
the words of Jesus, men now departed.
But obviously these men, as
those who reported the revelation spoken by the Son, stand in a
manner apart from the Christian church, for their words formed the
very condition of its faith and existence.
It is natural to suppose,
when the Author says to the Hebrews, Ye are come to Mount Zion,
and then enumerates all those realities which are there, that he
speaks to the Hebrews as the church of Christians, and that the real
and final things enumerated are in contrast with them, and have
their abode already truly in heaven, and not merely prospectively.
On these general considerations (i) has very great probability in its
favour.
Objections to it and in favour of (3) are such as these
(i) There is a presumption that the a«^ before " church of the firstborn " introduces a new subject.
This presumption must be
conceded, though ver, iS may invalidate its force in some measure.
"
"
church
or congregation usuaUy refers to
(2) The word rendered
This is the case in Ps. Ixxxix. 5, however, it is
the People of God.
certainly used of the saints or "holy ones," that is, the sons of God
(vers. 6, 7) or Angels, and little weight can be laid on its general
usage, which arises from the nature of the case. (3) So the term
" first-born" as used in the Epistle seems to carry with it the idea
of privilege and heirship (i. 6, xii. 16), and in this view it seems
improbable that the Angels should be called first-born (see on i. 9)
the name is more likely to have been given to men, fellow-heirs with
the Son (i. 6, ii. 5, etc.). All this is true, and yet from another point
of view " first-born," in contrast with men, is a name that might
readily be bestowed on Angels as created earlier than men (comp.
Job xxxviii. 7), and original dwellers in the heavenly city. (4)
Further, it is thought that the expression, " enrolled in heaven," is
more likely, from the usage of similar phrases (comp. Isa. iv. 3 ;
Dan. xii. i Luke x. 20 Rev. xxi. 27), to be used of men, those
destined to be the dwellers in the heavenly city, rather than of
Angels, already dwelling there. The word, however, might very well
If it referred to the New Testadescribe the roll of actual citizens.
ment church, it would describe its members as heirs of the world to
come, whose rights and destinies are indicated by their being
But why should this title of " first-born " in this
enrolled in heaven.
sense be bestowed exclusively on the New Testament church, and
the church of the Old Testament, certainly feUow-heirs with it, be
otherwise described ? If the expression apply to the New Testament
church, and to this i7i general^ and not to any particular class of
New Testament believers, such as early saints and martyrs, it must
apply if it do not describe the Angels, the emphasis and meaning
The Author is
of the whole expression falls on the term " enrolled."
within

it.

;

;

;

;
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[XII. 24.

and to God the Judge of all, and to the
of just men made perfect, and to Jesus the Mediator
of the new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling, that
written in heaven,

24

spirits

Hebrews

those last things, things in their true
the city of the living God
the myriads, the Angels, dwelling there; the church of first-borns,
it is to this church,
citizens too, for their names are enrolled there
under this view, not as upon earth, but as one great group ideally in
heaven, for they are enrolled there, that the Hebrews are come.
But it has already been noticed that all the other groups and figures
to which they are come are already actually in heaven, and this
mingling of the prospective and actual is less probable, not to recall
again the view of the Epistle that the Hebrews themselves fonn this
New Testament church.
The word " general assembly " means a festal assembly (Gr. panegyris, the festal assembly of the whole nation, as at the Olympic
The Angels are here regarded as gathered all together,
games).
not as sent forth to do service (i. 14), and as full of joy (comp. Luke
setting before the
and final state, to

all

which they are come,

—

;

—

XV. 10).

And to God the

Judge of all; lit. and unto a judge (who is) God of
and as judge unto the God of all. Whether this translation be
adopted or the English Version retained matters little. The words
again express the reality and finality of that to which the Hebrews are
come it is to God in these universal relations. The words indicate an
effort on the Writer's part to deny all that is intermediate or partial in
the relations to his creatures or in his manifestations of God, to whom
Israel came to Him manifested in the
the Hebrews are now come.
forms of this world, and it was even only Israel that came. The
Hebrews are come to Him as God of all, and as Judge. It seems
wholly contrary to the scope of the passage to find the idea of the
graciousness of God here, and to draw the meaning from the words
that the Hebrews may without fear approach to God though He is the
Judge. Equally without support is the meaning that He will do
judginent for them. It is to Him in this widest and absolute character
comp. x. 30.
that they are come
The Old Testament saints, now already in
Spirits ofjust men
heaven and made perfect through the offering of the Son (vii. 1 1, x. 14,
all

;

or,

;

—

;

.

.

.

On the epithet "just," see xi. 4, 7.
Ver. 24. There is no reason to suppose that there is any exact parallelism between the particulars of vers. 18-21 and those of vers. 22-24.
The link in the Author's mind connecting one distinct subject with
another will appear different, perhaps, to difterent readers. If the
phrase, "congregation offirst-borns," refer to Angels, the secution occaotherwise the order of particulars is less natural,
sions no difficulty
or at least its principle is more difficult to detect. The reference to
the " perfc-ction " of the just men of former ages naturally introduced
mention of the Mediator of the new covenant. The great assemblage
of things final and absolute is closed by that which introduces the
xi. 40).

;
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See that ye refuse
25 speaketh better things than that of Abel.
for if they escaped not who refused
not him that speaketh
him that spake on earth, much more shall not we escape if we
:

and enables the eternal things to be realized, the blood of
sprinkling.
This speaketh better thijigs ; or, better than that of Abel
(or, than Abel), i.e. it speaks more powerfully, appeals more mightily
to God than did the blood of His martyred saint (xi. 4).
finality

—

Warning against turning away from God, speaking
His final and true revelation of Himself and all things, " from
heaven," founded on the guilt incurred by Israel, who refused Him
when He spoke in that less perfect revelation, " on earth."
He that spake on earth and He that speaketh from heaven is alike
God. Everywhere in the Epistle it is God who " speaks," although
He may employ agents, prophets, Angels, or the Son, or even those who
heard the Son (ii. 3, xiii. 7). There is no reference in this passage to
In the Old Testament revelation God spake on " earth."
these agents.
His words were heard (ver. 19) by Israel from Sinai, to which they
had come. This revelation in its place and manner is the type of the
All through history what Israel heard was this voice
first covenant.
This
of words from an earthly mountain sounding in their ears.
Vers. 25-29.

in

forms of this world or "on earth" Israel refused
was but a type of its obstinacy all down its
Now God speaks " from heaven." Heaven is the true
history.
abode of God, where He appears all that He is in Himself, and where
He is surrounded by all that to which the attribute of reality belongs.
To Israel He spoke on earth, in forms that but revealed Him mediately and partly concealed Him, and the things He showed to Israel
were but " copies " of the true eternal things in heaven. Now He
speaks from heaven, from where He is in truth, and this implies that
He speaks as He is in truth, and His revelation unveils not only
Himself, but all things that are true and abiding. The Apostle
assumes, as he everywhere does, that the Son made known God as
He is in truth, revealed and did His final will (comp. x. 5, etc.)
in salvation, and unveiled to men the whole heavenly world of
But just as God's voice from Sinai sounded in the ears of
truth.
Israel through all the ages of its history. His word to us in the
Son is heard by us as long as it is called To-day (iii. 15). God
speaks to us with a continuous voice. The figure in the Author's
niind being a local one, compresses two historical points into one.
The Son revealed God as He is in Himself, and all the ideal world of
This revelation, as by the wand of the
truth in its abode in heaven.
magician, called up all these realities before our eyes. We are come
This point, however, that the word
to them and stand before them.
of the Son presented these heavenly things to us, is left in the background. We are conceived face to face with them, and from where they
are heaven, where God is in His true being there comes forth to
He speaketh from heaven. And
us continuously the voice oi God
if Israel drew chastisement on itself by refusing Him that spake on
revelation of
to hear, and

—

God
its

in

refusal

—

—

—
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26 turn

away from him

that speaketh

from heaven

[xil.

:

26-29.

whose voice

then shook the earth ; but now he hath promised, saying,
Yet once more I shake not the earth only, but also heaven.
27 And this word, Yet once more, signifieth the removing of
those things that are shaken, as of things that are made, that
28 those things which cannot be shaken may remain. Wherefore,
we receiving a kingdom which cannot be moved, let us have
grace, whereby we may serve God acceptably with reverence
29 and godly fear for our God is a consuming fire.
:

much more shall we, turning away from Him that speaketh
from heaven.
Ver. 26. This warning is made more impressive by reference to the
accompaniments of the divine speaking in the two revelations respecA shaking accompanied God's speaking from Sinai but it
tively.
was only of the earth and it was temporary, and subsided, leaving
a shaking shall follow God's
the frame of things as it was
speaking from heaven, more pervasive and with more imposing
this shaking shall grasp both heaven and earth, and amidst
effects
it the things that are made and of this material creation, and which
can be shaken, shall pass away, leaving behind the world of true
essential existence that cannot be shaken, the inheritance of the
The Author finds an emphasis to lie in the words
saints (ver. 28).
yet once i7iore, or yet once, of the prophecy Hagg. ii. 6, implying the
finality of the shaking, and the removing through it of the sensible
material world, the things that are made. And this removing is in
order to the manifesting and the abiding of the true ideal world which
cannot be shaken, but remains and becomes the heritage of men
redeemed (ii. 5, etc.).
Ver. 28. When amidst this shaking the material creation passes
away, there remains the kingdom that cannot be shaken, the world to
come, the destined heritage of men (ii. 5 Dan. vii. 18) and that
So
this inheritance may be ours, let us have grace ; comp. ver. 15.
another Apostle says. Let us have peace with God (Rom. v. i) ;
and yet another. Give diligence to make your calling and election
earth,

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

sure, that is, not to make yourselves assured of it, but to make it
secure and stable (Heb. ii. 2, 3) in itself (2 Pet. i. 10). Serve Cod
reverence and godly fear; or, with godly fear (v. 7) and awe ;

.

.

.

comp.

ix.

14.

or, for indeed our God (so iv.
Ver. 29. For our God ...
Deut. iv. 24. These words add a final and awful warning,
close the strain of solemn appeal begun in ver. 14.
;

2).

See

and

fitly

Chap. xiii. Exhortations to sundry duties.
The Apostle says, let it continue, for he
Ver, I. To brotherly love.
had already commended this virtue in the Hebrews, vi. 10 comp.
There is no reason
See i Pet. i. 22 ; 2 Pet. i. 7.
X. 34 with X. 24.

—

;

——

—
XIII. 1-5.]
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Be not

forgetful

to

some have entertained angels
Remember them that are in bonds, as bound
3 unawares.
with them ; and them which suffer adversity, as being yourMarriage is honourable in all, and
4 selves also in the body.
but whoremongers and adulterers God
the bed un defiled
Let your conversation be without covetousness
5 will judge.
and be content with such things as ye have for he hath said,
entertain strangers

:

for thereby

;

;

:

to imagine that he recommends this virtue because he saw signs of its
being on the decline.
Ver. 2. To kindness to Btrangers.
The " strangers" referred to are
Christian brethren from other places. To these, whether pursuing
the means of living or perhaps fleeing from hardships falling on them
in their own homes, the Hebrews are to extend hospitality.
This was
a sacred duty. It was also a privilege, for such guests brought many
times more than they received. Angels unawares; comp. Gen. xviii.,
The Angels are the immediate ministers of God and His provixix.
Through such hospitality men sometimes brought themdence.
selves into currents of thought and life new to them, currents flowing
directly from God Himself
Ver. 3. To sjnnpathy with those in affliction.
As bound with them, i.e. probably, as if bound with them have
the same feeling for them as if ye shared their bonds.
Or, the meaning may be that being all members of one body they did share their
bonds, and the exhortation may be one to call this to remembrance
and act in the spirit of this profound idea (i Cor. xii. 26). Also ifi
the body, i.e. as men still living on the earth in the body, and liable to
the same sufferings as they endure.
Ver. 4. To chastity. Marriage is honourable
uttdejiledj rather,
and let the bed be undefiled.
let marriage be held in honour
The clause is an exhortation to hold marriage in honour, not, how-

—

;

.

.

ever, positively as against celibacy

.

.

.

.

and

ascetic abstinence, but, as the

shows, as against impure and unlawful relaand the second clause is an injunction to hold sacred this
tions
married relation. There seems no allusion in the passage to ascetic
tendencies or to persons forbidding to marry, i Tim. iv. 3. The
The Author desires to lift up
exhortation is against unchastity.
marriage to its true place and give men true views of it as a fundamental relation in society and the law of God. From the connection,
last clause of the verse
;

in all seems rather to

mean among all,

than, in all respects.

Comp.

Thess. iv. 6.
Your conversation, lit. manner (of
Ver. 5. Against covetousness.
mind), i.e. turn or disposition. For he hath said, i.e. God. The
exact words quoted are not found in the Old Testament, but see
Deut. xxxi. 6. It is remarkable that the words as here used are found
in Philo, De Con/. Ling. chap, xxxiii.
7er. 6. So that we may . . . say ; rather, so that we boldly say.—
I

—
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7

[xill. 6,

7.

So that we may
I will never leave thee, nor forsake thee.
boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what
man shall do unto me. Remember them which have the
rule over you, who have spoken unto you the word of God
whose faith follow, considering the end of their conversation

:

:

/ will not fear what
See Ps.

cxviii.

6

.

.

.

rather, I

;

comp. Ps.

;

xxvii.

•will

not fear

;

what

shall

.

.

.

?

xvi. 8, Ivi. 4, 11.

i,

Vers. 7-16. To have in their remembrance the teaching and example
of the apostolic missionaries, now departed, who first taught them.
The passage vers. 7-16 unquestionably all hangs together. There

would be no meaning in exhorting the Hebrews to remember their
former teachers unless the exhortation were an indirect way of exhorting them not to swerve from the faith in the form in which those
departed teachers had delivered it to them. This is indeed expressed
Then this
in the words, " the which spoke to you the word of God."
positive advice to remember, etc., takes the negative shape of an
exhortation not to be carried away by strange teachings, ver. 9. This
again passes into a contrast between the principle of Christianity,
"grace," and that of such teaching, "meats," ver. 9. This then
widens out into the statement that they who adhere to the principle
of such teachings have no part in the Christian sacrifice, vers. 10-12
which passes into an exhortation wholly to break connection with the
camp of the unbelieving Old Testament Israel, within which this

;

principle prevailed, ver. 13, etc.

Them who have

have spoken j rather, them who had
Those referred to are the deceased apostolic
That these are
missionaries who first brought the gospel to them.
the persons referred to is plain from the words, " who spoke to you the
word of God," h. 3, iv. 2 and that they no more lived is implied in
Whose faith follow
the words, the issue, or end, of their life.
co7iversation; lit. and, contemplating (surveying, or looking back upon)
The term " issue "
the issue of their manner of Ufe, imitate their faith.
or end of their life does not imply that their death was through
martyrdom they died in faith. The two points in connection with
which the Hebrews are to remember them are first, the word of
God which they spoke, the teaching by which they evangelized the
Hebrews and second, the manner and end of their own life of faith.
In this there is an indirect appeal to the Hebrews themselves not to
decline from the form of the apostolic doctrine as they had first
received it and second, to let this doctrine sustain their life, as they
had seen it sustain the life of their first teachers. It is certainly
probable that this Aposde feels himself in accord with these first
preachers to the Hebrews, and that these therefore had stood on
the same free platform in regard to ceremonial as he stands upon.
Out of this freedom certain influences were moving the Hebrews to
fall back (ver. 9).
rather, lit. Jeaus Christ is yester.
the same
Ver. 8. Jesus
Ver.

7.

the rule

.

.

.

who

.

.

.

spoke.

;

—

—

.

—

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

;
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8 Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever.
Be not carried about with divers and strange doctrines. For

9

for ever.
The English Version by
suggests that Jesus Christ is the "end" of their conversation (ver. 7) but this cannot be, for these last words mean, issue of
their manner of life. The verse corresponds to ver. 7, and sustains its
exhortation. These teachers spoke the word of God, they reported
and confirmed (ii. 3) the things spoken by the Son, and He was also
the subject of which they spoke and their faith in the unseen was
sustained by His sacrifice and His ascension as High Priest to God's
And He is the same now as when they spoke
right hand (x. 19, 21).
of Him and when their faith was sustained by Him. The words
" yesterday," " to-day," etc., are not to be referred to particular periods,
as if " yesterday " described the days of these early apostolic teachers
the whole expression graphically describes the unchangeableness of
Jesus Christ, whether respect be had to teaching or to life by faith,
r.nd forms a delicate but deeply-laid support to the exhortation in
ver. 7 to remember the teaching and life of those who first enlightened
them which is, indeed, an exhortation to themselves not to be moved
away from the faith and the life of their own early Christian history.
rather, be not carried away, or
Ver. 9. Be not carried about
;
aside (ii. i).
This is the other side of "remember," etc., ver. 7.
Remember them who spoke to you the word of God (ver. 7); this is
no variable teaching Jesus Christ is ever the same (ver. 8) ; be not,
then, carried away with strange doctrines (ver. 9). These strange
teachings (i) were in regard to meats (ver. 9). (2) They are regarded
as connected with the principles of Judaism, for the Christian altar is
spoken of in opposition to them (ver. 10), and the Apostle adds in this
connection an exhortation to the Hebrews to go out without the
camp (ver. 13), that is, to sever all connection between themselves and
the sphere of the religious principles and life of the Old Testament
Israel
but it would exhibit a peculiar chain of ideas to exhort the
Hebrews to renounce all connection with their religious compatriots
because certain Jews were striving to win them over to some opinions
of their own, whether ascetic or otherwise, that had no connection
It has been thought that
with the essential principles of Judaism.
the Apostle, though he might have called the ceremonial rules of the
Old Testament ritual " divers," would scarcely have called them

day and to-day the same, and
omitting

z's

;

;

—

.

.

.

:

;

—

" strange," and hence it has been supposed that he refers either to
additions to these rules and amplifications of them, or to ascetic
tendencies. This is a point of subordinate importance. The real
point is, that the Apostle connects these teachings with the " camp,"
and sees an antithesis between them and "grace," the principle of
The Apostle might have called the principles
the new covenant
and rules of the Old Testament ritual " strange," as alien to the faith
of Christ, particularly if the Hebrews under external influences, and
from misunderstanding the true meaning of the sacrifice of Christ,
or drifting away from true ideas of it. were in danger of falling

;
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9

a good thing that the heart be estabhshed with grace
not with meats, which have not profited them that have been
it is

The question whether the reference in "meats"
be to sacrificial meals or to clean and unclean foods is of
The reference is mainly to the difference of
little importance.
"grace" on the one hand, the principle of the Christian
principle
faith; and "meats" on the other, that of Judaism
as in another
passage (ix. 10) the Author brings the whole Old Testament ritual
into line with meats and drinks and divers washings.
The connection here (ver. 10, we have an altar, etc.) seems to imply that
sacrificial meals are referred to.
A good thing ; or, it is good. Which have not
occupied; or,
The words " were
lit. in which they who walked were not profited.
not profited " seem to refer to practices long estabhshed, and not to
mere novelties as of an ascetic abstinence;^ comp. "unprofitable"
applied to the Mosaic ritual (vii. i8). The contrast drawn is one of
principle grace on the one hand, and meats on the other.
Whether
the Old Testament ritual is regarded here as expanded and encrusted
over with practical growths through time and the subtleties of the
By grace, the
legal and formal mind, may remain undecided.
thought how God's mind is towards men through Christ, and by
fellowship with God through the Christian facts and ordinances by
this it is good that the heart be established, made stable and peacenot by the consciousness of having partaken
ful, as only it can be
of certain meats.
Proof suf^cient of this is the fact, that they who
have sedulously walked in such rules have not been profited by them.
The Apostle refers to " teachings," not to practices it is not implied
that the Hebrews were in a locality where the practices were carried
on, they were being carried aside by the doctrines.
Ver. 10, etc. It might have seemed natural that the Apostle should
have gone on to say, that we who partake of the Christian altar have
no need to seek establishing of the heart from having recourse to
" meats." To say this would not have been enough. Therefore he
turns the other face of the matter to us and says, that they who still
adhere to the system of meats are precluded from any participation
in the Christian sacrifice
the two cannot be commingled or combined (ver. 10). This idea he supports by the typology of such
This sacrifice
sacrifices as the sin-offering on the Day of Atonement.
was not partaken of like other sacrifices by Old Testament priests,
but was removed without the camp, the abode and sphere of the life
of the Old Testament people, and consumed by fire.
Here lay a
typical truth, to the effect that they who remain within the sphere
of the Old Testament people, with its ordinances and religious life,
are precluded from participating in the true sin-offering (ver. 11).
This type was verified in Jesus, the true sin-offering, who suffered
without the gate. Benefit and participation in the Christian sacrifice
back upon them.
(ver. 9)

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

—

;

;

;

1 The reading walked is doubtful.
The Revisers' text does not even admit wtf/i
(present) into the margin, while Westcott and Hort receive it into the text.

—

1
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We have an altar, whereof they have no
which serve the tabernacle. For the bodies of
those beasts, whose blood is brought into the sanctuary by
Where12 the high priest for sin, are burnt without the camp.
fore Jesus also, that he might sanctify the people with his
10 occupied therein.
1

right to eat

cannot be enjoyed by those within the camp, those who adhere to
the principles of the Old Testament religion they who would share
its benefits must go without the camp, and renounce the religious
;

To do this will
fellowship of the Old Testament Israel (ver. 12).
bring with it reproach, even as (to look at the matter in another light,
that of history) Christ's suffering without the gate, besides fulfilling
the typical prophecy, was a token of His rejection by Israel and a
mark of contumely. Let us, then, who seek to participate in the
benefits of His sacrifice, go forth to Him without the camp of Israel,
bearing His reproach. For this Jerusalem below, centre and type of
we seek the Jerusalem
the Old Testament faith, is not our home
;

above

(vers. 13, 14).

We

have an aliar, i.e. we who are Christians. Under "altar"
Ver. 10.
the Writer has scarcely any particular object in view he means a
If he had in mind anything special, it
sacrifice of which we partake.
would be the cross but according to the point which he desires to
make, the cross without the gate corresponds to the place without the
camp where the sin-offering on the Day of Atonement was burnt, not
by any means to the altar. As the Old Testament sin-offering was
consumed and destroyed by fire without the camp, so the Son was
put to death without the gate. There seems no allusion in the expression, " we have an altar," to the sacrament of the Supper, though
it is implied that Christians participate in their sacrifice and eat of
sanctuary. The most natural reference
A^o right
their altar.
is to the Old Testament priests, though to these as representatives of
the Old Testament Israel, and those continuing to adhere to the Old
Testament ritual comp. viii. 5 with x. 2. These have no right or
power to eat of, that is, participate in, the Christian altar. Those who
will regulate their religious life by the principles of the Old Testament
ordinances are precluded from any part in the offering of Christ.
Proof of this follows from the typology of the sacrifice of the Day of
;

;

.

,

.

;

Atonement.
Vers. II, 12. According to the Law of the offering of the Day of
Atonement, and those offerings whose blood was brought by the high
priest into the holiest, the flesti of such offerings was not partaken of
by the priests it was removed outside the camp and consumed by
fire.
Those who had a right to eat of other sacrifices had no share
Two elements were contained in this
in it; it was carried outside.
first, its circumstances were prophetic, and Christ
typical ordinance
fulfilled the prophecy,— that He might sanctify the people by His
blood. He sufiered without the gate (ver. 12)— He was the true sinoffering
second, the ordinance also symbolized the deep truth that
;

—

;

;
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Let us go forth there13 own blood, suffered without the gate.
For
14 fore unto him without the camp, bearing his reproach.
here have we no continuing city, but we seek one to come
those remaining in the Old Testament community and adhering to
its religious principles have no part in this true sin-offering.
Ver. 13. To partake in and share the benefits of the true sin-offering
we must abandon the "camp," the abode of the unbelieving Israel,
the sphere within which its religious ordinances and life have prevalence, and go forth unto Christ. To do this will doubtless entail
reproach, for His suffering without the gate not only fulfilled the
Scripture and verified the principle suggested by the ritual law itself
it was, as we know, the symbol of His being cast out of the community
and religious life of the Old Testament Israel. Let us share His

reproach and rejection.
Ver. 14. Let us do this, for here on earth we have no abiding city,
we seek one to come; rather, the one that is to come, i.e. the Jerusalem
above (xi. 10, xii. 22). Just as in ver. 13 the new idea was introduced
from history, that the suffering of Jesus without the gate was a token
of His rejection, and the exhortation combined the two ideas, to
renounce the Old Testament system and to share the reproach of
Christ so in this verse the exhortation to abandon the Old Testament church and go forth unto Jesus widens into the idea that
nowhere on earth have we an abiding city, much less in the Jerusalem
of the Jewish people, we seek for the city that is to come.
A construction somewhat different is put by some interpreters on
ver. 10.
It is supposed that both members of that verse refer to
Christians, the expression, "who serve the Tabernacle," describing
them as having all priestly privileges. On that view what is said is
the Christian altar is not one of which the Christian priest eats;
this
the benefit derived from it does not lie in the region of meats. Then
this is shown to be the case from the law of the sin-offering (ver. 11),
;

—

This construction seems
unnatural emphasis is
laid upon the word eat, which must be taken in its literal meaning, and
a superficial sense is drawn from the passage. (2) The phrase, " serve

verified in the history of Christ (ver. 12).
(i)
simpler, but there are objections to it
:

—

An

the Tabernacle," is scarcely natural if said of Christians neither does
the phrase, "no right to eat," receive a suitable meaning on this construction. (3) The point of the passage seems to lie in the expression,
The point that literal
several times repeated, "without the camp."
eating is not the kind of benefit derived from the Christian altar
hardly needed to be insisted on. The point is that those in the camp
of Israel had no part in the sin-offering which was carried outside
and consumed an ordinance symbolizing the truth that those remaining in the camp of the Old Testament Israel, adhering to the
principles of the Old Testament law, have no share in the benefits of
the true sin-offering. In such conditions its advantages cannot be
Only outside the camp of Israel can its benefits be
participated in.
shared. Then this idea naturally leads to the exhortation to go iortb
;

—

—
XIII.

15

1
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therefore let us offer the sacrifice of praise to God
is, the fruit of our lips giving thanks to his

continually, that

16 name.
But to do good and to communicate forget not for
Obey them that
17 with such sacrifices God is well pleased.
have the rule over you, and submit yourselves for they watch
for your souls, as they that must give account, that they may
do it with joy, and not with grief: for that is unprofitable for
:

:

without the camp, to abandon the religious fellowship of Israel. This
exhortation seems without motive nr connection with the rest of the
passage on the construction of ver. lO referred to.
It is to be observed that there is no reference in the passage to the
atonement, except incidentally in the words, whose blood is brought
into the holiest (ver. 11).
The Son's offering belongs to the class of
sacrifices so described
it is His blood brought by Him as High
Priest into the holiest that sanctifies the People.
The point raised is
the question. Under what conditions is the true sin-offering to be participated in after atonement has been made.'' and the answer is. Not
within the Old Testament camp, as the Old Testament ritual itself
showed, but outside of it, as the manner of the Son's suffering proved,
which fulfilled the type. He having been crucified without the gate.
Vers. 15, 16. The true Christian sacrifice, praise to God and doing
good. The words by hifit, or tlrrougli Him, are placed emphatically
at the head of the sentence,
through Him, and not through the
medium of the Old Testament ritual ordinances. The Son is referred
;

—

and the reference is sufficiently plain from "high priest" (ver. 11)
and Jesus (ver. 12), as the finality of His offering is from the words.
to,

Sanctify the People through His blood (ver. 12). The sacrifice the
Christian is to offer is, a sacrifice of praise, the fruit of lips (Hos. xiv. 2)
confessing to His {i.e. God's) name. This is to be offered continually,
for the way into the hoHest with such offering stands ever open (x. 19),
and the offering is not one to be made at set times, but one which
expresses the constant feeling of the mind towards God
and the
unspeakable gift calls forth continual thanks (2 Cor. ix. 15). This is
one side of the Christian sacrifice, but there must and will always be
another side corresponding to it.
To do good, i.e. to the Christian
brotherhood, or generally, in acts of mercy and kindness and sympathy;
and to coDWiHiiicate, that is, impart of one's substance, to minister to
the necessities of those in want or in affliction (Rom. xv. 26; 2 Cor.
ix. 13; comp. Heb. vi. 10). Thesearethesacrifices well-pleasing to God,
through Jesus Christ, the sin-offering and High Priest towards God
continual thankfulness, towards men active benevolence in all its forms.
Ver. 1 7. Exhortation to obey their present leaders.
The exhortation to remember their former leaders ran out into an
exhortation not to be led away by strange doctrines for the remembrance of their former leaders was a remembrance of their teaching.
Now comes an appeal to the Hebrews to obey and submit to their
present rulers.
Under both exhortations there probably lies a covert
Hubinii yourselves;
allusion to the circumstances of the community.
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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18 you.
Pray for us for we trust we have a good conscience,
19 in all things willing to live honestly. But I beseech you the
rather to do this, that I may be restored to you the sooner.
:

them. Submit or " yield " suggests more than obey, implying
that even should wills and opinions in regard to faith and practice
not be altogether in harmony, the teachers are to be yielded to. The
They watch for, i.e. in behalf oi., your souls. The
reason of this.
The words do not
figure of a shepherd may be present (ver. 20).
describe abstractly what the position of teachers is, but including this,
refer especially to the actual character of the present leaders of the
Hebrews. They are to be yielded to, for first, it is they that watch for
your souls this is their position and second, of their conduct they
The words imply that in the Apostle's
shall have to give an account.
estimation these teachers are like himself (ver. 18), upright in their
duty and conscious of its responsibilities. The words give a brief but
incisive sketch of the pastoral office in its relation to men and to God.
Do this with joy, that is, watch (not, give an account) obedience
and yielding to them will make their watching for you to be joyful,
not grievous they will see the cause of truth (ver. 9) and peace
(comp. xii. 14) prevail, and rejoice, not that they have the preeminence, but in seeing the good of the community. The Apostle
assumes that the teachers represent, in the present condition of the
Hebrews, truth and good order. Is unprofitable for you; or, -would be
unprofitable
Watching with grief would be unprofitable for the
.
Hebrews, for it would imply a condition of unquiet and dissidence
of opinion and feeling hurtful in itself, and the responsibility for
or, yield to

—

—

;

—

;

—

.

.

which would he on them.
Ver. 18. Exhortation to pray for the Writer. t^ray for us. The us
does not imply that the Writer combined others with himself, for he
The request naturally folio wt
passes into the singular in ver. 19.
The Writer,
the exhortation in reference to their present teachers.
though not one of their ordinary teachers, feels himself one in mind
with these teachers, and has a position of influence in the community
He desires their prayers, and considers he may
to which he writes.
receive them as one having a good conscience in all things towards
Willing to live honestly;
them. For we trust; or, are persuaded.
The allusion to his
or, wishing to behave (demean myself) rightly.
purity of conduct, and strong assertion of his consciousness of it,
in regard to them and all things, when he is petitioning for their
prayers, implies that some suspicions may have attached to him in
the minds of some of them.
These suspicions would naturally
refer to his great freedom in regard to Jewish practices.
Ver. 19. But I
the rather; or, and I the more earnestly (ii. i)

—

.

beseech

(exhort)

.

.

you.

— That

I may

be

restored

.

.

.

These words

He
imply a former residence of the Writer among the Hebrews.
contemplated returning to them, a return desired by himself, and one
which he assumes will be acceptable to them, and he beseeches them
to help it by their prayers.
When he wrote his return was hindered,

—

—
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of peace, that brought again from the dead our
Shepherd of the sheep, through the

that great

though the nature of the hindrance is not stated it does not appear,
however, ver, 23, to have been any restraint such as imprisonment.
;

Vers. 20, 21.

A

prayer of the Apostle in behalf of the Hebrews.

The Apostle having sought the prayers of the Hebrews for his speedy
return to them, prays God on their behalf; and it is probable that his
prayer is not general, but has reference to the special conditions of
the community. The words run literally and the God of peace, who
brought up (or, back) from the dead the Great Shepherd of the sheep,
in the blood of an eternal covenant, even our Lord Jesus
The
verse seems connected with the previous verses, and the same undertone of reference to the condition of the Hebrews, their relations to
their teachers and to the Writer, that characterizes these verses, also
marks it being heard in the words " God of peace," and " Great
Shepherd of the sheep." Ver. 20 describes the aspect or character
under which God is prayed to, and ver. 21 describes the work which
the Apostle prays that God would effect, and, naturally, the work
corresponds to the character.
God is prayed to as the God of
peace, that is, who works peace, Rom. xv. 33, xvi. 20 Phil. iv. 9
Comp. ver. 21, and chap. xii. 14, etc. The further
2 Cor. xiii. 11.
designation. Who brought up
the Great Shepherd of the sheep,
is not another distinct appellation, but one at least in the same line
with " God of peace."
As the context refers to the rulers of the
community, the allusion to the Great Leader and Ruler of the People
(Ps. Ixxx. I
comp. i Pet. ii. 25, v. 4), who is over the house of God
(iii.
5), probably bears also upon the condition of the community.
Bringing up from the dead (Rom. x. 7) includes making the Son
head of the New Testament community, as appears from the words,
"Great Shepherd of the sheep," and "our Lord Jesus." God is
prayed to as the God of peace, and as He who has set our Lord Jesus
over His house. The words, "in the blood of an eternal covenant,"
do not go closely with "brought up from the dead," as if they
explained the resurrection of Christ. The resurrection in itself is
not the point here, but the whole elevation of the Son to be the Great
Shepherd of the sheep. And the idea that the resurrection of the
Son was itself an effect of the blood of the covenant, being "the
first of the blessings of the covenant," is hardly to be looked for in
the Epistle, being a much more precise conception than the general
"crowned with glory on account of His suffering of death," ii. 9.
The words, " in the blood," etc., go immediately with " the Great
Shepherd of the sheep," and state through what or on the ground
of what He is the Great Shepherd above all others, viz. the blood
of an everlasting covenant (ix. 15).
God is the God of peace, who
works peace and all blessings to the New Testament community
this He does through Jesus Christ (ver. 21): in virtue of the blood
of the new covenant He was made the head of the new dispensation.
Comp. Acts XX. 28. For the phraseology comp. Sept. Isa. Ixiii. 11.
:

.

.

.

—

;

.

.

;

.

;

—

;

—

—

— —
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make you perfect in every
working in you that which is wellpleasing in his sight, through Jesus Christ ; to whom be glory
Amen. And I beseech you, brethren,
for ever and ever.
for I have written a letter
suffer the word of exhortation
unto you in few words. Know ye that oiir brother Timothy
is set at liberty ; with whom, if he come shortly, I will see you.
Salute all them that have the rule over you, and all the saints.
They of Italy salute you. Grace be with you all. Amen.

21 blood of the everlasting covenant,

good work
22

to

do

his will,

:

23

24
25

Ver. 21. Make you perfect., i.e. make you complete, equip you, or
prepare you. In every good workj rather, good thing. This verse
contains a description of the thing prayed for it is equipment in
every good thing to do God's will. It is God who works this but it
Examples of
is through Jesus Christ, the Shepherd of the sheep.
how He does so may be seen in ii. 18, iv. 14, etc. It is difficult to
say whether the Doxology be to God or Jesus Christ. On the one
hand, the great subject of the two verses is God. On the other, the
Great Shepherd is lifted up into striking prominence in both verses,
as He through whom God works all blessed effects in the community.
The feeling of commentators carries them with equal decisiveness
someone way and some another 2 Tim. iv. 18 2 Pet. iii. 18 Rev i. 6.
Ver. 22. The Apostle in conclusion begs his readers to bear with
For
his " word of exhortation," i.e. his letter, which he so names.
in few words. Another reason, besides others, for bearing with it, is its
brevity.
This is said comparatively, in consideration of the gravity
of the circumstances and the weight of the subjects handled. The
letter, it is said (Moulton), might be read aloud in less than an hour.
.
Others render ye know, but it is more proVer. 23. Know ye
bable that the Author is communicating a piece of intelligence.
" Set at liberty " probably refers to an imprisonment of Timothy, of
which no other historical notice occurs. Shortly, i.e. apparently,
In
before the Author is compelled or finds it convenient to leave.
that case he would brin^^ Timothy with him. The reference to
Timothy indicates that the Author was on a footing of friendship
with Pauline circles.
Ver. 24. Salutation to the heads of the Hebrew community. Some
have found in the word " all " an intimation that there were various
classes of leaders, e.g. some Jewish and some Gentile but such an
They 0/ Italy.
inference seems too large to found on such a word.
Those belonging to Italy. Whether the Apostle was in Italy and
sent the salutation of the Italian brethren, or was in some locality
where Italians were present, whose salutations he joined with his
own, cannot be decided from the words. On the last supposition
the probability would be that the letter was written to Italy.

—

;

—

;

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

Ver. 25.

The same

closing benediction, Tit.

THE END.

iii.
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;

comp. Col.

iv. 18.
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—
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ANSELM AND HIS WORK. By

[Ready.
Rev. A. C.

Welch, B.D.

[ReadT/.

FRANCIS AND DOMINIC AND THE MENDICANT ORDERS.
By

Rev. Professor J. Herkless, D.D., University of St. Andrews.

[Ready.
X.

XI.

XII.

SCOTUS ERIGENA AND HIS EPOCH. By R.

Latta, Ph.D., D.Sc,
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Aberdeen.

WYCLIF AND THE LOLLARDS. By Rev. J. C. Carrick, B.D.
THE MEDICI AND THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE. By Oliphant
Smbaton, M.A., Edinburgh.

[Ready.
[Continued on next page.

T.

and

T. Clark's PuUications.

THE WORLD'S EPOCR-M KKERS-eontinued.
XIII,

THE TWO BACONS AND EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE.

Show-

how Roger Bacon prepared the way for Francis Bacon,
Lord Verulam. By Rev. W. J. Couper, M.A.

ing

XIV.

XV.

M 'Hardy, D.D.
LUTHER AND THE GERMAN REFORMATION.

SAVONAROLA.
Principal T.

By

Rev. G.

M. Lindsay, D.D., U.F.C.

[Readi/.

By

Rev.

College, Glasgow.

[Read)/.

XVI.

CRANMER AND THE ENGLISH REFORMATION. By

A. D.
[Ready.

Innes, M.A.(Oxon.), London.

XVII.

REFf RMED THEOLOGY,
U.F.C College, Aberdeen.

CALVIN AND THE

By

Rev.

Principal Salmond, D.D,,

XVIII.

PASCAL AND THE PORT ROYALISTS.

By

Professor

Clark, LL.D., D.C.L,, Trinity College, Toronto.

XIX. DESCARTES,

By
XX.

SPINOZA,

AND THE NEW PHILOSOPHY.

Rev. Professor J. Iverach, D.D., U.F.C. College, Aberdeen.

WILLIAM HERSCHEL AND HIS WORK.

By James

Sime,
[Ready.

M.A., F.R.S.E.

XXI.

W.

[Ready.

WESLEY AND METHODISM. By

F, J. Snell, M,A,(Oxon,).

[Reoily,

NEW

XXII, LESSING AND THE
HUMANISM, Including Baumgarten
and the Science of Esthetics, By Rev, A. P. Davidson, M,A.
XXIII.

HUME AND
THEOLOGY,

XXIV. ROUSSEAU

By

HIS INFLUENCE ON PHILOSOPHY
By Professor J. Orr, D.D., Glasgow.

AND NATURALISM

Professor

IN LIFE

W. H. Hudson, M.A.,

AND

AND THOUGHT.

Leland Stanford Junior

University, California.

XXV.

KANT AND
fessor R.

HIS PHILOSOPHICAL REVOLUTION. By ProM. Wenlet, D.Sc, Ph.D., University of Michigan.

XXVI, SCHLEIERMACHER
THEOLOGY. By

AND THE REJUVENESCENCE
Professor A. Martin,

D.D.,

New

Edinburgh.

XXVII.

OF

Colli'ge,
[Sluirtly.

HEGEL AND HEGELIANISM. By

Professor R. Mackintosh,

D.D., Lancashire Independent College, Manchester.

XXVIII,

NEWMAN AND
Litt,

HIS INFLUENCE.

Doc, University

XXIX. EUCLID

AND

By

C.

Sakolea, Ph.D.,

of Edinburgh.

HIS SYSTEM,

By Thomas Smith, D,D., LL.D.
[Ready.

—
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—
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T.

—

—

Clark's Publications.

©LASS fRIMERS.

(BIBLE

Edited by Rev. Principal Salmond, D.D.
each; free by post, 7d.

In cloth, 8d. each; free by post, 9d.
By Eev. J. Adams, B.D.
History of Babylonia and Assyria. By Professor K. G. Mukison, B.D.
The Mosaic Tatoernacle. ]'>y Rev. J. Adams, B.D.
The History of the English Bible, and How It has come down to Us. By
In paper covers,

(irt.

The Minor Prophets.

Kev. W. BuKNET Thomson, M.A., 15.D. With Illustrations of MSS.
Historical Geography of the Holy Land. With 42 Illustrations. By Eev.
S. Iv. Macimiail, D.J).
Our Lord's Illustrations. By Rev. R. Eesker, M.A.
Elijah and Elisha. By Rev. R. G. MacIntyre, B.D.
The Exile and the Restoration. By Professor A. B. Davidson, D.D.
The Miracles of Our Lord. By Professor J. Laidlaw, D.D.
Christian Conduct; Christian Character: A Study in New Testament
By Prdfessor T. B. Kilpatkick, D.D.
Jlorality.
The Free Church of Scotland. By Rev. 0. G. M'Crie, D.D.
The Making of Israel. By Rev. 0. A. Scott, D.D.
The Truth of Christianity. By Eev. Professor Iverach, D.D.
The Sabbath. By Rev. Princi])al Salmond, D.D.
Our Christian Passover. By Rev. C. A. Salmond, D.D.
The Kingdom of God. A Plan of Study. In Three Parts. By Rev.
F. Hekbekt Stead, M.A. (Or the Three Parts in one vol. cloth. Is. 6d.)
The Parables of Our Lord. By Eev. Principal Salmond, D.D.
Life of St. John. By Baton J. Gloao, D.D.
Life of Abraham. By Eev. 0. A. Scott, D.D.
Historical Connection between the Old and New Testaments.
By Eev.
Professor .John Skinner, M.A. D.D.
The Life of Christ. By Rev. Principal Salmond, D.D.
The Shorter Catechism. In Three Parts. By Eev. Principal Salmond,
,

,

D.D.

(Or

in

one

vol., cloth. Is. Gd.)

By the Eev. Professor Paterson, D.D.
Outlines of Protestant Missions. By John Robson, D.D.
Life of the Apostle Peter. By Rev. Principal Salmond, D.D.
Outlines of Early Church History.
By the late Rev. Henry Wallis
Smith, D.D.
By the late Rev. Peter Thomson, M.A.
Life of David.
Life of Moses. By Eev. Professor Iverach, D.D.
'Accurately done, clear, mature, and scholarly." Christian.
Life of Paul. By Baton J. Gloag, D.D.
The Period of the Judges.

'This little book could not well be surpassed.' Daily Review.
Life and Reign of Solomon. By Rev. Rayner Winterbotham. M. A., LL.B.
'Every teacher should have it.' Rev. C. H. Spurobgn.

—

The History of the Reformation,
'A

By

Rev. Professor

Witherow.

vast aiiiouiit of information set forth in a clear and concise manner.'

United

Preshjiterian. Miiiia~Ane.

The Kings of
'

A

Israel.

By

Eev.

W. Walker, M.A.

m.asterpiece of lucid condensation.'—

C/iris<((i?r.

Leader.

By Rev. Professor Given, Ph.D.
Admirably arranged the style is sufficiently simple and clear to be quite within
the compass of young people.' British Messenger.
Joshua and the Conquest. By Rev. Professor Croskery.
This carefully written manual will be much appreciated.' Daily Review.
The Kings of Judah.
'

;

'

Words and Phrases. Explained and Illustrated. By Eev. Charles
MiCHiE, M.A. 18mo, cloth. Is.
Will be found interesting and instructive, and of the greatest value to young
students and teachers.' AthencBttm.
The Seven Churches of Asia. By Deborah Alcock. 18mo, cloth, Is.
Bible
'

BS2775 .0252
The

epistle to the

Hebrews.
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